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Foreword

Research in low temperature physics as a rule always uses
liquid helium. Until the beginning of the 1950's liquid helium was
obtained in two scientific centres in the USSR, that is the Cryogenic
Laboratory at the Ukrainian Physicotechnical Institute and the
Institute for Physical Problems. The latter was founded by P. L. Ka
pitza in 1934. Low temperature physics has always been an important
part of the Institute's activities and has made it world famous.

This collection consists of six articles written by scientists at
the Institute for Physical Problems and covers experimental wor k in
to new areas of low temperature physics.

We, the authors of this collection, all worked for many years un
der the leadership of P. L. Kapitza, who exerted an important in
fluence on each of us. We timed this collection for Kapit
za's ninetieth birthday as a token of our heartfelt gratitude and deep
respect. Unfortunately, he did not live to see his jubilee and so this
collection is devoted to his memory, the memory of a great modern
physicist and outstanding personality, Pyotr Leonidovich Kapitza.

Academician 4.8. Borouik-Homanou
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Preface

This collection of articles is devoted to three important
branches of low temperature physics: studies of solid and liquid he
lium, free electron motion in metals, and low temperature magnet
ism. The discovery of superfluidity and the subsequent works by
·P . L. Kapitza and L. D. Landau commenced a new branch of phys
-ics-physics of quantum liquids. During the last decade physics of
-quantum crystals also entered this branch, started by theoretical
works by A. F. Andreev and I. M. Lifshitz.

The first article concerns quantum crystals and liquids. I t is de
'voted to a new phenomenon discovered bYA. F. Andreev, K. K. Ke
.shishev, and A. Ya. Parshin, viz. crystallization waves in helium.
Andreev et al theoretically predicted and experimentally observed
'waves with macroscopic amplitude moving along the surface of solid
helium crystal in equilibrium with superfluid helium. The crystal
lization waves are caused by alternate melting and crystallization.
The phenomenon is a spectacular macroscopic manifestation of the
quantum laws in condensed media at low temperatures.

The second article covers investigations of the temperature jump
discovered by P. L. Kapitza, This jump originates at a solid-liquid
into'rf!1I'O in tho nyaOQonl"O nf ~ ho~t tlnv th~nllrt'h tho into~fopo Thic
"works by A. F. Andreev and I. M. Lifshitz.

The first article concerns quantum crystals and liquids. I t is de
'voted to a new phenomenon discovered bYA. F. Andreev, K. K. Ke
.shishev, and A. Ya, Parshin, viz. crystallization waves in helium.
Andreev et al theoretically predicted and experimentally observed
'waves with macroscopic amplitude moving along the surface of solid
helium crystal in equilibrium with superfluid helium. The crystal
lization waves are caused by alternate melting and crystallization.
The phenomenon is a spectacular macroscopic manifestation of the
quantum laws in condensed media at low temperatures.

The second article covers investigations of the temperature jump
discovered by P. L. Kapitza, This jump originates at a solid-liquid
interface in the presence of a heat flux through the interface. This
is only observed at low temperatures (in liquid helium), since its
magnitude is inversely proportional to the temperature cubed. The
theoretical interpretation given by I. M. Khalatnikov stresses that
due to the big difference in acoustic velocities the interface is only
transmitted by a small fraction of the phonons from the helium in
cident on the solid surface at "angles smaller than that of total inter-
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to study ultrasonic transmission across a liquid helium-metal inter
face. These experiments vindicated the theoretical predictions.

The third article, by Yu. M. Bun'kov, is also devoted to investiga
tions of liquid helium, but of its lighter isotope, helium-3. As was
predicted by L. P. Pitayevskii and experimentally discovered by
Lee, Richardson, and Osheroff, helium-3 passes to a superfluid state
that is substantially different from that of helium-4. The main differ
ence is that after the Fermi particles, the helium-3 atoms, have paired
(this process is necessary for superfluidity), the pairs possess nonze
ro orbital moment and their spin equals 1. As a result, helium-3 be
low the phase transition point (T c = 2.7 mK) combines the proper
ties of superfluidity, liquid crystal, and antiferromagnet. Bun'kov's
article describes the refrigerator designed and constructed at the
Institute for Physical Problems to produce temperatures down to
0.5 mR, as well as the results of studies using pulsed NMR on the
two superfluid phases, 3He-A and 3He-B. The main new result is
the observation of an instability in the homogeneous spin precession
in 3He-A. At the angles of deviation larger than 50° the decay into
spin waves rises exponentially. This explains why the relaxation
time of the free induction signal appears to be an order of magnitude
smaller than that predicted by the simple relaxation theory of ho
mogeneous precession.

The next two articles are devoted to the behaviour of conduction
electrons in metals. The development of this important branch over
the last 50 years can be divided tentatively in two. During the first
stage very pure single crystal samples of metals were investigated.
Tho 1nnr +nT'nT"''\.....'\+''~nCl l'\T1lrl +ho 1"'~~TCl+l'\l "'n~fn,n+.;,.,.T1l ~T.;nlrlnrl 'W7'n~~T l,..~,..o

0.5 mR, as well as the results of studies using pulsed NMR on the
two superfluid phases, 3He-A and 3He-B. The main new result is
the observation of an instability in the homogeneous spin precession
in 3He-A. At the angles of deviation larger than 50° the decay into
spin waves rises exponentially. This explains why the relaxation
time of the free induction signal appears to be an order of magnitude
smaller than that predicted by the simple relaxation theory of ho
mogeneous precession.

The next two articles are devoted to the behaviour of conduction
electrons in metals. The development of this important branch over
the last 50 years can be divided tentatively in two. During the first
stage very pure single crystal samples of metals were investigated.
The low temperatures and the crystal perfection yielded very large
electron free paths that were comparable to the dimensions of the
samples or the electron orbits in the magnetic fields applied to the
samples. Using a variety of magnetic, galvanomagnetic, and micro
wave techniques the Fermi surfaces of many metals were investigated
and some completely unexpected topologies were discovered. The
scientists at the Institute for Physical Problems have contributed heavi-
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trons tunnelling from one orbit to another. N. E. Alekseevskii and
V. S. Egorov discovered that during magnetic breakdown in beryl
lium the resistance becomes oscillatory function of the inverse mag
netic field. These oscillations occur for certain orientations while pos
sessing a giant amplitude and a very short period. A. A. Slutskii ex
plained this phenomenon by saying that the tunnelling proceeds ef
ficiently only if the phases of the wave functions of the tunnelling
electrons change by 2nn tracing the orbits. For this reason the ob
served phenomenon was called coherent magnetic breakdown, In the
article N. E. Alekseevskii and V. I. Nizhankovskii describe in great
detail their experimental studies of coherent magnetic breakdown in
beryllium, aluminium, niobium, and ruthenium dioxide.

The second stage of studying the motion of electrons in metals is
related to samples with comparatively large disorder in the form
of impurities, vacancies, or dislocations. The free paths of electrons
for such samples become comparable with interatomic distances.
It was shown that theory can predict a number of relationships concern
ing the behaviour of such disordered systems. This theory, whose
foundations were laid down by P. W. Anderson and G. Mott in the
late sixties, was called the localization theory. A number of its pre
dictions were corroborated experimentally, especially, for systems
of low dimensionality. A very elegant effect was forecasted on the ba
sis of this theory by Altshuler, Aronov, and Spivak in 1981. They
predicted that resistance of a cylindrical, disordered metallic film
should oscillate as a function of a magnetic field oriented along the
cylinder's axis. The period of the oscillations corresponds to the change
-in t'ho rn~l'1'not-il" flllv t'h.,.nlll'1'h tho I"ulintlo.,. lnr tho u~l11o nf tho fillY

of impurities, vacancies, or dislocations. The free paths of electrons
for such samples become comparable with interatomic distances.
It was shown that theory can predict a number of relationships concern
ing the behaviour of such disordered systems. This theory, whose
foundations were laid down by P. W. Anderson and G. Mott in the
late sixties, was called the localization theory. A number of its pre
dictions were corroborated experimentally, especially, for systems
of low dimensionality. A very elegant effect was forecasted on the ba
sis of this theory by Altshuler, Aronov, and Spivak in 1981. They
predicted that resistance of a cylindrical, disordered metallic film
should oscillate as a function of a magnetic field oriented along the
cylinder's axis. The period of the oscillations corresponds to the change
in the magnetic flux through the cylinder by the value of the flux
quantum, hc/2e. The article by Yu. V. Sharvin and D. Yu. Sharvin
describes their experiments in which for the first time this interesting
phenomenon was observed and they compare quantitatively theory
and experiment.

The sixth article in the collection was written by A. S. Borovik,
Romanov and N. M. Kreines and is devoted to low temperature mag-
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nets has been observed at several laboratories in the world (including
the Institute for Physical Problems). At the Institute for Physical
Problems light scattering from spin waves excited by microwave power
was observed for the first time. This article describes the results of
this and other experimental work in which the BMS from excited spin
systems was studied. These experiments provided new data on the
spectra of spin waves and their relaxation.

Academician A. S. Borouik-Romanotr



1 Crystallization Waves in 4He

A . }Ta. Parshin, D.Se. (Phys. and Jlath.)

f. r. INTRODUCTION

In the last f w years th e phenom 11a t aking place at the
liquid-solid interface in helium have aroused a consid rable inter t.
The unique feature of such a inter ace consists in it ultrahigh
hility and this du 0 a prac ically nondissipative nature of grov h
and melting of heliu crystal at t mp ratures n ar ab olute z ro .
This featur , first predict d theoretically [1.1) and th n ob erved e. 
perimentally in diff rent laborato i s, ensures a unique possib ility
of direct experimental studies of capillary phen mena i cry tal .

mong the ph nom na clo ly connected wi h ultrafast helium crys
allization, uch as cry allization waves [1.1-3], anomalous sound
ransmission and anomalou Kapitza esistanc [1.4-9], and surface

phase transitions [1.3, 1.10-13], p rhaps th most In sual and easily
observable s em 0 h cry allization wave.

The physical natur of th ultrafast crystalliz tion phenomenon
can be und rstood u ing th concept of quantum-mechanical d local
ization of poi td fectsinquantum cr stal [1.14]. Actually a riot
ly nondis ipative cry tallization can be obtained only with a spe
cial typ of coh r nt motion present in a t o-ph se s , as op
posed to the classical ituation, her tl e cryst llization proc s ~e-

ults from rando transitions of indi idual particles between t 0

phases. In this r view we sl all try to give a complete picture of the
tatus of modern th oretical and experimental tudies on Itrafa t

h Iium crystallization and cr talliza ion av . The body of the
niong Athe pfi nom -. na ·Clos Iy connected witn uttratast neuum crys

allization, such as crystallization av s [1.1-3], anomalous sound
ransmission and anomalous Kapitza esistance [1.4-9], and surface

phase transitions [1.3, 1.10-13], p rhaps the most In sual and easily
observable em to h c ystallization aves.

The physical natur of th ultrafast cryst llization ph no on
can be und r tood u ing th concept of quantum-mechanical delocal
ization of point d fects in q rantum cr tal [1.14]. Actually a riot
ly nondi ipative c ystallizntion ca b obtained only with a spe
cial type of coherent motion pre ent in a two-pl a est m , as op
posed to the classical ituation, her the crys allization proc re-
ult from rando tran itions of indi idual particles between t 0

phases. In this r vi w we shall ry to give a complet picture 0 the
tatus of modern theoretical and xperimental tdies on ultrafa t

h lium crystallization and cr talliza ion v. The body of he
review is made up by three ections, c. 1.2 contains t mod rn
concepts, essential for further expo Ition,'of the g neral thermodynam
ic urfac properti s of conventio al classic 1 crystal and heir
grov th mechanism. The exposition is laid ou 0 that the introd ced
co cepts could h directly transferred to the quant im case. The ba ic
ideas of the current theory of surface phenomena in quantu crys als
are presented in Sec. 1.3. In Sec. 1 4 one find the results of experi
mental inv stizatio s of h lium crystallizat ion-processes at low tem-
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1.2. SURFACE OF A CLASSICAL CRYSTAL

1.2.1. Surface Energy and Equilibrium Shape of Crystal

In crystals, as in liquids, the quantity that characterizes
thermodynamic properties of a surface is the free energy of the unit
surface area ex which is numerically equal to the minimum work need
ed to form this unit surface element [1.15l. For a crystal that is im
mersed in a liquid or gas phase and is in complete thermodynamic
equilibrium with the latter, the quantity ex is a function of both tem
perature and the two angles <PI and CP2. These angles control the orien
tation of the surface versus crystallographic axes. In these circumstan
ces, the equilibrium shape is determined by minimizing of the
crystal's surface free energy while volume is kept fixed:

~ ex dS= minimum (1.1)
s

The solution of this variational problem in the general case, viz.
for an arbitrary function ex (CPI' CP2)' is given by the known Wulff
construction (see, e.g. [1.15]). To obtain an equilibrium shape one
needs to draw a straight line segment from a certain point (as if from
a center) along every direction 'characterized by the angles CPt and
(J)2 whose length is proportional to the value of ex for a given direc
tion. A plane perpendicular to the segment is drawn at its endpoint.
The envelope of the derived family of planes defines the equilibrium
crystal shape. Therefore the requirement of positiveness of the se-

cond variation in (1.1) leads to the condition ex + :2r;x. > 0 which
<F1.2

ensures the stability of a given surface point (see [1.16]).
When solving concrete problems it might be more convenient to

use a differential equation of a surface instead of Wulff's construction.
~•• _ L, ~ ~ •• ~ ... .: ~ ~ .: ro ... 1~ ~ D __1 ~ _ _ _ ~ ~ _ _ .L L ~ ~ _ .L ~ __ ~ 1 L 1 ~~ I A A \ ••• .: ...1~

The solution of this variational problem in the general case, viz.
for an arbitrary function ex (CPI' CP2)' is given by the known Wulff
construction (see, e.g. [1.15]). To obtain an equilibrium shape one
needs to draw a straight line segment from a certain point (as if from
a center) along every direction 'characterized by the angles CPt and
(J)2 whose length is proportional to the value of ex for a given direc
tion. A plane perpendicular to the segment is drawn at its endpoint.
The envelope of the derived family of planes defines the equilibrium
crystal shape. Therefore the requirement of positiveness of the se-

cond variation in (1.1) leads to the condition ex + :2r;x. > 0 which
<F1.2

ensures the stability of a given surface point (see [1.16]).
When solving concrete problems it might be more convenient to

use a differential equation of a surface instead of Wulff's construction.
Such equation is the Euler one for the variational problem (1.1) with
an indefinite Lagrange constant incorporated. An equivalent equa
tion, yet without indefinite constants, can be obtained from the con
dition of phase equilibrium [1.17, 1.18l. Aiming at subsequent ap
plications, let us write down this equation in a suitable form with the
gravitational field also included:

F ' ( 8
2a. ) 1 ( ()2 a ) 1 PI+ P + (X + {)(f)~ E + a + {)m! If:: == m ~l
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One of the specific properties of crystals which distinguishes them
from liquids is a specific faceting, viz, strictly plane portions of a
surface. As was first demonstrated by Landau [1.19], the faceting is
caused by nonanalyticity of ex versus the angles <PI and CP2. Namely,

to produce a plane portion of a surface needs the derivative, :;, for

a given orientation to experience a finite jump (such surface used
to be called singular ones [1.201). And it is the linear size of the plane
portion that is proportional to this jump value. In Eq. (1.2) this sit-

uation corresponds to the quantities ex + 88
2
: and, respectively,

<Pl'2
to the curvature radii of surfaces going to infinity. In the same arti-
cle Landau has demonstrated that such unusual properties of the
function ex (under reasonably general assumptions, the jump

;: appears to take place for a surface of any integer Miller indices)

are eventually due to the presence of the translation symmetry of
particle positions in crystal. Leaving the analysis of the microscop
ic picture that leads to such a conclusion aside to the next Section,
let us only note here that from the general thermodynamic view
point this conclusion seems to be quite natural*\ Really, as for any
thermodynamic quantity, the properties of surface energy consid
ered as a function of a surface state are primarily governed by its
full symmetry group. Therefore, an analytical dependence of Ow

on external parameters is to be expected only in the cases when the
symmetry group parameters are changing in a continuous way. On
the other hand, considering the angles CPI and ~2 as external parame
ters, we see that in their continuous variation the surface transla
tion symmetry is changed in a very complicated, nonanalytical man
ner. Thus, the lengths of elementary vectors of translation along
the surface are, to be rigorous, everywhere discontinuous functions
of the angles <PI and <P20 From this viewpoint, the existence of non
.f)\n 'llJ.L~.r y£J~r£M'RS n1"' ~-r'3'~t~~i.r7£d,ch"YIllg?"'''l&a1.iYi\Ym!' a.L"'1,fJ.'"erl.llIYcSu~\fu po!
ic picture that leads to such a conclusion aside to the next Section,
let us only note here that from the general thermodynamic view
point this conclusion seems to be quite natural*\ Really, as for any
thermodynamic quantity, the properties of surface energy consid
ered as a function of a surface state are primarily governed by its
full symmetry group. Therefore, an analytical dependence of Ow

on external parameters is to be expected only in the cases when the
symmetry group parameters are changing in a continuous way. On
the other hand, considering the angles CPI and ~2 as external parame
ters, we see that in their continuous variation the surface transla
tion symmetry is changed in a very complicated, nonanalytical man
ner. Thus, the lengths of elementary vectors of translation along
the surface are, to be rigorous, everywhere discontinuous functions
of the angles <PI and CP20 From this viewpoint, the existence of non
singular surfaces characterized by an analytical dependence of ex
on <PI and <P2 within a certain region of their variation seems more
impressive. The conditions necessary for the singular and nonsingu
lar surfaces to 'exist are considered in the next Section.

1.2.2. Surface Structure at T =0

In a microscopic description of a classical crystal surface
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the most effective method to describe surface microstructure (see the
review by Voronkov [1.2t] which contains Kossel's model and its
closest generalizations, the review of different microscopic models of
crystal surface in the monograph by Lodies and Parker [1.22], and
also, reviews by Burton, Cabrera, Frank [1.23], and by Chernov
[1.16]). Since in this section we aim at giving the most general re
presentation of thenotions concerned, the content of this model wi ll
not be presented in any detail. Instead we shall try to avoid any no
tions of a model at all using symmetry considerations as the back
ground.

An assumption essentially always used in models of the Kossel
type to describe a two-phase interface is that it is possible to assign
unambiguously every particle of a substance to a particular phase.
Such an assumption cannot always be substantiated in a reasonable
way, for example in the case of a crystal-liquid interface, due to the
complicated character of particle motion within the near-surface
layer. The only case where such an association raises no doubts is the
equilibrium state at T == 0, when the surface of a classical crystal
is interface with vacuum. We shall start with considering just such
surfaces, and unless otherwise specified, in all further cases the
point in question wi l l be the surface of an ideal crystal without any
defects apart from those found in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Any macroscopically uniform surface has a definite orientation
relative to the crystalline axes and is specified by a set of integers,
viz. Miller indices. Two cases are possible. The surface symmetry
group can match the symmetry group of the corresponding crystal
line plane, one of whose sides is considered to be "external". In the
other case of a substructure, there is a subgroup of this group. For
the sake of simplicity we assume that no so-called incommensurate
structures originate on the surface (studying this special class of struc
tures, which is of a great interest, would take us too far away from
basic aim). W~ shall consider a surfac« in the ground state. one in a
equilibrium state at T == 0, when the surface of a classical crystal
is interface with vacuum. We shall start with considering just such
surfaces, and unless otherwise specified, in all further cases the
point in question wi l l be the surface of an ideal crystal without any
defects apart from those found in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Any macroscopically uniform surface has a definite orientation
relative to the crystalline axes and is specified by a set of integers,
viz. Miller indices. Two cases are possible. The surface symmetry
group can match the symmetry group of the corresponding crystal
line plane, one of whose sides is considered to be "external". In the
other case of a substructure, there is a subgroup of this group. For
the sake of simplicity we assume that no so-called incommensurate
structures originate on the surface (studying this special class of struc
tures, which is of a great interest, would take us too far away from
basic aim). We shall consider a surface in the ground state, one in a
minimum energy state. Any fault in translational symmetry of the
ground state will be called a surface defect. The energy of any defect
is evidently a positive quantity. For us, naturally, of the utmost in
terest are the defects whose origins are connected with a change in
the number of particles belonging to a crystal, viz. with elementary
processes of crystal growth. The energy of formation of such an iso
lated defect, evidently, cannot be infinetely small simply because, if
".....,.1 ,.,.....,.,.,. n-n ~nln ,,·nn n,.1,.:),.,.,.1 l,.,.,. -n.f ,.,." ~11 n+ ,.,.....,.,..,.,. l,.,.,. ,..l n....,.,...,.,.,.11
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Of surface defects, those that change the topological structure of
the surface (i.e., steps and kinks-on-steps) are of a vital importance
(Fig. 1.1). The step is a linear surface defect that causes surface
positions on both sides of the defect to differ at infinity by an elemen
tary vector of crystal translation not lying within the surface plane.
The ground state of the step is governed by minimizing the total ener
gy under these conditions and by a given step orientation which is
characterized by the normal vector that lies in the surface plane (or

Fig. 1.1. A step with two kinks on the atomically smooth sur
face.

by the appropriate two-dimensional Miller indices). With a step in
the ground state, the rigorous translational symmetry of the surface
is conserved, yet now only in a single direction, along the step.
Similarly, the kink is a point defect on a step. It occurs when the step
positions differ at infinity by an elementary vector of crystal trans
lation, which is noncollinear with the step, and the energy has a min
imum value. On the step of a given orienta s

Fig. 1.1. A step with two kinks on the atomically smooth sur
face.

by the appropriate two-dimensional Miller indices). With a step in
the ground state, the rigorous translational symmetry of the surface
is conserved, yet now only in a single direction, along the step.
Similarly, the kink is a point defect on a step. It occurs when the step
positions differ at infinity by an elementary vector of crystal trans
lation, which is noncollinear with the step, and the energy has a min
imum value. On the step of a given orientation two types of kinks
are feasible differing in "signs" (Fig. 1.1).

The topological meaning of steps and kinks so defined lies in the
impossibility of their production (or annihilation) by adding finite
number of particles to a crystal. In fact, to produce a defect of the
adsorbed atom type it suffices for one particle to be added to the crys
tal, whereas adding one particle to a kink results only in its displace
ment by an elementary translational vector along the step (the
kink i~ ~~~l1mAr1 t.o hA :.llw:.lv~ in t.hA O''rollnn ~t.~t.A' rrhll~;L t.hA nnlv
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signs (also, for steps, the conserved topological charge is a two-dimen
sional vector quantity following the vector summation law).

The specific role of the "topologically charged" defects when they are
produced with a finite concentration (viz. with a finite density of to
pological charge) is to change the step (alias, surface) orientation. The
ground state energy of the new step (surface) may be either higher or
lower than that of the initial state. Therefore, the statement concern
ing the defect energy positiveness is valid only in respect to topo-
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Fig. t .2. 4 stepwise surface.

logically neuiral defects, particularly, to pairs of kinks or steps hav
ing opposite signs, whereas an isolated kink or step can have both
positive and negative energy values.

The concepts of step and kink are indispensable in any theoreti
cal description of classical crystal surface structure. Certainly, to
quantitatively compare theory to experiment a further detalization
of these concepts bv introducinz concrete assumntions about the mi-
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Fig. t .2. 4 stepwise surface.

logically neuiral defects, particularly, to pairs of kinks or steps hav
ing opposite signs, whereas an isolated kink or step can have both
positive and negative energy values.

The concepts of step and kink are indispensable in any theoreti
cal description of classical crystal surface structure. Certainly, to
quantitatively compare theory to experiment a further detalization
of these concepts by introducing concrete assumptions about the mi
crostructure of these objects and character of interatomic bonds is
needed. Significant progress was made in this way (see reviews
[1.16, 1.21-25]). However, here we would like to draw attention to
the fact that the concepts of step and kink, with all their qualitative
features incorporated, can be introduced by means of symmetry rea
soning alone which wi ll ensure possibility of their extension to in-
clude the quantum case. .

l\Tnnr '~Ta Qh'o.ll rlaYYlnnQt.,.ofa o~~A.... ;I';"y\1"'I' +1". T t'\"Y\rlOll r-1 1Q1 (caa olen
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ciently large N can be considered as steplike ones. Actually, accc>rd
ing to the definition, the step has a finite width that is an effective
size along its normal (this size is, generally speaking, of the order of
an elementary translation vector on the snrface). By taking into ac
count that the energy of interaction between steps decreases with
distance as r- 2 [1.27, 28], it is possible to neglect this interaction.
Therefore, at a sufficiently small rp, the surface energy, a (rp), VVith
due regard for the linear term in cp, is simply a sum of the initial ~ur

face energy CXo and of the step energy per unit area:

where Es is the energy of unit length of one step and a the step height.
Eventually, noting that the "negative" steps produced in chan~ing

the sign of cp have the same energy Es as the above "positive" ones,
we arrive at

I cp Ia=ao+Es -a (1.3)

from which it is seen that the derivative :; at qJ = 0

does undergo a finite jump f'j,:; = 2:8
• Next I according to the paper

cited above, it could be possible to demonstrate, with due regard

for the step interaction, that the jump, :;, takes place on any facet

(01N), too. Yet it is clear that to establish that there is discontinuity

in the derivative :; is now quite superfluous. Actually, if one starts
....... ; ...1-.. ...1-..,.,. n1-.."''''T'''' rl"'C.....,..; ...;,.,.~ nl",~,.,. _n4-1-..,.,._ ...1-.. ........,. ...."".;~,... ... ....,. ...7 ...... ~,.. ... "'_.;nl ""--.

we arrive at

I cp Ia=ao+Es -a (1.3)

from which it is seen that the derivative :; at qJ = 0

does undergo a finite jump f'j,:; = 2:8
• Next I according to the paper

cited above, it could be possible to demonstrate, with due regard

for the step interaction, that the jump, :;, takes place on any facet

(01N), too. Yet it is clear that to establish that there is discontinuity

in the derivative :; is now quite superfluous. Actually, if one starts

with the above definition alone, rather than using any pictorial pre
sentation of the step structure, the last conclusion will remain va.lid
provided a facet of any integer Miller indices in a crystal of arbitrary
symmetry is chosen as the "initial" one. The only thing required
to make the proof valid is finiteness of the step width and positive
ness of the energy of a pair of steps with opposite signs which are de
fined on the given "Initial" surface. In other words, the proof is valid
~~ the s..t.ep ~xis~s as a lin.ear defe?t of an atomically s~oo~~.su~fuce.
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1.2.3. Surface Structure at 1J =1= 0

At finite temperatures, the structure of an atomically
smooth surface becomes complicated because of the surface defects
in the thermodynamic equilibrium. It is clear that at sufficiently
high temperatures, when the defect concentration is close to the atom
ic one, such concepts as step and kink will largely lose their mean
ing. The surface structure under these conditions came to be an ob
ject of numerous studies (see the reviews [1.16, 1.21-25]). We shall
try to give the answer to this question by essentially following the ar
ticle by Burton and Cabrera [1.29] but by avoiding, as before, any
model assumptions.

Let us first note that the proof of the singularity of an atomically
smooth surface can be extended without any major changes to the
case of an isolated step. The only point needed to make the proof is
the introduction of the concept of a kink as a point defect on the
given step being in the ground state. Let 8 s (0) be the energy per unit
length of such step at T = O. Then for the steps inclined to the ini
tial' one by the angle rp, we have

{
8: rp, cp> 0

Sa (cp) = 89 (0) + B_

-(j"CP' cp<O

where 8+ and 8_ are the energies for "positive" and "negative" kinks,

respectively, and a the kink height, so that L\:~8 = (8+ + 8_) a-1
•

Now, by considering 8 s as a function of the kink concentration, we
have

88 = 8 8 (0) + 8+n+ + e in :

n · 4-.... ri · th t ati of k i 1,· n++n_ d~_v _IDu-0'l-UCIMo e__cOJl.cen rJ Inn.. - 1J1,~_palrs__ n =--c.r ...- --, _an
length of such step at T = O. Then for the steps inclined to the ini
tial' one by the angle rp, we have

{
8: rp, cp> 0

Sa (cp) = 89 (0) + B_

-(j"CP' cp<O

where 8+ and 8_ are the energies for "positive" and "negative" kinks,

respectively, and a the kink height, so that L\:~8 = (8+ + 8_) a-1
•

Now, by considering 8 s as a function of the kink concentration, we
have

88 = 8 8 (0) + 8+n+ + ein :

By introducing the concentration of kink pairs n = n+;n_ and

allowing for cp = a (n+ - n_), we arrive at

d d 8+-8 (1 5)88=(8++8_) n+ ~dcp •

whence it is seen that the quantity 8+ + IL = ;:t" = ""0 is the
chemical potential of a pair. This quantity, and, consequently, the
~ .......-_ AOeS _ ...,..._,......4-.;,... ........... 1 4-,...';4- ........'" _"',.,.; ... .;...,'P'" rJ"l,.;Cl -4!nn'" n""'C'l,,~nC'l n ......,.,.;,..,..;_
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and rp the concentration of the equilibrium pairs is now nonzero (n ~

~ exp (- ~o) at T ~ ~o) and the condition of equilibrium boils

-down to the quantity ~E'cll ,that is the pair's chemical potential
ati T.q>

has vanished. The jump ~:~s taken along an equilibrium curve also

vanishes together with this potential. Thus, the step is nonsingular
at finite temperatures. As will be shown the surface can also beC0111e
nonsingular at rather high temperatures. The surface (or step) states,
for which there are no singularities, are called atomically rough.

The production energy of a kink pair is, as it has been shown, a very
'essential feature of the step state: vanishing of this quantity wi ll
produce an atomically rough state. Concerning a surface, an analog
(lUS role is played by the production energy of a pair of steps, since
zeroing this quantity ensures vanishing the singularity of the sur
face enegry a. The difference is caused by the fact that, for linear de
fects like steps, this can only occur at a sufficiently high tempera
ture. Indeed, kinks, like any other point defects, emerge with a finite
small concentration even at low temperatures (this means the produc
tion energy of such defects is zero at an arbitrary finite temperature).
Also, for steps, as for all other linear defects whose energy is
proportional to its length L, their equilibrium number [ ~ exp
~- csL/T)l is zero at any positive value of cs, since the exponent con
tains a macroscopically large length.

Now let us Iol low the temperature dependence of the production
energy. This is the free energy of a steps' pair (it will be noted, as
before, by cs) located on an atomically smooth surface. Let us ne
glect point defects except for the kinks on the very steps. The equi
librium kink concentration builds up with temperature. Along with
it, the number of statistically significant kink configurations on ev
ery step and hence the pair entropy S s are rapidly increased. Noting
J.e\.lL;:' J.""l.1'\.t:i l:)"'t:i.l'S~-Ll1J.l:) \.Ii:l.l1 UHJ.y UliliUl- ClL i:l. l:)Ulll\.llt:illLJ.Y HJ.gU LtaU.l'til-i:l.-

ture. Indeed, kinks, like any other point defects, emerge with a finite
small concentration even at low temperatures (this means the produc
tion energy of such defects is zero at an arbitrary finite temperature).
Also, for steps, as for all other linear defects whose energy is
proportional to its length L, their equilibrium number [ ~ exp
~- csL/T)l is zero at any positive value of cs, since the exponent con
tains a macroscopically large length.

Now let us Iol low the temperature dependence of the production
energy. This is the free energy of a steps' pair (it will be noted, as
before, by cs) located on an atomically smooth surface. Let us ne
glect point defects except for the kinks on the very steps. The equi
librium kink concentration builds up with temperature. Along with
it, the number of statistically significant kink configurations on ev
ery step and hence the pair entropy S s are rapidly increased. Noting

that Ss = - :i we see the pair free energy £s to be reduced with the

temperature increase and to be zero at a certain temperature TR *.
Taking into account the interaction between the steps and point de
fects like adsorbed atoms and surface vacancies (closed steps of a finite
length whose equilibrium concentration near TR are also rapidly
increased) does not qualitatively change this conclusion. Instead, it
strongly hampers both the calculation of TR and studies of the tem-
_"..._ ..... ~ ...._"... ;]"... ..... "... ..... ;]"........ "."... "...-C... ....."... ..... _ fJl
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derived from the vanishing derivative of the total surface free ener
gy with respect to the number of pairs. In other words, the pair pro
duction energy '8s with a due regard for interaction of this pair with
other pairs and point defects, vanishes at T > TR (similar to the
chemical potential of a kinks' pair on a step at T > 0) and the sur
face itself becomes; as a result, atomically rough.

From the topological point of view, vanishing of singularity in the
angular dependence of surface energy is connected with breakdown
in the long-range order. Indeed, on an atomically smooth surface
without any steps, the long-range order is conserved even with point
defects available (similar to a conventional three-dimensional crys
tal where the long-range order is conserved with available vacan
cies). The steps, viz. defects of topological significance, destroy the
long-range order (as in the analogy with the three-dimensional crys
tal one can say that the emergence of steps plays the same role as
the initiation of a plastic deformation in a crystal). An atomically
rough state might be said to emerge as a result of averaging over ori
entation adjacent to those of the initial atomically smooth surface.
The vanishing of a singularity is a natural outcome of such averag
ing. I t is necessary to note, however, that the term "atomically
rough state" does not uniquely correspond to the surface topological
type. In fact, as was demonstrated by Marchenko [1.30], on the
given atomically rough surface several different types of topological
order can occur that replace one another, when the temperature is
changing.

The transition from' an atomically smooth state into the atomi
cally rough one, insofar as it is connected with the vanishing of a
mathematical singularity of the function ex, (CPl' CP2)' must proceed
as a phase transition. This is usually called a "roughening transi
tion" following Burton and Cabrera [1.291 who were first to study SUCll

transitions (Andreev [1.31] proposed a phenomenological approach
to _-th.e- nroblem__and. Introduced..tJ.1e__term. _'jacetine- _trgllsition'~).__A
entation adjacent to those of the initial atomically smooth surface.
The vanishing of a singularity is a natural outcome of such averag
ing. I t is necessary to note, however, that the term "atomically
rough state" does not uniquely correspond to the surface topological
type. In fact, as was demonstrated by Marchenko [1.30], on the
given atomically rough surface several different types of topological
order can occur that replace one another, when the temperature is
changing.

The transition from' an atomically smooth state into the atomi
cally rough one, insofar as it is connected with the vanishing of a
mathematical singularity of the function ex, (CPl' CP2)' must proceed
as a phase transition. This is usually called a "roughening transi
tion" following Burton and Cabrera [1.291 who were first to study SUCll

transitions (Andreev [1.31] proposed a phenomenological approach
to the problem and introduced the term "faceting transition"). A
vast amount of 'Yorks, especially in the last Iew years (see reviews
[1.32-33]), are dedicated to the problem of roughening transition,
which has proved to be intimately connected with that of two-di
mensional phase transitions. Presently, the question of greatest in
terest is the role played in the roughening transitions by quantum
effects [1.13, 1.34-36].
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represented by the quantity K = ~ at 6~~ 0, where V is the dis

placement rate of an interface with a given orientation, and 6~
is the difference in chemical potentials between the crystal and me
dium. No substantially novel ideas are required to elucidate this
question. Unless otherwise specified, let us stress that the point in
question concerns the surface of an ideal crystal. Hence we shall not
consider the growth processes due to the presence of disloca
tions.

Let us start with an initial atomically smooth surface at a cer
tain fin ite temperature. To be specific, the crystal will be assumed to
have grown from a gas phase. In equilibrium the surface contains a
certain number of point defects of the type of adatoms and sur
face vacancies. The process of continuous crystal growth can be im
agined as the result of a gradual build up of particles on the crystal
that is caused by the increase in the number of adatoms and the de
crease in the number of vacancies. However, such a process on an atom
ically smooth surface is always accompanied by an increase in the
surface energy in proportion to the surface area. I t is easy to check
this fact because the surface remains atomically smooth even at very
Iow temperatures when the equilibrium number of defects is ex
ponentially small. In this case, when the excess number of defects,
N s, becomes much greater than their equilibrium number the change
in the surface energy will be equal to eoNs, where eo is the energy of
one defect (the difference between free energy and energy can be neg
lected owing to the smallness of temperature). The change in the sur
face energy will increase with N s up to values of the order of the atom
ic concentration, when the interaction between defects should be
considered. When the temperature is increasing this surface proper
ty cannot vanish other than via a phase transition. Such a transi
tion wi ll be shown to become nothing other than the "roughening
transition" A ~ onl:\LRD~ciflerl_in_Jlthe.c.j.~r.ros_7 WhPJL_lPjc:rosc,nnic surface
ically smooth surface is always accompanied by an increase in the
surface energy in proportion to the surface area. I t is easy to check
this fact because the surface remains atomically smooth even at very
Iow temperatures when the equilibrium number of defects is ex
ponentially small. In this case, when the excess number of defects,
N s' becomes much greater than their equilibrium number the change
in the surface energy will be equal to eoNs, where eo is the energy of
one defect (the difference between free energy and energy can be neg
lected owing to the smallness of temperature). The change in the sur
face energy will increase with N s up to values of the order of the atom
ic concentration, when the interaction between defects should be
considered. When the temperature is increasing this surface proper
ty cannot vanish other than via a phase transition. Such a transi
tion wi ll be shown to become nothing other than the "roughening
transition", only specified in other terms. When microscopic surface
"displacements" take place, an increase in the surface energy in pro
portion to the surface area means it is impossible for a crystal having
an atomically smooth surface to grow continuously. Having pro
duced the small oversaturation, 61-1, the two-phase system, together
with the surface, will fall into a certain metastable state. The pre
sence of the latter is an additional indication that enables an atomi
cally smooth surface to be discriminated from an atomically rough
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to the lattice constant, ao, the nucleus energy will be that of the nu
cleus boundary (the boundary in this case is a closed step with the
length L) EsL, where Es is the free energy per unit step averaged over
all orientations.

Equating the variation of this quantity to that of the volume free

energy, 6,..., 6N, and taking into account fJL"""~L 6N (no is the
aono

number of particles per unit crystal volume), we shall obtain

(1.6)

viz. the critical size grows infinitely at 6,..., -+ 0. On the other hand,
the probability of producing a critical nucleus per unit time, viz.
the growth rate, V, is proportional to exp (- 8 sLcr/T). So, it is seen
that for such a process the kinetic growth coefficient, K, vanishes,
Moreover, the growth rate remains practically zero up to very large
values of the 6f.t (about E~/aon(JT), thus making it possible for meta
stable states to exist.

Consider the case when the surface is atomically rough. Now
£s = 0, the critical size according to (1.6), will also vanish. In
other words, even atomically sized "nuclei", at however small 6,..."
are critical (let us remember that the production energy of any de
fect including point defects, is zero in an atomically rough state of
surface). It is clear that in this situation no metastable state will
take place. Similarly the dependence of surface energy on surface
"displacement" will also have no sense.

Thus, a continuous normal growth of a crystal with an atomically
rough surface is possible. The kinetic growth coefficient has a finite
magnitude which is defined by the probability of one particle at
taching to the crystal per unit time. A rough estimate of K (of its
lvlomo"-el- ,.... tlw--glirwitl ta"e~-enr-anls-~){·a~-'L)lI~dlTy h~ca~air ed ~t:l"f '1Jl11t:'
values of the 6f.t (about E~/aon(JT), thus making it possible for meta
stable states to exist.

Consider the case when the surface is atomically rough. Now
£s = 0, the critical size according to (1.6), will also vanish. In
other words, even atomically sized "nuclei", at however small fJ,..."
are critical (let us remember that the production energy of any de
fect including point defects, is zero in an atomically rough state of
surface). It is clear that in this situation no metastable state will
take place. Similarly the dependence of surface energy on surface
"displacement" will also have no sense.

Thus, a continuous normal growth of a crystal with an atomically
rough surface is possible. The kinetic growth coefficient has a finite
magnitude which is defined by the probability of one particle at
taching to the crystal per unit time. A rough estimate of K (of its
classical upper limit, to be more precise) can be obtained in the fol
lowing way. Let 6,..., be very large, i.e, of the order of thermal energy,
m Vi. The maximum possible velocity of interface motion, V, will
be obtained if we assume a particle in a gaseous (or liquid) phase
is to be attached to a crystal in every collision with the surface
while reverse processes do not occur. In this case V~ Vt . If we also
assume that the linear dependence V = K· 6,..., is conserved down to
the smallest 6 f.t, we obtain the estimate:
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"1.3. SURFACE OF A QUANTUM CRYSTAL

"t .3.1. Quantum-Hough State

It is well-known that in conventional crystals the quan
tum-mechanical indistinguishability of the molecules (or atoms)
that form a crystal does by no means influence its properties. The low
temperature heat capacity of a crystalline lattice, for example, is
.controlled by the Debye law irrespective of the molecules' intrinsic
statistics. The reason is that in a conventional crystal one can take
each molecule apart by its link with a certain site of the lattice.
Quantum effects manifest themselves only through the presence of zero
oscillations whose amplitude is small compared to the interatomic
.distance. Z.ero oscillations do not disorder positions of the crystal
particles since the exponential probability of two adjacent particles
exchanging sites can be neglected. According to Andreev and Lif-
.shitz [1.14], the quantum crystal is a crystal, in which, owing to the
comparatively large amplitude of zero oscillations, this probability
can not he negligible. A quantum crystal is specified, first of all, by
the character of motion of the point defects. In conventional crystals
the motion of point defects just like vacancies, is a diffusion process
because of the possibility that these defects may make thermoacti
vation jumps into an adjacent site. In a quantum crystal such pro
cesses occur via quantum tunnelling, even at zero temperature. Fur
thermore, during thermoactivation diffusion the successive jumps
are quite random and have no intercorrelation while in quantum diffu
sion they represent, on the contrary, a unified coherent process be
ing exactly analogous to the motion of an electron in a periodic po
tential. Here the so-called quantum-mechanical delocalization of
point defects takes place, viz. each defect transforms into a quasipar
ticle whose state is specified by the definite magnitude of quasimo
mentum (and of energy). It is clear that in studying the surface pro
comparatively large amplitude of zero oscillations, this probability
can not he negligible. A quantum crystal is specified, first of all, by
the character of motion of the point defects. In conventional crystals
the motion of point defects just like vacancies, is a diffusion process
because of the possibility that these defects may make thermoacti
vation jumps into an adjacent site. In a quantum crystal such pro
cesses occur via quantum tunnelling, even at zero temperature. Fur
thermore, during thermoactivation diffusion the successive jumps
are quite random and have no intercorrelation while in quantum diffu
sion they represent, on the contrary, a unified coherent process be
ing exactly analogous to the motion of an electron in a periodic po
tential. Here the so-called quantum-mechanical delocalization of
point defects takes place, viz. each defect transforms into a quasipar
ticle whose state is specified by the definite magnitude of quasimo
mentum (and of energy). It is clear that in studying the surface pro
cesses in a quantum crystal the coherent character of the motion of
the point defects has to be accounted for in a proper way. It is this fact
that served as a starting point for the theory presented here l1.il.

As it already has been noted classical theory is faced with tremen
dous difficulties when describing the microscopic structure of a crys
tal-liquid interface because an unambiguous identification of each
particle with a particular phase is impossible owing to the complicat
ed charactAr of nar-tir.le motion n~Rr t.h~ i nt.erface. Onlv at fairlv
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have to use a density function which is periodic in the crystal bulk
and particular constant in the liquid bulk. Transition region between.
these two asymptotics has a width which is the effective thickness of
a boundary and equal to several interatomic distances. Thereby many
concepts generally used in models like Kossel's appear to be de-

I void of any immediate physical sense. The concept of point defect of
the adatom type, for example, cannot be generally formulated in any
clearcut fashion in the quantum case.

The foregoing does not, of ·course, mean that the quantum surface
is not a physically well-defined two-dimensional object. First of all,.
for the position of the surface to be unambiguously defined it is suf
ficient to have a conventional condition of the absence of particle
surface density [1.15]. Also such concepts as step and kink-on-step
can be introduced in the quantum case in a perfect analogy the clas
sical atomically smooth surface introduced in Section 1.2.2. For
example, a step on a surface corresponds to the state of the interface
when its positions at infinity (to the left and to the right) in Fig.
1.1 are displaced by an elementary vector a of crystal translation not
lying on the surface plane. Owing to crystal periodicity and liquid
homogeneity, the displacement by the translation vector transforms
the interface into an equivalent position. Hence, the step is a linear
defect on the surface and, essentially, only this property of the sur
face is vital for the subsequent discussion. Here we repeat that the
concept of step and, analogously, that of kink-on-step located on a
surface of arbitrary integer Miller indices can be introduced in this
way.

The state of a step is governed by the configuration of kinks locat
ed on it. Eack kink can be considered as a point defect-on-step. As
sume that in an equilibrium state at T = 0 the surface has an orient
ed step with a kink over it. Displacing the kink by an elementary
translation vector along the step means a particle transition (here
a helium atom*) from one phase to another. The probability of such
"1.1 ate uispiaceo ny an eremefitary'vector a 01 crystal transrauonnot,
lying on the surface plane. Owing to crystal periodicity and liquid
homogeneity, the displacement by the translation vector transforms
the interface into an equivalent position. Hence, the step is a linear
defect on the surface and, essentially, only this property of the sur
face is vital for the subsequent discussion. Here we repeat that the
concept of step and, analogously, that of kink-on-step located on a
surface of arbitrary integer Miller indices can be introduced in this
way.

The state of a step is governed by the configuration of kinks locat
ed on it. Eack kink can be considered as a point defect-on-step. As
sume that in an equilibrium state at T = 0 the surface has an orient
ed step with a kink over it. Displacing the kink by an elementary
translation vector along the step means a particle transition (here
a helium atom*) from one phase to another. The probability of such
transitions are finite even at T = 0 due to processes which are simi
lar to quantum tunnelling. The kink energy is not changed under
such displacements, since the chemical potentials of phases in equi
librium are the same. This means that the kink, similar to other
point defects in a quantum crystal, behaves under these conditions
like a delocalized quasi-particle whose state is controlled by the qua
simomentum.

The kink energy, cs, is 'a function of the kink quasimomentum, P
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Here this probability is apparently not less than the corresponding
probability which defines the width of a vacancion band in 4He,
viz. the magnitude of ~ is expected to be about 1 K.

Let Po be the value of quasimomentum corresponding to the ener
~gy band bottom. For an isolated kink, this state at T = °is station
.ary (and ground). The stationary states closely spaced in energy cor
respond to nonzero kink velocities and thereby to a continuous flux
of matter from one phase to another. In other words, the transition

p

Fig. t .3. Energy band of an isolated kink.

of matter from one phase to another is a coherent process not related
to any energy dissipation. In fact, a violation of the coherency could
take place only owing to collisions between kink and phonons or to
an emission of the latter. At T = 0, however, there are no thermal
excitations and the processes of phonon emission at low kink veloci
ties are forbidden bv the conservation laws of energy and momentum.
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Fig. t .3. Energy band of an isolated kink.

p

of matter from one phase to another is a coherent process not related
to any energy dissipation. In fact, a violation of the coherency could
take place only owing to collisions between kink and phonons or to
an emission of the latter. At T = 0, however, there are no thermal
excitations and the processes of phonon emission at low kink veloci
ties are forbidden by the conservation laws of energy and momentum.
Let us also emphasize that the states are not separated from the
ground state by a finite energy gap. Thus, the isolated kink exemplifies
a system with stationary states infinitely close in energy to the
·ground state and is specified by the presence of a continuous flux of
matter from one phase to another.

As for any classical defect, the energy of an isolated kink, 8o,
is a positive quantity*. On the other hand, the localized kink is a
"nnl"lrot" l"nmnncorl nf ctntoc U:"lt'h nT"hltT"!lT"U 'unllloc nf n T'hoT"ofnT"o
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T = °is atomically smooth. If the value of L\ is adequately large
(roughly speaking, 2L\ > 8 0) , then 8 (Po) < 0, viz. the step energy
decreases when producing kinks with p = Po- In other words, the
atomically smooth state appears to be unstable in regard to kink
production (more precisely, in regard to the production of opposite
sign kink pairs since under the fixed mean orientation of a step the-
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Fig. t.4. Possible types of kink collisions.

production of kinks with only one sign is impossible). To elucidate
the stucture of the step ground state allowance need to be made for
the interaction between kinks.
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Fig. t.4. Possible types of kink collisions.

production of kinks with only one sign is impossible). To elucidate
the stucture of the step ground state allowance need to be made for
the interaction between kinks.

When colliding, two kinks of the same sign can exchange their qua
simomenta (Fig. 1.4a)o If kink signs are opposite, besides this kind
of collision it is possible for a collision to be accompanied by a
"flip-over" into an adjacent row (Fig. 1.4b), generally speaking, the
probability of this process being not so low. In fact, at distances
longer than the interatomic distance" the interaction between kinks
is generally effected by the elastic deformation field inside a crystal
[1.27]. In this case we have
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through the potential barrier. The barrier is specified by the function
U (r) and under these conditions the probability may range up to
about unity. If the energy E (Po) is not too close to zero, viz. if
I 8 (Po) I "'"" ~, sizable interaction between kinks wi ll only be at
distances of the order of interatomic separations.

Thus, in increasing the kink concentration on a step the latter's
energy will be decreased until it will reach a minimum at a particular
concentration (which is, generally speaking, of the order of the atom
ic concentration). Such a step may be called "quantum-rough"
since it involves a large number of kinks even in the ground state.
An essential property of this step is the presence of states that are
infinitely close to ground state energy and correspond to a step's
continuous motion accompanied by particle transitions from one
phase to another. The availability of such states is guaranteed by
the processes of flip-over into an adjacent row, Thus, the quantum
rough step seems to be totally delocalized when on crystal surface.

The total energy of a quantum-rough step, Es , (calculated per
length of elementary translation vector along the step) may prove ei
ther positive or negative depending on whether the positive energy of
a "bare" atomically smooth step*, 8 80 , compensates for the negative
energy of the delocalized kinks with their interaction incorporat
ed. If Bs > 0 for all possible orientations of a step on the surface at
hand, then the surface ground state will have no steps, and at T ==
= 0 the surface will remain in a classical atomically smooth state.
If 8 8 < 0, even for only a pair of opposite orientations of the step,
then the atomically smooth surface will prove to be unstable for
producing such steps. Thus, a surface in equilibrium will represent
a specific two-dimensional liquid consisting of delocalized steps of
different configurations. The number of each sort of step is evident
ly not fixed and is determined by the minimum total energy. With
this property in mind, such a surface will be called "quantum-rough".

_Sjjlr,.H, ..the __nUlbnJ.llro-r...oll~lLJ311.rf.arJ.H .. J§_Jn _epll i l~Qr\um_ at__T -- r 0-0
length of elementary translation vector along the step) may prove ei
ther positive or negative depending on whether the positive energy of
a "bare" atomically smooth step*, 8 80 , compensates for the negative
energy of the delocalized kinks with their interaction incorporat
ed. If Bs > 0 for all possible orientations of a step on the surface at
hand, then the surface ground state will have no steps, and at T ==
= °the surface will remain in a classical atomically smooth state.
If 8 8 < 0, even for only a pair of opposite orientations of the step,
then the atomically smooth surface will prove to be unstable for
producing such steps. Thus, a surface in equilibrium will represent
a specific two-dimensional liquid consisting of delocalized steps of
different configurations. The number of each sort of step is evident
ly not fixed and is determined by the minimum total energy. With
this property in mind, such a surface will be called "quantum-rough".

Since the quantum-rough surface is in equilibrium at T = O~

its entropy must vanish. In connection with chis, it will be useful
to note the following. The entropy of a classical atomically rough.
surface is due to the presence of a large number of microscopic con-
figurations corresponding to the same macroscopic state (configura-
tional entropy). Therefore it is not zero and this is why the classical
atomically rough surface cannot exist as a surface in equilibrium.
Therefore, this brings into question the very possibility of the exist-
"'......... '" "'~ ...............~ ........ '" .............. '" ....1-,..: ....1-,. ..3.:""' ....... l ......... --. ...1-,.", ....1 ........... .:........ 1 ............. --..: ........ 11 .......
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where L is the step length and at the translational vector length along
the step. Therefore, the configurational entropy of such a system is
In (L/at). The quantum delocalization resulting in the band 8 (p)
removes this degeneration thus eliminating configurational entropy.

The general information in Sec. 1.2 relative to an equilibrium crys
tal shape and, in particular, to its connection with the character of
the angular dependence of ex, still remains valid in the quantum case.
However, in contrast to the classical crystal surface, the surface in
the quantum case could be nonsingular even at T = O. Indeed, we
have already seen that in a quantum-rough state, the number of
steps is nonzero even at zero temperature and is in turn determined
by the condition of minimum surface energy. In other words, the
energy production of a pair and along with it the quantity ~aa'/a~

also vanish just as in the case of a classical atomically rough state.
It goes without saying that the same crystal may have both quan
tum-rough and atomically smooth parts of the surface. An equilibrium
facet pattern of such a crystal has a number of flat facets encir
cled by rounded-off parts.

As we have seen, the possibility of producing a quantum-rough state
is determined by the "strength" of the quantum effects. As can be
seen from the experimental data, we deal with a most interesting
situation in the case of the 4He crystal. In this crystal the quantum de
localization effects are not too strong so that at least three nonequi
valent facets remain atomically smooth. It is possible in this case
to further detail the properties of surfaces oriented close to the atom
ically smooth facets, i.e. of the surfaces with very large Miller in
dices, since these "singular" facets have the most dense packing (the
last feature, as will be seen later on, is perfectly natural).

This possibility was already indicated by Landau ll.191. Indeed
let us again consider a facet (001) of a cubic crystal as an initial "sin
gular" facet. Then (01N) type facets can be considered as stepwise
nrfL'tlr~Q£)._N_jq,~d.ea_uA.t.pJ_'!,J~u·O'A__1'hA ~t.An~ on the facets (OiN) can
cled by rounded-off parts.

As we have seen, the possibility of producing a quantum-rough state
is determined by the "strength" of the quantum effects. As can be
seen from the experimental data, we deal with a most interesting
situation in the case of the 4He crystal. In this crystal the quantum de
localization effects are not too strong so that at least three nonequi
valent facets remain atomically smooth. It is possible in this case
to further detail the properties of surfaces oriented close to the atom
ically smooth facets, i.e. of the surfaces with very large Miller in
dices, since these "singular" facets have the most dense packing (the
last feature, as will be seen later on, is perfectly natural).

This possibility was already indicated by Landau ll.i91. Indeed
let us again consider a facet (001) of a cubic crystal as an initial "sin
gular" facet. Then (OiN) type facets can be considered as stepwise
provided N is adequately large. The steps on the facets (OiN) can
be treated as "faults" in the periodic arrangement of the initial steps
(Fig. 1.5). The energy of a pair of such "secondary" steps, 8 8 (N),
can be calculated if the long-range interaction of initial
steps is known. In the work [1.19], the energy 8 8 (N) (to be exact,
the quantity ~f)a/f)q> which is unambiguously connected with the
energy) was calculated assuming that the long-range interaction be
tween steps is the Van der Waals type (U ex: r-S) . If we recognize that
.'1 ....... _ _ •• _ ITT ~ 9.'\ ! _ _ .L .&.l... ................. "" ...hnll n.h"n;~
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(see [1.27]). Accordingly, ~f)a/f)q> = ail 8 s (N) ex: N -3 (the height
of the "secondary" step, a N' is evidently equal to as.!N). In a
perfectly analogous manner, it is possible to calculate the energy of
a pair of "secondary" kinks, viz. of the kinks on atomically smooth
(1N) steps which are slightly inclined relative to the (01) step.
In this case, obviously, we have 8 (N) ex: N-o.

Consider now in more detail the (1N) steps while allowing for the
effects of quantum delocalization. The role of the quantum effects

---- ----- ---- --- ----- --- ----- --- --- ------ ----
N N N N+1 N N N

---- ----- ---- ..:::::::--~ ---- ----- ---- ------..
N N N N-1 N N N

Fig. t .5. "Positive" and "negative" steps on the (01N) facet.

---- ----- ---- ..:::::::--~ ---- ----- ---- ------..
N N N N-1 N N N

Fig. t .5. "Positive" and "negative" steps on the (01N) facet.

grows with ~, the width of the energy band of a kink on the initial
(01) step. Initially, let L\ be small as compared to the energy of a
localized kink, 8 0 (due to symmetry of the initial step the energies of
the "positive" and "negative" kinks are the same). In this case, the
(1N) steps will consist of kinks of only one sign. Such a system at
large N can be studied in great detail (including at finite tem
peratures provided that the number of thermally produced pairs is
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interaction), we obtain the localization condition:

N <, ( ~ f/5 (1.10)

Localizing the steps means that the quantum effects can be neglected
and this, in turn, automatically leads to the conclusion that the step,
like any classical step at T = 0, is in an atomically smooth state.
I t should be noted that the condition for the conservation of the atom
ically smooth state can be obtained directly by comparing the ener
gy of a localized "secondary" kink, e (N), with the band width,
11 N' that occurs due to kink delocalization. Noting that e (N) ~
~eoN-5 and that at large N the value of 11 N is practically the same as
11 (each is controlled, essentially, by the same probability of attach
ing one atom to a crystal per unit time), we see that this condition
is exactly equivalent to that of (1.10).

In the opposi te limiting case of large N, the kink-on-step repre
sents a one-dimensional "gas" of quasiparticles and at T = °this
gas, certainly, cannot be thought of as an ideal gas. The peculiar
feature of this gas is that its particles being identical in their charac
teristics are distinctive because each kink belongs to a definite crys
talline row. When moving along a step, the kinks cannot exchange
their sites, i.e. they are mutually impenetrable. With long-range
interaction neglected, such a gas is equivalent to a one-dimensional
gas of solid spheres. The energy spectrum of the latter is known
[1.37] to exactly match the energy spectrum of a one-dimensional
ideal gas of spin-polarized fermions. The criterion for the ideal
state of such a Fermi-gas is the smallness of the elastic interac
tion energy (coN -3) compared to the Fermi-energy (I1N-2), viz.

(1.11)

Finallv notice__ that __in gil_aIvzing__ .the__collective .oscill ations in a
gas, certainly, cannot be thought of as an ideal gas. The peculiar
feature of this gas is that its particles being identical in their charac
teristics are distinctive because each kink belongs to a definite crys
talline row. When moving along a step, the kinks cannot exchange
their sites, i.e. they are mutually impenetrable. With long-range
interaction neglected, such a gas is equivalent to a one-dimensional
gas of solid spheres. The energy spectrum of the latter is known
[1.37] to exactly match the energy spectrum of a one-dimensional
ideal gas of spin-polarized fermions. The criterion for the ideal
state of such a Fermi-gas is the smallness of the elastic interac
tion energy (coN -3) compared to the Fermi-energy (I1N-2), viz.

(1.11)

Finally, notice that in analyzing the collective oscillations in a
kink gas one has to take into account a specific interaction of kinks
"via liquid". This is due to the fact that kink motion is always ac
companied by a liquid phase motion. Therefore, when two kinks are
moving at the velocities of VI and V 2' the kinetic energy of the liquid
is augmented by a term proportional to the product VI V 2. The
corresponding interaction energy is

(" ,,')\
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this interaction that is incorporated macroscopically when the
crystallization wave spectrum is calculated, see Sec. 1.3.3).

Now let us return to consider the possible states of surfaces with
large Miller indices at T === O. The state of the (Ot1V) surface, adjacent
to the initial atomically smooth (001) surface, is governed by the state
of its constituent steps, viz. the (01) ones. If an isolated (01) step
is quantum-rough, then at a sufficiently large N the (01N) surface
will also be quantum-rough. In fact, a step's quantum-rough state
means that it is delocalized, which in turn makes it impossible to
form substructures in the steps system such that correspond to to
pological defects of the "secondary" step type. Step delocalization,
however, can become disadvantageous from the energy standpoint if
its interaction with other steps is sufficiently strong. The correspond
ing condition (this can be obtained essentially from the same
reasoning as in the kink-on-step case) is

(1.13)

Next, if the (01) step is atomically smooth, the adjacent (1M) steps
must be quantum-rough [see condition (1.10)]. Accordingly, the
(1, M, MN) surfaces also appear to be quantum-rough at a sufficiently
large M and N. Here the criterion to localize primary kinks, and
therefore, steps, boils down, like (1.10), to requiring that the quanti..
ty ~ is small compared to a change in the interaction energy of a
gi ven kink wi th the remaining ones (when this kink is displaced by an
interatomic spacing). The corresponding condition is, evidently,
governed by concrete parameters of the two-dimensional lattice
produced by kinks.

Thus, we see that, given that the quantity ~ characterizing the
"strength" of quantum effects is small, surfaces with sufficiently large
Miller indices always turn out to be quantum-rough. Therefore,
SllrtfH\P~L\"vjt.h t.hp sm a l l asf Mi l Ier inrl ir.es. v i z . t.he m osf clenselv n('£,kpJ}

Next, if the (01) step is atomically smooth, the adjacent (1M) steps
must be quantum-rough [see condition (1.10)]. Accordingly, the
(1, M, MN) surfaces also appear to be quantum-rough at a sufficiently
large M and N. Here the criterion to localize primary kinks, and
therefore, steps, boils down, like (1.10), to requiring that the quanti..
ty ~ is small compared to a change in the interaction energy of a
gi ven kink wi th the remaining ones (when this kink is displaced by an
interatomic spacing). The corresponding condition is, evidently,
governed by concrete parameters of the two-dimensional lattice
produced by kinks.

Thus, we see that, given that the quantity ~ characterizing the
"strength" of quantum effects is small, surfaces with sufficiently large
Miller indices always turn out to be quantum-rough. Therefore,
surfaces with the smallest Miller indices, viz. the most densely packed
ones have the highest "chance" to retain an atomically smooth
state. Such a situation is similar to that in a classical crystal at
finite temperatures. There is, however, an appreciable difference. At
finite temperatures each step turns out to be rough, whereas the most
densely packed steps can, generally speaking, remain atomically
smooth when quantum effects are present and T = O. Hence, at
T == 0 the (01N) facets can remain atomically smooth at infinitely
1 ........"." 7\T •• yl,."-ra,, .... "'" ",,," "f1 ~ {\ ""1~""",,, ~ ............. """,,, .... -ra......... ,...~~".h
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ly large dimensions. Thus, surfaces of arbitrary orientation must be
presented in the equilibrium facet pattern of a crystal. The proof is
based on the fact that, with due regard for striction effects, the crys
tal edge energy becomes negative making a substructure without
macroscopic edges advantageous from the energy standpoint. The
analogous proof is not valid, however, if applied to a step. Hence,
there is, in principle, a conceivable situation when steps lacking all
orientations exist on a given atomically smooth surface. For exam
ple, (iN) steps cannot exist in the case of attractive interaction be
tween the kinks of the same sign, which is possible [1.27]). In this
circumstance, the statement that surfaces of sufficiently large Miller
indices must always be quantum-rough is invalid.

1.3.2. Coherent Crystallization

A crystal with a quantum-rough surface can grow (or
melt) either by extending the surface confined by each step or by pro
ducing new atomic layers during the collisions of two steps (this pro
cess is analogous to flip-over to adjacent rows during collisions be
tween two kinks). These and their reverse processes are responsible
for the existence of a system's stationary states being infinitely close
to the ground state. A continuous growth and melting occurs in
these stationary states. Under such conditions the growth and melt
ing of a crystal present a coherent process which does not pertain in
principle to any kind of energy dissipation. Thus, the motion of the
interface at T = 0 occurs without disturbing phase equilibrium.
.In other words, the kinetic growth coefficient of a crystal with a
quantum-rough surface becomes infinite at zero temperature.

The situation with atomically smooth surfaces is reversed. Indeed,
at T = 0 an atomically smooth surface in equilibrium contains
no defects. Therefore, the growth of a crystal having such a surface
can .onlv .ncent via .nroduc inz nuclei of new atomic lavers, i.e, closed
ducing new atomic layers during the collisions of two steps (this pro
cess is analogous to flip-over to adjacent rows during collisions be
tween two kinks). These and their reverse processes are responsible
for the existence of a system's stationary states being infinitely close
to the ground state. A continuous growth and melting occurs in
these stationary states. Under such conditions the growth and melt
ing of a crystal present a coherent process which does not pertain in
principle to any kind of energy dissipation. Thus, the motion of the
interface at T = 0 occurs without disturbing phase equilibrium.
.In other words, the kinetic growth coefficient of a crystal with a
quantum-rough surface becomes infinite at zero temperature.

The situation with atomically smooth surfaces is reversed. Indeed,
at T = 0 an atomically smooth surface in equilibrium contains
no defects. Therefore, the growth of a crystal having such a surface
can only occur via producing nuclei of new atomic layers, i.e. closed
steps of a finite length whose energies as defined above are positive.
With a finite interphase difference in chemical potentials, 6f..L, it is
possible for a critical size nucleus to be produced in a quantum under
barrier way [1.39]. At 6fl-+ 0 the critical dimension increases in
finitely and the probability of this process rapidly (exponentially)
approaches zero so that lim V16t.t = O. Consequently, the kinetic
growth coefficient of a crystal with an atomically smooth surface
~TnW"';nl...",~ ,...•• "'''''' .u~ ...l ... .,....n ...........H~ "rf"",.f." ..... r1r1",.1 'T"'h';C"O -nn.onl. ';0 ·n ..... l.;r1 n.
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out any equilibrium violations, the growth rate must be viewed as a
thermodynamic variable. To be exact, the phase equilibrium condi
tion (1.2) is supplemented by additional terms which are related to
the kinetic energy of bulk phases. In addition, surface energy be
comes dependent on both the growth rate and the velocity of the tan
gential component of the liquid phase velocity relative to crystal
phase. Accordingly, the form of the surface tension tensor that con...
trols capillary crystal forces will also be changed [1.27-28, 1.40].
These items greatly complicate the problem of setting out a complete
system of equations for surface motion. As yet, this problem has
not been solved. However, to find the surface small oscillation spec...
trum .in the long-wave limit (see the next- Sec.) all these specula
tions are immaterial. Their incorporation leads either to nonlinear
(in velocity) effects or to additional terms that appear in the spec...
trum and contain higher (as compared to the principal ones)
powers of wave vector.

At finite temperatures, the growth of a crystal with a quantum
rough surface is accompanied by energy dissipation caused by the
interaction between bulk thermal excitations and the moving sur ...
face. Let us evaluate the dissipation due to phonons. When falling onto
the interface as viewed from the liquid phase phonons produce the pres ..
sure P ph ~ E ph ~ nT4 / 8s , where n is the number of atoms per unit
volume, 8 the Debye temperature, E ph the phonon energy per unit
volume. Under equilibrium that is with a fixed interface, this pres
sure is compensated for by the solid phase pressure. If the interface

moves with the velocity V, then a pressure drop 6P ph ~ ~Eph (c
c

is sound velocity) due to Doppler effect is directed by the interface

against the motion. As a result, energy of the order of V
2
E ph is

c
dissipated per unit time and per unit area. On the other hand, the. .
same enercv. dissinatinn. is _euugl_t.o _Ou_·N_, \.vJ1er_e_~V.~_n Vjs~then urn...
rough surface is accompanied by energy dissipation caused by the
interaction between bulk thermal excitations and the moving sur ...
face. Let us evaluate the dissipation due to phonons. When falling onto
the interface as viewed from the liquid phase phonons produce the pres ..
sure P ph ~ E ph ~ nT4 / 8s, where n is the number of atoms per unit
volume, 8 the Debye temperature, E ph the phonon energy per unit
volume. Under equilibrium that is with a fixed interface, this pres
sure is compensated for by the solid phase pressure. If the interface

moves with the velocity V, then a pressure drop 6P ph ~ ~Eph (c
c

is sound velocity) due to Doppler effect is directed by the interface

against the motion. As a result, energy of the order of V
2
E ph is

c
dissipated per unit time and per unit area. On the other hand, the. .
same energy dissipation is equal to 6f.l.N, where J.V~ n V is the num ...
ber of atoms passing per unit time from one phase into another.
Therefore we find:

(1.14)

Thus, the growth coefficient tends to infinity as T-4 when T -+ O.
Phonons are the principal thermal excitations in the liquid 4H~
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quantitative comparison with experimental data these estimates are,
of course, quite insufficient. Besides, strictly speaking, these esti
mates are valid only in the "ballistic" case when free path lengths of
phonons and rotons are sufficiently large (the surface wavelength
serves as a characteristic dimension, see the next Sec.). Andreev and
Knizhnik [1.41] (see also [1.42] ) calculated the growth coefficient
limits for both the "ballistic" and "hydrodynamic" cases. Further
discussion of this question is in Sec. 1.4.

The preceding has related to 4He crystals. As for 3He crystals, a
formula analogous to that of (1.14) can be applied to them only at
extremely low temperatures. Temperatures must be much less than
that needed for the transition into a superfluid state and, of course,
with the condition that the crystal surface remains in a quantum
rough state. Yet here the principal type of thermal excitations both
in liquid and solid phase is represented by spin waves with a linear
dispersion law [1.43, 44), as for phonons. The main contribution in
to energy dissipation is produced by the crystal spin waves since
their velocity is lower. Therefore, the quantity c in (1.14) stands for
the spin wave velocity inside the antiferromagnetic solid 3He and
e the Neel temperature. At higher temperatures, where liquid sHe
behaves as a normal Fermi liquid, the basic dissipation mechanism
is the interaction of the moving interface with Fermi excitations.
Energy dissipa tion is, of the order of magnitude, PFnV2 , where
PF is Fermi momentum. The estimate corresponds to the tempera
ture independent growth coefficient K ~ 11pF. An analogous estimate
could be made also for a crystal growing from a dilute solution of
sHe-4He (with a concentration ns/n ~ 1) [1.45,46]. Here the energy
dissipation due to interaction between a moving interface and impu
rities of sHe is, of the order of magnitude, nspsV2, this corresponds to

the growth coefficient K ~ !!:... • .!., where Ps is the characteristic mo-
ns Ps

mentum of an impurity atom. By comparing to (1.14), we see that
their v~l~city i~- lo,~~er. Th~r-efore, th~ quantity c in (1.14) stands for
the spin wave velocity inside the antiferromagnetic solid sHe and
e the Neel temperature. At higher temperatures, where liquid sHe
behaves as a normal Fermi liquid, the basic dissipation mechanism
is the interaction of the moving interface with Fermi excitations.
Energy dissipa tion is, of the order of magnitude, PFnV2, where
PF is Fermi momentum. The estimate corresponds to the tempera
ture independent growth coefficient K ~ 11pF. An analogous estimate
could be made also for a crystal growing from a dilute solution of
sHe-4He (with a concentration ns/n ~ 1) [1.45,46]. Here the energy
dissipation due to interaction between a moving interface and impu
rities of sHe is, of the order of magnitude, nspsV2, this corresponds to

the growth coefficient K ~ !!:... • .!., where Ps is the characteristic mo-
ns Ps

mentum of an impurity atom. By comparing to (1.14), we see that
at low temperatures the 3He impurities can substantially influence
growth kinetics of 4He crystals even at extremely low concentra
tions.

t .3.3. Crystallization Waves

We have seen in the previous Section how the quantum
rrm o-h ~l1rf~~,p' ~t.~t.p. nr()virlp~ ~ rmss i hj l i t.v for sf.r ir-t.lv nrmrl i sxi na t.ive
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energy via crystallization or melting. On the other hand, because of
the difference in density of the two phases, crystal growth and melt
ing will lead to a liquid phase motion, viz. to an increase in sys
tem's kinetic energy. It is clear that given a small energy dissipa
tion, the surface will be subjected to weakly damped oscillations sim
ilar to 'conventional capillary waves on a liquid phase surface. The
spectrum of these oscillations, viz. of crystallization waves, can be
easily found in the limit of long waves, when the compressibility
of both phases can be neglected. It is essential that no model con
cepts about surface microscopic structure are introduced to do this.

In deriving the crystallization wave spectrum we shall allow for
the gravitational field and damping caused by the finiteness of the
kinetic growth coefficient. To do this, first of all we shall note that
with capillary effects included Eq. (1.2) will replace the convention
al condition of phase equilibrium, PI == f.!2. Therefore, in describing
weakly nonequilibrium situations, e.g. a crystal growth in the ab
sence of any thermal flux, the right-hand side of Eq. (1.2) must be

augmented by the term ~~, where V is the growth rate at the given

point and K the kinetic growth coefficient. Let us consider a flat sur
face, z == 0, undergoing a displacement ~ (x, t) == ~o exp (ikx
- iwt) along its normal. A motion resulting in a noncompressible
liquid is described by the potential 'tJ that satisfies the Laplace equa
tion, ~'I' == 0, viz. 'I' == '1'0 exp (ikx - u»t - kz). Mass conserva
tion during phase transition yields a boundary condition for the
z-component of liquid phase velocity:

Vz == P2-Pt t at z ==° (1.15)
P2

Instead of the phase equilibrium condition (1.2) in this case we have:

( 1 1) 1 -- 82~ 1·
~-~ ~P'-P2g~)+~a rl'Y'~===V~ JL , , (1.16)

augmented by the term ~~, where V is the growth rate at the given

point and K the kinetic growth coefficient. Let us consider a flat sur
face, z == 0, undergoing a displacement ~ (x, t) == ~o exp (ikx
- iwt) along its normal. A motion resulting in a noncompressible
liquid is described by the potential 'tJ that satisfies the Laplace equa
tion, ~'I' == 0, viz. 'I' == '1'0 exp (ikx - u»t - kz). Mass conserva
tion during phase transition yields a boundary condition for the
z-component of liquid phase velocity:

Vz == P2-Pt t at z ==° (1.15)
P2

Instead of the phase equilibrium condition (1.2) in this case we have:

(
1 1) 1 -- 82~ 1·

p;--(.); (P'-P2g~) +p;-a 8x 2 ==mK~ (1.16)

where ~ == a + 82a/8<p2, <p is the angle between the normal to a dis
placed surface and the z-axis, P' the alternating part of pressure in
liqnid (here we have taken into account 8f.!218P == mlp2). Further
allowing for

(1.17)
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of compressibility in both phases. The gravitational term in (1.18),
as with conventional capillary waves, must be allowed for only at
the lowest frequencies, when wavelength is of the order of or lower
than the capillary constant (about 1 mm).

Much like capillary waves, crystallization "raves are unstable to
decay from one to two quanta which have lower energy. Therefore,
strictly speaking, these waves have a finite damping even at T =
= 0, when K -+ 00. The order of magnitude of this damping (being
inversely proportional to lifetime), ,\" is determined by the formula,

y~ hk
5

(see [1.47], where the corresponding problem is solved for
P

conventional capillary waves). For low-frequency oscillations, at
finite temperature, the damping mechanism caused by the finiteness
of the growth coefficient is the most important. From (1.18), as
suming weak damping, we find:

PtPak 1 19
"(= 2mK(pI-P2)2 (. )

For 3He, where the Fermi-liquid theory applies, using the estimate
of K from Sec. 1.3.2. one can demonstrate that the oscillations are
strongly damped at all frequencies. The same conclusion also fol
lows from the estimate of this quantity for a classical crystal with
an atomically rough surface [see (1.7)]. It is evident that linear os
cillations like crystallization waves cannot exist on a classical atom
ically smooth surface. Thus, the existence of weakly damping
crystallization-melting waves is an essentially quantum effect.

As has already been noted, the surface in a quantum-rough state
represents a two-dimensional quantum "liquid". Certainly, the con
cepts of step and kink in their original sense are now insufficient for
a microscopic description of such a liquid to be adequate. In fact, steps
and kinks remain well defined objects only so long as their concentra
tions are low. On the other hand, in an advanced quantum-rough state,
- • tJ1n .n \1-'1 -l'2}- - - - -- - - - - . .

For 3He, where the Fermi-liquid theory applies, using the estimate
of K from Sec. 1.3.2. one can demonstrate that the oscillations are
strongly damped at all frequencies. The same conclusion also fol
lows from the estimate of this quantity for a classical crystal with
an atomically rough surface [see (1.7)]. It is evident that linear os
cillations like crystallization waves cannot exist on a classical atom
ically smooth surface. Thus, the existence of weakly damping
crystallization-melting waves is an essentially quantum effect.

As has already been noted, the surface in a quantum-rough state
represents a two-dimensional quantum "liquid". Certainly, the con
cepts of step and kink in their original sense are now insufficient for
a microscopic description of such a liquid to be adequate. In fact, steps
and kinks remain well defined objects only so long as their concentra
tions are low. On the other hand, in an advanced quantum-rough state,
viz. in the absence of special small parameters the kink and step
concentrations are far from being small. Their interaction cannot be
taken as weak; besides, the number of "particles" of each sort does
not conserve in this liquid. In this situation the principal property
of the quantum-rough surface, viz. the presence of stationary states
corresponding to a continuous crystal growth and melting, essential
ly can only be postulated (the same with the existence of a quantum
rough surface). Consequently, the speculations set forth in Section
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For describing a quantum-rough surface at finite temperatures one
should know its spectrum of elementary excitations, viz. collective
excitations in a system of strongly interacting kinks and steps. The
calculation of this spectrum over the whole wavelength range is,
of course, impossible. However, in the long wavelength limit, as
we have seen just now, such collective excitations are crystalliza
tion waves. The knowledge of their spectrum enables the temperature
dependence of the surface energy, a, to be calculated at low tem
peratures. We shall not give the derivation, since it is analogous to
that of Atkins [1.48·] for capillary waves on superfluid helium sur
face, but shall only give the result:

(1.20)

1.3.4.

1.3.4.

(here we neglect anisotropy of a o).
Besides crystallization waves, there exists one additional branch

of surface elementary] excitations, viz. elastic oscillations of the
Rayleigh wave type with a linear dispersion law [1.6] (see the next
Sec.), The contribution of these oscillations to surface energy is pro
portional to the higher degree of temperature (T3), hence at low tem
peratures it can be neglected.

Sound Transmission Through
a Quantum-Rough Surface

Usually when studying the reflection and refraction of
sound at a crystal-liquid interface, one only assumes that the con
ditions of surface mechanical equilibrium rather than phase equi
librium are satisfied. For conventional classical crystals, such an ap-
pr~~sHui~~,~~~l~iR~!iP!~0~i~c£yt~~ tiffiLe~ t~OelJ~t~~ljs~LnJr lJ~vP}.l~s~~~qJL~!:
of surface elementary] excitations, viz. elastic oscillations of the
Rayleigh wave type with a linear dispersion law [1.6] (see the next
Sec.), The contribution of these oscillations to surface energy is pro
portional to the higher degree of temperature (T3), hence at low tem
peratures it can be neglected.

Sound Transmission Through
a Quantum-Rough Surface

Usually when studying the reflection and refraction of
sound at a crystal-liquid interface, one only assumes that the con
ditions of surface mechanical equilibrium rather than phase equi
librium are satisfied. For conventional classical crystals, such an ap
proach is well justified, since the times for establishing a phase equi
librium are extremely long as compared with those for a sound wave
period. As was first noted by Castaing and Nozieres [1.4], the char
acter of sound reflection changes abruptly when the kinetic growth
coefficient is sufficiently large. Consider a quantum-rough interface
at T = O. At this interface the phase equilibrium condition, ~1 =
= ~2' being equivalent here to the constant pressure condition is al
ways fulfilled. This means that, when a sound wave falls at such the
intprf:H~p. tha HltprnHtinO' nrp~~l1rA nH-rt. v~ni~hp~ at t.hp int.prf::tr,p.
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However, it turns out that due to capillary effects sound can pass
through a quantum-rough surface even at T.== 0 [1.6], and the trans
mitted wave amplitude being proportional' to sound frequency. We
shall consider this problem as it is exemplified by an elastic iso
tropic crystal.

Let a plane sound wave with the frequency CJ) and the wave vector
k be incident on the surface (z == 0) as viewed from the liquid phase.
Now let v be the liquid phase velocity and u the elastic deformation
vector in the crystal. The resulting displacement of the interface is
a SHIn of two terms, viz. the elastic displacement, u z , and that
caused by recrystallization, ~. The condition of mass conservation
during crystal growth is written:

. . .
(PI - P2) (uz + ~) == PIU Z - P2V Z (1.21)

(1.22)

(1.22)

In deriving the remaining boundary conditions relevant to both me
chanic [see Eq. (1.4) in [1.27]] and phase equilibrium [Eq. (1.2)] one
has to take into account that the "nondeformed" surface is z == ~ (x,
y, t). By choosing the plane (x, z) as a plane of incidence so that R;l ==
==0, R~I == - a2~/ax2 (all displacements, of course, are small compared
to a wavelength), and by denoting the alternating parts of pressure
and of stress tensors with 6P == P - Po, 60' ik == a i1~ - a~k respec
tively, we shall obtain the conditions for the mechanic equilibri
um in the form:

82~

- ~ 8x2 "+6azz + fjp == °
{)a"z == 0, V = x, y

where ~ is the surface tension coefficient, which in the isotropic case
the relevant tensor is reduced to [1.27]. The quantities entering
(1.2) will be transformed in the following way:

fi - - '- aF ,.. Ph-+- li't - I~ ~las to take into account t at he ....nondetormed" surface is z == ~ (z.
y, t). By choosing the plane (x, z) as a plane of incidence so that R;l ==
==0, R~I == - a2~/ax2 (all displacements, of course, are small compared
to a wavelength), and by denoting the alternating parts of pressure
and of stress tensors with 6P == P - Po, 60' ik == a i1~ - a~k respec
tively, we shall obtain the conditions for the mechanic equilibri
um in the form:

82~

- ~ 8x2 "+6azz + fjp == °
{)a"z == 0, V = x, y

where ~ is the surface tension coefficient, which in the isotropic case
the relevant tensor is reduced to [1.27]. The quantities entering
(1.2) will be transformed in the following way:

~F F 'F of ~ Po+Fo ~ ~o ~
u ==- - 0 =;;-- uPi == uPi == - uPi

uPI PI m
of.! m

{)f.t == f.t - f.to == 7iP 6P == p;- 6P,

whence

(
PI ) a2~1-- fjP-a-==O
P2 ox2 (1.23)
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same as those at the interface with vacuum [here condition (1.21) de
termines just the total boundary displacement], In other words, the
sound incident at the interface from either side reflects totally. Be
sides, the spectrum of surface elastic oscillations (of the Rayleigh
wave type) is precisely the same as that at an interface with vacuum,
wh ile on an atomically smooth surface it depends substantially on
the properties of the liquid phase [1.491. (In this case, instead of
condition (1.23) one has to assume that recrystallization vanishes,

viz. ~ ~ 0.)
When using boundary conditions (1.21)-(1.23) to solve dynamic

problems one must remember that while being essentially static,
these conditions do not as yet incorporate capillary effects caused by
dynamic properties of the surface (see an analogous remark in Sec.
1.3.2). Generally, the quantities like surface mass flow, surface mo
mentum, and surface kinetic energy do not vanish simultaneously
with surface mass density (here we deal with a situation similar to
that described by Andreev and Kompaneetz [1.50], where the exact
equations of motion of a free surface of superfluid helium were iound
with a normal part present). In our case one can only state that the
surface momentum is a linear function of the difference in velocities

of the t\VO phases at an interface, Vi - iu, where i === x, y, Z, and
that the surface kinetic energy is a quadratic form of the same vari
ables. The exact form of these functions could be determined only
by simultaneously finding the exact nonlinearized equations of sur
face motion (similar to the manner of deriving the hydrodynamic
equations of a superfluid liquid [1.51], see also [1.401). Correct ac
counting for these quantities will result in the linearized Eqs. (1.22),
(1.23) having additional terms that contain second derivatives in..
time (e.g. like Ps~, where Ps""" pao), and also in Eq. (1.21) having e.g.

terms like p~ iJ~ (vx - ~x), where P~ "" Ps, whose sense is the diver-
MId. .... LH:::.,1I11UeU uy nllllleev dUll J.~UUlpdUta;:LL LJ..vVJ, WIH:at::: .... Ut::: t:::Adllll

equations of motion of a free surface of superfluid helium were iound
with a normal part present). In our case one can only state that the
surface momentum is a linear function of the difference in velocities

of the t\VO phases at an interface, Vi - iu, where i === x, y, Z, and
that the surface kinetic energy is a quadratic form of the same vari
ables. The exact form of these functions could be determined only
by simultaneously finding the exact nonlinearized equations of sur
face motion (similar to the manner of deriving the hydrodynamic
equations of a superfluid liquid [1.51], see also [1.401). Correct ac
counting for these quantities will result in the linearized Eqs. (1.22),
(1.23) having additional terms that contain second derivatives in..
time (e.g. like Ps~, where Ps""" pao), and also in Eq. (1.21) having e.g.

terms like p~ iJ~ (vx - ~x), where p~ "" Ps, whose sense is the diver

gence of surface mass flow.
All such terms can be neglected when determining the crystalli

zation wave spectrum in the long wavelength limit. However, when
determining high-frequency corrections to this spectrum and capil
lary corrections to the Rayleigh wave spectrum, as well as when sol v
ing the problem of capillary transmission of sound through surface,
the terms not included in (1.21)-(1.23), generally speaking, intro
nllr,p snrn e r,orrpr,t.ion~ t h a t ::lrp r.omn::lr::lhlp w i t.h t.hp m-i nr.i na l t.prm~_
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(1.21)-(1.23) [1.54], or accounts for the surface kinetic. energy yet neg
lecting the surface special elastic properties [1.53], or true for some
semimicroscopic model [1.551. Moreover, the applicability of macro
scopic approximation seems to be doubtful, when the high-frequen
cy corrections to surface wave spectra (w ~ 1011 Hz, k ~ .106 or
107 cm-l ) become essential. In fact, the condition ka.;~ 1, "There
ao is the interatomic spacing is usually sufficient to apply macroscop
ic equations. It should be remembered, however , that crystalliza
tion waves exist on surfaces of arbitrary Miller indices, except a Iew
of the most densely packed surfaces. This means the lengths of trans
lational elementary vectors on the surfaces considered can be infinite
ly large. Therefore, to be precise, we can neglect the influence of
Brillouin zone boundaries only at infinitely large wavelengths.

Finally, it should be noted that the coherence of the crystalliza
tion process necessary to satisfy condition (1.23) must be violated at
sufficiently high frequencies. Indeed, if, for example, the frequency
of an incident sound wave exceeds the value of ~/h, the behaviour
of elementary kinks cannot be considered as a motion of delocalized
quasi-particles; under these conditions the surface behaves itself
rather like a classical, atomically rough one. This is the reason why
crystallization waves cannot exist with frequencies exceeding ~/h.

Estimate of the ratio of transmitted wave amplitude, uO' to the inci
dent wave amplitude, Vo, can be easily obtained by noting that at

low frequencies this ratio is small, i.e. ';o/vo~ 1 (given the wave in
cident as viewed from the crystal, we would have, respectively,

vo/~o ~ 1). Therefore, in Eq. (1.21) one can neglect the term ~z

(the same can be done with the term like p~:X (vx - ~x) -- f~~ kv).

Further for helium --2L. ~ 10, therefore in estimates we shall
PI-P2

'kppn t.hi~ p~t.i() ~nrl (l~n()t~ it !1<;;! 2- rrh~n r·~ J!.. ts :> f- P "...,." ..£.... rLk2t /"OJ

of elementary kinks cannot be considered as a motion of delocalized
quasi-particles; under these conditions the surface behaves itself
rather like a classical, atomically rough one. This is the reason why
crystallization waves cannot exist with frequencies exceeding ~/h.

Estimate of the ratio of transmitted wave amplitude, uo' to the inci
dent wave amplitude, Vo, can be easily obtained by noting that at

low frequencies this ratio is small, i.e. ';o/vo~ 1 (given the wave in
cident as viewed from the crystal, we would have, respectively,

vo/~o ~ 1). Therefore, in Eq. (1.21) one can neglect the term ~z

(the same can be done with the term like p~:X (vx - ~x) -- p~ kv).

Further for helium --2L. ~ 10, therefore in estimates we shall
PI-P2

keep this ratio and denote it as Xp' Then ~ -- fp vo; fJP -- :p ak2~--

-- (fp) 2ak2
CJ)_

l vo, and (taking ~ -- a) fJa zz -- fJP. Also, by consider

ing ~"...,.,,~ 6oz z , W "...,." ck (since sound velocities in liquid and solid
pc

phases are of the same order of magnitude), we shall finally obtain:

u, (p )2 ex.-"...,." - -00
n : An or.a (1.24)
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of transversal sound waves in a crystal is less than that of sound
in the liquid ['1.56, 57]. Hence, the Rayleigh wave does not radiate
sound into liquid even with capillary effects considered. Rayleigh
waves damping at T = 0 is governed only by the process of their decay
into crystallization waves,

According to (1.24), the probability of phonon transmission
through a quantum-rough interface, viz. the amplitude ratio squared,
is proportional to 002 • Knowing this probability it is possible,
according to Khalatnikov [1.58], to calculate the Kapitza resistance
on such surface. Here the resistance evidently appears to be propor-

.t.ional to T-5 at sufficiently low temperatures, when one can use
the estimate (1.24). Whereas on atomically smooth surfaces it
should usually be proportional to T-3. The T-5 dependence was
discovered experimentally [1.7-9, 1.59], and, in a perfect argeement
with theory, on atomically smooth surfaces of helium crystals the
conventional T-3 dependence was actually observed.

1.4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF COHERENT CRYSTALLIZATION
AND CRYSTALLIZATION WAVES

1.4.1. On the Possibility of Direct Observation
of Capillary Phenomena in Crystals

The ability of retaining a definite shape is the obvious
property with which to clearly distinguish a solid from a liquid.
In a solid body under ordinary conditions there are no internal
motions changing the mutual positions of its parts, viz. changing
its entire shape. Therefore, capillary phenomena being characteristic
for liquids are not generally observed in crystals.

In fact, the external shape of a body can be changed not only
by internal motions. In melting or crystallization the crystal shape

1.4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF COHERENT CRYSTALLIZATION
AND CRYSTALLIZATION WAVES

1.4.1. On the Possibility of Direct Observation
of Capillary Phenomena in Crystals

The ability of retaining a definite shape is the obvious
property with which to clearly distinguish a solid from a liquid.
In a solid body under ordinary conditions there are no internal
motions changing the mutual positions of its parts, viz. changing
its entire shape. Therefore, capillary phenomena being characteristic
for liquids are not generally observed in crystals.

In fact, the external shape of a body can be changed not only
by internal motions. In melting or crystallization the crystal shape
changes because of particle transition from one phase to another.
It is essential that under conditions close to equilibrium these pro
cesses develop extremely slow, viz. in practice a crystal simply
fails to acquire the equilibrium shape during tolerable times.

The physical reason responsible for the unacceptable slow crystal
growth under ordinary conditions is the following. In crystal liza
tion, as in any other first-order phase transition, states of two phases
!IIT'O C;U:ln!llT'!lItot1 hv !lI ~OT't!llln onOT'rnr h!llT'T'lOT' th!llt nT',"\'ulrlO~ fnT' tho OfTll1_
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The energy dissipation accompanying a phase transition is con
trolled by a specific crystallization mechanism which in turn is gov
erned by interface structure, as we have seen in Sec. 1.2. Thus, for
an atomically rough surface the growth rate, V, is linearly dependen t.
on the chemical potential difference between the two phases, 6f.t.
A rough estimate of the minimum value of the shape relaxation for
a classical crystal with an atomically rough surface can be made by
following simple reasoning. Let the crystal shape be significantly

different from equilibrium, then 6~l ~ ~ ag, where we can take

ex ~ TIllelt .ao2 (we specifically assume that the second phase is
a liquid), where ex is the surface energy, ao the interatomic separation
distance, and R the characteristic crystal dimension. From this, by

estimating the growth coefficient from Eq. (1.7), we obtain 't '" ~~

~::; 1/' m _ for the time needed to establish the equilibrium shape,
-0· Tmelt

A more accurate estimate for 't which is valid even when the gravita-
tiona1 field is essential, is not difficult to obtain directly from Eq. (1.18).
This equation determines the crystallization wave spectrum and is
able to describe not only the oscillatory but also the aperiodic mode
of surface motion (at sufficiently small K values).

Apart from the limitation caused by the finiteness of the kinetic
coefficient, K, limitations are often no less significant which
follow from analysis of the heat- and mass-transfer processes that
accompany the phase transition. Provided that the latent heat
is not abnormally small and thermal conductivity is not abnormally

high, similar reasoning yields 't ~ ~3 1/ m .
ao Tmelt

Finally, in order to get a true equilibrium crystal shape in a real
experiment, an extraordinary high homogeneity of both temperature
and internal stress distribution is needed in the crystal. Thus, given
A more accurate estimate lor 't wrucu IS vahobvenwrren tne gravita
tiona1 field is essential, is not difficult to obtain directly from Eq. (1.18).
This equation determines the crystallization wave spectrum and is
able to describe not only the oscillatory but also the aperiodic mode
of surface motion (at sufficiently small K values).

Apart from the limitation caused by the finiteness of the kinetic.
coefficient, K, limitations are often no less significant which
follow from analysis of the heat- and mass-transfer processes that
accompany the phase transition. Provided that the latent heat
is not abnormally small and thermal conductivity is not abnormally

high, similar reasoning yields 't ~ ~3 1/ m .
ao Tmelt

Finally, in order to get a true equilibrium crystal shape in a real
experiment, an extraordinary high homogeneity of both temperature
and internal stress distribution is needed in the crystal. Thus, given
these assumptions, for the maximum admissible temperature differ--

ence 6T in crystal we have 6T ~ ~ Tmelt. These reasonings clearly

demonstrate that there are great experimental difficulties in pro
ducing a crystal with an equilibrium shape. In connection with this
we note that the facet pattern of a classical crystal usually bears no
relation to its equilibrium shape and is mainly due to anisotropy
in growth kine~ic~.: The sh~pe rel,.axat~on tim~. fo~~ a ~lanss~~a~ cr1sta~
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[in 3He this seems to be at the region nearl the minimum on the
melting curve (0.3 K) and at temperatures of about 1 mK]. Here the
major limiting factor in establishing an equilibrium shape is the
kinetic growth coefficient, K. However, as we have seen in Sec. 1.3,
it is in quantum crystals that as temperature decreases the value of K
might grow unbounded. This means that in quantum crystals, espe
cially in 4He crystals, the conditions can, at least in principle, be
satisfied so that an equilibrium crystal shape can quite rapidly be
established. Such a situation offers vast possibilities for the investi
gation of crystal surface phenomena, even those which until now
have been considered specific for liquids.

1.4.2. Optical Cryostat

Experimental observation of crystallization waves would
be of primary importance in proving the theory presented above.
Hence, the observation technique selected has to provide a direct
and unambiguous demonstration of this phenomenon existence.
From this point of view, an optical technique which enables direct
visual observations of surface oscillations and measurements of all
the basic characteristics of these oscillations has obvious advantages.
In addition, it is essential that even the simplest optical instrument
gives the orientation of a growing crystal, the state of its surface,
and the availability of defects which are to be controlled. ~

When investigating helium with optical techniques, a number of
difficulties have to be overcome due to helium's extremely low polar
izability. Within the optical range, the helium refraction Index satis
fies the following relationship:

n - 1 = 0.20p

Weifu~pnfJtl)Db~rq{a%~} lk&iftlqUl!l§eteeeeJr Hha'J \J hp~Bv'itfll(}~ fIl1\Jeer
and unambiguous demonstration of this phenomenon existence.
From this point of view, an optical technique which enables direct
visual observations of surface oscillations and measurements of all
the basic characteristics of these oscillations has obvious advantages.
In addition, it is essential that even the simplest optical instrument
gives the orientation of a growing crystal, the state of its surface,
and the availability of defects which are to be controlled. ~

When investigating helium with optical techniques, a number of
difficulties have to be overcome due to helium's extremely low polar
izability. Within the optical range, the helium refraction Index satis
fies the following relationship:

n - 1 = 0.20p

(p is density in g/cm"). This holds true for all three states either
condensed or gaseous (the birefringence of hcp-crystals is very small,

ne - ~o == 7.10-5 [1.60]). Since the densities of solid and liquid
no -
phases on the melting curve at T < 1 K are 0.191 and 0.173 g/crn",
respectively, [1.61], the difference between the refraction indices
of a crystal and liquid on the melting curve is I1n == 0.0036. Clearly,
to obtain a sufficiently high-contrast picture of a helium crystal
nnrloT' tha~a £'nnrlltlnn~ 1~ ~ T'~thaT' rllffl£'111t t~~1r rrha £'T'u~t~l <;:lI ... f!l£'O
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however, the problem of eliminating the heat supplied to the experi
mental cell by external thermal radiation.

Note that direct observation is the simplest, yet not the most
unique of available optical techniques. For example, in experiments
done by J. Landau's group, the growth process of helium crystals
was successfully studied using a holographic interferometer [1.10,

\.......------- 3

4----~

2-----~

2 -

Fig. 1.6. Design of an experimental cell: i-body, 2-capacitor,
o ~11~~rf' ~o::IlT\nl!l"'u ,&,_plpt-.t:rit-.Al lp~(L fi-heatlead. 6-thermometer. 7-cad-
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techniques have rather low resolution. Thus, for example, when
using a He-Ne-Iaser for two rays passing through solid and liquid
phases, a path difference of about one interference fringe is accumulat-

ed over the ray path x r-« ;n ~ 0.18 mm. This practically nullifies all
the advantages of the interferometric techniques. _

In our experiments [1.2-3, 1.64] a somewhat modified version of
a metallic cryostat was used, which was designed long ago by Shal
nikov [1.65] to study the motion of charges inside crystalline helium.
The temperatures required (down to 0.3 K) are produced by pump
ing 3He vapor. The most essential modifications dealt with the
windows and experimental cell. The total number of plane-parallel
windows in our setup was 5 pairs (observations were carried out in
the look-through mode). The main part of the heat which was caused
by radiation from the windows was removed by using addition]
windows on an intermediate nitrogen screen. They were made from
a monocrystalline sapphire 5 mm thick and reduced the heat supplied
to the experimental cell to the value of 5.10-5 W. To illuminate
the experimental volume, a luminescent lamp was used that provid
ed, at an appropriate aperture ratio, a light intense enough to
photograph and film without a noticeable increase in the heat
supply.

'He crystals were grown in a metallic chamber with a rectangular
cross-section, 12 X 15 mm" (Fig. 1.6), made from ferrochromium.
The whole interior of the chamber can be observed through the two
opposing walls made from chemical glass, 12 X 28 X 3 mm", Inside
the chamber, on a side wall a capacitor was mounted to excite crystal
surface oscillations via an ac electric field (for more detail of the
capacitor design see Sec. 1.4.4). A capillary tube and four electrical
leads were soldered into the top of the chamber, and a copper heatlead
to the 3He bath at the bottom. To reduce the heat supply to the cham
ber, a part of the capillary tube was put into thermal contact with
to the experimental cell to the value of 5.10-5 W. To illuminate
the experimental volume, a luminescent lamp was used that provid
ed, at an appropriate aperture ratio, a light intense enough to
photograph and film without a noticeable increase in the heat
supply.

'He crystals were grown in a metallic chamber with a rectangular
cross-section, 12 X 15 mm" (Fig. 1.6), made from ferrochromium.
The whole interior of the chamber can be observed through the two
opposing walls made from chemical glass, 12 X 28 X 3 mm", Inside
the chamber, on a side wall a capacitor was mounted to excite crystal
surface oscillations via an ac electric field (for more detail of the
capacitor design see Sec. 1.4.4). A capillary tube and four electrical
leads were soldered into the top of the chamber, and a copper heatlead
to the 3He bath at the bottom. To reduce the heat supply to the cham
ber, a part of the capillary tube was put into thermal contact with
the 3He bath. A carbon thermometer calibrated against 3He vapor
pressure was mounted onto the heatlead which was soldered into the
side chamber wall. Calibration was controlled by means of a cadmi
um reference (To = 0.515 K) mounted on the same heatlead.

1.4.3. Features of the Low Temperature Growth Kinetics
of 4He Crystals
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very shape of helium phase diagram at low temperatures (the value

of ~~ along the melting curve and, with it, the crystallization heat.

are practically equal to zero). The chamber was filled with liquid
helium pressurized at about 25 atm by means of an external
compressor, then the latter was detached. Growth and melting of
crystals were produced by changing the temperature of an external
buffer vessel (300 ems in volume) that could be attached and detached
as required by the experimental schedule. This method enables the
growth rate to be varied over wide range, up to several mm/s, In
fact, the crystals used to measure spectrum and crystallization
wave damping were grown at much lower rates, at about 0.1 nun/min.
And the estimated temperature gradient in a sample did not exceed
10-4 K/cm. If necessary (e.g. when some defect was detected in the
course of growing) the crystal could be easily melted and then its
growth continued. Once a crystal had been grown, the buffer vessel
was detached and the position of interface could remain unchanged
for many hours within about 0.1 mm. ..

In our experiments, visual control was the basic method to check
the quality of growing crystals. Direct observation of a 4He crystal
during its growing process at low temperatures not only allows its
orientation to be fixed, but also enables an effective check to be
made on the degree of its perfection since a crystal surface appears to
be very sensitive to defects both during growth and, especially, in
equilibrium. Note that the gravitational field substantially influences
the growth dynamics and crystal shape through the entire tempera-

.ture range studied. This fact alone shows that in our experiment
crystallization processes occurred under the conditions very close to
equilibrium.

At the temperatures below 1.2 K, as a rule, a crystal grows from one
nucleus, and is always to some extent faceted. The faceting is more
wasudracnen ana- tIn! P-Ob~tlorr-oT£ln~etf8c~-donid-r°-emcfnrnn-c,1taugBu
for many hours within about 0.1 mm. ..

In our experiments, visual control was the basic method to check
the quality of growing crystals. Direct observation of a 4He crystal
during its growing process at low temperatures not only allows its
orientation to be fixed, but also enables an effective check to be
made on the degree of its perfection since a crystal surface appears to
be very sensitive to defects both during growth and, especially, in
equilibrium. Note that the gravitational field substantially influences
the growth dynamics and crystal shape through the entire tempera-

.ture range studied. This fact alone shows that in our experiment
crystallization processes occurred under the conditions very close to
equilibrium.

At the temperatures below 1.2 K, as a rule, a crystal grows from one
nucleus, and is always to some extent faceted. The faceting is more
strongly pronounced at larger growth rates and at lower temperatures.
The observed faceting always corresponded to a hexagonal prism
represented by various number of facets which depended on the point
of nucleus creation, crystal dimensions, and its orientation relative to
the chamber walls (see Fig. 1.7). Crystal symmetry allows identifying
the prism bases with the (0001) basal plane, and the side facets, being
perpendicular to the latter, with the planes of either {1120} .or-
{1~1.0} tyP~. , or- P • r
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kinetic growth coefficient which takes m irumum values for the direc
tions controlled by facets of growth prism and having in these directions
a singularity of the cusp type [1.66]. Therefore, the lower the tem-

Fig. 1.8. The 2 inrn helium crystal suspended from OIlC.- of the
chamber side walls at T ~ 0.5 K.

perature is the stronger the anisotropy becomes. These features
of growth kinetics wore also observed by J. Landau and co
workers [1.63].

Particularly low growth ,~at~)~~ are spe~ifi? la,r I\t~~elI \O?l?~)~_~~~::;
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facet and the chamber walls. In this case a very fast avalanche-like
recrystallization often occurs (during less than 0.1 s). As a result
the crystal that was, for example, on one of the side walls, "drops"
down onto the chamber bottom, still conserving its primary orienta
tion (Fig. 1.9). As a rule, this process is accompanied by the creation
of one or more surface defects (most often arising in the (0001) plane).
'they are, perhaps, the stacking faults that have been thoroughly
studied in conventional, closely packed structures (see, e.g. [1.67]).

Fig. 1.10. The crystal with a stacking fault: a-under quasi
equilibrium conditions, b-during growth.

Fig. 1.10. The crystal with a stacking fault: a-under quasi
equilibrium conditions, b-during growth.

In equilibrium these defects show up .as the "canyons" which are
created where the defect plane outcrops (Fig. 1.10a). Clearly the excess
energy of a defect which is proportional to the la tter' s area is respon
sible for the creation of the canyons. The observed depth of the
canyons (about 0.5 mm) enables one to state that this energy is of the
same order of magnitude as the crystal-liquid interface energy, viz.
about 0.1 or 0.2 erg/em", Resuming the growth of crystals with those
nefects cause the "canvons" to he healed so that the resulting- facet
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wavelength; evidently, the same is valid when applied to light
reflection).

Growing a large crystal without visible defects depends not only
on temperature (the best results were obtained in the interval of
0.8-0.9 K), but also on nucleus orientation. As a rule, multiple recy
cling of the growing process during one experimental run produces
nuclei having the same or a very similar orientation. In the over
whelming majority of experiments, the "singular" facets had a sizable
(not less than 20°) inclination to the horizontal plane. In these cases,
in order to avoid the "drops", one had to search thoroughly for the
best growing conditions for each run. I t should be noted that heating
a sample (which has been grown, say, at 0.8 K) up to a temperature
of 1.1 K or higher, as a rule, leads to an irreversible change in its
surface shape. This change is possibly caused by a plastic crystal
deformation which in turn is due to a variation in equilibrium pres
sure of about 0.1 atm, the latter exceeding the experimental value
of the yield point of solid helium [1.68-69]. For this reason, crystals
intended for measuring the spectrum and damping of crystallization
waves, were grown at the lowest possible temperatures, where these
"drops" could be completely avoided (usually, about 0.8. K). The
measurements were carried out at the temperatures lower than 0.6 K,
so that the pressure over a crystal during the measurement was
differed from the pressure during growth by less than 5 .10-3 atm.

Concluding this Section, let us note that the technique developed
is a version of that used by Shalnikov [1.65, 1.70] for helium crystal
growth at constant pressure. Since the Shalnikov work was published,
essentially all experimenters who endevour to produce perfect helium
crystals use a modified version of this technique [1.57,1.60,1.71-75].
As X-ray experiments [1.73] and measurements of heat conductivity
(1.72] have shown, this technique succeeds in growing quite perfect
helium crystals, as long as the growth rate is not too high (not higher
than Ujfirnrq/min)._In our__exnetiments. .the, zrowth .rate__,-~aS_jlhnllt
intended for measuring the spectrum and damping of crystallization
waves, were grown at the lowest possible temperatures, where these
"drops" could be completely avoided (usually, about 0.8. K). The
measurements were carried out at the temperatures lower than 0.6 K,
so that the pressure over a crystal during the measurement was
differed from the pressure during growth by less than 5 .10-3 atm.

Concluding this Section, let us note that the technique developed
is a version of that used by Shalnikov [1.65, 1.70] for helium crystal
growth at constant pressure. Since the Shalnikov work was published,
essentially all experimenters who endevour to produce perfect helium
crystals use a modified version of this technique [1.57,1.60,1.71-75].
As X-ray experiments [1.73] and measurements of heat conductivity
(1.72] have shown, this technique succeeds in growing quite perfect
helium crystals, as long as the growth rate is not too high (not higher
than 0.5 mm/min). In our experiments, the growth rate was about
D.1 mm/min. Constant temperature and, especially, constant pres
sure, in conditions of our experiment (superfluid liquid helium!
slopeless melting curve) were maintained during the growth process
with an accuracy significantly higher than in experiments by Mezhow
Deglin [1.72], and Golub and Svatko [1.75] who detected extremely
high values of heat conductivity of helium crystals grown by means
of Shalnikov's technique. Direct visual observations support this
n '""...,. n 1....C'I; '""...,. .n '""....,. .n 1"\. ... ....,. ; ....,.,..". ... 1.,. I"\. h;,..".h ,.... .... n 1 ~ .......... ...... ~ ...h I"\.l"Il"\. .n .......... l"I ... n 1 on
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zation waves with fairly large amplitudes, over the most observ
able frequency range from several Hz to several kHz, can be excit
ed. Another conceivable technique excites mechanical vibrations
of the whole chamber. It is this technique that was used by us to
excite high amplitude crystallization waves (see the next Section).

The mechanical excitation techniques suffer an essential disad
vantage however, when measuring the spectrum and damping of
crystallization waves, The problem was that the cryostat we used,
just like a majority of cryostats producing temperatures below 1 K,
possessed a very large number of natural mechanical frequencies
falling precisely within the range we are interested in, and at these
frequencies it has a high Q factor. As with any mechanical excita
tion technique, the presence of these natural frequencies leads usually
to different beats and "ringing" that greatly complicate the analysis
of surface oscillations. Therefore, we choose a technique essentially
free of this disadvantage, namely, surface oscillation excitation by
an ac electric field.

This technique is based on the well-known phenomenon of the
"pulling-in" of medium having higlt dielectric constant into an elec
tric field. In many ways it is analogous to the technique used by
Boldarev and Peshkov [1.76] and Leiderer [1.77] to study the surface
tension _of 3He-4He liquid solutions. As mentioned in the previous
Section (see Fig. 1.6), a special capacitor is mounted on one of the
side walls of the experimental cell. The capacitor is made of two
copper wires each of 30 J.1m in diameter with nylon insulation (the
outer diameter of about 40 urn) and wound bifilarly (150 turns) over
the whole surface of the fiberglass plate of 12.5 X 14.5 X 1.5 mm''
so that the average gap between adjacent wires was about 5 J.1rn
(practically, from 0 to 10 J.1m). The plate width (14.5 mm) was chosen
so that the clearance between the capacitor and the chamber glass
walls was minimal. Preliminary tests of the capacitor in He II demon
strated it was reliable UD to voltages of 3.5 kV which correspond to

This technique is based on the well-known phenomenon of the
"pulling-in" of medium having higlt dielectric constant into an elec
tric field. In many ways it is analogous to the technique used by
Boldarev and Peshkov [1.76] and Leiderer [1.77] to study the surface
tension _of 3He-4He liquid solutions. As mentioned in the previous
Section (see Fig. 1.6), a special capacitor is mounted on one of the
side walls of the experimental cell. The capacitor is made of two
copper wires each of 30 J.1m in diameter with nylon insulation (the
outer diameter of about 40 urn) and wound bifilarly (150 turns) over
the whole surface of the fiberglass plate of 12.5 X 14.5 X 1.5 mm''
so that the average gap between adjacent wires was about 5 J.1rn
(practically, from 0 to 10 J.1m). The plate width (14.5 mm) was chosen
so that the clearance between the capacitor and the chamber glass
walls was minimal. Preliminary tests of the capacitor in He II demon
strated it was reliable up to voltages of 3.5 kV which correspond to
maximum electric field strength up to 3.106 V/cm.

In the absence of an electric field, an equilibrium surface is shaped
like a convex meniscus (Fig. 1.11). Switching on the electric field
induces a change in the effective wetting angle at the capacitor, and
an accompanying rise of the meniscus edge that can attain 1 or 2mm
(see Fig. 1.12). ,

At low voltages, the displacement of meniscus edge is approximate-
1,,. n-rnnnl"tlnTlQ1 tn tho 'un1tol"'l'o OlTnO"'l"'H:J "(Tn+ 0 1".0+ 0".+",..".+;",'1"\ "TOO
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field strength. The corresponding "critical" voltage E cr can be derived
from the condition when the decrease in capacitor energy due to
forming such crystallites will be of the order of its surface energy:

81- 82 E2 ~ S
~ crv~a (1.25)

where v is the crystallite volume and S its surface area. Taking into
account that the crystallite size is about 10 p.m , we shall determine
the required voltage from 500 to 1000 V. "This deduction is supported
by direct observations. When applying voltage higher than 700 or

Fig. 1.11. Equilibrium
meniscus (a crystal occupies the space
below meniscus).

Fig. 1.12. A meniscus
inside the capacitor electric field (the
capacitor is located to the left).

800 V, the reflectance of the capacitor surface in .J~~"''''.~''=

Fig. 1.11. Equilibrium
meniscus (a crystal occupies the space
below meniscus).

Fig. 1.12. A meniscus
inside the capacitor electric field (the
capacitor is located to the left).

800 V, the reflectance of the capacitor surface in slipping illumina
tion is abruptly lowered. This demonstrates that a large number of
scattering centers appear. These crystallites, evidently, having
random orientations in relation to the main crystal reduce the
efficiency of the electric field acting on the main crystal by inhibit
ing its contact with the regions of maximum electric field strength.

Applying an ac voltage of appropriate frequency to the capacitor
can excite a plane crystallization wave with a wave front parallel
to the capacitor surface. In measurements of the spectrum and damp-
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plitude is observed. The de voltage was chosen so that the average

wetting angle is close to i-, so as to reduce measurement errors due to

the curvature of crystal surface, and the voltage generally came
within the range of (500-700)V. The ac voltage amplitude was
typically about 100 V which provided a rather efficient excitation
wi thout too high a level of nonlinear distortions.

This technique becomes inefficient at high frequencies, when the
wavelength is equal to (or less than) the diameter of the capacitor's
wire winding. In our experiments, measurements were performed at
wavelengths from 7 mm to 0.3 mm so as to provide an accurate test
of the theoretical formulas for the spectrum and damping of crystal
lization waves,

Let us point out several additional, viable excitation techniques.
Among these, a thermal one was tested in our device using the same
capacitor, only as a heater by passing an a. c. through one of
its wires. Temperature variations near the meniscus edge provoked
either periodic local melting or crystallization that resulted in
a travelling surface wave. In our apparatus, this experiment had
a negative result: the only observable effect of the periodic heat re
lease inside the capacitor (at the frequencies up to 1 kHz) was a gen
eral heating and a corresponding displacement of meniscus. This
result is hardly surprising mainly because of the extremely high
heat conductivity of the two phases (in fact, under our conditions,
heat transfer in both phases occurs via propagation of second sound
waves whose velocity is much higher than that of crystallization
waves), Another possible mechanism of exciting crystallization
waves is to some extent analogous to the generation of sea waves by
wind. Namely, it is possible to demonstrate that, when a liquid
flows along a crystal surface at a sufficiently high velocity, Us (here
we deal with the superfluid flow component), the surface becomes
unstable for the initiation of crystallization wa ves. The corre
either periodic local melting or crystallization that resulted - in
a travelling surface wave. In our apparatus, this experiment had
a negative result: the only observable effect of the periodic heat re
lease inside the capacitor (at the frequencies up to 1 kHz) was a gen
eral heating and a corresponding displacement of meniscus. This
result is hardly surprising mainly because of the extremely high
heat conductivity of the two phases (in fact, under our conditions,
heat transfer in both phases occurs via propagation of second sound
waves whose velocity is much higher than that of crystallization
waves), Another possible mechanism of exciting crystallization
waves is to some extent analogous to the generation of sea waves by
wind. Namely, it is possible to demonstrate that, when a liquid
flows along a crystal surface at a sufficiently high velocity, Us (here
we deal with the superfluid flow component), the surface becomes
unstable for the initiation of crystallization wa ves. The corre
sponding minimum critical velocity is determined by the expression

_ [4cx, (Pt- P2) gJ 1/4
Vso -

P~

Here; changes from 0.1 to 0.2 erg/ern", and Usa from 4 to 5 cm/s;

and the crystallization waves with k = -VP1 ~ PI g start to be'
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1.4.5. Visual Observations of Crystallization Waves

Crystallization wa yes exci ted by an electric field havea
amplitudes generally do not exceed 0.1 mm, thus hampering visual
observation. At the same time, even an insignificant vibration of
the apparatus at the frequencies of ahout 10 Hz and higher is enough
to excite visible surface oscillations. Gently tapping the outer wall
of the cryostat wal l causes oscillation amplitudes of several milli
meters. Figure 1.1:1 exhibits a set of movie frames of exciting and

Fig. t .14. The meniscus shape for (0001) horizontal plane crystal.

damping these oscillations. A resting liquid-solid interface is shown
in the first frame. The subsequent frames demonstrate the interface
behaviour after tapping the outer wa lI of the cryostat (the frames
are spaced at about 1 s). Such oscillations arc easily observed .at
temperatures up to 0.6 K. At higher temperatures, the oscillation

__ 1·, 1_

Fig. t .14. The meniscus shape for (0001) horizontal plane crystal.

damping these oscillations. A resting liquid-solid interface is shown
in the first frame. The subsequent frames demonstrate the interface
behaviour after tapping the outer wa lI of the cryostat (the frames
are spaced at about 1 s). Such oscillations arc easily observed .at
temperatures up to 0.6 K. At higher temperatures, the oscillation
amplitudes are reduced rapidly and at 0.8 K they practically dis
appear.

An equilibrium crystal surface does not always have convex
meniscus form as in Fig. 1.11. When one of the facets of a growth
prism is oriented close to a horizontal plane, the equilibrium menis
cus includes a perfectly flat part (an optically perfect one, viz~'

with a precision of 1 urn) , see Fig. 1.14. The flat part's orientation
matches that of the corresponding facet of the growth prism. This
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disappears in the temperature range of 1.17-1.20 K for basal plane
and about 0.9 K for lateral prism facets (similar data are also gained
in [1.10,1.13]). In the presence of a flat portion, surface oscil
lations persist to he excited on the rounded-off part of meniscus,
while the flat portion remains perfectly at rest and only its bound
ary experiences the oscillations caused by those of the rounded-off
parts. If oscillation amplitudes are very high, terraces can be found
speedily moving across the nat part whi le their heights remain

Fig. 1.15. A terrace on the basal plane.

unchanged (sometimes analogous terraces are observed during fast
crystal growth, Fig. t .15). Let us note that crystallization waves are
'Observed, not only when the erystal fi l ls the who le bottom part of the
container, but also when a crystal is "suspended" from one of the
lateral walls (Fig. 1.8). In this ease, the ronnded-off parts, and only
these, show oscillations . All data clearly demonstrate that
at the low tern eratures at least down to 0.4 K,

Fig. 1.15. A terrace on the basal plane.

unchanged (sometimes analogous terraces are observed during fast
crystal growth, Fig. t .15). Let us note that crystallization waves are
'Observed, not only when the erystal fi l ls the who le bottom part of the
container, but also when a crystal is "suspended" from one of the
lateral walls (Fig. 1.8). In this ease, the ronnded-off parts, and only
these, show oscillations distinctly. All data clearly demonstrate that
at the low temperatures (below 0.9 1'- and, at least, down to 0.4 K,
.see [1.13]) the crystal surface is in a quau tum-rough slate in al l ori
entations, except those of two special, (0001) and {10l0} (or {1120})
'Orientations which turn into a classical. at om ica lly smooth state.
The temperatures at which eq uil ibrium flat parts disappear corres
pond to those of roughening transitions.

Visual observations enable successful detection of not only
crystal surface oscillations, but also the behavior at the meniscus
h {\11 n rl !u' i P ~ (th p ('{\ 11 t ~ (' t 1i n P ~ h n t ".P (\ n 11'1 (\ n i ~{' 11 ~ ~ n d 0'1!l~ ~ \Xl!l 11~ ~ l'P
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apparatus were not sufficiently favorable to excite standing waves.
Firstly, in the temperature range studied, the crystallization waves
are characterized by a rather sizable damping (see later on, in Sec.
1.4.6). This is why only the lowest frequency (from 10 to 100 Hz)
resonances could have a somewhat significant Q-value. Also, a crys
tal surface lim ited by the chamber wal ls forms a "rectangular reso
nator", which is far from being ideal pr imnrilv because of an appre
ciable meniscus curvature near its edges. To find till' natural frequen-

Fig. 1.16. Standing crystallization wave.

cies of this resonator is a very difficult task; the situation is still
more aggravated by the fact that the conditions defining amplitude
and phase of a reflected wave are, strictly speaking, unknown. Final
ly, the occurrence of natural mechanic resonances in the apparatus
at the same frequency range as for the waves under study (dozens of
~z) \vhi_ch are characterized by Q-values much larger than those of

Fig. 1.16. Standing crystallization wave.

cies of this resonator is a very difficult task; the situation is still
more aggravated by the fact that the conditions defining amplitude
and phase of a reflected wave are, strictly speaking, unknown. Final
ly, the occurrence of natural mechanic resonances in the apparatus
at the same frequency range as for the waves under study (dozens of
Hz) which are characterized by Q-values much larger than those of
the surface oscillations, results in the observed resonances (see
Fig. 1.16) being complex electromechanical resonances of the whole
apparatus. Therefore, to measure spectrum and damping of crystal
lization waves one needs higher frequencies and, respectively, more
sensitive optical techniques.

1.4.6. Spectrum and Damping of Crystallization Waves
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inconvenient. Random surface oscillations caused by vibrations
in the apparatus result in a sizable broadening of the di ffraction pic
ture; besides this, it does not allow direct measurerrient of the
damping.

Another technique [1.3] was used, in which a narrow (having the
width substantially less than the wavelength to be measured) beam
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the setup, about the vertical axis located 1.5 m from the cryostat.
The vertical beam size was about 2 mm , the wave amplitude, accord
ing to estimates, changed from 0.01 to 0.05 mm, and random oscil
lation amplitudes were the same or even somewhat larger. The lower
part of the beam is refracted by a slightly curved surface being
significantly deflected downwards, and the remaining light passes
over the surface hitting a photodiode. Thus, the light intensity at

y

x

1mm

x

1mm

Fig. 1.18. An example of the detector signal record.

the photodiode contains an ac component proportional to the verti
cal displacement at a given point. The photodiode output signal was
amplified by a band-pass unit tuned to the excitation frequency, and
after passing through a lock-in detector (at a constant phaseshift
hO+'1'I7'oon aV£litint'l' onrl -rafo...an£lO C!lt'l'nolC!\ '1'ITOC! fOrl +n tho 1I_1nnnt nf ~n "1'71_
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controls its damping. The adoption of lock-in detector at frequencies
over 100 Hz enabled a substantial reduction in the noise level caused
by random vibrations. However, between 80-120 Hz as well as be
10'''" 60 Hz, the noise level is so high that the wavelength cannot be
adequately measured. Note that measurements at such low frequen
cies, with wavelengths of several millimeters, are generally unreliable
due to· the need for introducing corrections for the chamber walls,
As it has been stated, we have no adequate data accurately to solve
this problem. Therefore, the basic measurements were performed at
frequencies over 200 Hz, where these corrections can be neglected.
Here the detected signal has the form exp (-xx) cos kox (where ko
and x are real and imaginary parts of the wave vector, respectively).
This holds true if the reflected wave can be neglected and the process
of recording starts at some distance from the point of wave excitation
(A/2 or larger). These conditions were fulfilled in all measurements.
Figure 1.19 shows the results of measuring the spectra for one of our
samples at t\VO temperatures, 0.360 and 0.505 K. The dashed straight
line Iollows the dependence co /'-' k 3

/
2

, while the solid line represents
the theoretical dependence co (k) according to Eq. (1.18) with the
gravitational term included (the damping correction may be neglect-

,."

ed), and ex == 0.21 erg/em", Thus, within the experimental error of

(5%), ;. remains unchanged when temperature rises from 0.36 K to
0.50 K. The data for other samples are essentially the same, they
differ from the latter only by a common insignificant shift of the

whole curve due to a change in the value of~. In addition to the

previous one, the Iol lowing a values were recorded: 0.18, 0.155, 0.15,
and 0.097 erg/em? (the last value corresponds to the dot-dashed

straight line in Pig. 1.19). The spectrum given in Fig. 1.17 fits ex =
== 0.23 + 0.04 erg/ern". These data suggest a sizable anisotropy of the
surface enerzv, vet !hev do not , of course" give a complete idea as.to
line Iollows the dependence co /'-' k 3

/
2

, while the solid line represents
the theoretical dependence co (k) according to Eq. (1.18) with the
gravitational term included (the damping correction may be neglect-

,."

ed), and ex == 0.21 erg/em", Thus, within the experimental error of

(5%), ;. remains unchanged when temperature rises from 0.36 K to
0.50 K. The data for other samples are essentially the same, they
differ from the latter only by a common insignificant shift of the

whole curve due to a change in the value of~. In addition to the

previous one, the Iol lowing a values were recorded: 0.18, 0.155, 0.15,
and 0.097 erg/em? (the last value corresponds to the dot-dashed

straight line in Pig. 1.19). The spectrum given in Fig. 1.17 fits ex =
== 0.23 + 0.04 erg/ern". These data suggest a sizable anisotropy of the
surface energy, yet they do not, of course, give a complete idea as to
the magnitude and character of this anisotropy, since all the surfaces
investigated by this technique had a random orientation and formed
an angle not less than 20° with any of the special surfaces.

Crystallization wave spectrum measurements using a single fitting

parameter, ~, because of the excellent agreement between experi
mental and theoretical spectra, can be seen as one of the methods to
measu~e_surface energy. In practice, _this method provides, perhaps,
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characteristics of the measuring scheme like amplification factor,
optical channel transmission, etc. The accuracy of measuring a dis
placement, which is the space between signal zeros, is effected by
noise level. This was held to within 1 %, except for the limiting
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by an exorbitant increase in measurement time (when the chosen tirne
constant of our detector was 1 s, one experimental record required
not less than 10 min.). The second way is unacceptable, also, since
at high exciting voltages, as has been mentioned, crystallization
occurs over all of the capacitor surface that is placed above the
main meniscus, In this ease the total liquid volume inside the con
tainer changes periodically, and the resulting surface oscillation con
sists of the wave under investigation, being superposed over a quasi
homogeneous oscillation of the same freqnency. As a result, the signal
record "drifts out" of the zero level, spacings between zeros cease to
be the same and an accurate wavelength measurement becomes
impossible. This effect can be substantially reduced by placing the
meniscus as close to the upper edge of a capacitor as possible, however,
it cannot be eliminated completely. Besides, at high exciting
am pI itudes, the dam ping measuremen t results become unreproduci ble
(in this process the spectrum does not change in an appreciable
manner). This is, perhaps, related to the irreversible changes in
a crystal ca 11 sed by prolonged ex posure to an ac eJectric field of
high amplitude. Currently, the physical nature of these changes is
open to speculation; it is felt that they are caused by the creation
of some crystal defects.

Since measurements of damping, viz. of the x values, are related
to amplitude measurements, an additional difficulty arises which is
caused by imperfections in our optics. These are mainly due to
glass contamination. The most unpleasant consequencies of these
contaminations are the depositing of particles of a fine-grained sus
pension of solidified gases on the windows of the helium Dewar vessel
and vacuum jacket. These solidified gases are mainly air that is
permanently trapped in cryogenic liquid helium. As a result, the
intensity of the transmitted light becomes an extremely complicated
function of the x-coordinate, and the amplitude distribution of the
rezistered .roJl x im~ po Iouzer.follnws .an .exnonenti.al Iaw.__Singe, the
a crystal ca used by prolonged ex posure to an ac eJectric field of
high amplitude. Currently, the physical nature of these changes is
open to speculation; it is felt that they are caused by the creation
of some crystal defects.

Since measurements of damping, viz. of the x values, are related
to amplitude measurements, an additional difficulty arises which is
caused by imperfections in our optics. These are mainly due to
glass contamination. The most unpleasant consequencies of these
contaminations are the depositing of particles of a fine-grained sus
pension of solidified gases on the windows of the helium Dewar vessel
and vacuum jacket. These solidified gases are mainly air that is
permanently trapped in cryogenic liquid helium. As a result, the
intensity of the transmitted light becomes an extremely complicated
function of the x-coordinate, and the amplitude distribution of the
registered maxima no longer follows an exponential Iaw. Since the
amplitude of the detected oscillations is very small (much less than
the total height of the lightbeam), calibrating the records against the
total intensity of transmitted light, although eliminating large scale
inhomogeneities, does not fully compensate for all inhomogeneities.
When measuring the temperature dependence of damping, positions
of maxima are not changed with temperature, viz. within the exper
imental error limits the spectrum is not temperature dependent and
4-h ~ on no 11 .n.~.,.': n.f..n.n .f.1~.n. ~ ... .n. h 1 .n.,","", n .... .f. ..... .,. h .n....,. ,","",.n. no c«........ .: ...,.,... rl no -rY\ n'; ~ 1"'1' .;.f..... .....no 1 .... /'l~
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the experimental accuracy, the measurements at each fixed frequency
were repeated several times for different values of the phaseshift be
tween exciting and reference signals (in this case all maxima are
shifted, the separation distance being fixed).

The magnitude of damping, as Iol lows from Eq. (1.18), is deter
mined by the relationship:

x = -} P1PY3 (Pi - P2) -2/3;;:-2/3 (mKti (J)1/ 3 (1.2i)

(in the frequency range investigated gravitational correction can be
neglected). Figure 1.20 presents the results of the frequency depen-

x , crri' r-------------------..,

Fig. 1.20. The frequency dependence of crystallization wave
damping at two temperatures: 0 T = 0.360 K, e T = 0.505 K.

,

dence of x at two different temperatures for a sample whose spectrum
is shown in Fig. 1.19. The dependence x ~ ro 1/ 3 is seen to hold within
the experimental error, viz. the damping is caused by the finiteness
of the growth coefficient (the contributions from other possible
rlomnlT'lno mnnhoT'llcomco r., .... +'hlco coomnln n ....on'hohlu rlon non+ nvnnnrl " nm -1\
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width. Figure 1.21 demonstrates the temperatu-re dependence of the

quantity ~K calculated from the x values measured for three

different samples .
. It can be stated that at low temperatures damping diminishes more

slowly than if it were a purely phonon mechanism. When comparing
experimental data with theory, it should be borne in mind that in
a real experiment there are causes that lead to residual damping, viz.
to finite damping at arbitrarily Iow temperature. This concerns
different processes for scattering of crystallization waves from both
crystal defects and surface oscillations caused by the apparatus
vibrations, effects of radiation source geometry and meniscus curva
ture, and others. Such residual damping, evidently, can he greatly
changed from one sam ple to another and ~ depending on the dominating
scattering mechanism, is varied with frequency according to various
Iaws, From this point of view one can easily explain the systematic
discrepancy between the data sets pertaining to t\VO different fre
quencies for the sample N°3 in Fig. 1.21 (in fact, the residual damping
amounts to X o ~ 2 cm -1 for both frequencies). It seems likely that
crystal defects exert the most pronounced influence on the results of
damping measurements. This assum ption is favored by the fact that
damping is substantially Intensified when the crystal is first heated
up to 0.8-1.0 K~ and then recooled again. An analogous result is
observed after a crystal "shake-lip" hy an ac electric field of the high
ampl i tudo ,' of about 1 kV.

These reasons enable the data in Fig. 1.21 to be interpreted as fol
10\\"s. \Ve shall assume that the measured damping is composed of
three independent terms, viz. residual damping as wel l as phonon
and roton ones:

L\r
'1 --

n1K = A (U))·+ BT4 +Ce T (1.28)

quencies fo-r the sample N°3 in Fig. 1.21 (in fact, the residual damping
amounts to X o ~ 2 em -1 for both frequencies). It seems likely that
crystal defects exert the most pronounced influence on the results of
damping measurements. This assumption is favored by the fact that
damping is substantially intensified when the crystal is first heated
up to 0.8-1.0 K~ and then recooled again. An analogous result is
observed after a crystal "shake-lip" hy an ac electric field of the high
arnpl i tudu,' of about 1 kV.

These reasons enable the data in Fig. 1.21 to be interpreted as fol
10\\"s. \Ve shall assume that the measured damping is composed of
three independent terms, viz. residual damping as wel l as phonon
and roton ones:

L\r
'1 --

n1K = A (U))·+ BT4 +Ce T (1.28)

Hence, according to the said above, the coefficient A can vary from
one sample to another and, besides this, it can depend on frequency.
The phonon damping terms, B, caused by a strong anisotropy of sound
velocity in the crystalline 4He, can be notably changed by the
sample's orientation. The roton contribution, C, which mainly de
pends on the .charaoteristics of the liquid's rotons, probably has
approximately' equal .values for all the samples.

Tl"'..... .....,',."~ ........ ,, ...... ~...... ,1 ........... , ... ...~ : "'" r: ,.. ;t 'l It .., .n n. ........ r1 : ""'..,.. .f.,.... of.1, : ro : , .... .&- ........... ......, . ...... ... n.



which range from 7.'1 to 7.3 K [1.79]. This difference, however, can
only he an apparent one, since the coefficient C may depend on tem
perature according to a power law, as do the majority of quantities
which the roton spectru 01 defines (heat capaci ty, normal density, etc.)
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Fig. 1.21. The temperature dependence of crystall izat ion wave
~~p~n! for thr~e ~~~_ples: ~c:rp~!e N°3, 0 1113 Hz, • 232 Hz; sample N°4,
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absolute value agree well with the results of Castaing {i.51 which he
obtained by studying the anomalous transmission of sound through
a quantum-rough interface, as well as with the results of Boden
sohn [1.801 which he obtained in measuring the time needed to
establish an equilibrium shape of 4He crystals that had an electrical
ly charged surface. As to the comparison of experimental data with

2.2 f~ ~2.12.01.91.81.7
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Fig. 1.22. The assumed rotan contribution into damping. Nota-
0.1 . .. . ... .. r &

Fig. 1.22. The assumed rotan contribution into damping. Nota
tions are the same as in Fig. 1.21. The straight line corresponds to l!1r = 7.8 K.

the quantitative theory [1.41-421, the case seems to be much less
clear. In the phonon region, our data are within an order of magnitude
of that predicted by the theory. Nevertheless, this agreement should
not be taken too seriously due to the insufficiently reliable, in our
nnl n i on i,-l anti ht" !:lti on nf tho nh nn nn t".nntp1 hllt1nn t.n tho (,.P'Tc;;:.t~111-
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and Bodensohn, an opposite hydrodynamic regime of damping takes
place.

According to Andreev and Knizhnik [1.41}, in the hydrodynamic
regime, crystallization wave damping is only due to dissipative
processes in bulk of both the liquid and crystal, since the conditions
at a moving interface correspond to a thermal equilibrium (even at
finite temperatures). The last statement should be considered as an
assumption that is even more strong than the assumption about the
nondissipativity of crystallization at .T == O. According to this
assumption, the growth coefficient in its primary sense appears to be
infinite. To define damping one introduces an effective growth
coefficient which is related to total damping by the same relation
(1.19); for this we shall use the former notation, K. It is essential
that the effective growth coefficient so defined turns out to he fre
quency (or wave vector) dependent; the actual form of this depen
dence is strongly influenced by a dominating dissipation mechanism
type. The roton contribution to damping is described by the expres
sion:

(1.29)

where 'llr is the roton viscosity. Within the temperature lange we
are interested in, the value of1lr is temperature independent and
equals about 2.10-5 P [1.81-821; this value is too small to provide
an appreciable contribution to the damping observed. Thus, the
fast build 'up of damping at T > 0.5 K remains, essentially, unex
plained.

In order to estimate the crystal phonons contribution to the total
damping, let us take into account that for these phonons the con
dition klN~ 1 can be taken as satisfied in our experiment, albeit by
c;;:liphtlu ~trot~hlnO" !.l nnlnt If ln flrlrljtion onp r,()1l1c1 npO'lprJ, ~11

sion:

(1.29)

where 'llr is the roton viscosity. Within the temperature lange we
are interested in, the value of1lr is temperature independent and
equals about 2.10-5 P [1.81-821; this value is too small to provide
an appreciable contribution to the damping observed. Thus, the
fast build 'up of damping at T > 0.5 K remains, essentially, unex
plained.

In order to estimate the crystal phonons contribution to the total
damping, let us take into account that for these phonons the con
dition klN~ 1 can be taken as satisfied in our experiment, albeit by
slightly stretching a point. If, in addition, one could neglect all
processes not conserving quasimompntum , viz. when the following
condition is valid,

(1.30)

(IN and lu are th mean free paths of crystal phonons characterizing
norm a 1 a nrl 1Tmk I a nn nror,p~~p~ rp~npr.tivplv)_ t.hrvn t.hp r,orrp~nonr1incr
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phonon viscosity is proportional to T-l [1.84]). In the opposite limit
ing case of a "very poor crystal" [1.41], the following expression
was obtained:

1 TS2
mK == Plxsk

(1.31)

where S is the entropy per unit volume, tf s the thermal conductivity
coefficient; "intermediate" cases are also possible. By using various
assumptions about the number and character of crystal defects, one
could try to "fit" formulas of the theory [1.41] to experiment. The
fitting, however, would be inevitably of such a speculative character
as to be of no interest at all. III any case, it is evident that for a
sufficient understanding of the damping mechanisms of crystallization.
waves, a wealth of work must be done both in experiment and in
theory. In connection wi th this, let us note a very interesting fact
discovered by Bodensohn [1.801: the kinetic growth coefficient is
practically unchanged in passing from the hcp- to the bee-phase of
"He. This point is diffJcult to understand Irom the viewpoint of current
theory. Investigations of the effect of 31le impurities on crystalli
zation wave damping promise to be no less interesting. Let us now
consider this question in more detail.

First, let us estimate a possible effect of the im puri ties in our
experiments. With T ~ 0.5 K and the concentrations "",10-8 , the
3He impurities in a liquid aJ.e reduced to a nondegenerate gas. Then.
their contribution into damping (see Sec. 1.3.2) is, by order of
magnitude:

1 n 3 P3 ns 11nt*kBT 10-4T1/2 ( /)--""'-.-""'- ~ emsmK n m n m

{rr1,_~ _i.s__tA_e _eJ[e~t}~~ __ l!:l!J?}lr}JY )}1a~~J: J_l!_~ _~!fe~J_ qfn_th_e_ }}~!]J_l!!,j~i~~.

practically unchanged in passing from the hcp- to the bee-phase of
"He. This point is diffJcult to understand Irom the viewpoint of current
theory. Investigations of the effect of 31le impurities on crystalli
zation wave damping promise to be no less interesting. Let us now
consider this question in more detail.

First, let us estimate a possible effect of the im puri ties in our
experiments. With T ~ 0.5 K and the concentrations "",10-8 , the
3He impurities in a liquid aJ.e reduced to a nondegenerate gas. Then.
their contribution into damping (see Sec. 1.3.2) is, by order of
magnitude:

1 na v« na Vin*kBT ~10-4T1/2 (cm/s)
m[( ""'u·1ii:""'n- m

(m* is the effective impuri ty mass). The effect of the impurities
on the mean free path of thermal excitations in both liquid and
crystal at so low concentrations can be neglected. Consequently, in
the temperature range investigated, the impnrities can yield a siza
ble contribution to damping at concentrations of about 10-5 • This
estimate, however, can be significantly changed, if impurity energy
levels exist at a crystal-liquid interface, as is the case with the free
surface of liquid helium [1.85]. Presently, there are no evidence on
t.ho~p l~v~l~: i nvest.i o a t.ions of t.his n u asf.i on :lrp i m nor-tan t not. on lv for
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temperatures (below 0.3 K), when the transmission coefficient of
"thermal" phonons through the interface is small (according to the
theory 11.6] based on these concepts), the Kapitza resistance was
proven to vary as the (-5) power of temperature, just as the theory
predicts. Thus, these experiments demonstrate the applicability of
the concepts of quantum-rough state and coherent crystallization in
analyzing the ultrahigh-frequency processes, at least up to 1010 Hz.
In this connection let us remember that, from the viewpoint of the
theory discussed is Sec. 1.3.2, the concept of coherent crystallization
should be valid up to frequencies of about ~/1i, viz. (tOtO_1011

) Hz.
Finally, let us mention two very interesting and up to now COIll

pletely unexplored questions. They are, first, the investigations of
the spectrum and damping of crystallization waves for surface orien
tations close to the "singular" ones. I-Iere most interesting is the char
acter of singularities in angular dependences of spectrum and damp
ing at cp-+O. Therefore, in principle, a tempting possibility emerges
to directly compare experimental data with microscopic theory
{also as yet not created), using the model concepts envisaged in
Sec. 1.3.1. Second is the question of erystallization waves in 3He
whose observation might be possible at ternperatures below 1 mK.
Here, due to spin degrees of freedom, it is possible to observa novel,
interesting effects as compared to 4He [1.86].

r.s, CONCLlTSICN

In our opinion, the experimental evidence indicates
conclusively that the concepts' of quantum-rough state and coherent
crystallization have real meaning. In any case, the gigantic values of
kinetic growth coefficient observed at the lower end of the investi
.gated temperature range exceed its classical upper bound by 4-
fl. nrtlor'!: _nJ m~_a~ij.lmp ~nd_1'.Jln..nof M._~xnl~ino(J 10_ a n v .Lrp~~{)n~hl.f\

{also as yet not created), using the model concepts envisaged in
Sec. 1.3.1. Second is the question of erystallization waves in 3He
whose observation might be possible at ternperatures below 1 mK.
Here, due to spin degrees of freedom, it is possible to observa novel,
interesting effects as compared to 4He [1.86].

r.s, CONCLlTSICN

In our opinion, the experimental evidence indicates
conclusively that the concepts' of quantum-rough state and coherent
crystallization have real meaning. In any case, the gigantic values of
kinetic growth coefficient observed at the lower end of the investi
.gated temperature range exceed its classical upper bound by 4
5 orders of magnitude, and cannot be explained in any reasonable
way within the framework of known classical crystallization mechan
isms. The experiments on the anomalous Kapitza resistance corro
borate this conclusion, and, in addition, suggest that the concept of
coherent crystallization is applicable to analyzing 'ultrahigh
frequency processes.

Until quite recently, Fisher and Weeks r1.34], and after them oth
er authors (see, e.g. l1.351), using various theoretical models of
1__ 1~u ""-_1 _u_1! L 11_1 ~ __ Un __ ""-~ __ .L1 ~ !_.L 1!
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A. V. Babkin, K. O. Keshishev , V. I. Marchenko , and A. I. Shalni
kov for participation in these investigations, and the fruitful discus
sions that to a considerable degree facilitated my understanding of
surface phenomena in helium crystals.
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2 Sound Propagation Through
a Liquid-Metal Interface

K. lV. Zinov'eva D.Se. (Phys. and .;Uath.)

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the acoustic properties of an interface between
liquid helium and solid began after Kapitza discovered (2.11
a fundamental phenomenon in low temperature physics, viz. the
temperature [um p which was called the "Kapitza temperature jump".

Kapi tza established that when heat is being transferred from
solid into liquid helium or vice versa, a temperature difference ~T

is observed at the interface which is proportional to the heat flux

density, 0/8. The interface's thermal resistance, R K === ~~s, is
Q

therefore inversely dependent on the cube of the temperature.
Later, the Kapitza jum p was observed at Iow temperatures at the

interface heween any two media at least one of which was dielectric
and which differ in their acoustic resistance, PiC i (p i is the densi ty of
medium and C is the velocity of sound). The relationships found by
Kapitza for the lie-II solid interface have also been qualitatively
confirmed in experiments with other substances .

.L\ theory describing this phenomenon was suggested by Khalatni
kov (2.21. Since the elementary excitations in He-II are phonons and
rotons, and the thermal excitations in the crystalline solid are crys
tal lattice oscillations, viz. phonons, heat transfer between the solid
and liquid must take place via an energy transfer from the phonons
in the liquid to those in the solid or vice versa. The rotons play an
insignificant role in the heat transfer because the number of phonons

Q
therefore inversely dependent on the cube of the temperature.

Later, the Kapitza jum p was observed at Iow temperatures at the
interface heween any two media at least one of which was dielectric
and which differ in their acoustic resistance, PiC i (p i is the densi ty of
medium and C is the velocity of sound). The relationships found by
Kapitza for the lie-II solid interface have also been qualitatively
confirmed in experiments with other substances .

.L\ theory describing this phenomenon was suggested by Khalatni
kov (2.21. Since the elementary excitations in He-II are phonons and
rotons, and the thermal excitations in the crystalline solid are crys
tal lattice oscillations, viz. phonons, heat transfer between the solid
and liquid must take place via an energy transfer from the phonons
in the liquid to those in the solid or vice versa. The rotons play an
insignificant role in the heat transfer be~ause the number of phonons
in a solid with an energy higher than or equal to a roton's energy,
~ === 8.6 K, is exponentially small.

Since the acoustic impedancies of the media are mismatched
(,,,,103 ) and the phonon critical angle in helium is small (~100),

the heat transfer is strongly limited. This results in the interface's
thermal resistance, .RK , and overheating of one medium relative to
the other.

The Kanitza iurnn is one of the most complicated phenomena in low
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being satisfied only at very low temperatures (~ 0.1 K). The experi
ments also established a strong dependence of R K on the properties
of solid phase's surface: at low temperatures the Kapitza resistance
depends mainly on the character of the mechanical and thermal
processing of the surface and R K is weakl y dependent on the liquid
phase's properties (4He or 3I-Ie).

During the past decade, an investigation of the angular and fre
quency dependences of the transmission and reflection coefficients of
phononscrossing the boundary between liquid helium and a solid have
been carried out in order to test the theoretical fundamentals
experimentally and to find an explanation for those facts inconsistent
wi th the theorv.

This review contains the results of experimental Iow temperature
studies of acoustic wave (acoustic phonons) incident from liquid 4He
on the surface of metal (tungsten or gold) [2.3-5]. The experimental
apparatus, experimental data, and a discussion of them can be
found in Sec. 2.3. The theories that explain physics of the phenome
non and that were used to analyze the data are briefly discussed in
Sec. 2.2. Readers Iarnil i ar with the acoustic theory of heat transfer
can pass over this Section.

2.2.

2.2.1.

ACOUSTIC PHENOMENA
AT A LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACE

Reflection and transmission coefficients
of the acoustic energy according
to the classical acoustic theory [2.6].

Let a plane wave be incident on the liquid-isotropic solid interface
from a liquid that occupies the half-space z > 0 (see Fig. 2.1). The
velocity V of particles in the liquid is determined by the preset
~o!\.l..nr _n."-*ouJ--iA.L fr. __'-....:i "7 ~[_"="",,,=_no.norL rc. __ prv:-l_.:i "n.l._ -*-1;) o_col ~A h'1'T_ "r--o-l:"J\...~"

non and that were used to analyze the data are briefly discussed in
Sec. 2.2. Readers Iarnil i ar with the acoustic theory of heat transfer
can pass over this Section.

2.2.

2.2.1.

ACOUSTIC PHENOMENA
AT A LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACE

Reflection and transmission coefficients
of the acoustic energy according
to the classical acoustic theory [2.6].

Let a plane wave be incident on the liquid-isotropic solid interface
from a liquid that occupies the half-space z > 0 (see Fig. 2.1). The
velocity V of particles in the liquid is determined by the preset
scalar potential cp, viz. V == grad rp, and in the solid by the scalar

potential <D and vector potential ,¢, so that u = grad <1> + rot ,¢,
where u is the displacement vector. Let the wave vector k of an inci
dent wave lies wi thin the xz-plane. \Ve choose", so that '¢y == "1',
'Px == 'I'z = O. Then incident and reflected waves can be written in
the form:
cp = Aeik(x sin 8-z cos 8) e-iwt (2.1)
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Here e, eI, and 8t are the angles between the z-axis and the corre
sponding directions of wave propagation, while k, kJ, and k t are the

. w w w
corresponding wave numbers: k = -, k , = -, k t = -, where c, Ch

C CI Ct

z

Fig. 2.1. The wave excited by a plane acoustic wave incident
from the liquid (z > 0) on the surface of the solid (z < 0); 8 are the angles of
incidence and reflection of the incident wave in the liquid; 81 and 8t are the
angles of refraction of the longitudinal and transverse waves in the solid; u, Ur
and k, kr are, respectively, the displacements of particles and the wave .vectors
of the incident and reflected waves in the liquid; Uh Ut and k l , 1&t are the displace
ments of the particles and the wave vectors of the refracted longitudinal and
transverse waves in the solid.

Ut~k
t

Fig. 2.1. The wave excited by a plane acoustic wave incident
from the liquid (z > 0) on the surface of the solid (z < 0); 8 are the angles of
incidence and reflection of the incident wave in the liquid; 81 and 8t are the
angles of refraction of the longitudinal and transverse waves in the solid; u, Ur
and k, kr are, respectively, the displacements of particles and the wave .vectors
of the incident and reflected waves in the liquid; Uh Ut and k l , 1&t are the displace
ments of the particles and the wave vectors of the refracted longitudinal and
transverse waves in the solid.

and c, are propagation velocities of waves From Snell '8 law we have

sin 0 sin 8t sin at
--=--=:--

~ ..,.- .- (2.5)
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By neglecting the effects of sound absorption in the solid and
liquid, we obtain the known solutions [2.6]:

A r ZJ cos2 28t + Zt sin2 28t - Z
A Zl cos? 28t +Zt sin2 28t+Z

AI P 2Z1 cos 28t.
A ::= 75 Zl cos2 28t +z, sin2 28t +Z

At P 2Zt. sin 28t
7== -Ii Zlcos228t+Ztsin228t+Z

Z-~ Z-~ Z-~
- cos 8 ' I - cos 8} , t - cos 8t

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.11)

(2.13)

(2.12)

(2.10)

coefficient of energy in to the solid is
2

w (8, oi)= ~: = 1- ~~

According to (2.11) and (2.6), for normal incidence we shall have

(0) 4pcDcI
W = (pc+Dc})2

For pc~ o»;
W (0) ~ 4pc. v (0) ~ 1 _ 4pc

DCI ' DCI

where p and D are the densities of liquid and solid phases.
Suppose J 0' J t, and J 2 are the intensities (energies) of incident,

reflected, and transmitted waves, respectively. Then the reflection
coefficient of energy from the interface is

. J 1 Ai
v (8, co) = ~ -== A2

and the transmission

(2.11)

(2.13)

(2.12)

and the transmission coefficient of energy into the solid is
2

w (8, oi)= ~: = 1- ~~

According to (2.11) and (2.6), for normal incidence we shall have

(0) 4pcDcI
W = (pc+Dc})2

For pc~ o»;
W (0) ~ 4pc. v (0) ~ 1 _ 4pc

DCI ' DCI

Snell's law (2.5) predicts that there are two critical angles of inci
dence, 81 and 82 , for which the sines of the refraction angles of lon
gitudinal and transverse waves in the solid are equal to unity:

6t = arc sin~ and 82 = arc sin _c_ (2.14)
CI Ct

When e< 81 , longitudinal waves are mainly excited in the solid
(the transverse sound contribution amounts here to a few percent),

. uT'harac:l~ n ...han A ~ A ~ A I'\n lu trc:lnC!ua~C!a C!l'\l1nrl ;a Qv~;tarl
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(2.17)
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the transmission coefficient w (8) = 1 - v (8) == O. Thus, in the
absence of attenuation, the total internal reflection takes place in the
post-critical region (8~ 82) , viz. acoustic energy does not pass into
solid.

2.2.2. The Khalatnikov Theory of Liquid Helium-Solid
Heat Transfer. Kapitza Resistance [2.2]

Let us consider a heat flux from liquid helium to the sol id ,
The phonons from helium incident at the angle 8 to an infinite liquid
helium-solid interface follow the laws of classical acoustics. For this
reason the probabilities that a phonon having the frequency 00 will
be either reflected or transmitted are equal, respectively, to either
the reflection coefficients. v (00, 8), or transmission coefficients
w (00, 8), of the energy of a plane acoustic wave.

A phonon from helium incident on a wall transfers an energy
equal to noo·W (00, 8) to the solid. The number of phonons which are
incident on a unit area per unit time is n (lioo/kBT) c cos 8, where
n (lioo/kBT) = [enw/kBT - 1]-1 is Planck's distribution function,
and k B is Boltzmann's constant.

The total power flux which is transferred to the solid is

r dkW (T) = J n (lioo/kBT) c cos 6 noo W(00, 8) (2:t)3

00 n/2n ':l ':

W (T) = (2n~ra ) n (nw/kBT) w3 dw ) W (w, e) cos esin ede (2.16)
00\

If we assume that w does not vary or weakly varies with frequency
in the vicinity of the predominating frequency, w = 3kBT/fi, then
when integrating with respect to a frequency, we shall have
~qu ar LU run- w \w, U} LU vue :;UIIU. a ue nuuruer U1 IJIlUIlUIl~ W u rcu are

incident on a unit area per unit time is n (lioo/kBT) c cos 8, where
n (lioo/kBT) = [enw/kBT - 1]-1 is Planck's distribution function,
and k B is Boltzmann's constant.

The total power flux which is transferred to the solid is

r dkW (T) = J n (lioo/kBT) c cos 6 noo W(00, 8) (2:t)3

00 n/2n ':l ':

W (T) = (2n~ra ) n (nw/kBT) w3 dw ) W (w, e) cos esin ede
00\

If we assume that w does not vary or weakly varies with frequency
in the vicinity of the predominating frequency, w = 3kBT/fi, then
when integrating with respect to a frequency, we shall have

n/2
n2k~T' \ .

W (T) = 601iSc2 J w (6) cos 6 SIn 8 de
o

When the temperature difference between helium and solid is equal
to I1T, the resultant power flux through the interface wi ll be

4 n/2
rt2kBTS~T ~A W IT\ - \ JI, IA\ l'nQ IA\ Qln fA\ riA
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we obtain the original Khalatnikov formulae for the heat flux Ll W,
and the Kapitza resistance, R K :

L\W (T)=~ T3~T 2Jt2k~ F (2.20)
, , DCt cf 151i8

2
R - DCt ~ 151i

3
_1 (2.21)

K - pc T3 2Jt2k~ F

In order to calculate the function F, Khalatnikov subdivided the
range of integration in (2.19) into three domains: from 8 = 0 to

8 = 81 = arc sin ~, then from 8 = 81 to 8 = 8 2 = arc sin!..., and
Cl Ct

from 8 == 82 to 8 = n/2.
The first two integrals determine the contribution of longitudinal

and transverse waves that are excited in the solid by the phonons.
This part of F function is normally denoted by F1 and is easily
calculated by means of (2.6), (2.11) from the acoustic theory.

The third integral denoted by F 2 is appropriate for angles of
incidence that are within the total internal reflection region, where
surface Rayleigh waves can be induced in the solid by incident pho
nons. The F 2 value is determined by the contribution of Rayleigh
waves to the energy flux which is transferred to the solid and normal
to the interface.

When there is no attenuation, at 8 > 82 , W is a pure imaginary
quantity. In this case the Rayleigh waves energy transfer is only
along the solid surface, and the energy flux normal to the interface
vanishes (F 2 = 0). The F 2 value is nonzero only when the attenuation
is present in the solid. Khalatnikov calculated F 2 at the limit of
a strong coupling between Rayleigh wave and solid excitations,
when Rayleigh wave energy is totally absorbed by the solid. The F1
and F 2 calculation wil l be detailed in Sec. 2.2.4. Here we shall only
note that the calculation performed in [2.7] using the Khalatnikov

The third- integral denoted 'by F2 is appropriate for angles of
incidence that are within the total internal reflection region, where
surface Rayleigh waves can be induced in the solid by incident pho
nons. The F 2 value is determined by the contribution of Rayleigh
waves to the energy flux which is transferred to the solid and normal
to the interface.

When there is no attenuation, at 8 > 82 , W is a pure imaginary
quantity. In this case the Rayleigh waves energy transfer is only
along the solid surface, and the energy flux normal to the interface
vanishes (F 2 = 0). The F 2 value is nonzero only when the attenuation
is present in the solid. Khalatnikov calculated F 2 at the limit of
a strong coupling between Rayleigh wave and solid excitations,
when Rayleigh wave energy is totally absorbed by the solid. The F1
and F 2 calculation wil l be detailed in Sec. 2.2.4. Here we shall only
note that the calculation performed in [2.7] using the Khalatnikov
formulae demonstrates that, for the solids having Poisson's ratios
from 0.2 to 0.45 [2.8], the valueof F1 is about 0.6 and F 2 varies from
1.4 to 0.8. Thus, for the majority of solids, F = F 1 + F2 = 2.0-1.4,
viz. the Rayleigh wave yields the same contribution to the heat flux
as bulk waves do. Therefore, Khalatnikov's 'Yorks show that accoun t
ing for the Rayleigh wave does not significantly improve the
agreement between theory and experiment.
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tween phonons and conduction electrons may be the basis for such
a mechanism in metals.

In order to account for the acoustic energy absorbed by conduction
electrons, Andreev introduced an additional term, Y, into the clas
sical formulae (2.6)-(2.8). This term stands for the impedance of
the transmission of sound across an interface which is accompanied by
the excitation of a Rayleigh wave, and has a real part in
the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle of incidence, 8R • The latter
is called the third critical angle of incidence, it falls within the
region of total internal reflection angles near 8 2 , and is determined
by the relationship

(2.27)

(2.27)

(2.22)

(2.26)

(2.26)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.23)

(2.23)

. e C CSIn R=-=-t-
cR ~Ct

where CR is the velocity of Rayleigh waves on a free surface of metal
whereas S< 1 [2.8] (see also Sec. 2.2.5).

Taking into account the impedance Y, formulae (2.6)-(2.8) in the
vicinity of the angle 8R acquire the following form:

Ar zs+Y-Z
it=== Zs+Y+Z

AI P 2Z1 cos 28t
T-- D Zs+Y+Z

At P 2Zt sin"28t
-y-= -7) Zs+Y+Z

pt
Y = G (:tn)3

from which at the angles of incidence close to SR" we have
4B

w (8) = (B+1)2+(8-0R)2 [H Dct/(pc)212

vicinity ~of the angle 8R acquire the following form:

Ar zs+Y-Z
it=== Zs+Y+Z
AI p 2Z1 cos 28t
T-- D Zs+Y+Z

At P 2Zt sin"28t
-y-= -7) Zs+Y+Z

pt
Y = G (:tn)3

from which at the angles of incidence close to SR" we have
4B

w (8) = (B+1)2+(8-0R)2 [H Dct/(pc)212

Here Po is the electron momentum at the Fermi surface, B = Y/pc,
while G and H are the functions of elastic constants of helium and
metal.

As can be seen from (2.27), accounting for the sound absorbed by
conduction electrons leads to a strong variation in the angular
dependence of the acoustic transmission coefficient in the vicinity
of the Rayleigh angle of incidence, SR' When the angle of incidence
i~ A...... th 0 nT!l'UO 'UOf'tnl' nl'n;of'tinn nf !In inf'irlont '"\T~'UO nntn tho
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The transmission coefficient w (8) will demonstrate a sharp peak
whose height is about unit and width is about pc2/Dci.

Thus, by starting with the electron mechanism for phonon absorp
tion in metals, Andreev was the first to predict the existence of an
anomalously high transmission coefficient of sound from liauid heli
um into metal at the Rayleigh angle of incidence.

However, as was shown by Andreev himself, thereby heat trans
fer tends to be equal to the magnitude calculated by Khalatnikov
only at the limit of a strong coupling of phonons with conduction
electrons and it does not exceed this magnitude.

2.2.4. The Generalized Acoustic Theory

Merkulova [2.12] was the first to account for absorption
of sound by the bulk of the solid, when calculating the amplitudes
and phases of the reflection coefficient of a plane sound wave incident
on the liquid-solid (water-soil) interface. As a result, the acoustic
theory was generalized to include an absorbing solid medium. It
was called the generalized acoustic theory. Shortly after, an absorp
tion of sound in both media was accounted for by Mott [2.13].

In the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle of incidence, 8R , a pro
nounced minimum in the reflection coefficient whose depth and width
depend on the absorption coefficient of sound in the solid is report
ed to exist [2. 12]. The phase of the reflected wave is abruptly changed,
when passing through Rayleigh angle. These calculations were
then confirmed in experiment [2.141.

In 1972, theoretical works by Khalatnikov and Adamenko [2.15],
Peterson and Anderson [2.16], Haug and Weiss [2.17] were simulta
neously published. In these studies the generalized acoustic theory
was applied to describe the phenomenon of thermal phonons passing
from the liquid helium into the solid. The basic mechanism for the
Oil tne rlquiu-snuu (water-sbu) Interrace'...j{~ a rt:'~lllL,· I.ue atUlJ~Ll(j

theory was generalized to include an absorbing solid medium. It
was called the generalized acoustic theory. Shortly after, an absorp
tion of sound in both media was accounted for by Mott [2.13].

In the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle of incidence, 8R , a pro
nounced minimum in the reflection coefficient whose depth and width
depend on the absorption coefficient of sound in the solid is report
ed to exist [2. 12]. The phase of the reflected wave is abruptly changed,
when passing through Rayleigh angle. These calculations were
then confirmed in experiment [2.141.

In 1972, theoretical works by Khalatnikov and Adamenko [2.15],
Peterson and Anderson [2.16], Haug and Weiss [2.17] were simulta
neously published. In these studies the generalized acoustic theory
was applied to describe the phenomenon of thermal phonons passing
from the liquid helium into the solid. The basic mechanism for the
attenuation of sound in dielectrics is said to be the attenuation on
dislocations, whereas in metals it is composed of two constituents,
viz. the attenuation on electrons and that on dislocations.

In papers [2.16, 17] an angular dependence of the transmission
coefficient of phonons passing from liquid helium to the solid, with
a due regard for the bulk attenuation of sound in the solid was com
puter calculated. The attenuation in the liquid was taken to be zero.
. The attenuation of sound in the solid was accounted for by intro-
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where kl~) t and ci?' t are real numbers and PI, t are the dimensionless
attenuation parameters for energy of longitudinal and transverse
waves and 0 < PI, t < 1. The attenuation parameters, PI, t, can
be expressed in terms of the absorption coefficients for acoustic
energy which are

1 I 1 0
1'1, t = -X n J '

J = Joe-VI. t %

Since the imaginary part of the wave number is the attenuation

coefficient of the wave amplitude, k ' O) p == '\'1. t andl,t L t 2

(2.30)

where YL t is the energy absorption coefficient (in nepers per unit
length), AI. t is the sound wavelength, l}, t is the characteristic
energy attenuation length (the distance required for intensity to be
reduced by e times). In addition, boundary conditions require the
generalizing of Snell's law to include complex velocities and wave
numbers.

With due regard for attenuation, the amplitude reflection coeffici
ent for the plane acoustic wave at a liquid-solid interface is

I~ 1=/ :~~ I
where

~ = Zl cos2 28t +Zt sin2 28t
Z

Zs
Z

(2.31)

(2.32)

':Cl _ O_ J'H"M~lnY'_ TH _1n"hnW! _l:n, tho _O'n.p cu v d ~~C'n Tho. y\l"locon {l'f " r£\fla~taA

length), AI. t is the sound wavelength, l}, t is the characteristic
energy attenuation length (the distance required for intensity to be
reduced by e times). In addition, boundary conditions require the
generalizing of Snell's law to include complex velocities and wave
numbers.

With due regard for attenuation, the amplitude reflection coeffici
ent for the plane acoustic wave at a liquid-solid interface is

where

~ = Zl cos2 28t +Zt sin2 28t
Z

Zs
Z

(2.31)

(2.32)

is a complex number in the general case. The phase of a reflected
wave is changed according to the following law:

1m ( -} ) 1m ( in)
(J)= arc tan A = arc tan ( ~-1 )

He (-+ ) He ~+1

For the acoustic energy transmission coefficient we have

(2.33)
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where

(2.36)

(2.37)

Figure 2.2 gives an angular dependence of the real part of the ampli

tude reflection coefficient. ~, and of the reflected wave phase, !P,.

whereas Fig. 2.21 (Sec. 2.3) describes the angular dependence of the
acoustic energy transmission coefficient, ex (8) == w (8) .X cos 8, for
the 4He-tungsten interface calculated by means of formulae (2.31)-(2.36)
for several values of the attenuation parameter, p.

The diagrams ShO\\T that· accounting for sound absorption in
a solid significantly changes the nature of the curves v (8) and w (8)
in the region of total internal reflection angles. A narrow high peak
m the transmission coefficient and a corresponding fall in the reflec
tion 'coefficient appear at the angle of incidence, 8R • One can easily
see that in the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle the behavior of w (8)
resulted from the generalized acoustic theory is similar to that
calculated by Andreev. This is to be expected because there is only
one physical reason for this phenomenon, i.e. the absorption in
a solid of the energy of the Rayleigh waves which are resonantly
excited by means of a sound wave incident at the angle 8n .

Using the formulae for the generalized acoustic theory we can
easily calculate the heat flux from the interface, ~W (T), and the
Kapitza resistance, RK , when w is frequency independent. Let us
put the function F (2.19) in which transmission coefficient, w (8), is
determined by (2.35) and (2.36) into Khalatnikov's formulae (2.20)
a solid significantly changes the nature of the curves v (8) and w (tJ)
in the region of total internal reflection angles. A narrow high peak
m the transmission coefficient and a corresponding fall in the reflec
tion 'coefficient appear at the angle of incidence, 8R • One can easily
see that in the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle the behavior of w (8)
resulted from the generalized acoustic theory is similar to that
calculated by Andreev. This is to be expected because there is only
one physical reason for this phenomenon, i.e. the absorption in
a solid of the energy of the Rayleigh waves which are resonantly
excited by means of a sound wave incident at the angle 8n .

Using the formulae for the generalized acoustic theory we can
easily calculate the heat flux from the interface, ~W (T), and the
Kapitza resistance, RK , when w is frequency independent. Let us
put the function F (2.19) in which transmission coefficient, w (8), is
determined by (2.35) and (2.36) into Khalatnikov's formulae (2.20)
and (2.2'1). Then

11/2

R K = ~~~~;3 [)w (8) cos 8 sin 8 d8r l

o

As in the basic Khalatnikov theory R K wi ll be proportional to T-3.
If w depends substantially on frequency, then W (T) should be

~~ It'.111~tArI frnm (? 1f)\ T'h« rA'i:ll1t~nt R;-) (T\ clAnAnrlAnf'A UTill rlifrAr
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The total transmitted energy is greatly increased (up to two orders
of magnitude) as a result of phonon absorption in the near-surface
layer because the range of post-critical angles significantly exceeds
Snell's cone.

2.2.5. Rayleigh Surface Waves

Unlike the bulk longitudinal and transverse waves that
induce oscillations in the entire crystal lattice, a Rayleigh wave
consists of t\VO inhomogeneous waves: longitudinal and transverse
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Fig. 2.3. Relative amplitudes a and b of particle motion in the
Rayleigh wave as a function of the depth in an isotropic solid [2.18, 2.21].

waves. They propagate across the free surface of a solid with iden
tical velocities CR and attenuate along the normal to the surface at
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Fig. 2.3. Relative amplitudes a and b of particle motion in the
Rayleigh wave as a function of the depth in an isotropic solid [2.18, 2.21].

waves. They propagate across the free surface of a solid with iden
tical velocities CR and attenuate along the normal to the surface at
a depth of about a wavelength.

Suppose an isotropic solid occupies the half-space z < 0, while
another half-space (z > 0) is a vacuum, and a Rayleigh harmonic plane
wave propagates along the x-axis. Particles in the Rayleigh wave
move in an ellipse whose major axes are parallel and perpendicular
to the interface (z === 0):

U x == a cos (kRx -- wt)
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The figure shows that the trajectories of particles in the surface
layer vary with depth. On the surface the amplitude ratio is 1.52
(1.51 for tungsten). At a distance of 0.2 'A from the surface the longi
tudinal component passes through zero and, as a result, the direction
of particle motion in ellipses changes.

Both components vanish at the depth of 2.0-2.5 'A which means that
the Rayleigh wave energy is concentrated within a narrow surface
layer ~ 2'A thick. The energy can be transferred deep into the body of
the solid only when a strong coupling between Rayleigh wave aud
phonons or electrons exists.

The Rayleigh wave velocity CH in an isotropic solid is defined by
the Rayleigh equation [2.8]:

where CI and Ct are the velocities of bulk longitudinal and transverse
waves in a solid. The equation was derived assuming no stresses at
the half-space boundary (z === 0). The phase velocity of the Rayleigh
wave in (2.39) can be approximated by the relation [2.21]:

...2!...-£~ O.72-(Ct/CI )2 (2.40)
Ct - ~ O.75-(Ct/C) ) 2

The ratio, CR/Ct == £, is a constant characteristic for a given substance
that depends entirely on the Poisson's ratio a [2.81. For different
substances £ varies from 0.874 to 0.955. Therefore, phase velocity of
the Rayleigh wave is approximately 10 % less than that of bulk
transverse wa ves.

Since the Rayleigh wave consists of longitudinal and transverse
components, its attenuation along an infinite plane smooth surface
of a solid body is determined by absorption coefficients of the corre
sponding longitudinal and transversal waves within the surface layer
Wi:l~~~ -iii a. ~UllU. a ue elllli:lllUll w as uerr v eu a~;jUUllllg 11U ':::>lr~~~t:~ i:lL

the half-space boundary (z === 0). The phase velocity of the Rayleigh
wave in (2.39) can be approximated by the relation [2.21]:

...2!...-£~ O.72-(Ct/CI )2 (2.40)
Ct - ~ O.75-(Ct/C) ) 2

The ratio, CR/Ct == £, is a constant characteristic for a given substance
that depends entirely on the Poisson's ratio a [2.81. For different
substances £ varies from 0.874 to 0.955. Therefore, phase velocity of
the Rayleigh wave is approximately 10 % less than that of bulk
transverse wa ves.

Since the Rayleigh wave consists of longitudinal and transverse
components, its attenuation along an infinite plane smooth surface
of a solid body is determined by absorption coefficients of the corre
sponding longitudinal and transversal waves within the surface layer
~ 2'A thick.

As shown in [2.18, 19] the Rayleigh wave attenuation parameter
PH is a linear combination of the attenution parameters for longitu
dinal and transversal waves (at small p's):

PR === API + (1 - A) Pt

where

(2.41)
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wave attenuation parameter is primarily determined by the attenu
ation parameter of transverse waves Pt. For tungsten (0 == 0.28):

A == 0.12, PH == 0.12 PI + 0.88 Pt

At the solid-liquid interface Rayleigh waves undergo an addition
al attenuation due to the radiation of energy into the liquid. The
radiation losses are proportional to the ratio oc.Dc., On the liquid
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Fig. 2.4. Dependence of
the coefficients A and i-A, which des
cribe the interaction between the atten
uation of Rayleigh and bulk waves in
the solid, on Poisson's ratio a [2.18].
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Fig. 2.5. Vector pattern
of the total energy flux from a righ t
angle for Hayleigh waves which
are reflected, transmitted around
the angle, and dissipated into bulk
waves at the distance of 1.9 AR [2.21].
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the direction DO.
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Fig. 2.5. Vector pattern
of the total energy flux from a righ t
angle for Hayleigh waves which
are reflected, transmitted around
the angle, and dissipated into bulk
waves at the distance of 1.9 AR [2.21].
The incident wave propagates along
the direction DO.

helium-tungsten interface the ratio is about 10-3 , hence an energy
attenuation of the Rayleigh waves by e times occurs at the length,
I ~ 1000 AR (in the case of f == 30 MHz, l == 10 em).

Transmission of Rayleigh waves is substantially influenced by
surface defects (cracks, inhomogeneities, irregularities) [2.18, 2.20-
'991 nnrl "lIThon tho rronmot-ru lC -roct .... i"'torl h't1' tho nnrrloc urith -rnrlii
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and defects accumulate energy that wi ll be transformed into bulk
longitudinal and transverse waves.

Farnell's analysis [2.21] for a right angle shows that 41 %
of the energy of Rayleigh waves is transmitted around the angle,
13% is reflected, and 46% is dissipated into bulk waves. In Fig. 2.5
[2.21] vectors indicate the distribution of energy fluxes at the distance
of 1.9 AR from the right angle for the Rayleigh waves reflected,
transmitted and dissipated into bulk waves,

Brekhovskikh [2.20] followed by Urazakov and Fal 'kovskii [2.21,
22] considered the attenuation of Rayleigh waves on periodic surface
irregularities assuming the latter to be small and flattened. They
have shown that with the spatial period of the irregularities, A~
~ 2AR, the Rayleigh wave attenuation coefficient has a sharp maxi
mum due to dissipating this wave into bulk ones.

The above properties of surface waves indicate that for an infinite,
smooth boundary without irregularities the ultrasonic Rayleigh wave
attenuation is governed by the coefficients of bulk absorption,
most transverse, of sound in a solid. When sample dimensions are
restricted and surface defects are comparable to a wavelength, the
attenuation of a Rayleigh wave increases due to dissipating into
bulk waves at angles and defects. Thereby the energy of
Rayleigh waves can be fully transformed into that of bulk "raves.

2.2.6. First Experiments on Reflection and
Transmission Coefficients of Thermal Phonons
Passing Across a Liquid Helium-Solid Interface

Weber, Sandmann, Dietsche, and Kinder [2.23] investi
gated the reflection of monochromatic phonons penetrating a solid
from either vacuum or helium at T "-I 1K. The phonons of a fre
quency 290GHz were injected into a LiF crystal by means of a su
nerconductina tunnel junction. The coefficient of reflection from pure,
most transverse, ~f sound in a solid. When sample dimensions are
restricted and surface defects are comparable to a wavelength, the
attenuation of a Rayleigh wave increases due to dissipating into
bulk waves at angles and defects. Thereby the energy of
Rayleigh waves can be fully transformed into that of bulk "raves.

2.2.6. First Experiments on Reflection and
Transmission Coefficients of Thermal Phonons
Passing Across a Liquid Helium-Solid Interface

Weber, Sandmann, Dietsche, and Kinder [2.23] investi
gated the reflection of monochromatic phonons penetrating a solid
from either vacuum or helium at T "-I 1K. The phonons of a fre
quency 290GHz were injected into a LiF crystal by means of a su
perconducting tunnel junction. The coefficient of reflection from pure,
fresh cleaved (in liquid helium at 1 K) surfaces was drastically
increased (almost up to 100 %) as compared to that for a nonclea
ved crystal surface. This revealed an important role played by sur
face state in heat transfer.

Mills and co-authors [2.24-26] studied an angular distribution of
the emission and absorption of thermal phonons of an energy
1-3 K by the cleaved surface {100} of a NaF crystal immersed in
l';rwn.;;J hnl-inm
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of angles close to the critical angles (Fig. 2.6). In the initial observa
tions [2.24] the cone was 2-3 0 wider than the calculated critical angle
which could result from the dimensions of the emitter and detector
employed as well as from absorption of Rayleigh waves, In the sub
sequent measurements of other cleaved facets of the NaF crystals
[2.26] the central peak width corresponded to the calculated critical
angle during negligibly small attenuating in a solid, which practical
ly meant the lack of the Rayleigh maximum..Hence, the nature of

UJ-
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Fig. 2.6. Angular distribution of emission by the cleaved surface
{fOO} of a NaF crystal into the liquid 4He (upper curve) and absorption of ther
mal phonons from 4He (lower curve) by the same surface, obtained for two heater
temperatures 1.4 and 1.6 K, respectively, under a pressure of PHe = 24 atm
(2.25J.

the phenomenon was satisfactorily described by the generalized
acoustic theory. For some NaF crystals the shape of central peaks
for normali~ed ::;es at Jrrt T'~co~onded to the value of
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Fig. 2.6. Angular distribution of emission by the cleaved surface
{fOO} of a NaF crystal into the liquid 4He (upper curve) and absorption of ther
mal phonons from 4He (lower curve) by the same surface, obtained for two heater
temperatures 1.4 and 1.6 K, respectively, under a pressure of PHe = 24 atm
(2.25J.

the phenomenon was satisfactorily described by the generalized
acoustic theory. For some NaF crystals the shape of central peaks
for normalized curves at different T's corresponded to the value of
the attenuation parameter p ~ 0.03, and for others, to p ~ 10-5,

which evidenced different dislocation concentrations in the sur
face layer.

The extended wings outside the cone (Fig. 2.6), in authors' opin
ion, are caused by desorption of helium atoms from the crystal sur
face which is induced by high-energy phonons from the solid. As
seen from Fig. 2.6, the desorption mechanism works only for the
,.,.l,.",r.i"\.rIoC" I"H.,,·,.;f-4-n,l 1.,.,,7' n C"i"\.1;;J
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ous decay of its high-frequency phonons. Gurevich, Leichtman, and
Lomakin [2.27, 28] demonstrated that beam broadening is associated
with a finite time of transverse relaxation L.l in three-phonon pro
cesses.

Broadening of directed phonon beams at T < 0.6 K imposes se
vere restrictions on investigation techniques for the angular depen
dence of the phonon reflection and transmission coefficients across
a He-II-solid interface. Commonly, the measurements with high
energy phonons are performed at P > 20 atm and T~ 0.1 K,
where the phonons are stable and there is no scattering by thermal

phonons. Acoustic (sound) phonons with low energy k.!:..... ""' 10-4-
B

10-3 K (or 10-100 MHz) require only temperature restrictions
(T~ 0.1 K), since such phonons are stable at any pressure.

2.3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF SOUND TRANSMISSION FROM
LIQUID 4He INTO A METAL

2.3.1. Experimental Procedure

The experiment involved measurement of the transmission
coefficient of the acoustic energy of a plane monochromatic wave
crossing liquid 4He-metal interface versus its angle of incidence.

The measurements were carried out on samples of gold and tung
sten at temperatures Irom 60 mK to 0.4 K under pressure of saturated
helium vapour.

Consider the main relations between the measured quantities and

the transmission coefficient of the acoustic energy W (00, e) = ~: ·
Suppose a plane sound wave (or a flux of coherent low-frequency

nhonons) of enerzv J nand freauencv ro is incident at the anzle a
OF SOUND TRANSMISSION FROM
LIQUID 4He INTO A METAL

2.3.1. Experimental Procedure

The experiment involved measurement of the transmission
coefficient of the acoustic energy of a plane monochromatic wave
crossing liquid 4He-metal interface versus its angle of incidence.

The measurements were carried out on samples of gold and tung
sten at temperatures Irom 60 mK to 0.4 K under pressure of saturated
helium vapour.

Consider the main relations between the measured quantities and

the transmission coefficient of the acoustic energy W (00, e) = ~: ·
Suppose a plane sound wave (or a flux of coherent low-frequency

phonons) of energy J 0 and frequency ro is incident at the angle a
from liquid helium on a 4He-metal interface. The reflected wave
energy J 1 will be both scattered by the wa lls of measuring chamber
and absorbed by the liquid. To maintain a constant temperature T in
liquid, we shall remove this energy through the walls, The acoustic
energy J 2 which is transmitted into the solid is composed of energies
of all types of oscillations of the solid, and with sound absorption
possible in the latter it will be transformed, into a thermal energy.
Tn ,dO"T n~ tho l'.:uI(l'O rlHloT'onl'o hot·uroon thO ~{"nl1ctl.-- lYY\no{l~nl'oc nf
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phonons in a metal at T ~ 0.1 K ('t~ 10-5 s), [2.29] is much less
than the time needed to establish a thermal equilibrium between the
liquid and solid (r "'" 10-2) the temperature of the solid should rise
by amount ~T corresponding to the Kapitza jump.

In stationary conditions, when sound is continuously incident on
an interface, the energy flux of acoustic phonons from a liquid to
a solid is compensated by the return flux of thermal phonons from
the solid to liquid,. .
Qac. ph. = Qtherm. ph,»
Itq-vs s-llq

st»
J.VooW cos 8 = RK (2.43)

so that

~T = Noowcos 8 RK (2.44)
s

Here N is the density of the acoustic energy flux on the surface of
the solid body, °0 cos 8 is the sample area on which the sound is
incident and which is taken to be normal to the acoustic flux, s is
the total area of the sample, and R K is the Kapitza resistance.

If the dependence ~ T (8) is measured at a constant liquid tempera
ture T for various ro , it is possible to find experimentally the quantity

( 8) ATs (2 45)w <0, = NO
G

cos u RK .

or
sr,

ex (<0, 8) = w cos 8 = NooRK (2.46)

It should be readily apparent that only.the relative value of a (00, 8)
is found in experiment. To obtain the absolute value requires either
the normal ization of a through equating the experimental value to
Here N is the density of the acoustic energy flux on the surface of
the solid body, °0 cos 8 is the sample area on which the sound is
incident and which is taken to be normal to the acoustic flux, s is
the total area of the sample, and R K is the Kapitza resistance.

If the dependence ~ T (8) is measured at a constant liquid tempera
ture T for various ro , it is possible to find experimentally the quantity

( 8) ATs (2 45)w <0, = NO
G

cos u RK .

or
sr,

ex (<0, 8) = w cos 8 = NooRK (2.46)

It should be readily apparent that only.the relative value of a (00, 8)
is found in experiment. To obtain the absolute value requires either
the normal ization of a through equating the experimental value to
the theoretical one for zero angle, or the measurement (using some
other technique) the incident and absorbed fractions of energy.

Let us estimate the order of magnitude of the quantities from
(2.44) for the normal incidence of sound (8 = 0) and the sufficiently
low temperature of liquid helium (T ~ 0.1 K). Proceeding from
the requirements of linearity of the effect (~T~ T) and reliability
of measuring ~T the value of ~T is taken equal to 1mI(.

Let us use the acoustic formula for the transmission coefficient
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Taking into account the fact that quartz emits in both directions
and its efficiency in helium is less than unity (20-50 %), the overheat
of a gold sample by 1 mK in stationary conditions (at T == 0.1 K)
by means of incident sound requires cooling capacity of
40-100 f.t W. With an increase in temperature, the Kapitza resistance
is reduced and sound absorption in liquid helium grows significantly,
therefore the refrigerating capacity should quickly increase with T.
Even at T ~ 0.4 K and with the maximum refrigerating capacity of
a dilution cryostat, the value of ~T partially approaches the
threshold sensitivity level.

Along with the high refrigerating capacity, measurements of
overheating of the metal by sound require a high stability of tem
perature in the measuring chamber. At T ~ 0.1 K the heat capacity
of metal is significantly lower than that of liquid 4He and the relaxa
tion times are very small. Therefore the metal sample is in a thermal
equilihrium with liquid and reproduces the smallest temperature
fluctuations in the latter.

Note also that observing narrow Rayleigh maxima imposes heavy
demands on both the emitter quality along with its fastening (the
emission should be uniform and flattened in space), and the quality
of a sample and its surface.

2.3.2. Apparatus

A piezoelectric quartz transducer emitting a plane mono
chromatic acoustic wave was placed in the chamber filled with liquid
helium (see Fig. 2.10). A sample of the investigated metal M was
mounted 1 em above the quartz transducer. The angle of incidence,
e, was varied by rotating the sample, and was measured by a capaci
tance probe C. Two identical semiconductor thermometers made
it possible to measure the absolute temperatures of the liquid and
thametalv.aa.wall _a.s_tbJ~ir rliff~r~nCR. Tha firs! t.har-mornnter-. T ...

Note also that observing narrow Rayleigh maxima imposes heavy
demands on both the emitter quality along with its fastening (the
emission should be uniform and flattened in space), and the quality
of a sample and its surface.

2.3.2. Apparatus

A piezoelectric quartz transducer emitting a plane mono
chromatic acoustic wave was placed in the chamber filled with liquid
helium (see Fig. 2.10). A sample of the investigated metal M was
mounted 1 em above the quartz transducer. The angle of incidence,
e, was varied by rotating the sample, and was measured by a capaci
tance probe C. Two identical semiconductor thermometers made
it possible to measure the absolute temperatures of the liquid and
the metal, as well as their difference. The first thermometer, Tl'

was immersed in to the liquid and the second, T 2' was bonded to
sample. The thermometer T 1 and the heater H placed in the liquid
helium bath were used to stabilize the temperature of the liquid.

2.3.2.1. General Setup

The measurements were performed in a 3He-4He delution-
_ ....~_.:_ ...._ ...... ..... _ n.~.&."..... ::Ill ..... _': __n l ~ .&. .: ~ _ .....&. .... __ .&. .... ....£ ,ff\-J;..&. .... 'l '" ,ff\-4 ~ ....1_/~
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Fig. 2.7. Sectional view
of the bottom part of the dilution refri
gerator: I-bellows 'on vacuum vessel
flange, 2-3He pumping out tube, 3
the capillary to supply 3He into the
still, 4-textolite rod, 5-still,
6-tube heat exchanger, 7-sintered
hea t exchanzers, 8-bellows on meas-

2.3.2.2. The Measuring Chamber

The chamber (Fig. 2.8)
was an inverted can 4 em in
diameter and 5 em high. The can
bottom was also the bottom of the

2.3.2.2. The Measuring Chamber

The chamber (Fig. 2.8)
was an inverted can 4 em in
diameter and 5 em high. The can
bottom was also the bottom of the

uum-tightly into flanges of the
vacuum vessel and measuring
chamber, as well as interconnect
ed by a textolite rod.

Irom the same block of annealed oxygen-free copper. Condensation of
4He took place in the measuring chamber along a German silver
capillary 0.2 mm in diameter and 1.5 m long. To eliminate a heat
supply along the 4He film, the capillary had a good thermal contact
between the evaporation chamber and heat exchangers.

The temperature of the liquid in the measuring chamber was
measured by semiconductor resis-
tance thermometers. The con
stancy of the calibration of the
semiconductor thermometers was
checked with a 3He condensation
thermometer in the form of a
coaxial cylinder cavity inside the
chamber wall with a capillary to
condense 3He.

The sample was rotated by two
bellows which were soldered vac
uum-tightly into flanges of the
vacuum vessel and measuring
chamber, as well as interconnect
ed by a textolite rod.
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7
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15141312

Fig. 2.8. Measuring
chamber: 1-metal framework, 2,11
parallel disks, 3-supports, 4-rod,
5-plates of variable capacitor, 6
return spring, 7-four flat springs,
8-double metal frame, 9-quartz
transducer. 10-auartz transducer hoI.

mixing chamber. The light metal framework 1 (Fig. 2.8) which
consisted of two parallel disks 2 and 11 linked by thin vertical rods
was inserted into the chamber from beneath. The upper disk carried

the sample, which could be
moved, and the lower disk carried
the emitter, which had a fixed
position. The lower disk also
formed the bottom part of the in
verted small can 12. After align
ment, the lower edge of the can
12 was soldered vacuum-tight to
the measuring chamber.

The sample 16 was clamped in
a double metal frame 8 suspended
by four flat springs 7 to support
3 attached to the upper disk 2.
The sample together with the
frame w-ere rotated by a rod 4 and
a return spring 6, which set an

16 initial angle of e~ 20°. The
springs 7 provided rotation in one
plane. An array of adjustable
parallel plates 5 forming a vari
able capacitor was mounted on
the upper part of the frame 8.
Fixed plates were fastened on the
disk 2. The change in the capac
itance was proportional to the
angle 8. The angle 8 = 0 cor
responded to the maximum ca
pacitance.
~ J.ffil- ~d111IJJ.e Lug~LrU~l· WILli 1 Lilt:

frame w-ere rotated by a rod 4 and
a return spring 6, which set an

16 initial angle of e ~ 20°. The
springs 7 provided rotation in one
plane. An array of adjustable
parallel plates 5 forming a vari
able capacitor was mounted on
the upper part of the frame 8.
Fixed plates were fastened on the
disk 2. The change in the capac
itance was proportional to the
angle 8. The angle 8 = 0 cor
responded to the maximum ca
pacitance.

The rod 4 made from a nickel
chromium wire 0.3 mm in dia
meter was brought out into the
cryostat vacuum vessel via the
bellows on the cover of the measur
ing chamber. Once setting the
initial angle 8, the wire was her
metically sealed in the bellows.

1
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3

9 ___

10
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The quartz transducer 9 in a special holder 10 was mounted on the
lower disk 11 so that the centers of the sample and quartz were on
the same vertical line. Electrical leads made from a superconducting
wire (tinplated constantan) passed into the measuring chamber
through the platinum-glass joints 13-15.

2.3.2.3. Emitter

The circular (15 mm in diameter) and rectangular
(10 X 11 mm") X-cut quartz plates were used to emit acoustic waves

___ • Hh _n --.~

. :6

v~~-----___,~---- ~~--:7

(8 )

2 3 4 5

(8 )

2 3 4 5

(b)

Fig. 2.9. Sound source and sample. (a) Piezoelectric quartz
transducer: l-bronze cylinder, 2-three contact springs, 3-paper spacer, 4-
sta~e, 5=-s~rewi ?-pi~:oelectric.q~~r.tz ~l~t~, 7--::co~t~~t sp~ing, 8-,sou~d ~b-
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The quartz plates having the best frequency characteristics both
at room and helium temperatures were selected. At room temperature,
the radial distribution of the intensity of the acoustic beam and its
angular divergence in water and toluene were investigated by dark
field technique. The travelling and standing waves that resulted
from the addition of a direct wave and that reflected from the surface
at a small angle were photographed for this purpose.

When the acoustic radiation is homogeneous, the image of the
travelling waves (viewed as dome-shaped because of the attenuation
in liquid) remains unchanged during quartz rotation. The inter
ference pattern for standing waves is a system of parallel fringes.
Deviation from parallelism indicates that the acoustic beam is
diverged. At the fundamental frequency of 10 MlIz , the best quartz
plates ensured that at room temperature the divergence of the beam
in water and toluene fitted the diffraction limit value, 'AId = 36',
within accuracy limits.

The quartz characteristics were found to be influenced strongly
by the way the quartz was clamped. When the mechanical contact
between the quartz plate and the holder is minimal and the plate
emitted sound freely in the liquid, the efficiency is maximal (50%),
thereby the frequency response in liquid helium is insignificantly
distorted. Fig. 2.9a shows the quartz emitter and its mounting. The
quartz plate 6 with thin-film gold electric contacts deposited on both
sides, lies freely on a polished circular stainless steel table 4 with
a central hole copying the plate's shape yet having slightly smaller
dimensions. The plate is isolated from the table by a ring-shaped
paper spacer 3. The upper and lower electrical contacts were established
by light phosphor-bronze springs 2 and 7 whose wire diameter was
70 urn. The upper springs were soldered into a thin-walled bronze
cylinder 1 that was slipped over the table.

The quartz plate emitted in both directions. The down part of the
~p'l.l)~i,;y~~tiJ)n_ _WaSL-Ahsorhpn hv the sintered CODDer filter 8.:, _
by the way the quartz was clamped. When the mechanical contact
between the quartz plate and the holder is minimal and the plate
emitted sound freely in the liquid, the efficiency is maximal (50 %),
thereby the frequency response in liquid helium is insignificantly
distorted. Fig. 2.9a shows the quartz emitter and its mounting. The
quartz plate 6 with thin-film gold electric contacts deposited on both
sides, lies freely on a polished circular stainless steel table 4 with
a central hole copying the plate's shape yet having slightly smaller
dimensions. The plate is isolated from the table by a ring-shaped
paper spacer 3. The upper and lower electrical contacts were established
by light phosphor-bronze springs 2 and 7 whose wire diameter was
70 urn. The upper springs were soldered into a thin-walled bronze
cylinder 1 that was slipped over the table.

The quartz plate emitted in both directions. The down part of the
acoustic radiation was absorbed by the sintered copper filter 8.

2.3.2.4. Sampl.

The measurements were performed with two samples:
a polycrystalline gold piece and a tungsten single crystal having
the ratio of the electrical resistances at room and helium temperatures
of r3 00lr 4.2 = 36 000 for gold, and 64 000 for tungsten. The gold

, 1 1 1 - - • 1 AI f") '" ~ ,f () " " .. (\ ..- ........,. .; ~ co~ "no n n rl "~I r ~ ~
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found that the surface irregularities and deviations from a planar
surface did not exceed 0.5 urn for gold and 0.3 urn for tungsten.

Carbon and germanium thermometers were soldered on the gold,
with one contact to the narrow strips (d ~ 0.2 mm) separated from
the edge of the sample by spark machining. Similar thermometers 2
and 3 were bonded to the rear surface of the tungsten single crystal
by an electrically conductive adhesive. Direct contact of these
thermometers with liquid helium was eliminated by coating them
with epoxy resin mixed with quartz powder 5. The samples were
insulated from the contact with the frame 6 by means of the bakelite
spacer 7.

2.3.2.5. Pickups

The semiconductor resistance thermometers which were
in good thermal contact with the sample served as indicators of
the energy absorbed in the sample.

Since the contact thermal resistance between two solids is much
less than that between liquid helium and a solid body, the thermo
meters and the samples were in thermal equilibrium with one another.

Carbon and germanium thermometers with identical characteristics
were used, whose resistances at T < 1 K were nominally between
103and 106 Q and whose sensitivity ranged from 10- 4 to 10-7 K/Q.
The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity was
either exponential or sometimes in the form of a power law.

The carbon thermometers [2.30] were shaped like disks (3 mm
in diameter and 1 mm thick) whose end surfaces carried electrolytic
copper contacts. The germanium thermometers [2.31] were made
from originally pure single-crystal germanium doped by neutron
irradiation. They were shaped like 1 X 1 X 1 mm cubes with alloyed
indium contacts.
the~energy absorbed in the sample.

Since the contact thermal resistance between two solids is much
less than that between liquid helium and a solid body, the thermo
meters and the samples were in thermal equilibrium with one another.

Carbon and germanium thermometers with identical characteristics
were used, whose resistances at T < 1 K were nominally between
103and 106 Q and whose sensitivity ranged from 10- 4 to 10-7 K/Q.
The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity was
either exponential or sometimes in the form of a power law.

The carbon thermometers [2.30] were shaped like disks (3 mm
in diameter and 1 mm thick) whose end surfaces carried electrolytic
copper contacts. The germanium thermometers [2.31] were made
from originally pure single-crystal germanium doped by neutron
irradiation. They were shaped like 1 X 1 X 1 mm cubes with alloyed
indium contacts.

In order to measure the temperature in the liquid, the thermo
meters were used which were made from the same material and
taken from the same batch as the thermometer attached to the sample.
Both thermometers, T 1 and T 2' were calibrated against magnetic
susceptibility of cerium-magnesium nitrate and 3He vapor pressure.
The thermometer on the sample was also calibrated against the
thermometer in liquid after every experimental record of liT (8).

'rha....mnmoto........oclctQn~o UTQC mOQCll ....ol'l hU Q~ h .... ll'l,.,.ac l"Rlt"'1 ') -i(\\
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2.3.2.6. Measurement of Angles

A capacitor with C = 10-20 pF together with an indue
tancecoil withL = 450 uH (the number of turns, nl = 400) formed an
oscillatory circuit resonant at 1.3-1.7 MHz. In order to stabilize
the inductance value, the coil was placed inside the cryostat vacuum
jacket and had a thermal contact with the mixing chamber.

A secondary winding (n2 = 2-3 turns) wound on the induction coil
was connected via a coaxial cable to a noninverting input of a broad-

REC

He
4 ttt
I~ ~ ~ ~ 411 aT

\ ,

TS

H

He
4 ttt
I~ ~ ~ ~ 411 aT

\ ,
H

Fig. 2.10. Circuit diagram of the apparatus: G-an oscillator
supplying the quartz transducer QT, F1-frequency meter, V-voltmeter, 0
oscilloscope, TS-temperature stabilizer, DA-digital ammeter S-71 and 8-72
ac bridges, L-inductor, LC-G-oscillator for the angle-of-;otation tensor,
F2-frequency meter for LC-generator, DAC-digital-analog converter, REC-
v_v tnrA_T\n'n ....nnn. ....rI.n....
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Cn2 , where n = n1ln 2 • Since the equivalent capacity Cn2 is large,
the instability in the capacitance of the connecting cable influenced
the oscillator parameters only slightly.

The LC-oscillator frequency was measured with a frequency meter
accurate to 1 Hz. This provided a sensitivity in the determination of
the rotation angle measurements of the order of 1".

2.3.2.7. Temperature Stabilization of 4He Bath

The first experiments already demonstrated that the
liquid helium temperature in a measuring chamber did not remain
constant. When rotating the sample, a monotonic increase in liquid
helium temperature by 10-4-10-2 K in addition to a. temperature
drift was observed depending on the rate of frame motion. Along
with it, there were also random temperature fluctuations of the
same order of magnitude caused by various reasons. The major
one being shocks and vibrations of the springs in the rotation system,
as well as vibrations of the solution cryostat itself.

The first observations of the gold sample had shown that the
acoustically :induced increase in the temperature of the sample
did not exceed 1 mK, and it was quite evident that the temperature
.of the liquid in the measuring chamber needed to be stabilized.
For this purpose, a system was introduced to stabilize the temperature
against the signal amplitude and its two derivatives [2.32].

2.3.3. Experiment

By pumping helium vapor from the ~external bath the
.system was cooled to "",1.3 K, when 4He was condensed into the
measuring chamber. Then, the condensation line was shut off by the
valve in the cover for the duration of the experiment and the con
tinuous action solution crvostat was turned on .
as well ;s vibrations of the solution c;yo~tat itself.

The first observations of the gold sample had shown that the
acoustically :induced increase in the temperature of the sample
did not exceed 1 mK, and it was quite evident that the temperature
.of the liquid in the measuring chamber needed to be stabilized.
For this purpose, a system was introduced to stabilize the temperature
against the signal amplitude and its two derivatives [2.32].

2.3.3. Experiment

By pumping helium vapor from the ~external bath the
.system was cooled to "",1.3 K, when 4He was condensed into the
measuring chamber. Then, the condensation line was shut off by the
valve in the cover for the duration of the experiment and the con
tinuous action solution cryostat was turned on.

When the temperature was less than 0.1 K, the quartz transducer
{Fig. 2.10) was subjected to an ac voltage from the quartz oscillator G.
The 4He temperature was slightly increased. When the oscillator
was tuned to the resonance frequency of the quartz transducer, the
voltage amplitude across the transducer was kept fixed by the volt
meter V. Frequency and waveform of the oscillator voltage were
checked by the frequency meter F1 and the oscilloscope O.
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function of angle of incidence of the sound. In order to do this,
the recorder's X-coordinate was supplied by a voltage proportional
to the angle e from the output of a digital-analog converter DAC.
The latter was, in turn, connected to the frequency meter F z
that measured the LC-oscillator frequency. The inputs Y, and Yz
of the recorder were the voltages supplied by the outputs of the
bridges.

2.3.4. Results of Measurements at T > 0.2 K

(b)
t::wA"s+a&At

Ts

TL~"" r~~

2.3.4.1. Gold

The technique was tested and the first measurements
were performed on a gold sample. The measurements were carried
out without temperature stabilization in the first version of the

T=68 mK

U=20 mV

(b)

(a)

I -uo Ilin

U=20 mV

f= 20 MHzAu

Ts

TL~"" r~~

T=67mK.

U =15 m V

T=67mK.

U =15 mV Au f=20 MHz

(a)

I

o I .
5 10 15 - ao

Fig. 2.11. Records of the temperature of the gold sample T s and
of the temperature of liquid 4He TUq, versus the angle of incidence of sound at
different bath temperatures: a) T = 67 mK and b) T = 68 mK (without bath tem-
np...~t.ll'r" ~t.Ahili7~t.il\n\ Th" f"'OIT1l0Tl~U nf conu'nrl -I - C')() 1\JfU., T7':~ ...t. ; __~1£. _
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In the absence of sound, when the sample was rotated at a con
stant velocity, both thermometers indicated the same monotonic
temperature rise. It depended on the rotational velocity of the
sample and initial temperature drift.

With an acoustic wave incident on the sample, the angular depend
ence curve of the sample temperature exhibited a peak ~T ~ 0.5 mK
(Fig. 2.11) at 8 ,...., 12.5°. The peak was not detected by the thermo
meter immersed in liquid. After multiple passages through this
angle it was established that the peak corresponded to a maximum
absorption of sound at this angle of incidence, since the peak was
recorded in different experiments and at different temperatures.

An analysis of the curves presented in Fig. 2.11 shows that even·
at very slow rotation of the sample the temperature of the liquid is
constant only within 10-4-10-3 K. At angles ranging from 0 to 6°
the sample's temperature follows the temperature of the liquid and
only at large angles starts to deviate, achieving a maximum at
12.5°, and then falling again.

Thus, the experiments with gold demonstrated that when the
angle is close to the critical one (82 = 12°12') the incident sound
overheats a sample in a way that can be attributed to absorption of
Rayleigh waves.

2.3.4.2. Tungsten

A tungsten single crystal was chosen because of its high
purity as well as for the isotropy in the velocity of sound which is.
practically observed.

Sound was excited at frequencies of 10 and 30 MHz (fundamental
and third harmonics, with the exact values 9.61 and 28.83MHz).
Two identical germanium thermometers were used to measure
temperature.

The angle of incidence of the acoustic wave was varied continuously
Thus, the experiments -with gold demonstrated that when the

angle is close to the critical one (82 = 12°12') the incident sound
overheats a sample in a way that can be attributed to absorption of
Rayleigh waves.

2.3.4.2. Tungsten

A tungsten single crystal was chosen because of its high
purity as well as for the isotropy in the velocity of sound which is.
practically observed.

Sound was excited at frequencies of 10 and 30 MHz (fundamental
and third harmonics, with the exact values 9.61 and 28.83MHz).
Two identical germanium thermometers were used to measure
temperature.

The angle of incidence of the acoustic wave was varied continuously
from -20° to +20°. As in the first version of the system, rotation
of the frame that held the sample resulted in a monotonic liquid
heating.

Turning on the stabilizer suppressed the temperature drift and
fluctuations down to 1.5 X 10-6 K. When the stabilizer could not
suppress these fluctuations totally, the residual fluctuations were
detected simultaneously by the two thermometers, one in the liquid
~nn t.hA nt.hAl' $It. t.hA ~nlin ThAl'Afnl'A_ t.hA 1l'l'AO'1l1$ll'it.iA~ nn t.hA s i o n a l
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to 260 mV. The recording was directed from -8 to zero (a) and later
on, from zero to +8 (b). Because of nonparallelism between the
frame and sample planes, the 8 zero drift from the origin appeared
to be by +1.5°. As it can be seen from the record, the temperature of

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 eo

~T mK cx(e)

~~~------------------- (a) ~ ~X10-3

~ ... t ve - ... - 0
Oo2

to •

6 8 10 12 14 16 ~ -eo

~ T mK T=O.282 K

~~ ~ ~~ f~~:_~::______ (b)

o~ t l' ~ It

I~--J.---J.---J.----J.----I--~-------.j

(a)

- .. '

Fig. 2.12. Typical records of the temperature rise of the sample
of tungsten due to the incidence of sound (upper curves a and b) and of the tem
perature of liquid 'He (lower curves a and b) separately for the negative (a) and
positive (b) angles 8. The stabilized liquid helium temperature T = 0.282 K,
voltage across quartz transducer U = 260 mV. The frequency of sound f =
= 10 ~1Hz. The scale on the right stands for the transmission coefficient,

«~~::: ~_=_=_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~xro-
Q.2 t

o ...........----------------------
___.....--.....---'---_.........__-'--__-L..__--'-- _

6 8 10 12 14 16

Fig. 2.12. Typical records of the temperature rise of the sample
of tungsten due to the incidence of sound (upper curves a and b) and of the tem
perature of liquid 'He (lower curves a and b) separately for the negative (a) and
positive (b) angles 8. The stabilized liquid helium temperature T = 0.282 K,
voltage across quartz transducer U = 260 mV. The frequency of sound f =
= 10 ~1Hz. The scale on the right stands for the transmission coefficient,
a (8) = w (8) cos 8.

the sample increased by ~T ~ 0.5 mK above the temperature of
the liquid helium only within the range of angles of incidence 68 =
= +6°. For 8 = ±6° the temperature rise is maximal, while outside
this angular range it drops strongly, and then vanishes at 8 ~ 13°.

Later on, the recorded interval was limited by the angular
range, where the acoustically induced temperature rise of the sample
hn.rl ~'"" ..... ,,"""'" 1~'un1 A 11 nvna....lrnant~ 1 ....ai"'A ....rlco n ....aC'ontorl halAuT ~ ...o
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corresponded to the temperatures before and after switching on the
ultrasonic emitter.

Figures 2.13-15 display typical records of the acoustically induced
rise of the temperature of the sample versus the angle of incidence

4 T,mK ----------------, <X (6)

2

-3
, 3X10f=10 MHz

T=0.218K

',d f
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Fig. 2.13. Records of the temperature rise of the sample of tung
sten due to the incidence of sound (upper curves) and of the temperature of
liquid 4He (lower curves) versus the angle of incidence of sound. The bath temper
ature T = 0.218 K, the frequency of sound / = 10 MHz, U is the voltage across
auartz transducer. The scale on the rizht stands for the transmission coefficient.
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In the plots the temperature rise of the sample ~T in mK above the
4He temperature is drawn to the left of the ordinate axis. To the
right, the transmission coefficient of sound, ex, (8) = tu (8) cos ()
is drawn (the multiplier cos 8 takes into account the angular variation
in the energy flux incident on the sample; at the angle of 6° the
difference between ex and w is less than 0.5%, whereasat the angle

.• At" 't

U=255mV W
~ ~

""¥*&b' 4 t , 1'1 lJ~

-0.4

0.2

o
0.1 L _-...-_~~~.......................o ra
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o"~ U=260mV

O~L

O.~ l U=263mV 3 l~>10-3oL ~~----JO
O·~t :. j

_6 0 20 16 12 8 4 0 4 8 12 16 20 6 0

~1;mK ,..------------------, o (e J
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O.6
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'0.4
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l-31 t=263mv 3 - ~>.10
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Fig. 2.14. Records of the temperature rise of the sample of tung
sten due to the incidence of sound (upper curves) and of the temperature of
liquid 4He (lower curves) versus the angle of incidence of so.und at the bath tem
perature T = 0.278 K and the frequency of sound f = 10 MHz. U is the voltage
across quartz transducer. The scale on the right stands for the transmission
coefficient. The time needed to obtain one record was ~30 min.

of 15°, it is "",3%). The value of ex (8) was calculated from ~T
1__ ~ 1: __ ..J .&.~ _~_ ..... ~__l~ ""1.. ~l ~~ __ 11"\\
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heated to liquid nitrogen temperature (accompanied by the evapora
tion of 4He from the measuring chamber) and the 4He was condensed
again, the picture was somewhat changed, viz. the sample tem
perature rise at normal sound incidence was less and Rayleigh
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Fig. 2.t5. Records of the temperature rise of the sample of tung
sten due to the incidence of sound (upper curves) and of the temperature of liq-
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The records of the temperature rise of a tungsten single crystal by
ultrasonic irradiation enabled the effective Kapitza resistance for
the given sample to be estimated:

(2.48)
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Fig. 2.16. Records of the temperature rise of the sample of tung
sten due to the incidence of sound at the frequency f = 30 M·Hz and at three
temperatures: T = 0.21 K (curve 2), T = 0.26 K (curve 3), and T = 0.31 K
(curve 4) versus the angle of incidence of sound. U is the voltage across quartz'
transducer. The scale on the right stands for the transmission coefficient.
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where 01 is the power of an acoustic wave incident on the sample
surface and w (8) is the transmission coefficient of the acoustic
energy crossing the interface. For tungsten at normal incidence,
according to (2.47), w (0) = 1.4 X 10-s.

The power o. was determined in the following way. The total

power dissipated by the quartz transducer, Qo' was calculated in
terms of a quantity that should be subtracted from the power H

RKT3
, cm 2.K4/ W

2000 r-r-r~~~I"""'T"""~-r-T"T"""I""""""""""~~r"""T-w"'"

1000 1---+-----+------+--.....-4

500 ~--+----~~-----+-----1

200 ~--t-----+-----I__--..

0.2 .0.3 0.4 T.K

Fig. 2.17. RK T3 (for 'He-tungsten) from the measurements of the
transmission coefficient of sound across a liquid helium-metal interface: 0
30 MHz, X -10 MHz.

of the heater for the helium bath SUCll that the bath temperature
remained unchanged when the transducer was switched on.

The efficiency of the quartz transducer in liquid helium was found

i
200 ~--t-----+-----I__--"

0.2 .0.3 0.4 T.K

Fig. 2.17. RK T3 (for 'He-tungsten) from the measurements of the
transmission coefficient of sound across a liquid helium-metal interface: 0
30 MHz, X -10 MHz.

of the heater for the helium bath SUCll that the bath temperature
remained unchanged when the transducer was switched on.

The efficiency of the quartz transducer in liquid helium was found
by measuring the temperature dependence of its Q-factor within the
temperature range 1.5-4.2 K.

If the quartz transducer efficiency is ....., ;, while it emitts in

both directions, then the acoustic power incident on the sample surface
is equal to

'1 a0 __ (\ o '1", _T f\
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When calculating R K the following experimental values were used:

Qo == 3.08 X 10- 9 (U)2 W (at 10 l\1Hz)

Qo == 2.93 X 10-8 (U)2 W (at 30 MHz)

Squ== 1.77 cm-, 0 0 = 0.5 cm-, 50 = 1.57 em
U was measured in mV.

The results of evaluating RJ{ (4He-W) are illustrated in Fig. 2.17,
where R K T3 is somewhat decreased with the temperature rise, this
being characteristic for pure samples within the above temperature
range [2.34]. The mean value at T~0.2K, R K T3 = 650 crn'' K4/W,
corresponds to the effective attenuation parameter for thermal
ph ODS in tungsten calculated from (2.37), p = 5 X 10-2 • The

K T3 is close to that found by Folinsbee and Anderson
e tungsten samples polished, electropolished, and
hydrogen.

Results of Measurements at T <0.2 K
In order to achieve a lower temperature in the solution

- 0 tat , the tube heat exchanger was substituted by a more efficient
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Results of Measurements at T <0.2 K
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one, whose surface was more developed. In addition, the heat supply
to the measuring chamber was reduced by limiting power which
was dissipated in the angular pickup,

The typical results of measuring dT (8) within 60-160 mK for
tungsten at frequency of 30 MHz are given in Figs. 2.18-20.
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Fig. 2.19. Records of the temperature rise of the sample of tung
sten'idue to the incidence of sound T« and of the temperature of liquid 'He, TUq
versus the angle of incidence of sound (positive one) with the frequency f =
= 30 l\fHz at three temperatures: 115, 120, and 130 mK. The scale on the right
stands for the transmission coefficient cz X 103 •
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10-4 K). The scale on the right applies to the transmission coefficient
of sound a (8), which is normalized at e = o.

The same kind of records are given at fixed temperatures in
Figs. 2.19 and 2.20 when the angles of incidence are positive. A rise
in temperature of the solid near e == 0 in Fig. 2.20 is due to a heating
of liquid helium induced by a motion of the frame. This effect was
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Fig. 2.20. Records of the temperature rise of the sample of.tungsten
due to the incidence of sound T« and of the temperature of liquid 4He T Uq ver
sus the angle of incidence of sound (positive one) with the frequency t'.=
= 30 MHz at T = 60 mK.

not compensated by the stabilizer at the lowest temperature. As
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Discussion of Experimental Curves. Evaluation
of Errors

In the present work a detailed investigation was made of
the transmission of sound across the liquid helium-tungsten inter
face. The experiments with gold were performed in order to test
technique and indicate qualitatively the generality of the phenomena
at hand.

I t follows from the experimental curves (Figs. 2.13-16 and 2.18-20)
that acoustic phonons pass from liquid helium into a solid only in
a narrow range of angles near normal incidence. At 8 > 28R ultra
sonically induced increase in the temperature of tungsten is absent
and hence in this range phonons are totally reflected by the interface.

At e = +6° there are sharp maxima of the temperature rise which
are more pronounced at the sound frequency 30 MHz. The maxima
correspond to the Rayleigh angle of incidence 8R (the value of this
angle 8R = 5.2° which is calculated from (2.22) and (2.39) agrees
with the experimental angle within the limits of the measurement
error). The peaks observed at 8 ~ 6° are similar to the anomalies
which appear in the experiments with gold at the angle of about
12.5°. Since the maxima are symmetric relative to the normal for
both studied frequencies at both temperatures and lie within the
range of angles of total internal reflection (8R > 82 ~ 4.8°), their
appearance could be related to an increase in the energy transmission
caused by the absorption of the Rayleigh surface waves resonantly
excited by the incident acoustic wave. Figure 2.13 shows that the
effect is linear, viz. the temperature rise of sample J1T is propor
tional to the power of the incident acoustic wave U2 •

Let us note two features of the experimental ex, (8) curves. The
first is that at the frequency 30 MHz~.and T;> 0.2 K the Rayleigh
neaks llt -8R and + 8~ differ iI.! heizht, whereas ~t r < 0.2 K and for
angle 8R = 5.2° which is calculated from (2.22) and (2.39) agrees
with the experimental angle within the limits of the measurement
error). The peaks observed at 8 ~ 6° are similar to the anomalies
which appear in the experiments with gold at the angle of about
12.5°. Since the maxima are symmetric relative to the normal for
both studied frequencies at both temperatures and lie within the
range of angles of total internal reflection (8R > 82 ~ 4.8°), their
appearance could be related to an increase in the energy transmission
caused by the absorption of the Rayleigh surface waves resonantly
excited by the incident acoustic wave. Figure 2.13 shows that the
effect is linear, viz. the temperature rise of sample J1T is propor
tional to the power of the incident acoustic wave U2.

Let us note two features of the experimental ex, (8) curves. The
first is that at the frequency 30 MHz~.and T;> 0.2 K the Rayleigh
peaks at -8R and +8R differ in height, whereas at T < 0.2 K and for
the curves at the frequency of 10 MHz they are usually equal. This
might be connected with an inhomogeneous distribution of the
intensity across the acoustic beam [2.28], with the inhomogeneity
increasing on increase in the attenuation of sound in helium. If the
acoustic beam axis does not coincide with the symmetry center and
the rotation axis of the sample, then the total energy of the acoustic
wave incident on the sample will be different at -8R and +8R ,
.·U'lrl f'h~e.- fo"'f YnO'U ho ...oe.-T\nTle.-~hlo .fn... fho rl~"o"'OTlf hO~t'1'hfC! nf thQ
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The second feature is the presence of small maxima at 8 = 0
which arise only at low temperatures (T~ 0.2 K) and are stronger
at 10 MHz. This is due, perhaps, to the amplification of the energy
of sound incident on the interface at 8 == 0 because of its repeated
reflection between the quartz transducer and the sample. The effect
increases when the attenuation in the liquid reduces, i.e. when the
temperature and frequency are lowered.

The experimental curves in Figs. 2.13-16 and 2.18-20 were reproduc-
ible in the course of experiments. .

Let us estimate the errors of the experimental data.
In recording the liT (8) curves, the voltage across the quartz

plate was constant to within 2 %. The relative error in the determina
tion of liT and, therefore, ex, was mainly dependent on the accuracy
in maintaining the bath temperature (1.5.10-°-10-4) K. Within the
range of 0.2-0.4 K, this error varied from 2 to 10% for the Rayleigh
angles and from 5 to 20 % for the subcritical angles. The absolute
temperatures of the liquid and the sample were measured to within
10-3 K. The reproducibility of Rayleigh maxima positions for all
curves was accurate to one minute of arc. The absolute value of an
angle was calculated to within 10% from geometric considerations.

2.3.7. Calculations Using the Generalized
Acoustic Theory

2.3.7.1. Tungsten

The transmission coefficient of the acoustic energy from
the liquid to the solid is determined by densities, sound velocities
in both-media, and parameters of the attenuation in the solid ac
cording to Eqs. (2.29), (2.35), and (2.36), respectively.

Figure 2.21 demonstrates the curves of ex, (8) == w (8) cos 8 which
are computer-calculated bv annlvinz the above formulas to a liauid
10-3'" K. The reproducibility of Rayleigh maxima positions for all
curves was accurate to one minute of arc. The absolute value of an
angle was calculated to within 10% from geometric considerations.

2.3.7. Calculations Using the Generalized
Acoustic Theory

2.3.7.1. Tungsten

The transmission coefficient of the acoustic energy from
the liquid to the solid is determined by densities, sound velocities
in both-media, and parameters of the attenuation in the solid ac
cording to Eqs. (2.29), (2.35), and (2.36), respectively.

Figure 2.21 demonstrates the curves of ex, (8) == w (8) cos 8 which
are computer-calculated by applying the above formulas to a liquid
4He-tungsten interface at some fixed values of p = PI = Pt. The
following numerical parameters were used in these calculations:
p = 0.145 g/cm"; D = 19.4 g/cm"; c = 2.4 X 104 cm/s; ci = 5.11 X
X 105 cm/s: Ct = 2.88 X 106 cm/s.

I t is clear from the plots that there are three critical angles of
incidence: 81 = 0.047, 82 = 0.088, and 8R = 0.09049, at which
the curve ex, (8) has singularities. The angles 81 , 82, and 8R are deter-
TY\;"I"\~ f'l"l"\TY\ I') ... 1.\ O"~ I') ')')\ T" "hn ",hCln"t'n I"\f "' .... I"\"no .. ;I"\" ;" ..hn
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Rayleigh wave travelling in a surface layer "",A, thick is controlled
by the attenuation coefficients of bulk waves, mainly, the attenua
tion of the transverse wave (Fig. 2.4) [2.18, 19].

Figure 21 (b) evidences the dependence a (8) at p = PI = Pt =
= 3 X 10-4 (this value of p corresponds to the absorption coefficients

of ultrasound for tungsten at 30 MHz amounting to 1'1 = 1 dB/cm
and 1't = 1.7 dB/cm which were obtained by extrapolating the
results of measurements reported in Refs. [2.37, 38]).

The Rayleigh peak in Fig. 2.21 (b)has the height aR = a (8R ) = 0.74
and the width at midheight 6 = 7.55 X 10-6 rad = 15". The mini
mal values of a at the angles 81 and 82 are no longer equal to zero.

Fig. 2.21 (c) shows the a (8) curves for high values of p.
It is seen from Fig. 2.21 that in the presence of absorption of sound

in a solid, the character of the curves changes significantly for the
angles 8 > 82 , whereas at 8 < 82 the change in a is not so large.

The curves in Fig. 2.22 illustrate the process of the Rayleigh
peaks appearance, starting from negligible but finite attenuations
p =1= O. The figure shows that these peaks are typical of resonance
curves whose parameters (width and height) are controlled by at
tenuation. At small values of P the curves are symmetric. The total
transmission at the Rayleigh angle [a (8R ) = 1, W (8R ) = 1] for the
liquid 4He-tungsten system takes place at p = 10-4 (curve 7). At
the lower values of p the amplitude and the area under the
Rayleigh peak both rapidly decrease, but at p > 10-4 the amplitude
decreases whereas the area increases. For very large values of P the
a (8) curves are no longer of the resonance type.

The height aR and width 6 of the Rayleigh peak are plotted in
Fig. 2.23 as a function of p. What is typical is that at very low values
of p «10-5) aR rises linearly with p, whereas the peak width is
approximately constant and equal to 60 = 1.8 X 10-5 = 4".

The calculated integral of the transmitted energy of a plane
wave,
P=1= O. T~he figure shows that these ~pe~ks are typical of resonance
curves whose parameters (width and height) are controlled by at
tenuation. At small values of p the curves are symmetric. The total
transmission at the Rayleigh angle [a (8R ) = 1, W (8R ) = 1] for the
liquid 4He-tungsten system takes place at p = 10-4 (curve 7). At
the lower values of p the amplitude and the area under the
Rayleigh peak both rapidly decrease, but at p > 10-4 the amplitude
decreases whereas the area increases. For very large values of P the
a (8) curves are no longer of the resonance type.

The height aR and width 6 of the Rayleigh peak are plotted in
Fig. 2.23 as a function of p. What is typical is that at very low values
of p «10-5) aR rises linearly with p, whereas the peak width is
approximately constant and equal to 60 = 1.8 X 10-5 = 4".

The calculated integral of the transmitted energy of a plane
wave,

1[/2

.T = 1a (8) d8
o

is presented in Fig. 2.24 versus p. Here the level noted by dashed line
on the ordinate corresponds to the energy transferred into a solid
only in the form of transverse and longitudinal waves incident at
!l ~l1h{"-rltl{,,!lIl !lnCl'lo In - ()\ An in{"-ro!ll~o in tho ~ttonll~tit\n nJ-t\~l1{"oc;:.
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At very weak attenuation (p < 10-6) , the contribution of the
Rayleigh waves is small amounting to only a few percent of the
contribution of the bulk waves.

Comparison of Experimental Data with the
Generalized Acoustic Theory

2.3.8.t. Tungsten

When comparing experimental and calculated curves for
tungsten (Figs. 2.21, 22), the following difficulty was encountered.
I t was impossible to fit the height and width of the calculated curves
to the Rayleigh peaks.

The value of p suitable for the width of the peaks was (3.6-4.0) X
X 10- 2

, whereas the height of the calculated peaks was then
(10-12) X 10-3 , viz. 2.5 times higher than the experimental one.

The value of p which agrees with the height of the peaks was
(9-10) X 10-2

, but then the width of the calculated peaks appeared
to be twice as large as the experimental ones.

Yet the main reason why we could not use calculations to fit the
experimental data is that for all these values of p the theoretical
peaks possess extensive "tails" which contribute 11-12 % and 28-30 %
to the transmitted energy integral outside the angle 0.2. In experi
ment, all curves made zero contribution outside the angle 0.15, thus
indicating a smaller value of p.

I t should be, however, noted that the theoretical curves were
calculated for an infinite interface and an ideal plane wave. The
first condition requires that the size of the sample L should not be
less than the characteristic length l. This condition L.-.." l, was
approximately met in our experiment for the frequency f === 30 MHz
only. The second condition cannot be satisfied in principle because
of the real divergence of tl!e .sound beam. Thg Quartz nlate used in
(9-10) X 10-2

, but then the width of the calculated peaks appeared
to be twice as large as the experimental ones.

Yet the main reason why we could not use calculations to fit the
experimental data is that for all these values of p the theoretical
peaks possess extensive "tails" which contribute 11-12 % and 28-30 %
to the transmitted energy integral outside the angle 0.2. In experi
ment, all curves made zero contribution outside the angle 0.15, thus
indicating a smaller value of p.

I t should be, however, noted that the theoretical curves were
calculated for an infinite interface and an ideal plane wave. The
first condition requires that the size of the sample L should not be
less than the characteristic length l. This condition L.-.." l, was
approximately met in our experiment for the frequency f === 30 MHz
only. The second condition cannot be satisfied in principle because
of the real divergence of the sound beam. The quartz plate used in
the present experiments had the sound beam divergence in water and
toluene close to the diffraction limit, 'A/d. The expected value of the
diffraction beam broadening in helium at 10 and 30 MHz should be
6' and 2', respectively.

However, one sees from the experimental curves (Table 2.1) that
the minimum Rayleigh peak width at T ~ 0.2 K and f === 30 MHz
was {) === 25-30', which was an order of magnitude larger than the
riifrY'ol"'tiAn liTnit Tho nr\cocoi'hlo Y'nocor\n fAY' thlco riicol"'Y'onoT\I"'''H I"'r\nlri 'hn
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the range of angles of incidence and, consequently, the Rayleigh
peak will spread to 25'. The calculations by Brekhovskikh [2.20]
and Urazakov and Fal 'kovskii [2.22] demonstrate that such a wave
like surface will practically not change the transmission coefficient
of Rayleigh waves into bulk ones.

Table 2.1. Basic Parameters of Experimental Curves
(4He-Tungsten)

JiIz I T. K U, mV I (tR x 103 1 /\ ~a~03, J x 104 I p X 104

10 0.218 203 2.67 - 1.87 1.25
10 0.28 200 2.41 - 1.8 1.0
30 0.21 43 4.5 7.2 2.05 2.4
30 0.218 53 4.36 8.6 2.02 2.2
3) 0.218 53 4.2 9.2 2.02 2.2
3') 0.258 70 4.7 9.2 2.1 3.0
30 0.311 8·1 4.5 10.5 2.25 6.6
30 0.321 105 4.37 11.8 2.22 5.8
3) 0.401 124 2.8 11.8 2.06 2.5

Note: here f is the frequency at the incident acoustic wave. T is the he
lium bath temperature, (l,R is the energy transmission coefficient
a t the Rayleigh angle of incidence. U is the effective vol tage across
the quartz transducer, 6 is the width of the Rayleigh peak at mid-

0.2

height. J = S (l, (8) d8 is the integral of the experimental curve
o

taken over the angle of incidence, p is the attenuation parameter
calculated by comparing the experimental value of the integral
wi th the theoretical one.

3')
30
30
3)

0.258
0.311
0.321
0.401

70
8·1

105
124

4.7
4.5
4.37
2.8

9.2
10.5
11.8
11.8

2.1
2.25
2.22
2.06

3.0
6.6
5.8
2.5

Note: here f is the frequency at the incident acoustic wave. T is the he
lium bath temperature, (l,R is the energy transmission coefficient
a t the Rayleigh angle of incidence. U is the effective vol tage across
the quartz transducer, 6 is the width of the Rayleigh peak at mid-

0.2

height. J = S (l, (8) d8 is the integral of the experimental curve
o

taken over the angle of incidence, p is the attenuation parameter
calculated by comparing the experimental value of the integral
wi th the theoretical one.

The angular distribution of the incident wave intensity and the
broadening of the range of the angles of incidence will result in
smoothing out of all the singularities of the experimental curves
ex (8) and in broadening of the Rayleigh peak by an angle Ll8 ~ 6.
An observed additional broadening (up to 40') with temperature
may be caused by an increase in the attenuation of sound in helium
{2.28l.
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(2.52)

To accomplish this, the experimental curves were normalized as
shown in Fig. 2.25. Then the integrals

e
J (8) = ~ a (8) d8

o

of the experimental and theoretical curves a (8) were compared,
thereby for each integral of the experimental curve (the experimental
integral) such a p value was chosen that gave the best agreement of

(l X103
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Fig. 2.25. The normalized experimental curves a (8) for the fre
quency of sound f = 30 MHz, and three temperatures: T = 0.21 K (curve 1),
T = 0.258 K (curve 2), T = 0.311 K (curve 3).

the calculated with the experimental integral. The typical angular
dep~~~ence~ ~f the in.tegral of ..the ene~~y !ransmit.ted into a sampl~
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Fig. 2.26. The transmitted acoustic energy integral versus the
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the energy integral for the critical angle 8 2 , that is the contribution
of the surface and bulk waves is approximately the same.

For the acoustic frequency 10 MHz the attenuation parameter
found by the same method from experimental data is equal to
p == (1.0-1.25) X 10-4•

It should be noted that, although the accuracy of the energy integral
determination from the experimental a (8) curves is 5-10%, a com
parison of the experimental integral with a calculated one yields
only an estimate of the parameter p which is subject to an error of the
.same order of magnitude as the value itself (50-100%), since, as has
been indicated above, the experimental conditions are rather incon
sistent with the solution of the problem stated (the bounded sample,
the rough surface, the attenuation of sound in helium). The data
corresponding to the temperature below 0.2 K for / = 30 MHz provide
nearly the same value of p = (2-3) X 10-4 , but because of the
lower accuracy in evaluating the energy integral, these data are
not included in Table 2.1.

Comparison of the p values for 10 Mllz (p = 1.25 X 10-4) and for
30 MHz (p = 2.2 X 10-4 , see Table 2.1) makes it possible to con
elude that the frequencies used for a given sample correspond to a
transition region between the quadratic (p is proportional to the
frequency) and linear (p is frequency independent) dependence of the
ultrasonic absorption coefficient l' on the frequency (for pure metals
the linear frequency dependence of l' is observed at / ~ 100 MHz).
'This conclusion agrees with the value of the mean free path of the
electrons in tungsten, le /"'tV 0.1-0.3 mrn , which is estimated from
the measurements of conductivity and cyclotron resonance frequency
[2.39l.

Thus, for an unbounded tungsten single crystal having a flat sur
face, the dependence of the transmission coefficient of sound across
the interface on the angle of incidence of an ideal plane wave should
have the form exposed in Fia. 2.21 (b) (f = 30 MHz). For f = 10 MHz,

Comparison of the p values for 10 Mllz (p = 1.25 X 10-4) and for
30 MHz (p = 2.2 X 10-4 , see Table 2.1) makes it possible to con
elude that the frequencies used for a given sample correspond to a
transition region between the quadratic (p is proportional to the
frequency) and linear (p is frequency independent) dependence of the
ultrasonic absorption coefficient l' on the frequency (for pure metals
the linear frequency dependence of l' is observed at / ~ 100 MHz).
'This conclusion agrees with the value of the mean free path of the
electrons in tungsten, le /"'tV 0.1-0.3 mrn , which is estimated from
the measurements of conductivity and cyclotron resonance frequency
[2.39l.

Thus, for an unbounded tungsten single crystal having a flat sur
face, the dependence of the transmission coefficient of sound across
the interface on the angle of incidence of an ideal plane wave should
have the form exposed in Fig. 2.21 (b) (/ = 30 MHz). For / = 10 MHz,
the dependence will be similar, but here a ~ 1, 6 = 3.7 X 10-6 .=
= 8". The case in Fig. 2.21 (a) can be practically observed at very

low frequencies / ~ 10 MHz.
The a (8) curves [1, 2 in Fig. 2.21 (c)] can clearly be expected at

high frequencies (thermal phonons) and in the presence of defects in
the surface layer -. In another case [3, 4 in Fig. 2.21 (c)], the sample
should have a sound-absorbing layer on the surface and the layer
thl~l.rno~~ ~h{)111tl ho ~()rnn!U-!lhlo uTlth tho 'uT!l'Uolonnth uThl~h 1~ n{)~-
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remain negligibly weak. However, the acoustic attenuation in 4He
rises with temperature as T4 [2.33], and at 30 MHz becomes com
parable with the attenuation in the solid at T ~ 0.4 K. In this
case the above theoretical calculations are incomplete and should be
improved, when the attenuation in the liquid can no longer be
neglected.

2.3.8.2. Gold

The angular dependence of energy transmission coefficient
for a plane sound wave incident on the surface of gold from liquid
4He has been calculated in a manner similar to that described above.
The parameters for gold were taken as follows: D = 19.49 g/cm",
CI = 3.36 X 103 mis, Ct = 1.24 X 103 mls (T) = 2.71).

To evaluate the expected absorption coefficient, one can use the
absorption coefficients of longitudinal acoustic waves measured by
Mac Farlane and Rayne in a gold single crystal [2.40]. For very high
frequencies (330 MHz), the attenuation parameter averaged over all
directions is PI = 4.5 X 10-4. Let us evaluate the quantity Pt.
According to the theory of free electrons [2.38], for low frequencies
Pt = 0.75pl for very high frequencies and Pt = 0.81T)PI = 2.2pI.
Since the ultrasonic frequency (20 MHz) in experiments with gold is
an intermediate one, then assuming PI (20 MHz) ~ (1/2) PI (00)
and Pt = 1.5PI we shall obtain Pt (20 MHz) ~ 3.5 X 10-4.

The computer-calculated dependence ex (8) for a liquid 4He-gold
interface with P ~ Pt above is shown in Fig. 2.28. The shape of the
ex (8) curve somewhat differs from that for tungsten (see Fig. 2.21).
In addition to the minima in ex at the angles 81 = 0.071 and 82 =
= 0.193 as well as the Rayleigh peak at 8R = 0.2045, the ex (8)
curve exhibits a rather sizable "bump" at 8 = 0.108 ~ 6.2°. The
"bump" about 2.4 times exceeds the value of ex (0) = 2.1 X 10-3

while the analogous "bump" for tungsten exceeds ex (0) only slightly.
frequencies (330 MHz), the attenuation parameter averaged over all
directions is PI = 4.5 X 10-4. Let us evaluate the quantity Pt.
According to the theory of free electrons [2.38], for low frequencies
Pt = 0.75pl for very high frequencies and Pt = 0.81T)PI = 2.2pI.
Since the ultrasonic frequency (20 MHz) in experiments with gold is
an intermediate one, then assuming PI (20 MHz) ~ (1/2) PI (00)
and Pt = 1.5PI we shall obtain Pt (20 MHz) ~ 3.5 X 10-4.

The computer-calculated dependence ex (8) for a liquid 4He-gold
interface with P ~ Pt above is shown in Fig. 2.28. The shape of the
ex (8) curve somewhat differs from that for tungsten (see Fig. 2.21).
In addition to the minima in ex at the angles 81 = 0.071 and 82 =
= 0.193 as well as the Rayleigh peak at 8R = 0.2045, the ex (8)
curve exhibits a rather sizable "bump" at 8 = 0.108 ~ 6.2°. The
"bump" about 2.4 times exceeds the value of ex (0) = 2.1 X 10-3

while the analogous "bump" for tungsten exceeds ex (0) only slightly.
For the above value of P = 3.5 X 10-4, the height of the Rayleigh
peak is exR = 0.9 and the width at midheight is () = 2.1 X 10-4.

The integral contribution of the Rayleigh peak amounts to ~50%

of that of the bulk waves. In order to estimate the possibility of
experimental observation, suppose that the real width of the Ray
leigh peak for gold is identical with that for tungsten (viz. 25' =
= 7.3 X 10-3 rad). In this case one can expect the Rayleigh peak
height measured in exneriments with a zold samnle to be
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Fig. 2.28. Calculated dependence of the energy transmission
coefficient of a plane monochromatic acoustic wave on the angle of incidence
on the 4He-gold interface at two attenuation parameters of sound p: (a) p =
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2.3.9. Comparison with the Andreev Theory

Let us compare Andreev's results for the acoustic transmis
sion coefficient with calculations in the framework of the generalized
acoustic theory. To do this, consider the expression for w (8) (2.27)
in the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle OR at the small attenuation
parameter p ~ 1. We expand w (8) in powers of p and 8 - OR and
neglect the terms of the second order:

4pE
w(8) == (pE+1)2+(e-t:}R)2j~2 (2.53)

where E and M are functions of the elastic constants and of the
helium-to-metal density ratio (without regard for the attenuation).

One can easily see that the formulae (2.27) and (2.53) have a similar
form and that they describe a resonance curve, when B = pE and

H DC! = M. In the region of small absorption (pE ~ 1. and B -e; 1) I
pc

both formulae yield the same width of the Rayleigh peak, () =
= 1.8 X 10-5 (independent of the attenuation). At the same time
in both cases the peak height aR is proportional to the absorption of
sound [p in (2.53) and P~ in (2.27)).

This suggests that Andreev's theory predicts the same resonance
of the energy transmission in the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle as
the generalized acoustic theory does.

An estimate for tungsten gives B ~ 10-2 (if we take Po ~ 21, ,
a

where a is the lattice constant), hence CtR ~ 4 X 10-2 and () =
= 1.84 X 10-5• These parameters of the Rayleigh peak corresponding
to p ~ 10- 6 are two orders of magnitude less than the experimental
value.

However, as has been noted in [2.38], the measured ultrasonic
absqrjition in tunzsten.Iand molvhdenum) was .two orders of mazni-
both formulae yield the same width of the Rayleigh peak, () =
= 1.8 X 10-5 (independent of the attenuation). At the same time
in both cases the peak height aR is proportional to the absorption of
sound [p in (2.53) and p~ in (2.27)).

This suggests that Andreev's theory predicts the same resonance
of the energy transmission in the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle as
the generalized acoustic theory does.

An estimate for tungsten gives B ~ 10-2 (if we take Po ~ 21, ,
a

where a is the lattice constant), hence CtR ~ 4 X 10-2 and () =
= 1.84 X 10-5• These parameters of the Rayleigh peak corresponding
to p ~ 10- 6 are two orders of magnitude less than the experimental
value.

However, as has been noted in [2.38], the measured ultrasonic
absorption in tungsten (and molybdenum) was two orders of magni
tude higher than the value calculated by the theory of free electrons.
In the number of works (see, e.g. [2.41]) it has been said that the
Fermi surface for transition group metals disagree considerably with
one predicted by the model of free electrons and the tight-binding
approximations is much preferable to describe the ultrasonic absorp
tion in these metals.

This approximation was used in [2.37] to calculate the acoustic
nhcon. ....T'\t~n....,. ~Y\ ... n...,. .... co... nY\ h~,. nln"' .......n.nco onrl hn.lnco nT~th n rlnn ....nnoY'rl
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with the experimental data. However, it should be noted that it is
a simplest case of phonon transmission from helium into an isotropic
single crystal which was investigated in the Andreev's theory as well
as in the present experiments. The w (8) dependence will be more
complicated for anisotropic crystals (see, e.g. [2.21, 2.42]).

2.4. CONCLUSION

Thus, the investigation of the transmission of 10-30 MHz
acoustic waves incident from liquid 4He on the surface of tungsten
and gold at temperatures from 60 mK to 0.4 K has demonstrated
that the acoustic phenomena at an interface are of the character
which is common to both metals.

The detailed study of the 4He-W system has revealed that the
sound waves incident from liquid helium on a tungsten surface were
transmitted into the sample with the absorption coefficient "",,10-3

(in energy) only in a limited range of angles of incidence (in the
vicinity of normal incidence) which exceeded slightly the critical
Rayleigh angle.

The angular dependence of the energy transmission coefficient
shows a well-pronounced maximum at the supercritical Rayleigh
angle of incidence 8R ( "",,6° for tungsten) followed by a rapid decrease
down to zero. The maximum is caused by the absorption by metal
of the surface Rayleigh wave excited resonantly by the incident
acoustic wave.

The contribution of the surface Rayleigh waves into the total
integral of the transmitted energy is approximately equal to the
contribution of the bulk sound waves in the range of subcritical
angles.

The experimental width of the Rayleigh peak in the collisionless
region of liquid helium (T < 0.2 K) is independent of temperature,
while at T :> 0.2 K the width is found to increase with temperature.
vicinity'-J~f normal incidence) whi~h exceeded slightly the ~ritical
Rayleigh angle.

The angular dependence of the energy transmission coefficient
shows a well-pronounced maximum at the supercritical Rayleigh
angle of incidence 8R ( "",,6° for tungsten) followed by a rapid decrease
down to zero. The maximum is caused by the absorption by metal
of the surface Rayleigh wave excited resonantly by the incident
acoustic wave.

The contribution of the surface Rayleigh waves into the total
integral of the transmitted energy is approximately equal to the
contribution of the bulk sound waves in the range of subcritical
angles.

The experimental width of the Rayleigh peak in the collisionless
region of liquid helium (T < 0.2 K) is independent of temperature,
while at T > 0.2 K the width is found to increase with temperature.
The width value of maxima (30-40') exceeds the diffraction one 'AId
by an order of magnitude, that can be explained by roughness of the
sample surface and imperfectness of the emitter.

The comparison between the experimental data and theory has
shown that the observed pattern of the acoustic energy transmission
across an interface can be adequately described by the generalized
acoustic theory which takes into account the attenuation of bulk
alaC!tll' nrauoC! ln a C!nllrl Tn tho Ull'lnltu nf tho ll<!:luloll"'l'h I''''ltll'al
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t ively with the puhlished experimental data and with the theoretical
values calculated on the basis of the electron absorption mechanism.
The Kapitza resistance for 4He-W at T -: 0.2 K found from the over
heating of ,a tungsten sample by sound, R K T3 ~ 650 cm 2J( 4/\ \l is
three times lower than the theoretical value. The Kapitz.a resistance
decreases with temperature. These results" are in' a 'good agreement
with the data of other authors.

The author would like to thank P .L. Kapitza-and A.F. Andreev
IorLheir interest in this investigation and discussions, \7".1,. Kruti
khin , .v.r. Voronin, and G. E. 'Karstens for their assistance in pre
paring the experiment and A.V. Duhrovin for discussing the results
obtained and for computer calculations, - ','
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3 Investigations of 3He Superfluid Phases
by Pulsed NMR Technique

Yu. J.lf.Burl'kov, Cando Se. (Phys. and Afath.)

3.1. INTRODUCTION

At present only two substances are known to remain
liquids at temperatures down to absolute zero. These are the helium
isotopes 3He and 4He. At sufficiently low temperatures both liquids
pass into a quantum coherent state, in which they feature the pheno
menon of superfluidity. 4He superfluidity was discovered experimen
tally in 1937 by Kapitza [3.11 at the Institute of Physics Problems
(IPP) of the USSR Academy of Sciences. Under atmospheric pres
sure the critical temperature for the 4He transition into the super
fluid state is 2.17 K.

Helium-3 differs substantially from helium-4 in that it has a half
integer spin, and as a result forms a Fermiliquid, i.e. it cannot
become superfluid due to the Pauli exclusion principle. However,
like conduction electrons in metals, the helium-3 atoms can form
pairs that obey Bose statistics. That helium-3 could turn to superfluid
state was predicted by Pitayevskii, also at the IPP [3.21. He demon
strated that the quasiparticles in helium-3 should attract each
other to form Cooper pairs with nonzero moment. However, in order
to detect helium-3 superfluidity experimentally further advances in
cryogenic engineering and cryophysics were necessary.

A major contribution was made by Pomeranchuk when he predicted
that helium-3 in a compression chamber would cool if its transition
to the solid state takes place. Helium-3 differs from most other
substances in that at temperatures below 0.3 K the liquid-solid
fluid state is 2.17 K.

Helium-3 differs substantially from helium-4 in that it has a half
integer spin, and as a result forms a Fermiliquid, i.e. it cannot
become superfluid due to the Pauli exclusion principle. However,
like conduction electrons in metals, the helium-3 atoms can form
pairs that obey Bose statistics. That helium-3 could turn to superfluid
state was predicted by Pitayevskii, also at the IPP [3.21. He demon
strated that the quasiparticles in helium-3 should attract each
other to form Cooper pairs with nonzero moment. However, in order
to detect helium-3 superfluidity experimentally further advances in
cryogenic engineering and cryophysics were necessary.

A major contribution was made by Pomeranchuk when he predicted
that helium-3 in a compression chamber would cool if its transition
to the solid state takes place. Helium-3 differs from most other
substances in that at temperatures below 0.3 K the liquid-solid
transition is accompanied by heat absorption rather than heat release.
This is due to the entropy balance between the liquid and solid
phases. In 1965, Anufriev, again at the IPP [3.31, was the first to
demonstrate experimentally that the Pomeranchuk effect could
be used to cool helium-3. The method was then employed by Osheroff,
Richardson, and Lee to detect helium-3 's transition to the superfluid
state at a temperature of about 2.6 mK.

Thus. a ereat deal of exnerience has been accumulated and a
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helium-S continuously in the superfluid state for as long as 12
days. The first part of this article describes the equipment in
what way it differs from others elsewhere.

The superfluidity of helium-3 has been extensively investigated
in many laboratories. I t turned out that the technique which yielded
the most information about the structure and properties of helium-3
was NMR. It was using NMR that the two superfluid helium-3
phases, i.e. 3He-A and 3He-B, were identified confirming the theoreti
cal predictions of Anderson, Brinkman and Morell, and Balian
Werthamer [3.10-11]. Some extremely complicated dynamic and
texture effects and ion mobility have also been studied. Acoustic
and hydrodynamic methods have also been employed. These in
vestigations are covered in a number of reviews, of which the most
complete is that written by Lee and Richardson [3.4] in 1976.

Until recently the relaxation processes in superfluid helium-3A
were not clearly understood. In 1975 Leggett and Takagi
[3.12] using data from continuous NMR established the theory of
magnetic relaxation in superfluid helium-3 phases. This theory,
called the "intrinsic" relaxation theory, accounts for the transitions
of 3He atoms between the normal and superfluid states and adequate
ly describes the shape of the continuous NMR line. Experiments
wi th pulsed NMR performed in the same year by Corruccini and
Osheroff [3.19], and other experimental evidence have demonstrated
that relaxation of magnetization after it has been rotated through
90° is one to two orders of magnitude faster than might be expected
from the theory of Leggett and Takagi. In 1979 Fomin showed theoret
ically that uniform precession in helium-3A is unstable and should
decay into spin waves. A spatial nonuniformity results turning on
"the fast diffusion" relaxation. The second part of this article con
siders the experimental detection of instability in helium-3A homo
geneous precession and analyzes its effect on the relaxation.

In addition to its interestinz maznetic nronerties. helium-3 '8

magnetic r=elaxation in superfluid helium-3 phases. This theory,
called the "intrinsic" relaxation theory, accounts for the transitions
of 3He atoms between the normal and superfluid states and adequate
ly describes the shape of the continuous NMR line. Experiments
wi th pulsed NMR performed in the same year by Corruccini and
Osheroff [3.19], and other experimental evidence have demonstrated
that relaxation of magnetization after it has been rotated through
90° is one to two orders of magnitude faster than might be expected
from the theory of Leggett and Takagi. In 1979 Fomin showed theoret
ically that uniform precession in helium-3A is unstable and should
decay into spin waves. A spatial nonuniformity results turning on
"the fast diffusion" relaxation. The second part of this article con
siders the experimental detection of instability in helium-3A homo
geneous precession and analyzes its effect on the relaxation.

In addition to its interesting magnetic properties, helium-3 '8

superfluid phases possess the properties of liquid crystals, the most
complex of which are the texture features, viz. those governed by
the spatial orientation of the ordering parameter. Thus, the ordering
parameter in superfluid helium-3 is given by the matrix R (n, 8),
which describes the rotation of the spin coordinates, at an angle
e == 104° to the orbital about the n axis. Thus, the NMR frequency
depends on the orientation of the n vector. In free helium, the n
un£..·,.,..... ;co 'nn .....·dlnl ...,.,. "'hn nV' ...n .... 'I'"lnl ~nlrl U TT'I'"lrln .... 'nnlconrl l\Tl\A"n n'~I";t'"l_
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geometry. It: t urned .ou t 'th at given a sufficiently powerful r adio
frequency pulsevtt could "break" the n vector away from the position
determined by the parallel plane geometry and could transform the
texture into a state 'corresponding to free helium-3B. The third
part of the 'pr esent article deals with, an investigation of this effect
and. tlie 'processes of ,texture 'reverse relaxation to the nonperturbed
state. .' i ' .. '

: •. ) : ~ l.

'3.2. ' }' THE tEQ~IPMENT FOR iP,RODUCING ULTRALOW
TEMPE~TURES ; ~

I, ~ r , r ,

3.2.1. Oper~,ting Cenditions
...;' , • • " . " I' ~ a' I ..... , t·, ,. , I ..:); ..,.)"".' ; . ~ . '0"

, I There are today a Iew dozen nuclear demagnetization
J;efrige,~~tors.able to operate at temperatures around 1 mK. How
everv.the variety of scientific tasks and the great number of cryogenic
~ngi.ne,e;rjng,pr~9leins have resulted in practically all of them being
different ..[n this Section we consider the first Soviet nuclear demagne
tization refrigerator which ,produced superfluid helium-3 -in summer
1982. T4e 'preliminary cooling of the nuclear demagnetization stage
~ .etqp~ hy :.a ~~~-4H~. dilution refrigerator designed at the IPP.
Since the' dilution' refrigerator must run nonstop for many days to
ensure operation of ;t;h~ nuclear demagnetization refrigerator, it
must be reliable. In some experiments the dilution refrigerator oper
ated for as long .~s .thrce months without a break. Thus this factor
placed no restriction on the duration of the experiments.

Much thought, has also been given,to .isolat ing the refrigerator from
vibration- and high-frequency and· .ultrahigh-frequency electro
magnetic fields. To', isolate .the equipment from electromagnetic
radiation, the room, in ,which ,it was installed was completely shielded
by a c.qpper screen '0.2 to O.5:m~ thick. ' The power and service lines
all had HF filters or dielectric shunts.
«;1iff~r~t.In th~s Section we-consider the first Soviet n-uclear demagrie
tization refrigerator which ,produced superfluid helium-3 -in summer
1982. T4e 'preliminary cooling of the nuclear demagnetization stage
~ .etqp~ l;ly:a ~~~-4H~. dilution refrigerator designed at the IPP.
Since the' dilution' refrigerator must run nonstop for many days to
ensure operation of ;t;h~ nuclear demagnetization refrigerator, it
must be reliable. In some experiments the dilution refrigerator oper
',te,~ for as long .~s .thr oe months without a break. Thus this factor
placed no restriction on the duration of the experiments.

Much thought, has also been given,to .isolating the refrigerator from
vibration- and high-frequency and· . ultrahigh-frequency electro
magnetic fields. To', isolate .the equipment from electromagnetic
radiation, the room, in ,which,it was installed was completely shielded
by a c.qpper screen '0.2 to O.5:m~ thick. ' The power and service lines
all had HF filters or dielectric shunts.

Adequate vibration isolation presented more difficulties. The
refrigerator was housed in the, building of a large institute in the
centre of a big city, so vibration is always present. To solve this
problem' 'V~ used a technique: that so far as we know has not before
been applied to "similar setups. The cryostat was mounted on a
heavy pendulumvwhich consists of a BOO-kg concrete base suspended
by ropes with the distance between the suspension point and the
center of mass being 8'm (Fill. 3.1). The refrigerator was mounted
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Fig. 3.1. Refrigerator
vibration isolation: I-bello\v~ of the
refrigerator lifting: system,' and shock
absorbers, 2-angu]ar damper for the
bellows,' $~the Dewar vessel with the
,1 --. ~ .:,,~ .: "..".' f"".:: ..:...;. .. " -.. ,,~'.~ ,,;,,1

3.2.2. The Dilution
Refrigerator ": "i

A conventional' 3He
4He dilution refrigerator was used
to pre-cool the nuclear stage of
the nuclear demagnetization
cryostat. The princjples of opera
tion of dilution refrigerators are
outlined by Lounasmaa [3.5]. Here
we discuss ·features of..our design
[3.6]. -

The layout -of the circulation
system in the dilution refrigera
tor is shown in Fig. 3.2. Hellum-S
is, pumped out ~J the refrigerator
(1) by a booster pump (2) which
has a capacity of 900 I/s, by a
pump (3) which hasa capacity of
45 lis and pumps (4, 5) which
have a 5 l/s' 'capacitv. These
___~ _ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ....l ~ ~ 1...~ 1 ~ _,_~ ~ -=_ ~ _ _ 1 ~

3.2.2. The Dilution
Refrigerator ": "i

A conventional' 3He
4He dilution refrigerator was used
to pre-cool the nuclear stage of
the nuclear demagnetization
cryostat. The princjples of opera
tion of dilution refrigerators are
outlined by Lounasmaa [3.5]. Here
we discuss ·features of..our design
[3.6].

The layout -of the circulation
Rv.s!e.m._iu_the di lntinn rpfrip-pr:l-

I... !

them. Two rotary 'bellow units were' used to decouple the main
(160 mm in diameter) pumping line oJ the dilution cryostat. One is
shown in Fig. 3.1. To prevent the bellows being stretched, when not
blown up guy wires are used to compensate for the pressure. The
addition of a booster pump the '"
tube also improves the vibration -'~'-"-f-~"""'~"""-"-~""'""-/.~

isolation of.thesetup, All this re-:'... .r':
suIted in vibrations with frequen- ---
cies higher than 1 Hz being effec~n._._'

tively damped. If the suspension
base touches-the floor, the heli
um-3 superfluid phase can only
be' maintained for 1 day, where
as, when suspended the super
fluid helium state can be worked
with for 12" days after a single .de-
magnetization ·pro('.e~s. ':~"'"
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with an adsorbent. In this tube the gaseous 3He descends to the
region of liquid nitrogen temperatures. In the helium trap, placed
inside a standard transport helium Dewar vessel, the 3He flows
down a tube (10 mm in diameter) around an array of copper plates
("",50 pieces) and then returns along the central tube so cooling the

Fig. 3.2. Layout of distribution lines in the 3He-in-4He dilution
refrigerator: I-refrigerator, 2-booster pump, 3-Roots pump, 4 and 5-
roughing-down pumps, 6-emergency throttle, 7-liquid nitrogen trap, 8-liquid
helium trap, 9-tank for storing mixture.

incoming 3He. The helium trap effectively adsorbs air and the other
gases from the helium, thus making it possible to operate even under
__________________ -l~ ~ £ 1 L L 1__ 1 L1 __ 1 _
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Figure 3.2 also shows the emergency valve (6) for discharging the
3He into tanks (9) to store the mixture should the 3Re circulation
system get blocked. Two fore-pumps improved the reliability of the
circulation system, since a failure of any of the four pumps only
slows down the circulation rate whilst the unit can be replaced or
repaired. Besides, the second fore-pump makes it possible to use
the mixture in the tanks independently whilst the 3Re is being
circulated.

The low temperature refrigerator stage is shown in Fig. 3.3. It is
placed in a helium Dewar vessel which has a nitrogen shield. The
3He flow from the return lines goes into a helium bath through a
sintered heat exchanger (1) about 0.3 m" in area. The heat exchanger
is a flat tablet 2 mm thick sintered from copper grains 10-40 urn
in diameter. A similar heat exchanger (2) is located in the 4He pot (3)
and serves to remove the latent heat of condensation from the 3He ..
The replacement of the coiled tubular heat exchanger, which we
started off using, by a sintered one resulted in a drop in the con
densation pressure of the 3He from "",,760 torr to 50-100 torr under
the same conditions and the refrigerator began to operate more
stably.

The 3He then flows through an impedance of 1011 em -3, a coiled
heat exchanger in a still (4), another 5 X 109 cm " impedance,
a coiled double-spiral heat exchanger (5), similar to the one described
in [3.7], and finally enters the step heat exchangers (6). These are
manufactured from fJat copper disks, on both sides of which copper
grains 10-40 urn in diameter are sintered-on (see inset in Fig. 3.3) ..
The disks are assembled in stacks of the required dimensions. All
the disks, except the one separating the concentrated and diluted
3He fluxes, are drilled and threaded with close fitting tubes. The
tubes are silver-brazed onto a cover inside a vacuum furnace and
the disks are then welded around the circumference. This sort of
heat exchanger Q,ffer~ little resistance to the 3Re flux, ensures adequate
densation pressure of the 3He from "",,760 torr to 50-100 torr under
the same conditions and the refrigerator began to operate more
stably.

The 3He then flows through an impedance of 1011 em -3, a coiled
heat exchanger in a still (4), another 5 X 109 ern -3 impedance,
a coiled double-spiral heat exchanger (5), similar to the one described
in [3.7], and finally enters the step heat exchangers (6). These are
manufactured from fJat copper disks, on both sides of which copper
grains 10-40 um in diameter are sintered-on (see inset in Fig. 3.3) ..
The disks are assembled in stacks of the required dimensions. All
the disks, except the one separating the concentrated and diluted
3He fluxes, are drilled and threaded with close fitting tubes. The
tubes are silver-brazed onto a cover inside a vacuum furnace and
the disks are then welded around the circumference. This sort of
heat exchanger offers little resistance to the 3Re flux, ensures adequate
thermal contact over the heat exchanger body, and can be manufac
tured with various areas by changing the number of disks in the
stacks. In our refrigerator, the heat exchangers had areas (on each
side) of 1.5, 1.5, 3.0, and 6.0 m", which correspond respectively to
1, 1, 3 and 7 disks. After passing through the refrigerator the 3He
goes into the mixing chamber (7), where by dilution in 4He i1
absorbs heat. In solution with the 4He, the 3Re diffuses through heat
nvl"ht·u"\Nn....co ~Tltl"\ thn cot~11 IA\ OTlrl ';co T\l1TYlTH'lorl 1"\11t A cnY'\Y'\1"'OCC/YI" clTYll1~r
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in the mixing chamber was registered at a given circulation rate, 11.
The temperature dependences of the cooling capacity of the dilution
refrigerator at a constant circulation rate are shown in Fig. 3.4.
At the relatively high temperatures, the cooling capacity is propor
tional to the square of the temperature of the mixing chamber.

a
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Fig. 3.4. Cooling capacity of the dilution refrigerator versus
temperature Inside mixing chamber for different 3He circulation rates.

Further, when the 'temperature falls, for a given 3He circulation
rate the heat exchangers cease to handle the heat transfer between
the supply and return helium-3 fluxes, this leading to a rapid drop
in coolinz canacitv, On the other hand .. at the same temnerature. but
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of the dilution refrigerator depends on the forth power of tern
perature. In the temperature range from 8 to 30 mK the refrigerator
has a cooling capacity of 100 X T4 W. It was shown in [3.71 that
the dilution chamber temperature can be written in the form:. .
TRtc = 6.4RK ~ + 1.22 X 10-2~ (3.t)

11
where the first term describes the heat recuperation in the heat
exc.hangers, the second one is the heat absorption during the 3He-in-

4He dilution, RK is the Kapitza resistance in m.:-4
, (J is the area

of the heat exchangers, Q is the heat supplied to the dilution cham-

"'. -20T-= =: 0.2 Tl + 1.22 x 10 7"

T}

100
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5

5 x10;"s 1x 10-4 2 X 10-4 5 X 10-4 1x 10-3 ~ (rnote/s)

5 X 10-4 1x 10-3 ~ (rnote/s)

Fig. 3.5. Mixing chamber temperature versus 3Re circulation rata
for different heat supplied to the mixing chamber. The theoretical curves are
calculated from Eq. (3.1).

bel'. This formula was derived for the case of a continuous heat
exchanger with an optimum surface distribution. However, it is
also valid for refrigerators having an array of stepwise heat exchang
ers. True, the effective area of a given configuration of stepwise
heat exchangers is smaller than the real area. For our refrigerator,
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. m2K4
chamber. WIth R K ~O.05 ---w- '
the heat exchangers have an
effective area of 1.5 m", viz. the
efficiency of the stepwise heat ex
changers is 15 %. However, it is
substantially simpler to manufac
ture a stepwise heat exchanger
even if its area has to be an order
of magnitude larger than that a
continuous heat exchanger would
have.

The limiting temperatures ob
tained by the dilution refrigera
tor are 7.5 mK in the circulatory
mode and 3.9 mK in the single
supply mode.

3.2.3. The Nuclear
Demagnetization
Refrigerator

In describing the nuc
lear demagnetization refrigerator
w.e shall follow the same pattern
.as in the case of the dilution refri
gerator. We refer the reader to the
excellent review by Andres and
Lounasmaa [3.9] to get an idea of
the operation principles. We shall
only deal with the features of the
design and with refrigerator's

3.2.3. The Nuclear
Demagnetization
Refrigerator

In describing the nuc
lear demagnetization refrigerator
w.e shall follow the same pattern
.as in the case of the dilution refri
gerator. We refer the reader to the
excellent review by Andres and
Lounasmaa [3.9] to get an idea of
the operation principles. We shall
only deal with the features of the
design and with refrigerator's
characterist.ics. Figure 3.6 shows
the layout of the nuclear demagne-
tization cryostat. The refrigera-
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tor incorporates a dilution chamber that contains .three copper
disks with sintered layers of silver powder with 1000 A grains.
The total area of these layers is 300 m", The disks have been welded
to a copper conical joint, 10 mm diameter and with a 10° apex angle,
to which a thermal switch is fastened (1). The electrical resistance ot
the joint ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 ~Q at 4.2 K.

The thermal switch is made from 30 lead wires 10 mm long, 0.5 mm
in diameter, and 99.99% pure. The switch is welded to the heat
lead (2), which is made from a bundle of glass insulated copper wires.
The wires have a diameter of 0.5 mm, a resistance ratio R3001R4.2 ~
~ 900, and a total 4.2 K resistance of 0.6 ~Q. The nuclear stage
design and its connection to the experimental chamber are similar
to those designed by the author for the rotating cryostat of the Joint
Soviet-Finnish ROTA project. This makes the experimental cham
bers of the Helsinki and Moscow installations interchangeable. The
nuclear stage (3) consists of 2136 copper wires 0.5 mm in diameter,
250 mm long, and weighing 840 g. Each set of 8 wires is welded to a
cooling duct, which is made from the same sort of wire, and which,
in turn, is welded to the nuclear stage's base member (4). An 3He
chamber (5) 'is fastened to the base by a conical joint. The chamber
incorporatesa copper chamber with a sintered silver heat exchanger
'10 m2 in area and a stycast experimental chamber.

The nuclear demagnetization stage is put inside a superconducting
solenoid (6), which has a critical field strength of 8.9 T and was
designed and manufactured at the Kurchatov Institute. The solenoid
incorporates compensating coils so that the field strength value over
the experimental region do not vary by more than O.03~6 of the
solenoid's field strength. A field probe coil (7) is inserted into the
compensation coils.

The nuclear demagnetization cryostat is screened by a stainless
steel thermal shield which is electroplated with copper and breaks
alonz the cryostat's axis, l:h~ shield is fastened to the mixing cham
cooling duct, which is made from the same sort of wire, and which,
in turn, is welded to the nuclear stage's base member (4). An 3He
chamber (5) 'is fastened to the base by a conical joint. The chamber
incorporatesa copper chamber with a sintered silver heat exchanger
'10 m2 in area and a stycast experimental chamber.

The nuclear demagnetization stage is put inside a superconducting
solenoid (6), which has a critical field strength of 8.9 T and was
designed and manufactured at the Kurchatov Institute. The solenoid
incorporates compensating coils so that the field strength value over
the experimental region do not vary by more than O.03~6 of the
solenoid's field strength. A field probe coil (7) is inserted into the
compensation coils.

The nuclear demagnetization cryostat is screened by a stainless
steel thermal shield which is electroplated with copper and breaks
along the cryostat's axis. The shield is fastened to the mixing cham
ber of the dilution refrigerator. A similar thermal shield protects the
dilution refrigerator and is fastened to the still.

The dilution refrigerator cools the nuclear stage down to 20 mK
within 24 hours and to 16 mK within 100 hours. Following the
demagnetization, a minimum temperature of 0.6 mK for a helium-3
sample was obtained in the experimental chamber under a pressure
of 29 atm. The cryostat makes it possible to perform experiments
uT1th "'l C'nT\n.....fln~rl 3Un fnY' "'lC' lnnno O~ ~_ti') ;I"'ln~ "'l~tn~ 0 ~~nnoln rlnrnorrnatl_
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3.3. INSTABILITY OF HOMOGENEOUS PRECESSION
IN 3He-A AND ITS EFFECT ON RELAXATION
PROCESSES

143

3.3.1. Basic Properties of the 3He Superftuid Phases

The coherent quantum state in a system of 3Re fermions
is due to both the formation of 3Be atomic pairs and their Bose con
densation. Accordingly, a macroscopic quantum system can be
described in terms of a quantum-mechanical ordering parameter
that is analogous to a single-particle wave function. In helium-3
which, as has been established, to be paired into the state with the
orbital moment, X = 1, and the spin moment, @) = 1, a complete
description of the system necessitates the introduction of the pro-
jections of the orbital and spin moments onto specified directions.
The properties of 3He-A are consistent with the model proposed by
Anderson, Brinkman, and Morel [3.~:O}, in which the spin and orbital
terms of the ordering parameter are separated. The projections of
the spin and orbital moments onto certain axes in coordinate and
spin spaces, d and I, are CE d = 0 and Xl = 1, respectively. According
ly, specifying the d and I axes determines the .orientation of the
ordering parameter. By supplementing these by a temperature
dependent gap in the excitation spectrum, we arrive at a complete
description of the superfluid 3He-A ground state.

The experimental properties of 3He-B agree with the more com
plicated model of Balian and Werthamer [3.111, in which the
spin and orbital terms of the ordering parameter are not separated.
However, for every pair of atoms on the Fermi sphere, situated at
the points K and -K, there is an axis d(K) such that the spin
projections vanish. The direction of the vector d(K) is given by the
relative positions of the paired atoms in momentum space. The
Anderson, Brinkman', and Morel l;).' ·0·J, in wfiich tlie spin and orbital
terms of the ordering parameter are separated. The projections of
the spin and orbital moments onto certain axes in coordinate and
spin spaces, d and I, are CE d = 0 and Xl = 1, respectively. According
ly, specifying the d and I axes determines the .orientation of the
ordering parameter. By supplementing these by a temperature
dependent gap in the excitation spectrum, we arrive at a complete
description of the superfluid 3He-A ground state.

The experimental properties of 3He-B agree with the more com
plicated model of Balian and Werthamer [3.111, in which the
spin and orbital terms of the ordering parameter are not separated.
However, for every pair of atoms on the Fermi sphere, situated at
the points K and -K, there is an axis d(K) such that the spin
projections vanish. The direction of the vector d(K) is given by the
relative positions of the paired atoms in momentum space. The
quantities d (K) and K are related in the following manner:

d (K) == R(8, n) K (3.2)

A

where R (8, n) is the matrix of rotation through an angle e about
the n axis. The scalar e and the vector n completely define the spin
part of the ordering parameter. Hence, they can be used for describing
the ordering para~eter of superfluid sHe-B.
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parameter in helium-3's superfluid phases were derived by Leggett
13.12]. Without going into the details of the derivation, we shall
only clarify their physical meaning.

Spontaneous magnetization does not occur in superfluid 3He
(except for a special state in the vortex cores of rotating 3He-B
13.13]), therefore the magnetic part of the free energy has the form:

'\'282
FH ==2X -yHS (3.3)

where X is the susceptibility and y is the 3He gyromagnetic ratio.
I t can be easily shown that any deviation of 3He magnetization
from the equilibrium entails a precession of the vector d. Let us
consider the properties of the ordering parameter in the frame of
reference rotating in phase wi th the d vector. Let the rotation fre
quency be ro. In this frame, the free energy FH must be augmented
by the terms roS. Thence, from the energy minimum condition with
respect to S we have

725
(0 == - - yH (3.4)

X

which corresponds to the precession of the d vector in the laboratory
frame with the frequency

· (28 )d=w><d= 'VI. -yH xd (3.5)

This is one of the spin dynamics equations derived by Leggett for
the 3Re superfluid phases. The second equation describes the variation
of S in time. In this equation an important role is played by the
spin-orbital interaction caused by the interaction between the
magnetic dipole moments of the 3Re nuclei. For 3He-A, the free
energy of the dipole-dipole interaction has the form:

f\1()2

725
(0 == - - yH (3.4)

X

which corresponds to the precession of the d vector in the laboratory
frame with the frequency

· (28 )d=w><d= 'VI. -yH xd (3.5)

This is one of the spin dynamics equations derived by Leggett for
the 3Re superfluid phases. The second equation describes the variation
of S in time. In this equation an important role is played by the
spin-orbital interaction caused by the interaction between the
magnetic dipole moments of the 3Re nuclei. For 3He-A, the free
energy of the dipole-dipole interaction has the form:

xQi
FDA == -2V2 (ld)2 (3.6)

where Q A is a parameter with the dimension of frequency and whose
physical meaning we shall consider below. Accordingly, for a strong
magnetic field, where H is the major orientating factor, we have
H --L d and d \I I.

For the B phase, the free energy of the dipole-dipole interaction
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ingly, the magnetic and dipole energies govern the equation of
motion for S in 3He:

(3.8)

(3.9)

"There RD is the dipole-dipole moment, and can be written for 3He-A
in the simple form,

XQ2
Rn = --:- [d X I] (d)y

Accordingly, the system of equations (3.5)-(3.8) is complete for 3He
spin dynamics without dissipation. The solutions of this system in
strong fields are two oscillation modes called the longitudinal and
transverse modes according to the polarization of the S vectors in
them. In the limit of small oscillations, the longitudinal mode is
associated wi th the oscillations of I S I and with oscillations of d
within a plane perpendicular to S and with frequency QA (QB ) .

This is why these frequencies were used in eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) as
parameters of the dipole-dipole interaction. The longitudinal reso
nance frequencies which depend on both temperature and pressure
are extremely suitable parameters for specifying the spin dynamics
of the A and B phases of 3He.

The transverse mode constitutes the precession of the magnetization
S around the magnetic field and, simultaneously, the motion of the d
vector at the same frequency along a figure-of-eight trajectory
(in 3He-A). In 3He-B, the n vector precesses around H (for free 3He).
The precession frequency of the transverse mode IS a superposition of
the longitudinal oscillation frequency and that of the Larmor pre
cession. The value of the additional term with Larmor precession
frequency depends on the concrete situation. In particular, in a
strong magnetic field in free 3He (not bounded by closed vessel walls)
within a plane perpendicular to S and with frequency QA (QB ) .

This is why these frequencies were used in eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) as
parameters of the dipole-dipole interaction. The longitudinal reso
nance frequencies which depend on both temperature and pressure
are extremely suitable parameters for specifying the spin dynamics
of the A and B phases of 3He.

The transverse mode constitutes the precession of the magnetization
S around the magnetic field and, simultaneously, the motion of the d
vector at the same frequency along a figure-of-eight trajectory
(in 3He-A). In 3He-B, the n vector precesses around H (for free 3He).
The precession frequency of the transverse mode IS a superposition of
the longitudinal oscillation frequency and that of the Larmor pre
cession. The value of the additional term with Larmor precession
frequency depends on the concrete situation. In particular, in a
strong magnetic field in free 3He (not bounded by closed vessel walls)
with a space-uniform ordering parameter and in the absence of both
superfluid currents and a strong electric field, the longitudinal mode
frequency in 3He-A is

(
1 3 )2

ro~ =1'2H2+ Ql 4+4 cos p (3.10)

where Bis the angle of deviation of S relative to H (tilting angle).
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3.3.2. "Intrinsic" Relaxation Mechanism in
Superftuid sHe

All the above 3He properties were dealt with in the
"nondissipative" approximation. One of the basic processes resulting
in relaxation of the magnetization after its excitation are "collisions"
between quasiparticles of the superfluid 3He. The characteristic
time of these collisions, 't, is a major parameter equalizing both
the magnetic and orbital parts of the ordering parameter. Qualitative
ly, the "intrinsic" relaxation mechanism is reduced to the Iol lowing
process. Under equilibrium conditions and at a given temperature,
a certain fraction of the 3He atoms are in the superfluid state, the
remaining being in the normal state. I t should be remembered that
3He atoms spend some time in the superfluid state and the rest of the
time is spent in the normal state, where the time 't specifies the
transition frequency of the atoms between the states. The ratio of
superfluid fraction magnetic moment against the total 3He magnetic
moment will be denoted via the parameter A:

(3.11)

The spin dynamics equations for S, and Sn will be different. The
dipole-dipole moment Rn does not directly influence Sn. Accordingly ,

s, == l' [Sa X H] +RD

Sn='\' [Sn X H]
(3.12)

However, the equations for S, and Sn are not separated, since both
yield an effective magnetic field that is incorporated into the equation
~u.ptauuJ.u J:.LCll.dJJ.VU .L.LJ.a~UCli.l\.J J..l.1UUJCUli a~aJ.u~lI 1I1U::; lJUlJClJ. ~~~ lUa~Jlt::ilJl\.J

moment will be denoted via the parameter A:

(3.11)

The spin dynamics equations for S, and Sn will be different. The
dipole-dipole moment Rn does not directly influence Sn. Accordingly ,

s, == l' [Sa X H] +RD

Sn='\' [Sn X H]
(3.12)

However, the equations for S, and Sn are not separated, since both
yield an effective magnetic field that is incorporated into the equation
of motion for d vector,

(3.13)

where "ls and x'n are the susceptibilities of 3He superfluid and normal
components, respectively.

When the macnetization of the sunerfluid or normal cornnouent is
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equilibrium value can be described by the equations

147

(3.18)

(Ss+8n) • = 0
(8=0)

1
1)(8=0) = - -:t 11 (3.14)

Accordingly, from equations (3.12)-(3.15) in the laboratory frame we
have the equations of the dynamics of a spin system with the "intrin
sic" dissipation mechanism:

8 = )'[8 X H] +Rn

d=r[d X (H- ~ s- ;8 1I)J
)J (3.15)

~=1'[1] X (H-~S -(1-A)Rn - ..!L
4Xno ~

where Zo is the Fermi liquid correction describing the deviation of
the 3He normal component susceptibility, Xn' from the ideal Fermi gas
susceptibility, Xno,

(
Zo )-1Xn=Xno 1 + 4 (3.16)

In the limit of relatively low precession frequencies (<01' ~ 1) and
small tilting angles, the system of equations (3.15) has the solution

exp (-iwt - t/ T) (3.17)

For the longitudinal mode in the A-phase we have

. 1 i-A Q2 (1 + Zo )-1
ro=QA, T==~ AL T (3.18)

II
Accordingly, for the transverse mode we have

1 1 Q2
ro2=~~1+1'2H2; -==- 2 A 2 2 (3.19)
Ll1tj ~~t:i l.lVJ.,U.lQ.L \JV.lZpvJ.J.~.l~"..:JuSl.J""P-,,1'.lJR.L"'y,An' ~.l.VU.l ".U~ .LU ~U.L ~ ~ .l. .l. .l..l. .L 5UO

susceptibility, Xno,

(
Zo )-1Xn=Xno 1+ 4 (3.16)

In the limit of relatively low precession frequencies (<01'« 1) and
small tilting angles, the system of equations (3.15) has the solution

exp (-iwt - t/ T) (3.17)

For the longitudinal mode in the A-phase we have

. 1 i-A Q2 (1 + Zo )-1
ro=QA, T==~ AL T

II
Accordingly, for the transverse mode we have

2 ~~2 + 2H2. 1 1 Q~ (3.19)
ro = A )' , T J. == Til Q~+ "(2H2

For the B-phase, formula (3..18) is also valid, if we make the sub
stitution Q A -+- QB. For magnetization tilting angles ~ < 1040

the transverse mode has no frequency shift, and as a consequence
the above relaxation mechanism fails.

The large ~'s that are easily realized during experiments with
pulsed resonance are very interesting. The expression for the relaxa
finn in thic;:: p~c;:o UT!.lC;: rlorivotl nC;:lnO' tho ~tli~h~tip. ~nnr{)vim~tinn hu'
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In the limit of small ~'s, expression (3.20) has the following asymp
totic

(1 - u) = (1 - uo) exp (-xQ1 (t - to)] (3.21)

Whence, by correlating this with (3.19) and taking into account
that the variation in the transverse magnetization components is
linear in ~, whereas that of longitudinal components is proportional
to ~2 (in the limit of small angles), we have

x = 1 /., x 'tV-2H - 2 ( 1 + -T) -1 (3.22)

As was demonstrated in [3.16], as T -+ Tc the quantity 't from the
Leggett-Takagi equation corresponds to 'to, viz. the time elapsed
between collisions of quasiparticles in the normal 3He phase. Since
'to --- Tr"; the value of 't obtained at different pressures should be
proportional to Tc2 . Therefore, following [3.17], in order to compare
the results gained for different pressures, we have to specify the
dissipative process of "intrinsic" relaxation by the parameter TT~.

The experimental research on relaxation processes in the spin
system of 3He superfluid phases originated from studies of the line
broadening of steady-state NMR [3.18]. The results corroborated the
validity of eqs. (3.18) and (3.19). The parameter 'tT~ was found
in these experiments to be 0.36 f.1S (mK)2.

Later experiments were performed on pulsed NMR [3.19, 20].
The restoration of longitudinal magnetization after a powerful RF
pulse was studied in these experiments. To do this, the second RF
pulse was fed into the system a certain delay time after the first
pulse, and then the induction signal's amplitude was matched against
the value of the longitudinal magnetization at the instant the second
pulse is fed in. The first pulse forces the magnetization to deviate
through 90°. According to (3.20), the relaxation of the longitudinal
magnetization after this pulse must be almost linear except for small
dissipative process of "intrinsic" relaxation by the parameter TT~.-

The experimental research on relaxation processes in the spin
system of 3He superfluid phases originated from studies of the line
broadening of steady-state NMR [3.181. The results corroborated the
validity of eqs. (3.18) and (3.19). The parameter 'tT~ was found
in these experiments to be 0.36 f.1S (mK)2.

Later experiments were performed on pulsed NMR [3.19, 20].
The restoration of longitudinal magnetization after a powerful RF
pulse was studied in these experiments. To do this, the second RF
pulse was fed into the system a certain delay time after the first
pulse, and then the induction signal's amplitude was matched against
the value of the longitudinal magnetization at the instant the second
pulse is fed in. The first pulse forces the magnetization to deviate
through 90°. According to (3.20), the relaxation of the longitudinal
magnetization after this pulse must be almost linear except for small
angles and must cover about 8T -L. Thus, at a temperature of
T = 0.96Tc ' given the conditions contained in (3.19], the time it
takes for full recovery of the magnetization (FRT) in a field of
463 Oe, i.e. TF R T , should be ",,750 ms, whereas given the conditions
in [3.20], in a field of 284 Oe it should be ",,500 ms. However, the
experimental time for the complete restoration of magnetization
appeared to be an order of magnitude shorter, i ,e, 30 and 20 ms,
resnectivelv. A search thus bezan for another. faster mechanism
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i.e. ~. Thus, following a change in the precession frequency during an
induction signal we hoped to study the relaxation process occurring
in a uniform magnetic field.

3.3.3. A Study of the 3He-A Free Induction Signal

In order to study free induction, a new chamber was
manufactured. (Fig. 3.7). The experimental vessel was a cylinder
0.5 mm in diameter and 13 mm long connected through a narrow

1 em
I------i

Fig. 3.7. Experimental chamber: l-the chamber for studying
sHe in open geometry, 2-subdivided RF coils, 3-the chamber containing lav
san nlates narallel 0 e t~'s direction. 4-N~IR thermometer sensor.

5

.6

1 em
I------i

Fig. 3.7. Experimental chamber: l-the chamber for studying
sHe in open geometry, 2-subdivided RF coils, 3-the chamber containing lav
san plates parallel to external field's direction, 4-N~IR thermometer sensor,
5-heater, 6-the duct leading to the sintered heat exchanger in the nuclear
demagnetization cryostat.

duct with the remaining volume of the 3He container. The second
experimental vessel was a parallelepiped 5 X 5 X 12 mm in size
and filled with lavsan (mylar) plates 0.01 mm thick spaced 0.3 mm
apart. The plates were oriented along an external magnetic field.
Since the 3He-A nrecession freauencv is a function of snin deviation
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coil. The RF field's profile along the axis of experimental chamber
is shown in Fig. 3.8. The figure also depicts the helium distribution
in the chamber within the working range of RF field. The homo
geneity of the external magnetic field is controlled by an induction
signal in sHe's normal phase. Helmholtz coils have been used to
correct the linear gradients. In addition, a small permanent magnet
placed outside the cryostat enabled us to decrease slightly the second

PHe 3
-----------""'t-lO

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
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Fig. 3.8. RF field's amplitude distribution along the axis of the
experimental chamber and the sHe distribution inside the chamber without
plates.

spa tial derivatives of the m~g.neti~~~eld. The 3He pressure in the
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Fig. 3.8. RF field's amplitude distribution along the axis of the
experimental chamber and the SHe distribution inside the chamber without
plates.

spatial derivatives of the magnetic field. The 3He pressure in the
experimental chamber was 2.1 X 104: torr. Our experiments were
performed in a magnetic field which corresponded, in the limit of
small ~ 's, to the 3He-A precession frequencies of 250 and 500 kHz.

The setup's electronic equipment included a powerful RF pulse
generator, a broad-band pre-amplifier, a resonance amplifier, and
the Datalab-905 fast memory unit. The exciting RF pulse with a
length of 4 periods at 250 kHz or 8 periods at 500 kHz, was applied
across the RF coil. The spin induction signal was picked up by the
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where 00 is the RF pulse frequency. Thus, at n = 0 the induction sig
nal was written to 4 points per period. If the signal had to be observed
for 250 periods, the spacing between the points was made in such
a way that signals in adjacent points were changed in phase by ~'It/2.

Next, the signal record was transferred to a computer and simulta
neously observed on monitor. The external magnetic field was chosen
so that after magnetization vector deviated through a small angle
(~7°) the induction signal phase in the record points remains con
stant, viz. the induction signal frequency agrees with that of the
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Fig. 3.9. The induction signal in 3He-A following a change in
the direction of the magnetization vector by ~ = 81°. The signals were recorded
when 't = (4 X 250 X 103)-1 s.

RF pulses. Since in the limit of small angles for 3He-A we have
ffii = V2H 2 + Ql, Q A is determined using the value of resonance
magnetic field, and from the known dependence Q A (T) we get the
temperature. Figure 3.9 depicts a typical induction signal record
for ~ = 81° (00 = 250 kHz, Q A = 55 kHz).
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The 3He ~ due to the RF pulse was dependent on the induction
signal amplitude in the normal phase. The change in ~ caused by a
frequency shift in A-phase amounts to no more than 20 at minimum
Q A and ~.-.. 1000

, according to the computer calculations of the
magnetization vector's motion caused by the RF fields [3.21].

As seen from Fig. 3.9, when the magnetization vector deviates
through ~ = 810

, the induction signal decays for .-..0.8 Ins. Such
fast signal decay cannot be explained by an inhomogeneity in the

0.5

o 0.5 1
ms

Fig. 3.10. Free induction signal's decay for normal 3He phase at
250 kHz indicating the external magnetic field's homogeneity (dashed line) and
the 3He-A induction signal's decay calculated for the conditions in Fig. 3.9
and caused by RF field inhomogeneities (solid line).

external field, an RF field inhomogeneity, or an "intrinsic" relaxa
tion. Fig. 3.10 presents the induction signal decay for the same
J:!. _ 1 _1 ~ _ • 1 Q T 1 1 1 ••

a 0.5 1
ms

Fig. 3.10. Free induction signal's decay for normal 3He phase at
250 kHz indicating the external magnetic field's homogeneity (dashed line) and
the 3He-A induction signal's decay calculated for the conditions in Fig. 3.9
and caused by RF field inhomogeneities (solid line).

external field, an RF field inhomogeneity, or an "intrinsic" relaxa
tion. Fig. 3.10 presents the induction signal decay for the same
field in the 3He normal phase. This decay characterizes the external
field inhomogeneity. The induction signal phasing-out in 3He-A due
to an RF field inhomogeneity has been computed for the given ~'s

and temperatures according to the RF field and 3He distributions
in the chamber (Fig. 3.8) and is also presented in Fig. 3.10. As can be
seen, both of these "extrinsic" phasing-outs comprise a small fraction
of the induction signal damping. In order to determine more exactly
the inherent decay of the 3He induction signal, the phasing-out con-
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The experimental data are indicated by dots. The solid curve traces
the induction signal decay for a spatially homogeneous relaxation
process, as calculated from the Leggett-Takagi theory for (t) = 250
kHz and QA === 55 kHz.

The ~ value was calculated from (3.20) as a function of time, and
the value of S.L (t) = So sin l~ (t)] was plotted. The constant value
of 'tT~ which specifies the "intrinsic" relaxation rate was chosen to be
0.29 us (mK)2; this somewhat differs from that obtained in the
experiments on steady-state NMR 13.181, yet is in a good agreement
with acoustic experiments 13.171 and our data (see below). The initial
points of the experimental relationships obtained for the B's are
plotted according to the theoretical function ~ (t).

I t can be seen from Fig. 3.11 that for ~ ~ 30° 3He-A magnetization
relaxes in good agreement with the Leggett-Takagi theory. At larger
~'s processes emerge that lead to a significantly more rapid change
in transverse magnetization.

By means of the frequency dependence of the induction signal
it is possible to test the process of longitudinal magnetization
restoration. The solid curve in Fig. 3.12 shows the calculated time
variation of the 3He-A homogeneous resonance frequency caused by
the "intrinsic" relaxation mechanism. According to (3.9), the induc
tion signal frequency is influenced by ~ (t) thus

9
ffi2 (t) = ffi2 - Q~ 16 [cos ~ (t) _1]2 (3.23)

The dots and crosses stand for the experimental time relationships
of the induction signal frequency at different initial ~'s. The initial
experimental points for frequency are also fitted to the frequency
values for the given ~'s. It is clearly seen that for ~ ~ 50° the behav
ior of the induction signal frequency is consistent with the Leggett
Takagi theory of relaxation. For the larger ~'s the restoration of the
induction signal frequency occurs much more rapidly .

.LJJ .1...1..1.\..1".1..1.'-' 'J.L u.&.&."'" '&''''''''''-1'-'''''''.&..&.''''J "-,&"".t''''.c.&.~"",.a ... ,",, ....... ,,- .., .. _-- --------..,,-- -- c=:t--

it is possible to test the process of longitudinal magnetization
restoration. The solid curve in Fig. 3.12 shows the calculated time
variation of the 3He-A homogeneous resonance frequency caused by
the "intrinsic" relaxation mechanism. According to (3.9), the induc
tion signal frequency is influenced by ~ (t) thus

9
ffi2 (t) = ffi2 - Q~ 16 [cos ~ (t) _1]2 (3.23)

The dots and crosses stand for the experimental time relationships
of the induction signal frequency at different initial ~'s. The initial
experimental points for frequency are also fitted to the frequency
values for the given ~'s. It is clearly seen that for ~ ~ 50° the behav
ior of the induction signal frequency is consistent with the Leggett
Takagi theory of relaxation. For the larger ~'s the restoration of the
induction signal frequency occurs much more rapidly.

If the 3He-A is assumed to remain homogeneous during relaxation,
formula (3.10) will enable us to find the time variation of the lon-

gitudinal magnetization SII (t) from the value of the induction
signal frequency, whereas S.L (t) can be found from the value of the
induction signal's decay time. The total sample magnetization
[SIT (t) + S1 (t)]/2 should be constant. However, for ~ > 30° the
total magnetization appears to fall in much the same manner as
C' 1-1-\ ,.1"',.. .........l..,.. .......... ,.. "' ...... '" .... n. ......................... 1 .... ,.1,.. .f.l.. .... .f. .f.l..n ~"r'n.f.;nl l.." ........ "n>n""n; .. 'T
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perimental values of the induction signal's damping factor versus the
frequency Q A which is determined by the temperature for NMR fre
quencies of 250 and 500 kHz. The figure also depicts the theoretical
relationship

1 1- A Q~ ( 1)- 1
T 1- =~ Q~+,\,2H2 't . 1 + "4Zo

where 't = 4.6 X 10-8 s, which corresponds to 'tT~ = 0.29,..,s (mI<.)2.

2

2

0.8
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mE

1/T.1' 5- 1
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(QA!2n)2(1010Hz2 )

Fig. 3.13. Damping of the induction signal for ~.~ 30° versus
the longitudinal oscillation frequency, QA, at the NMR frequencies of 250 kHz
,(~, 0) and 500 kHz (+) inside the chamber with 3He-A open geometry (0, +),
.and inside the chamber with parallel plates (0). Solid line is the dependence as
·calculated from the Leggett-Takagi theory with the constant 'tT~ = 0.29
•• "" 1--. Tr\2
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rate as in an empty chamber. Moreover, note the systematic deviation
of the experimental points from the theoretical curve at low tern
peratures and for 500 kHz.

The abrupt acceleration in the induction signal's decay at the large
~ 's can be explained by the theory of instability of 3He-A homo
geneous precession.

3.3.4. Instability of Homogeneous Precession in 3He-A

In 1979 the instability of homogeneous precession ill
sHe-A was demonstrated theoretically by Fom in [3.22]. He showed
that the homogeneous precession decays into spin waves of large am-

z

x

x

Fig. 3.14. The rest (x, y, z) and body (6, 11, ~) coordinate systems
and the trajectories of the Sand d vectors in a transverse oscillation mode. a, ~,
and v are Euler angles, <D = a. - 'V.

plitude [3.23] which can conveniently be considered in the frame of
reference related to 3He average magnetization [3.24l.

For strong magnetic fields, such that (~~)2 ~ 1, the vectors
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(3.25)

ly connected with the vectors Sand d and shall specify its orienta
tion through the Euler angles cx, ~, and v, which are respectively the
angle of rotation around the axis z II H, the inclination of the 6 axis
from the z-axis and the angle of rotation around the axis 6 (see Fig.
3.14).

In this frame of reference, Leggett's equations of motion have the
much simpler form:

• aFn· ( aFn )S= -'VH ay v="(H S+as

Sz= -yH 0:: ;'=yH ( -1+ ~~~ ) (3.24)

Here S is the magnetization along the ~ axis normalized over the
equllibrium magnetization, and FD is the free energy of dipole-di
pole interaction.

Since we are interested in the case of precession of almost all the
magnetization around H, we shall assume that S ~ 1. In this way
we can compose a slow variable from the two fast variables 'V and ex,
i.e. <1> = a + 1', and average the dipole-dipole energy over a fast
variable, (ED (ex, <1>, Sz, 8) = V (<1>, PIS). As a result, we obtain

· av· ( aIr)S= -'VH acD fD=1'H 8-1 + as

· ( av )P = 0 a = 1'H - 1+ ap

where P = 8 z - S is the adiabatic invariant of motion.
It can be seen that the precession S occurs at the frequency

<U-L =yH ( -1+"::) (3.26)

(3.25)

(given the approximation Qi ~ 'V2H2). On the other hand, when not
...LJ.""'O ......"""~.lL"\...... ....,1."'...... """...~ ~"'.L""4'~.q- ..... "'" ....,.L.L~ ............... ...,...,a1...... "'" ..,12.l. "," ~ - ....-. .... ...... 11 .., ...... &...., y.,. ...... "

we can compose a slow variable from the two fast variables l' and ex,
i.e. <1> = a + 1', and average the dipole-dipole energy over a fast
variable, (ED (ex, fD, 8 z, 8) = V (<1>, PIS). As a result, we obtain

· av· ( aIr)S= -'VH acD fD=1'H 8-1 + as

· ( av )P = 0 a = 1'H - 1+ ap

where P = 8 z - S is the adiabatic invariant of motion.
It can be seen that the precession S occurs at the frequency

<U-L =yH ( -1+"::) (3.26)

(given the approximation Qi ~ 'V2H2). On the other hand, when not
at equilibrium, Sand fD execute small oscillations at a frequency

For 3He-A.t the averaged dipole-dipole potential has the form

Ql [( p ) 2 1 (P )2JVA= - 8y2H 2 1 +S- +2 cos 2<1> 2+ 8

(3.27)

(3.28)
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Figure 3.14 shows the precession of the Sand d vectors, and indi
cates the positions of the angles a, ~, v, <P, as wel l as the fixed (x,
y, z) and precessing (6, "1, ~) frames of reference.

The spatially homogeneous precession appears to be unstable in
3He-A. In fact, by virtue of the equations of motions, the quantity
P is an adiabatic invariant and can be considered as a thermodynam
ic variable. Let us substitute the 3He volume into two parts and
exchange the quantity 6P between them. This exchange is energeti
cally unfavorable if the second differential of the free energy wi th
respect to P is positive. Under the conditions of our problem, this re
quirement will reduce to

82V

8p2 > 0 (3.30)

This is equivalent [3.24] to the condition

dw.L (P) > 0
dP

(3.31)

dw (P) o Q2
For 3Re-A, we have Ip = - ~ y: < 0, and this means that

the homogeneous precession is unstable. Thus, it is energetically fa
vorable to increase P in one part of the volume, and this wil l be equiv
alent to an increase in the deviation angle p, and simultaneously
to decrease P (and ~) in the other part of the volume so that, on the
average, the available adiabatic invariant P wi ll be conserved. The
spatial structure of the developing instability is extremely compli
cated. A growth in the instability should be resisted by 3He gradi
ent energy, viz. the elastic energy of the ordering parameter. Be
sides, spin diffusion should result in an effective 3He relaxation to the
S II H state as soon as a spatial inhomogeneity begins to develop.
In the limit of small nerturbations to the hornozeneous precession.dP' . > U (is.;:Sl)

dw (P) o Q2
For 3Re-A, we have Ip = - ~ y: < 0, and this means that

the homogeneous precession is unstable. Thus, it is energetically fa
vorable to increase P in one part of the volume, and this wil l be equiv
alent to an increase in the deviation angle p, and simultaneously
to decrease P (and ~) in the other part of the volume so that, on the
average, the available adiabatic invariant P wi ll be conserved. The
spatial structure of the developing instability is extremely compli
cated. A growth in the instability should be resisted by 3He gradi
ent energy, viz. the elastic energy of the ordering parameter. Be
sides, spin diffusion should result in an effective 3He relaxation to the
S II H state as soon as a spatial inhomogeneity begins to develop.
In the limit of small perturbations to the homogeneous precession,
this problem was solved in [3.22, 3.23, 3.251. The 3He-A precession
at the frequency ffi.L(COS~) and 8 = 8 0 = const; ~ = ~o = const;
et = et o (t) = ffi.Lt + const; <Po = 0 was investigated with respect
to its stability to perturbations in the 8, ~, et, <D quantities, which
depend on a spatial variable r, the perturbations being respectively
cos ~ = cos ~o + e (r); o: = eto + v (r); 8 = 8 0 + a (r); and <P =
= <Po + 'I' (r). With a due regard for the gradient energy and spin
rll~l1C'11n.'n fhn C'ln.lllfln.'n n.f fhn 11'nl"H, ....lr7nrl nl'T'I'1I"lf~n.'nC'l n.f Y'Vln.f;n.n fn. .... fha
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(J)= [4y;~2 (- ~ Q~sin2~+CIt)X

Qi (3-cos~) (1+cos ~)+4CkJ1/ 2 .
X Q~(1+COS~)2+4CIt -lDk (3.32)

where Ck == C~f3KaKf3; D k == D~nK~Kfl; and C&f3 is the tensor of
the squared velocities of the spin waves and D;n is the tensor of spin
diffusion coefficients.

In the limit of a 3He-A spin system at rest,

cos ~ = 1, (J) = 2~"n - iDk (3.33)

and for the perturbations e,~ v, '¥ we have solutions in the form of
travelling spin waves damping due to spin diffusion.

For a spin system inclined to H through the angle ~, the oscilla
tion frequency of the spatial inhomogeneities with the K value satis-

f---~-------..;--..,;.---------eoI

Fig. 3.15. The spatial distributions of the precession phase and
amplitude, and the angle <D for the case of a growing spatial inhomogeneity
with the wave vector K.

fying the condition C;'f3KaK f3 < {Q~sin2~ appears to be strictly

im,ul'in"""T ,,;nt;nn nf thp PIT1H,t;nn<: nf mntinn fnl' thp npl'tnl'-

f---~-------..;--..,;.---------eoI

Fig. 3.15. The spatial distributions of the precession phase and
amplitude, and the angle <D for the case of a growing spatial inhomogeneity
with the wave vector K.

fying the condition C;'f3KaK f3 < {Q~sin2~ appears to be strictly

imaginary and the solution of the equations of motion for the pertur
bations takes the form:

E = eo exp (rkt - iKI')

v === Vo exp (rkt - iKr)

'¥ = '1'0 exp (rkt - iKr) (3.34)

where f k is the modulus co , see (3.32). Thus, a spatial inhomogeneity
uT~tl,. 1"\ .... ~C'~nrl' ~n~yaomont T". rln"uolnnC! 1'}1'l'1'}~nC!t <0 hnmnl'l'OTlnnuC! nyan~nC!_
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(3.41)

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.35)

(3.40)
(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.39)

the K's must be performed. It should be borne in mind that in the
general case the initial perturbations Eo, 'Vo, and '1"0 also depend on
K and the problem becomes very involved.

Assuming that amplitudes of the initial perturbations are inde
pendent of K (e.g. thermal fluctuations), and by using the fact that
r k has a maximum (I'nlax) with respect to K, it was shown in [3.25]
that the experimentally observed values of the transverse magneti
zation and precession frequencies depend on time, i.e,

<8.1) = 8.10 [ 1 - f As exp (2rmaxt)]
1 armax t

<do: 1 3 Q1 ) AolIt+ +8"---;j[ (1+cos ~) = V exp (2rmaxt)
1 armaxt

where A s and A 6 are the constants corresponding to the initial per
turbations in the system. Assume for simplicity that G~(3 is propor
tional to D ex. B' we find that r max can be written as

3 ( Q2r max = 16 y: sin2 ~) K m

where KID is the maximum-in-z value of the function

K(z)==2[z(z-1) 2~3zu+u -'Az]
2,3zu-u

where

\
2wDk ~ 4 1

.L = C2 ' u=.,1-cos~, Z= -3 Gk Q2 . ~
a.(3 A SIn

The build up of the inhomogeneities has naturally to be somewhat
restricted. However, even if this process is stopped, the resultant
inhomogeneity will effectively lead to a very fast longitudinal re
laxation. In fact it follows from (3.25) that
as, av 1 Q1 .
~= -lH ~ =o~(1+cosf3)2sIn2<D

r max = -R- ( ~: sin'' ~) «;
where KID is the maximum-in-z value of the function

K(z)==2[z(z-1) 2~3zu+u -'Az]
2,3zu-u

where

\
2wDk ~ 4 1

.L = C2 ' u=.,1-cos~, Z= -3 Gk Q2 . ~
a.(3 A SIn

The build up of the inhomogeneities has naturally to be somewhat
restricted. However, even if this process is stopped, the resultant
inhomogeneity will effectively lead to a very fast longitudinal re
laxation. In fact it follows from (3.25) that
as, av 1 Q1 .
~ = - yH a<t> = 8 'VH (1 + cos ~)2 SIn 2<D (3.40)

CIn the homogeneous case, sin 2<D = 0 and the magnetization volume
runoff is absent. Given an instability, sin 2<D is to be nonzero,
which fact should be followed by a longitudinal relaxation with a
time constant of

"-' 8'\'H
LInin - Q2

A
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3.3.5. Experimental Studies of an Instability
in the Homogeneous Precession in 3He-A

As was demonstrated in [3.20], the shape of the induction
signal's decay is described by a dependence like

Il.=/o[1-Aexp(t/T<1»]] (3.43)

for ~ > 50°, this being consistent with formula (3.35). A more de
tailed analysis of the experimental curves showed that a better agree-

0.5

O'

•
•

•

•
•

0.5 ms

ms0.5O'

0.5

Fig. 3.t6. 3He-A induction signal's decay at ~ = 81°, ro =
== 250 kHz, QA = 55 kl Iz. The functions given are: 10 [1 - 10-' exp (tITfP}l
(das~ed curve),

•

Fig. 3.t6. 3He-A induction signal's decay at ~ = 81°, ro =
== 250 kHz, QA = 55 kl Iz. The functions given are: 10 [1 - 10-' exp (tITfP}l
(dashed curve),

[
2 X 10-3 exp (t IT )~

10 1- -vt7T.'; <1l J(dash-dotted curve),
ur;

10/ [1 + fO-4 exp (tITC%))) (solid curve). For all functions, TC%) = 75 us.

ment with the experiment is provided by an empirical function of
the form:

(3.44)1I. =1,., -.---~~
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(3.44), and (3.35) are compared with an experimental curve for the
induction signal's decay, given ~ == 81°, W == 250 kHz, and Q A =
== 55 kHz. For all three curves, '1'<1> == 1/21\nax == 75fls.

The behavior of the instability build up increment 1IT(p versus
the angle ~, the external magnetic field, and the temperature was in
vestigated in [3.21]. Figure 3.17 shows the dependence of the build

1.4x104'r--- - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
1/T4',5-1

I

0.8

IT
0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0 20° 40° 60 0 80° 100 0

~

Fig. 3.17. Increment of instability growth 1/TcI» versus ~ at co =
500 kHz for temperatures T = 0.82· Tc (I) and T = 0.9· Tc (II). Solid curve
is proportional to the theoretical function (4.37).

UP increment. 1ITct>. on

0.6

0.4

0.2

Fig. 3.17. Increment of instability growth 1/TcI» versus ~ at co =
500 kHz for temperatures T = 0.82· Tc (I) and T = 0.9· Tc (II). Solid curve
is proportional to the theoretical function (4.37).

up increment, 1IT<!), on ~ at T == 0".82 Tc ' and T == 0.9 Tc (QA =
== 79 kHz and 60 kHz). The experimental points are in. a good
agreement with the curves given by (3.37) up to a constant.

The way the instability build up increment depends on temperature
(QA ) and external field strength also agrees with (3.37) to a factor
of 2. Thus, all functions of this type are consistent with the theory
of instability proposed by Fomin. The quantitative discrepancy be
tween the results might be caused by the fact that under the experi-
monh::d i'nnrlltlnnc tho i'hamho.... Cl'70 lC nnlu ahnllt F\() tlmoc la'rno.... than
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than those with the optimum K because their initial perturbations
are significantly stronger.

Finally, the induction signal's amplitude and its frequency as
functions of time were carefully compared. The frequency proved to
vary in the same way as does amplitude, although it requires a slight
ly smaller initial perturbation. Figure 3.18 compares the two for
~ = 810

• The quantity A in the time dependence of frequency is half

245 .2 1

/0.1' kHz I

0.5

•

2476

,
~..
~
.~\. x><)OQOO(x).:~
'.\~x>< xx~xxx

250 0
o 0.5 ms 1

Fig. 3.18. The induction signal's decay (X) and the variation in
the induction signal's frequency (e) over time. The solid curves are calculated
from the functions: (lower) 10/[1+ 10-4 exp (tIT «>)] and (upper) 250-4.5 [1+ 5 X
10-5 exp (tl TcI>)]-1.

..:I~~~~..:I~~n~ ~f~W~~~U..:l" nnrl ~h;" ." ~'''' . ~t~n"ln

~
.~\. x><)OQOO(x,,~
'.\~x>< xx~xxx

250 0
o 0.5 ms 1

Fig. 3.18. The induction signal's decay (X) and the variation in
the induction signal's frequency (e) over time. The solid curves are calculated
from the functions: (lower) 10/[1+ 10-4 exp (tIT «>)] and (upper) 250-4.5 [1+ 5 X
10-5 exp (tl TcI>)]-1.

that in the time dependence of amplitude and this is qualitatively
consistent with Fomirr's theory [see (3.35) and (3.36)]. In fact, the
phasing out of homogeneous precession results in the formation of a
texture and, simultaneously, in a diffusive relaxation of magnetiza
tion. Either of these effects must reduce the frequency shift relative
to the equilibrium value. Alternatively, the change in frequency
shift must lag behind the phasing out because of a decrease in the
tO~,1 mag~etization.
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Yu. M. Bun'kov

A TEXTURE TRANSITION' IN 3He-B INDUCED
BY A RADIO FREQUENCY FIELD

Threshold ERect in Pulsed 3He-B NMR

The superfluid 3He ordering parameter near the chamber
walls is very distorted, at least, for distances of the order of a coherent
wavelength. In other words, the properties of 3He near the surface can
substantially differ from those in the bulk. The influence of the di
stortion in the ordering parameter in the layer near the wall on the
3He can be described by means of a surface energy that orientates
the vectors of the ordering parameter.

For 3He-B, this energy has the form [3.4]:

F= -f[N.R(9, n) Hj2- b[(Nn)2- t
5
8 (Nn)4J (3.45)

where N is the normal to surface and R (8, n) is the matrix of rota
tion through an angle 8 about the n axis. In the region of fields great
er than 50 Oe, the main contribution to the energy is made by the
first term. When magnetic field lies on the surface plane,viz. N
.L H, the n vector is rotated relative to the field direction through the
angle ~ = arc cos (1/VS) ~ 63°, and relative to N through ~ 600

•

Alternatively, the magnetic anisotropy energy far from walls

F = a (nH)2 (3.46)

will tend to orientate 11 parallel to H.
The change in the orientation of the n vector away from a wall

is governed both by this energy and by that inhibiting the forma
tion of an ordering parameter gradient, viz. the bending of the
ordering parameter. As a result a spatial distribution of the n vector,
viz. a "texture", becomes established. The n vector direction
chances over a distance called the maznetic lenzth and eo ual for
tion through an angle 8 about the n axis. In the region of fields great-
er than 50 Oe, the main contribution to the energy is made by the
first term. When magnetic field lies on the surface plane, viz. N
.L H, the n vector is rotated relative to the field direction through the
angle ~ = arc cos (1/VS) ~ 63°, and relative to N through ~ 600

•

Alternatively, the magnetic anisotropy energy far from walls

F = a (nH)2 (3.46)

will tend to orientate 11 parallel to H.
The change in the orientation of the n vector away from a wall

is governed both by this energy and by that inhibiting the forma
tion of an ordering parameter gradient, viz. the bending of the
ordering parameter. As a result a spatial distribution of the n vector,
viz. a "texture", becomes established. The n vector direction
changes over a distance called the magnetic length and eq ual for
3He-B to

R 11 ~ 10/H (cm) (3.47)

If the 3He occupies a volume between parallel plates spaced
a distance much smaller than R H , then the n distribution between
the plates will be homogeneous and the direction of n will only
be governed by the surface energy given by (3.45). In particular,
nThnn l\T I U thO n u£u..,tn-r uTl11 "hn ln~lln£llrl hu ~Qo f ....Am U ..h .... " ....noh,.,. ......
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Ahonen et ale [3.26, 27] used steady-state NMR on a chamber
filled with 3He and between parallel plates with . the interplate
spacing smaller than R H , and external magnetic field directed
parallel or inclined to their surfaces. The NMR frequency was
proved to be shifted with respect to the Larmor one, in a good agree
ment with (3.48). This corresponds to a magnetization vector preces
sion provided that its deviation from equilibrium is small.

The problem becomes drastically more complicated if we consider
system's behavior for large ~ 'so Here the Zeeman magnetic energy
may be much larger than the surface energy, viz. (3.45). The results
of investigations of the induction signals in 3He between parallel
plates for different ~·s are presented in [3.28l.

This investigation was stimulated by the need to apply pulsed
l\MR techniques to the study of the n vector texture in a rotating
3He [3.29-30] and took place within the framework of the joint
Soviet-Finnish project ROTA. When a rotation chamber full of
3He-B is accelerated or slowed strong countercurrent flows of
normal and superfluid components arise which also orientate the n
vector. However, this nonequilibrium situation lasts less than
1 minute. During this period an NMR spectrum within a broad
range of fields is not registerable. In order to take a snap photograph
of the frequency distribution in the chamber, we wanted to use
the induction signal's Fourier transform after system had been
excited by an RF pulse. However, it was first necessary to look
into the behavior of n vector texture under pulsed NMR.

The experiments were carried out in the lower experimental cham
ber shown in Fig. 3.7 at an NMR frequency of 500 kHz with a mag
netic field of about 154 Oe. In this field R H ~ 1 mm, viz. it is
possible to assume that the n vector texture is homogeneous between
the plates, and prior to a perturbation the n vector is everywhere at
an angle B= 63° to the magnetic field's direction. The RF circuit
in the setup used was similar to the one described in Sec. 3.3, except
normal and superfluid components arise ;hich also orientate the n
vector. However, this nonequilibrium situation lasts less than
1 minute. During this period an NMR spectrum within a broad
range of fields is not registerable. In order to take a snap photograph
of the frequency distribution in the chamber, we wanted to use
the induction signal's Fourier transform after system had been
excited by an RF pulse. However, it was first necessary to look
into the behavior of n vector texture under pulsed NMR.

The experiments were carried out in the lower experimental cham
ber shown in Fig. 3.7 at an NMR frequency of 500 kHz with a mag
netic field of about 154 Oe. In this field R H ~ 1 mm, viz. it is
possible to assume that the n vector texture is homogeneous between
the plates, and prior to a perturbation the n vector is everywhere at
an angle B= 63° to the magnetic field's direction. The RF circuit
in the setup used was similar to the one described in Sec. 3.3, except
that the RF fields amplitude in the coil was limited to 2 Oe. Thus
the value of ~ induced by the RF pulse was changed by varying the
exciting signal's pulse length.

The induction signal after the RF pulse was recorded by a Data
lab-90S digital memory unit, with both the induction signal's fre
quency and amplitude being measured. The induction signal turned
out to have a threshold, the signal being undetected for shorter
RP nnlQoQ PAT- RP nll1Qo~ lAna-oT- th~n ?~ II~ Ithic;: p.AT-roc;:nAnrlinO' fA
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Fig. 3.19. Induction signal intensity versus RF pulse length for
T = 0.61 r, (e) and T = 0.49 r; (0).
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Fig. 3.19. Induction signal intensity versus RF pulse length for
T = 0.61 r, (e) and T = 0.49 r; (0).
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to be the Larmor frequency and changed in accordance with varia
tions in the external field. The induction signal amplitude strongly
depends on the pulsed RF field frequency. The RF frequency co
for which there is an optimum induction signal satisfies the condi
tion

<OJ. > <0 > yH,

"There ffi.l is the frequency of the steady-state NMR signal within
the given geometry. Fig. 3.20 shows how the induction signal's
intensity depended on the RF pulse length for RF field frequen
cies of 550 kHz which corresponds to the 0).1 value at the given tem
perature, 500 kHz, which is the Larmor frequency, and 540 kHz,
for which the induction signal is at a maximum at the given temper
ature. The RF field frequency corresponding to the induction
signal's maximum varied between 550 and 530 kHz in a field of
154 Oe, when the temperature ranged from 0.5 T c to 0.7 T C. That
the pulse threshold length is independent of the RF field frequency
is important. Figure 3.19 demonstrates the dependence of the induc
tion signal's in tensity on RF signal's pulse length for the optimum
RF frequency at the temperatures of 0.61 Tc and 0.49 Tc. This
plot demonstrates that the threshold pulse length is independent
of temperature.

3.4.2. A Texture Transition in 3He-B

Following Golo et ale [3.31], we shall analyze the order
ing parameter's motion in 3He-B under experimental conditions
in the frame of reference composed of the coordinates 8, H (8 - H),
and Hn, The solid lines in Fig. 3.21 indicate the positions in this
frame of the ordering parameter corresponding to the stable station-
~Ii~ val~\!·illn.~::sntl(lhfellkeHO'fJ·tl11fi~Y,etiM~\fu.~ Ll~Ti'l"i~ J~la?i£~~lu~llly
is important. Figure 3.19 demonstrates the dependence of the induc
tion signal's in tensity on RF signal's pulse length for the optimum
RF frequency at the temperatures of 0.61 Tc and 0.49 Tc. This
plot demonstrates that the threshold pulse length is independent
of temperature.

3.4.2. A Texture Transition in 3He-B

Following Golo et ale [3.31], we shall analyze the order
ing parameter's motion in 3He-B under experimental conditions
in the frame of reference composed of the coordinates 8, H (8 - H),
and Hn, The solid lines in Fig. 3.21 indicate the positions in this
frame of the ordering parameter corresponding to the stable station
ary solutions of the Leggett equations for 3He-B [3.32-33]. In
these positions the motion of magnetization vector is simple and
periodic. However if the ordering parameter that results from, say,
an RF field pulse, should fall outside the stationary solutions, it
must return to them due to the fast relaxation. The lines ACB and
A'C'B' correspond to the oscillation mode described by Brinkman
and Smith [3.34] which originate in 3He given an open geometry,
when the magnetization vector is deviated through the angle ~ up
£. _ A 11 I 0 rDL _ 3 T T _ n ~ __ £ u _ _ _ __ £ _ _ .L L ~ _ _u _ ...1_ ~ _ .L L _ T _ __ _ __
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The motion of the ordering parameter induced by the RF field
was analyzed by computer [3.31], since under experimental condi
tions the QB/ro was too small for asymptotic methods to be applied.
Numerical solutions of the Leggett-Takagi equations demonstrated
that under an RF field the ordering parameter moves along the
trajectory KL (K'IJ') shown schematically in Fig. 3.21. When the

\---~--~-e-.B'

Hn

Fig. 3.21. Diagram showing stable branches of the stationary
solutions of the Leggett-Takagi equations and the trajectories of a spin system.

RF field is switched off, the ordering parameter either returns quick
ly into the state corresponding to parallel geometry (L'M) or else
ovit" tn th:X'"'n_. l'l'l..i!.h ...... ..10 s ;«:.. ;''''1' tn tho"o nll ...... ol'i,,"'l

Fig. 3.21. Diagram showing stable branches of the stationary
solutions of the Leggett-Takagi equations and the trajectories of a spin system.

RF field is switched off, the ordering parameter either returns quick
ly into the state corresponding to parallel geometry (L'M) or else
exits to the Brinkman-Smith mode. According to these numerical
calculations, the threshold pulse length at which the transition
occurs from the relaxation into the static position to the relaxation
into the Brinkman-Smith mode would be to 22 ps under experimental
conditions, and this is in a good agreement with the experimental
results for the threshold length of induction signal's formation
period.

Thus, about 200 f.1S after an RF pulse longer than the threshold
___ .L1 ...l __ ! .L __ .L .L .L_ 1__ !_ .L'l-_ T")_!_1 C1 __ !.L'l-
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trajectories. Since the precession frequency far from the Brinkman
Smith mode is strongly dependent on the position of the ordering
parameter, the induction signals from different parts of the sample
will be phased-out. Probably, this is why an induction signal is
not observed when the ordering parameter moves along the L'M
trajectory.

3.4.3. Studies of the Brinkman-Smith Relaxation Mode
with Parallel Plate Geometry

According to the Leggett-Takagi equations, the ordering
parameter having relaxed into the point N in the Brinkman-Smith
mode then relax no further. Quite naturally, in reality relaxation
does occur, and this was investigated by us [3.35l.

After a delay time with respect to the first RF pulse, a second
RF pulse was applied. Figure 3.22 shows an oscillogram of the beats

o

o

-1 0 5 10 ms

Fig. 3.22. The beat pattern between the induction signal at the
Larmor frequency and the sampling frequency of the Datalab-905 memory unit
after two exciting pulses 45 us (t = 0) and 8 us (t = 5 ms) long.

l.. ....4-_.......... _ .&.1... .... :_,.1 ...... ""4-:,..._ ....:__ "" 1 .... _,.1 4-l..", ....... ..- ...... 1: ...._ f""',.. ...."' ....". ...... ...... t ... 1,. '"
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er. We can conclude from this that the 3He relaxation is in
homogeneous.

In fact, with a homogeneous relaxation of the ordering para
meter, the amount of 3He in the Brinkman-Smith mode were con
stant as long as the motion fol'lowed the curve N B , and then
it would fall drastically. The experimentally smaller amount
of 3He in the Brinkman-Smith mode suggests that probably 3He
"droplets" form which have a static configuration, and that these
droplets gradually grow in size, growing the faster, the smaller
the Zeeman energy stored in 3He.

Thus, a powerful RF pulse transforms the 3He-B texture in paral
lel plate geometry into a configuration corresponding to open geo
metry. Restoring the equilibrium texture proceeds inhomo
geneously.
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drums for many more years to come. The efforts of experimental
physicists are also demanded by such problems as the magnetic.
ordering of solid 3He and the superfluidity of 3Re in solution with
4He as well as by the many other solid state problems. Consequently,
the prospects for fundamental research in the domain of ultralow
temperatures are very broad at present.

To summarize, I would like to express my profound gratitude
to the participants in the joint experimental venture at the nuclear
demagnetization installation of the IPP of the USSR Academy of
Sciences and primarily to our supervisor A. S. Borovik-Romanov
as well as to V. V. Dmitriev and Yu. M. Mukharskii. Our group
engineer S. M. Elagin was a great help in the installation and servic
ing of the apparatus. The experiments were substantially speeded
up by the theoretical works of I. A. Fomin, V. L. Golo, and
A. A. Lehmann.
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Table 4.1. Physical Properties of Beryllium

Lattice constants at 0 K

Elementary cell volume

Brillouin zone dimensions

Radius of free electron sphere

c=3.5814 .~
a=2.2828 A

Q = 1.6'162X 10-23 ern"
r A = 0.878 X 108 cm-1

rx = 1.832 X 108 crrr?

kF = 1.942 X 108 cnr?

Some parameters of Fermi surface:

"coronet" neck diameter kzm = 3.59 X 106 cnr?

frequency *) for H " [171t?] ,\,=0.110 MGs

effective mass mv = -0.0212 m

Extremum "cigar" cross sections for HII[OOO1]
frequen.cies a l = 9.42 MGs

a,2 = 9.72 MGs

effective masses m~l = 0.168 m
m~2=0.170 m

*) The case in 'point is magnetic frequencies (1 MGs = 106 Gs).

pockets in the third zone (Fig. 4.1). The volumes of the hole and
the two electron sheets are the same, viz. beryllium is a compen
sated metal.

The metallic beryllium has a relatively small number of carriers
in the conduction zone and hence a low density of states at the
Fermi level [4.11]. Its Debye temperature by contrast is very high
and amounts to 1480°C [4.15]. As a result of the low density of

a,2 = 9.72 MGs

effective masses m~l = 0.168 m
ma,2=0.170 m

*) The case in 'point is magnetic frequencies (1 MGs = 106 Gs).

pockets in the third zone (Fig. 4.1). The volumes of the hole and
the two electron sheets are the same, viz. beryllium is a compen
sated metal.

The metallic beryllium has a relatively small number of carriers
in the conduction zone and hence a low density of states at the
Fermi level [4.11]. Its Debye temperature by contrast is very high
and amounts to 1480°C [4.15]. As a result of the low density of
states and of the high Debye temperature, quantum effects in beryl
lium are more pronounced than in most other metals, and besides
they appear at higher temperatures. This feature makes beryllium
a good substance for investigating the effects caused by CMB.

The MB in beryllium was discovered as a result of measurements
of the magnetoresistance of single crystals in pulsed magnetic
fields up to 150 kOe [4.16]*. An abrupt change in the field depen-
rlanl'a f'\f tha -rOQ1Qt!lni'O ur!lQ nhQA'rvt}n fnr H II r00011 in fiO k()~_
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The first prominent manifestation of CMB in beryllium to be
noticed was the observation of giant oscillations in the resistance
of 8 binary sample as it depends on field strength for H II [0001]

[0001J

/
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H
Fig. 4.1. The Fermi surface of beryllium. The numbers indicate

the extremum "cigar" cross sections for H "[0001]: i-the central cross section,
2-a noncentral cross section.
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4 Experimental Investigations
of Coherent Magnetic Breakdown

N. E. Alekseeuskii, Assoc. Menl. USSR Acad. s«, and

V. I. N izhankouskii, Cando Sc . (Phys. and Math.)

4.1. INTRODUCTION

As is known, thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics of elec
trons in a metal in magnetic field are determined by the topology
of the Fermi surface (FS) of the metal. The FS's of most metals
(excluding the alkaline and noble ones) consist of several sheets.
It was at first assumed that both the sizes of individual FS sheets
and the intersheet spacings are sufficiently large, amounting to 1/a
(where a is the metal's lattice constant). The motion of electrons
across a given FS sheet is then wholly independent of any electron
movements across an adjacent sheet, whereas the thermodynamic
and kinetic coefficients are determined by simply summing the
contributions from individual sheets of FS.

Thus, if all FS sheets are closed and n.; =F nh (ne and nh being
the numbers of electrons and holes, respectively), then the metal's
electrical resistance should be saturated with increasing a magnetic
field. However if n; = nh, then there should be an unlimited growth
in the magnetoresistance.

A quadratic growth of magnetoresistance should also be observed
when the electron trajectories are open for a given direction of the
magnetic field H and this naturally is only possible on open FS
sheets.

These results were presented in 1956-1958 in theoretical papers
by Lifshitz, Azbel', Kaganov, and Peschanskii [4.1,2] and they
were in a good agreement with experimental data [4.3, 4].
~.uJ-lQWl~,ylU:- st.{\rtinQ:jn~'l~6!~~r)l ances, in.. the Aeh qXW1l r...oi...1baj<J.nmic
and kinetic coefficients are determined by simply summing the
contributions from individual sheets of FS.

Thus, if all FS sheets are closed and n.; =F nh (ne and nh being
the numbers of electrons and holes, respectively), then the metal's
electrical resistance should be saturated with increasing a magnetic
field. However if n~ = nh, then there should be an unlimited growth
in the magnetoresistance.

A quadratic growth of magnetoresistance should also be observed
when the electron trajectories are open for a given direction of the
magnetic field H and this naturally is only possible on open FS
sheets.

These results were presented in 1956-1958 in theoretical papers
by Lifshitz, Azbel', Kaganov, and Peschanskii [4.1,2] and they
were in a good agreement with experimental data [4.3, 4].

However, starting in 1961, changes in the behaviour of the kinetic
and thermodynamic coefficients in the increasing magnetic field
were discovered in a number of metals*.

These changes proved to be due to quantum tunnelling transi
tions of electrons between individual FS sheets in regions of K
space where the interzonal energy gaps Lle's are small and the
electron trajectories pertaining to adjacent FS sheeta[approach each
other. This phenomenon was called "magnetic breakdown" (MB)
rl. al rpL~ :~_.~,.....:_~ ...:~~,.. ~~ ...l..~ l~,.. ... £~ __• _.~~_,.. ..J~_ ~ ~ ... ..._~ ... ~ .J ...h .... ~
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The influence of MB on the dynamics of conduction electrons is
governed by the dependence of MB probability on magnetic -field ,
W = exp (-Ho/H), where H o is the breakdown field [4.7]:

2m*c (~e)2

HO=~·8F

The MB probability rises with magnetic field strength, and this
rise leads to a change in connectivity of some of the electron trajec
tories. Hence open electron trajectories may be formed from closed
ones and vice versa. A change in the relation between n; and nil
(compensation ratio) is also possible. As a result, metal kinetic
characteristics are changed in a radical way.

Under MB conditions, the kinetic phenomena in a metal are
unusually sensitive to imperfections in the crystalline structure.
If the electrons are scattered from impurities and dislocations more
frequently than they undergo interzonal MB transitions, then an
electron can be thought of as a classical particle realizing a randomly
moving (in Brownian motion) along a net of paired MB orbits.
This approach to describing the kinetic characteristics of a metal
under MB conditions was called stochastic [4.8l.

However if MB transitions are much more frequently than scat
tering from impurities and dislocations, then the resulting kinetic
characteristics of metals are governed by the quantum interference
between the wave functions of the electrons undergoing multiple
scattering from MB centers. The kinetic phenomena in metals in
this, a coherent magnetic breakdown (CMB), become substantially
more complex and interesting. The theory of CMB was developed
by Slutskin [4.9l.

We wish now to review some of the experimental data produced
when studying MB in beryllium, aluminium, niobium, and the
dioxide Ru0 2 • This choice of materials to be investigated was not
accidental. On one hand , they represent t...he larze classes qf substances,
moving (in Brownian motion) along a net of paired MB orbits.
This approach to describing the kinetic characteristics of a metal
under MB conditions was called stochastic [4.8l.

However if MB transitions are much more frequently than scat
tering from impurities and dislocations, then the resulting kinetic
characteristics of metals are governed by the quantum interference
between the wave functions of the electrons undergoing multiple
scattering from MB centers. The kinetic phenomena in metals in
this, a coherent magnetic breakdown (CMB), become substantially
more complex and interesting. The theory of CMB was developed
by Slutskin [4.9].

We wish now to review some of the experimental data produced
when studying MB in beryllium, aluminium, niobium, and the
dioxide Ru0 2 • This choice of materials to be investigated was not
accidental. On one hand, they represent the large classes of substances,
which differ both in type (simple and transition metals, and
compounds) and structure (hexagonal, tetragonal, cubic and face
and body centered), in which MB has been observed. On the other
hand, the phase-coherent features of MB are most clearcut in these
objects.

4.2. BERYLLIUM
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ance in low fields which is characteristic of the compensated metals
with a closed FS, is replaced at H = 30 kOe by a trend to saturation
followed by resistance oscillations with a relative amplitude of
approximately unity.

This unusual behaviour can be explained in the following way
[4.18]. The hole "coronet" is separated from the electron "cigars"
by a small interzonal gap and when the magnetic field is high enough
electrons can tunnel across the gap with the result that the central
layer electrons become able to move round the two-dimensional
net of the coupled MB orbits. The thickness of this decompensating
layer is limited by the diameter of the "coronet" necks (Fig. 4.1).
As the result of the phase coherency conservation the magnetic
breakdown effective probability Weft will oscillate as magnetic
field is changed, the frequency F of the oscillations being deter
mined by the conventional quantization rule of orbit around the
"cigar". Consequently, the magnetoresistance saturation is caused
by the MB decompensation, whereas the oscillations in it are due
to the oscillations in Wett.

MB is a purely quantum phenomenon and because the electron
wave function is usually governed by two parameters, viz. the
amplitude and phase, two problems emerge. The first is to find out
how the amplitude of the electron wave function varies during MB.
This reduces to the determination of the breakdown field strength
H o. This does not impose any stringent requirement on the quality
of the samples to be studied.

By contrast, in order to solve the second problem, viz. the eluci
dation of the phase-coherent effects, the extremely perfect crystals
are needed because any scat t er ing changes the phase of the electron
wave function. The observation of the phase-coherent effects of MB
in beryllium proved to be feasible due to its unique physical pro
perties.

The breakdown field in beryllium was determined from the field
t~ th-~ ~'~~illati~ns~- i~ -We~~.' - --- - -- - --- - - - -- - --- - --

MB is a purely quantum phenomenon and because the electron
wave function is usually governed by two parameters, viz. the
amplitude and phase, two problems emerge. The first is to find out
how the amplitude of the electron wave function varies during MB.
This reduces to the determination of the breakdown field strength
H o. This does not impose any stringent requirement on the quality
of the samples to be studied.

By contrast, in order to solve the second problem, viz. the eluci
dation of the phase-coherent effects, the extremely perfect crystals
are needed because any sca t t er ing changes the phase of the electron
wave function. The observation of the phase-coherent effects of MB
in beryllium proved to be feasible due to its unique physical pro
perties.

The breakdown field in beryllium was determined from the field
dependence of the amplitude of the de Haas-van Alphen effect
[4.19] and from measurements of he Hall effect [4.20l.

Under MB conditions an electron is .. able to move in new orbits,
whereas the probability of moving in the old ones is duly reduced,
Because of this the problem of finding out how MB influences the
de Haas-van Alphen effect reduces to a determination of the proba
bility amplitude for turning the given orbit by electron [4.21].
~lTl~o QTl olo~t ....nn 1'Y\llQt "!llhQt!llln" f ....nm l\,f"R th ....l~o no.... l"ounllltlnTl
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of the "cigars", viz. the central one, which is influenced by MB,
and two identical cross sections located below and above the central
one, which are not influenced by MB were fixed simultaneously.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.3 in traditional coordinates. In low

5

log (lH 2'/H)

o 2 3 4 5
5 -1 -1

10 xH ,Oe

Fig. 4.3. The amplitude of the de Hass-van Alphen effect in be
ryllium versus the reciprocal of the magnetic field strength for H II [0001]. A
the signal from "cigar" central cross section: B-the signal from noncentral cross
sections. The indices I and II pertain to the samnles with RRR = t3G snd
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to the leakage of electrons from central orbit caused by MB. The
breakdown field in beryllium H 0 = 130 kOe was determined by
fitting the experimental data.

A study of MB influence on the diagonal and nondiagonal ele
ments of beryllium magnetoresistance tensor was performed in
[4.20]. In mounting the sample special attention was concentrated
on obtaining a uniform distribution of the current over the sample
cross section, and so each current lead was consisted of several wires

[0001]

}-- [121OJ

(10101

Fig. 4.4. Mounting of the sample with dimensions 0.3 X 0.8 X
X 5.0 rom for the measurement of the Hall effect in beryllium. Current and po
tential leads from copper wire are welded on by means of a pulsed laser.

which served to level off the resistances (Fig. 4.4). The elements of
the conductivity tensor were calculated by inverting the resistance
tensor. In Fig. 4.5 the dependences of the monotonic components 0' xx
and O'yy on magnetic field is presented. An abrupt change in O'xy

at H = 30 kOe is due to MB decompensation. The way the 0'~71
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data to use MB decompensation* Lln rather than the increment
Llox y by employing the well-known relationship Llox y = Ll nee/H.
As we noted above, the MB layer thickness in beryllium was limited
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Fig. 4.5. The magnitude of elements of the conductivity tensor
for beryllium versus the magnetic field. In low fields, (Jxx ~ H-l.~6, (Jxy ~ B-2.
The ~1B has a pronounced effect for H d- 25 kOe.

by the diameter of the "coronet" necks k zm' therefore as W ~ 1
the decompensation will be (Lln)lV-+l = Skzm/4n

3
, where S is the

Rl'lllnn;n '7nnQ l' ....nQQ QAi'.t.l0n ~I"AA (~ ~l1h~t.it.llt.inn nf nllm,::rri~:ll values
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mental dependence of the normalized MB decompensation
~n/(dn)'V-+l on magnetic field and the theoretical curves for differ
ent values of the breakdown field H 0 is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
This figure shows that the behaviour of dOXl is well described by
the stochastic model, while H 0 = (110 + IO) kOe.

The situation is different for the diagonal elements PXX and Oxx·

If we estimate a feasible increment ~(Jxx due to MB within the
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Fig. 4.6. The normalized MB decompensation for beryllium ver
sus the magnetic field. Dashed lines are the theoretical curves for different val
ues of the breakdown field HI: 1-Ho = 30 kOe; 2-Ho = 100 kOe; 3-Ho =
= 120 kOe; 4-Ho = 200 kOe·
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Fig. 4.6. The normalized MB decompensation for beryllium ver
sus the magnetic field. Dashed lines are the theoretical curves for different val
ues of the breakdown field H· 1 H - 30 kOe: 2 H - 100 kOe· 3-Hn =

framework of stochastic model [4.22], then for H = 80 kOe we ob
tain dO~~och ~ 5.5 X 104Q -lcm -1, which is almost an order of
magnitude smaller than the experimentally observed value 'of
Aa x x ~ 3 X 10SQ -lem -1 (Fig. 4.5). This is because the stochastic
theorv cannot take into account the nuantum current states which
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conclusion, They found the breakdown field in beryllium by fitting
monotonic part of Pxx to the dependence provided by stochastic
theory, the result being H 0 = 30 kOe. Experimental data on MB
decompensation disprove this result.

Thus, bringing in the notions of the CMB theory is necessary
even to describe the behavior of the monotonic components of (Jxx

o 40 .80 120 160 H,kOe

Fig. 4.7. Envelopes of the MB oscillations of beryllium resistiv
ity. The letters A and B denote the theoretical envelopes of oscillations accord
ing to maxima and minima, respectively. For the Al and B1 curves the ratio
of the MB layer thickness to the diameter of the "coronet" neck, 'V = 1, for
A 2 , B 2 curves y = 0.75, for As, BaY = 0.5, for A~, B 4y = 0.25. Experimental
data are illustrated by the dashed line.
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assuming the MB layer thickness is equal to the diameter of the
"coronet" necks k zm (for other envelopes they are smaller).

An eye-catching phenomenon was detected when linvestigating
the MB influence on Hall effect in beryllium [4.201. It was proved
that P,I:C had an oscillating component whose amplitude is strongly
dependent on the angle ex between a hexagonal sample's axis and
the magnetic field. The amplitude vanishes lat ex = 0°, reaches
a maximum at ex = 2° and then falls off. Moreover, a phase shift

adeg

500

100

++

?

-6' -4 -2 o 2 4 6 oX deg

Fig. 4.8. Phase difference between the oscillations PYx and Pxx
versus the angle ex between the hexagonal axis of the sample and tlie magnetic
field dirp.~tinn_ Mps:.n Va).l1P of t.hp m O'Dptir. fip]rl H = R!l_.. kOp_ Liohf; And black

~ 300

++

?
100

-6' -4 -2 o 2 4 6 oX deg

Fig. 4.8. Phase difference between the oscillations PYx and Pxx
versus the angle ex between the hexagonal axis of the sample and tlie magnetic
field direction. Mean value of the magnetic field H = 85.6 kOe. Light and black
circles show the data obtained when commuting magnetic field direction.

between the PII:C and P:cx oscillations was observed and was found to
be influenced by the angle a in a very complicated manner (see
Fig. 4.8). The experimental data as a whole were successfully explained
by the fact that a Pyx signal measured for~a =1= 0 was mainly
nl1A t.n 11 linA~-r ~nmhin~t.inn nf t.hA ni~H,nn~l A1AmAnt.~L (L._ :lnn 0 ..
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of a phase difference contradicts classical notions and is an impres
sive manifestation of phase-coherent MB effects in beryllium.

Because of the significance of the phase difference between the
Pxx and P"II oscillations, it was necessary to determine this quantity
directly [q.261. To do this, an S-shaped sample (Fig. 4.9) was cut
so that the Pxx and Pyy could be measured simultaneously. Signals
proportional to Pxx and PUy were fed into the X and Y inputs of

[1010]

Fig. 4.9. Mounting of the sample for the simultaneous ~'Sure~

ment of Pxx and Puye

Fig. 4.9. Mounting of the sample for the simultaneous ~'Sure~

ment of Pxx and Puye

a XY-recorder. When the magnetic field was changed by somewhat.
more than the oscillation period, the recorded diagram was a curve
closely resembling an ellipse. From the parameters of the ellipses
recorded for different angles ex, the values of the monotonic and oscil
lating signal components, Pxx and Pyy, and the phase difference'
between them can be determined. Some of the records are illustrated
in 'Ria a 10 Wh on th o rll'rol'tlon of tho TY\OI'1''I'"lG''l~ hal..l "TOO -no......111'\1 ...,.,.
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These experiments give birth to the conclusion that whereas the
.MB oscillation period of beryltiums resistivity is governed. by the
·extremum .cross sections of the "cigars", their phase depends on the
linkage-orbits over "coronets". In fact, at a = 0 the circumferences
.of all the linkage-orbits are the same and the phases of the Pxx and
J}yy oscillations coincide. For ex * 0 the circumferences of the link
.age-orbits in the X and Y.directions are different and a phase differ
renee between oscillations is observed. The phase difference can

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 4.10. Records of Px x versus Pyg for different .augles ~ between
{the hexagonal axis of an S-shaped sample and the magnetic field direction at.. ... ~ .r ~o ,.. ~ _0 ., · _.0 '" n .0

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.10. Records of Px x versus Pyg for different .augles ~ between
{the hexagonal axis of an S-shaped sample and the magnetic field direction at
H = 55 kOe: (a)-a = 0°, (b)-a = 0.7°, (c)-a = 1.75°, (d)-ex, = 2.1°.

.only arise when'[electron wave function's phase does not change
along the linkage-orbits in a random way, viz .. when 'theMB in
-the beryllium is coherent. Conclusive evidence for this was obtained
from measurements in the nonuniform magnetic field produced
wit-hin a small gap between the pole pieces made from polycrystal-
lina rI~7'C!n"pnC!l11Tn r..&. ')~1 Al'l'n"prllnn' tn f..&. ')~1 rlna tn tho rla Ua!H::t_U'.::lI.n
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pears whereas the oscillation amplitude is reduced to the value
predicted by stochastic theory. *

This interpretation enables us to explain in a somewhat different
manner the low-frequency component of the MB oscillations of
beryllium's resistivity, which is especially pronounced when tem
perature decreases (Fig. 4.2).

It was suggested in [4.27] that the reason for the low-frequency
component is the large value of the de Haas-van Alphen effect
from noncentral extremum cross sections of a "cigar", this large
value leading to the formation of diamagnetic domains for dIll/dB>
> 1/4n. In this case gaps appear in the dependence of the induction
inside the sample on the external field and the resistivity oscilla
tions entering the forbidden induction zones simply vanish. Since
frequencies of the oscillations from the central and noncentral cross
sections of the "cigar" differ by about 3 %, the period of the low
frequency oscillations of magnetoresistance proves to be equal to
33 times the period of the high-frequency oscillations.

This explanation of the low-frequency component has a number
of drawbacks. First, direct data [4.28] on magnetization oscilla
tions obtained on a very pure beryllium sample having RRR ~

~ 2 X 103 demonstrate that in a field of H = 20 kOe susceptibility
reaches the critical value of 1/4n at temperatures below 3 K. How
ever, the low-frequency component is also clearly seen at T = 4.2 K,
even for samples having RRR ~ 100. Moreover, the low-frequency
oscillation amplitude may be several fold larger than the high
frequency one (in the field of about 25 kOe in Fig. 4.2) which is
practically independent of the sample shape. Second, it follows
from model calculations of magnetoresistance oscillations in nonuni
form magnetic fields [4.27] that the high-frequency amplitude should
be peak between the peaks and troughs of the low-frequency com
ponent. This conclusion contradicts experiment, since the high
fr~ITJlfiru'JT'~u8"l.nli£fJlclA'I£nAJlk~A~rCu!1J...'Y~l!SAjpJ t.be..... f.rAl!Vns...,n f t.hA )ow-

This explanation of the low-frequency component has a number
of drawbacks. First, direct data [4.28] on magnetization oscilla
tions obtained on a very pure beryllium sample having RRR ~

~ 2 X 103 demonstrate that in a field of H = 20 kOe susceptibility
reaches the critical value of 1/4n at temperatures below 3 K. How
ever, the low-frequency component is also clearly seen at T = 4.2 K,
even for samples having RRR ~ 100. Moreover, the low-frequency
oscillation amplitude may be several fold larger than the high
frequency one (in the field of about 25 kOe in Fig. 4.2) which is
practically independent of the sample shape. Second, it follows
from model calculations of magnetoresistance oscillations in nonuni
form magnetic fields [4.27] that the high-frequency amplitude should
be peak between the peaks and troughs of the low-frequency com
ponent. This conclusion contradicts experiment, since the high
frequency's amplitude peaks are always in the troughs of the low
frequency component.

This discrepancy can be eliminated by taking into account the
phase-coherency of the MB in beryllium and as a consequence the
high sensitivity to magnetic field nonuniformity of the amplitude
of resistivity oscillations due to MB. This high sensitivity is caused
by the long circumference of the linkage-orbits over the "coronet",
the conservation of phase coherency on which links being a neces-
________ ..l!.L! __ J! __ LL !_.L J! f"'l."'D D_.~ ~ ..... 11 .:__ ~ 1 ..... _ .: ""_ .
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ic domains can reduce the magnetoresistance oscillation amplitude
down to what is predicted by stochastic theory. Therefore, the
magnetoresistance will have a maximum amplitude where the
susceptibility oscillation amplitude is at a minimum. This condi
tion is satisfied in the troughs of the low-frequency component.
In addition, since even the monotonic part of Pxx strongly depends
on whether the breakdown is phase-coherent, the low-frequency
oscillations observed at H = 25 kOe in the absence of the high-fre
quency ones can be treated as oscillations of the monotonic part of
pxx between its coherent and stochastic values.

Note that the existence of quantum current states ("quasiparti
cles" as termed by Pippard [4.29]) was rigorously proved in theory
only for one-dimensional configurations. The case of two-dimensional
nets (as in beryllium) involves considerable mathematical difficul
ties. The experimental data on the MB in beryllium is an indication
of the applicability of quantum current states for two-dimensional
nets too.

An unexpected manifestation of the two-dimensional character
of CMB in beryllium was detected by precise measurements of MB
oscillation phase of resistivity and thermopower in terms of the
angle between a sample's hexagonal axis and the direction of the
magnetic field [4.30]. In order to improve the measurement accura
cy, the magnetic field was produced by a superconducting solenoid
operating in the persistent current mode and measured using the
NMR technique. To scan the field up to 1 kOe there an additional
superconducting coil placed inside the main solenoid was used.
In order to eliminate the influence of the magnetic field; frozen in
the solenoid's windings, on the field uniformity, in each run the
field distribution along the solenoid's axis was measured by NMR
and the samples were placed in the region with the greatest uniform
ity. The initial position of a sample, H II [0001], was set using
m.aJ!npJ1l.r~sistHne~ ~xtr~mH (H minimnm rlnr-ino tnrn ino and a local

An unexpected manifestation of the two-dimensional character
of CMB in beryllium was detected by precise measurements of MB
oscillation phase of resistivity and thermopower in terms of the
angle between a sample's hexagonal axis and the direction of the
magnetic field [4.30]. In order to improve the measurement accura
cy, the magnetic field was produced by a superconducting solenoid
operating in the persistent current mode and measured using the
NMR technique. To scan the field up to 1 kOe there an additional
superconducting coil placed inside the main solenoid was used.
In order to eliminate the influence of the magnetic field; frozen in
the solenoid's windings, on the field uniformity, in each run the
field distribution along the solenoid's axis was measured by NMR
and the samples were placed in the region with the greatest uniform
ity. The initial position of a sample, H II [0001], was set using
magnetoresistance extrema (a minimum during turning and a local
maximum during inclination).

Each record contained from 2 to 12 oscillations depending on
the value of the main solenoid field. The measured signal, the cur
rent through the field scanning coil, and the voltage from the output
of the lock-in amplifier in the circuit for detecting the NMR resonance
were measured using digital voltmeters and the results were
recorded on punched tape for processing by computer. The proces-
...: _ _ ~ ... : ..... 1 ,.J... ...l........ ..... 1-.. ........ 1............ __ ..... __ ........ ~.n ~ ..... 1,.J ~ ....... 1......... : ,.J..... _ ...: ~ ........ ...1-....... ......,.,. n _.: ......,.,. ....
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the MB oscillations. All the measurements were made at T =
= 4.2 K.

The variation in the phase of the MB oscillation as the sample
was turned around its longitudinal axis was also investigated in
14.301. To do this, there one of the oscillation zeros was selected and
the way its position depended on the angle ex between the hexagonal
axis of the sample and the magnetic field direction was recorded.

-3 ~H
10 x H

-1 ~

(a)

-3 ~H
10 x H

(b)

Fig. 4.11. Angular dependences of the relative shift of the MB
oscillation phases for beryllium: (a)-sample [10fO], (b)-(12-10]. ~-H =
= 23.43; • -35.25; 0 -52.56 kOe.
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Fig. 4.11. Angular dependences of the relative shift of the MB
oscillation phases for beryllium: (a)-sample [10fO], (b)-(12-10]. ~-H =
= 23.43; • -35.25; 0 -52.56 kOe.

This turning leads -to a change in the area of the extremum cro S5

~ection of the FS sh~et responsib~e for the oscillations (the "cigars"
In the case of beryllium), and this yields the change in position of
the oscillations, fJH/H = fJF/F. For small turns,

fJF 1
F=COS'Ci-1~O.5a2 (4.1)

that is the following must be fulfilled:
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constructed so as to satisfy the relationship (4.2) for large ex, 's.
The validity of (4.2) for ex > 3° Iollows from the results of direct
measurements of F (ex,) [4.311.

I t can be seen from Fig. 4.11 that relationship (4.2) is fulfilled
~or the sufficiently large angles between the direction of the magnet
IC field and the hexagonal axis. As magnetic field direction approaches
the hexagonal axis, the results deviate from (4.2), the devia
tions being the larger the higher is the magnetic field. The angular
range, within which the additional oscillation phase_shift can be
observed, is somewhat different for the [1010] and [1210] samples,
while the shift values at H " [0001] are the same. This means that
Pxx = Py y due to symmetry.

The analysis in [4.30] demonstrated that the additional MB oscil
lation phase shift could be explained neither by an anomalous
change in frequency, nor by the Schoenberg effect.

The two factors explaining this are the two-dimensionality of
the MB trajectories at H II [0001] and the phase coherency of the
MB in beryllium. The two-dimensionality of the MB net under the
CMB conditions results in it being more sensitive to variations
in the phases of the electron wave function than in the one-dimen
sional case of a linear chain of coupled MB orbits. In the latter
case the role of phase indicator is only played by small closed FS
cross sections, whereas the variations in the phases of the electron
wave functions along linkage-orbits between them do not appear
in the final expressions for oscillations of kinetic coefficients. This
takes place because the wave functions can only interfere on closed
orbits. In the two-dimensional case there is a net of intersecting
orbits and in addition to the interference of wave functions on small
closed FS cross sections they interfere on the linkage-orbits. This
is what leads to the sensitivity of kinetic coefficients to small varia
tions in the phases of the wave functions. This variation emerges,
t'liU{;i - rn :.u -{, l a J c; l l"vi~ '"tnJ ~IPllt~~J~and"f"i£"lD~yli.n':B,".frmJ}uE~"f~~.sheflt

MB in beryllium. The two-dimensionality of the MB net under the
CMB conditions results in it being more sensitive to variations
in the phases of the electron wave function than in the one-dimen
sional case of a linear chain of coupled MB orbits. In the latter
case the role of phase indicator is only played by small closed FS
cross sections, whereas the variations in the phases of the electron
wave functions along linkage-orbits between them do not appear
in the final expressions for oscillations of kinetic coefficients. This
takes place because the wave functions can only interfere on closed
orbits. In the two-dimensional case there is a net of intersecting
orbits and in addition to the interference of wave functions on small
closed FS cross sections they interfere on the linkage-orbits. This
is what leads to the sensitivity of kinetic coefficients to small varia
tions in the phases of the wave functions. This variation emerges,
for example, during an MB transition of carriers from one FS sheet
to another. According to [4.32], the jump in the phase of the wave
function during such a transition depends on the magnetic. field's
strength, and this may be associated with the observed field depend
ence of the MB oscillation phase shift. In principle, other reasons
are possible resulting in small variations in the phase of the electron
wa ve function.

As has been .noted above, we do not yet have a rigorous theory
"I •• _ _ _ _ _ ~
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Thus, the experimental data from [4.301 indicates the two-dirnen
sional character of CMB in beryllium.

There are other experimental results which have no direct rela
tionship' to studies of the MB phenomenon itself, but give an idea'
of using other methods of investigation and possibilities to gain
new information.

The uniqueness of beryllium as an object to investigate MB was
reflected in the experimental results of [4.34], where it was shown
that by increasing the temperature up to 78 K, the MB began to
occur in lower fields than it does at 4.2 K. This phenomenon was
called "thermal breakdown" and is related to the fact that owing'
to the high Debye temperature of beryllium the spread in the Fermi
distribution, viz. the overlapping of electron wave functions within
the MB regions, grows with temperature much faster than the in
crease in electron scattering by phonons. A theoretical analysis of
this problem is given in [4.351.

Another paper [4.36] recorded observations of helicon resonances:
in a hexagonal plate in stationary and pulsed magnetic fields. Since
the excitation of helicoidal waves is only possible when the numbers:
of electrons and holes are unequal [4.37], this method is especially
suitable for studying MB decompensation in initially compensated
metals.

In [4.38] the influence of hydrostatic pressure on the MB in beryl
lium was investigated. It was proved that the kink in the field
dependence of the monotonic part of resistivity due to MB was
shifted with pressure towards lower fields, viz. the breakdown field
Ho was decreased. Similar data can be used to get the differential
characteristics of the pseudopotentiaI.

Finally, in [4.39] the MB in beryllium was applied to practical
ends, namely, the oscillations of beryllium's magnetoresistance
were used in the design of a device for measuring magnetic field
n~~liO'i:ller1Ja1itfr-L-q.~jUJ recdrueu OD~ervaI10ns·OI ne ncon resonances:
in a hexagonal plate in stationary and pulsed magnetic fields. Since
the excitation of helicoidal waves is only possible when the numbers:
of electrons and holes are unequal [4.37], this method is especially
suitable for studying MB decompensation in initially compensated
metals.

In [4.38] the influence of hydrostatic pressure on the MB in beryl
lium was investigated. It was proved that the kink in the field
dependence of the monotonic part of resistivity due to MB was
shifted with pressure towards lower fields, viz. the breakdown field
Ho was decreased. Similar data can be used to get the differential
characteristics of the pseudopotentiaI.

Finally, in [4.39] the MB in beryllium was applied to practical
ends, namely, the oscillations of beryllium's magnetoresistance
were used in the design of a device for measuring magnetic field
and its nonuniformity, which can operate in gradients up to
15 kOe/cm.

4.3. ALUMINIUM

Aluminium is a metal with the face-centered cubic
lattice whose electron structure has now been investigated to hizh
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Since the aluminium FS sheets are closed and the metal itself
is uncompensated, we would anticipate its magnetoresistance will
be saturated with field growth. All the same, magnetoresistance of
even polycrystalline samples of aluminium began to rise again with
field [4.42]*. Later and as a result of detailed measurements on
single crystals, this uncommon behavior was explained as due to
magnetic breakdown leading to the formation of open trajectories

[010]

[010]

Fig. 4.t2. The Fermi surface of aluminiumi The a, ~, and y
letters denote tlie extremum cross sections of the "fourfold ring" for H II [100].

within a very narrow interval of magnetic field direction near the
four-order axes [4.43]. Here the decisive argument proved to be the
detection of large amplitude oscillations in the magnetoresistance
(Fig. 4.13). The oscillation frequency suggested that the MB in
aluminium takes place at the vertices of Brillouin zone W via the
1'1...- ....11 "_""~I"I 1"I"'J'llfo~"."",1"I ".l fohn "fnn...fnlA -.-inn" {tho R_n....hite:t' ThA ('.h!lr!l~-
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The oscillations in the magnetoresistance of aluminium indicated
the presence of phase coherency for small ~-orbits. Still, the question
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as a result of a detailed investigation of the dependence of the mono
tonic part of magnetoresistance on vacancy concentrationjC; [4.45l.
The measurements were made on two aluminium samples with
[100] orientations with a low density of dislocations about 105 cm-2 •

The initially high resistance ratio RRR = 2.5 X 104 was lowered
down by an order of magnitude after introducing the vacancies

5·

35

10 4
C v x 10 at%

": Fig. 4.t4. The monotonic part of magnetoresistance of aluminium
in the field of H = 50 kOe versus the vacancy concentration. The magnetic field
direction is chosen at the boundary of a two-dimensional rezion of onen MB

1

25 --.100-....Io...--"Io-....---L._..a.--I_-L-_.l----l.._.....1-----1

5· 10 4
C v x 10 at%

": Fig. 4.t4. The monotonic part of magnetoresistance of aluminium
in the field of H = 50 kOe versus the vacancy concentration. The magnetic field
direction is chosen at the boundary of a two-dimensional region of open MB
trajec tories.

produced by quenching from high temperatures. The monotonic
part of aluminium's magnetoresistance in the field of 50 kOe is
plotted- in "Fig. 4.14 versus the vacancy concentration. The feature
here is the presence of a minimum at C; = 2 X 10-4 atom %.

The minimum can be explained by the CMB model. The open
MR t~£II~ol'tn..-~~c n~~lrl £II nnorl..-ot~1' I'nT\t..-~'hnt;nT\ "n "hn YY\c"H'I'no"n_
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end we arrive at pcOh ......., AC v + cB WH2 d
P . Clearly, given a fixed

v PF
magnetic field, the C; dependence of pcoh should pass through a mi-
nimum.

By assuming from the very beginning that phase coherency is
violated for large orbits, viz. by using the framework of stochastic

MB model, we obtain pstOCh......., A'Cv + B'WH' ~p. In this case,
PF

the C; dependence of pstOCh has no minimum and the magnetoresist...
-ance itself is much smaller than it is using the coherent model.
Indeed, the calculation in [4.43] used the stochastic model and
yielded a magnetoresistance an order of magnitude lower than the
value measured on very pure aluminium samples [4.45].

Thus, investigations of the monotonic part of aluminium's magne
toresistance and performed on the samples with different contents
of point defects resulted in the conclusion that phase coherency is
present for every segment of the MB trajectories.

Another corroboration of the coherent character of the MB in
aluminium was obtained in [4.44] when studying oscillatory effects.
The authors were investigating the oscillations of the thermopower,
its high sensitivity to MB had been pointed out in several papers,
[4.46-48]. Widening the range of magnetic fields to 150 kOe and
using the samples with RRR = 2 X 104 enabled oscillations with '
new frequencies to be detected. The examples of the experimental
field dependences of aluminium's thermopower 'are presented ill.
fig. 4.15. In addition to the ~-orbit oscillations the record contains
e- and v-oscillations too. The e-oscillations intermediate in frequency
are discernible from H = 65 kOe, while the v-oscillations are

Table 4.2. Physical Properties of Aluminium

Lattice constant at 0 K I a = 4.032 A
Another corroboration 01 the COherent Character or - tne IVltl In

aluminium was obtained in [4.44] when studying oscillatory effects.
The authors were investigating the oscillations of the thermopower,
its high sensitivity to MB had been pointed out in several papers,
[4.46-48]. Widening the range of magnetic fields to 150 kOe and
using the samples with RRR = 2 X 104 enabled oscillations with '
new frequencies to be detected. The examples of the experimental
field dependences of aluminium's thermopower 'are presented ill
fig. 4.15. In addition to the ~-orbit oscillations the record contains
e- and v-oscfllations too. The e-oscillations intermediate in frequency
are discernible from H = 65 kOe, while the v-oscillations are

Table 4.2. Physical Properties of Aluminium

Lattice constant at 0 K
Elementary cell volume
Brillouin zone dimensions

Radius of free electron sphere

a=4.032A
Q = 1.639 X 10-u cm3

rx == 1.653 X 108 cnr<
rx = 1.558 X 108 cnr<
rw= 1.742 X 108 cm-1

kF = 1.757 X 108 crrr?

.Parameters of extremum cross sections of the
"fourfold ring" for HllliOO]:
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only seen for H > 120 kOe. The effective masses of carriers respon
sible for the ~- and v-oscillations were evaluated from temperature
dependences, viz. mt3 ~ 0.1 m, m.; ~ 0.45 m. This could not
be done for the a-oscillations because a drop in temperature to 2.4 K
was not accompanied by any noticeable change in their amplitude.

An analysis of the possible MB trajectories enabled the v-oscilla-
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tions to be ascribed to an extreme orbit along one of the "fourfold
ring" branches. This conclusion was also supported by a trustworthy
value of effective mass (see Table 2).

The case of the s-oscillations is more complicated. MB orbits
with the required cross section could not be found and so it was
assumed that the e-oscillations were due to interference, this being
why they are absent in the oscillations of thermodynamic quantities
and have weak temperature dependences [4.49l.

However, this conclusion must be treated with caution. The
point is that the shape of these oscillations are markedly not sinu...
soidal, while their frequency is suspiciously close to that of the
transverse extreme cross section of the "fourfold ring" branch (the
y-branch in the de Haas-van Alphen effect [4.50]). Moreover, these
oscillations are observed in the range of fields, for which the ~-oscil..
lations are too nonsinusoidal. To explain the last point, the authors
of [4.44] resorted to the Schoenberg effect [4.51] claiming that, under
the conditions favourable for a strong de Haas-van Alphen effect,
the internal field in a sample might be quite different from the
applied magnetic field. This idea may prove useful in explaining
the e-oscillations, too. In fact, direct measurements [4.50] have
shown that the main part of oscillatory magnetization comes from
,,-or bi ts, so it is rather probable tha t in rising magnetic field the
sample will laminate in diamagnetic domains with the frequencY,\,e
The magnetization and thermopower signal are at maxi...
mum within the magnetic field intervals for which the diamagnetic
domains are not established, whereas within the intervals for which
the diamagnetic domains do exist, the induction in the sample is
nonuniform and the thermopower signal falls (practically to zero
see Fig. 4.15b). That is segments of nonuniform magnetization are
"cut" from the field dependence of thermopower. The domain struc...
ture period has to be of the order of the cyclotron radius riI of the
v~... ..., ·""" ............... v ... ,,~...... ...:13._.. -<L.. __ ...,· .._"" ........ \",--.....,.I-b '-.QJ. _T_~~V ~ --- ---r.Jl--~---V--41

the internal field in a sample might be quite different from the
applied magnetic field. This idea may prove useful in explaining
the s-oscillations, too. In fact, direct measurements [4.50] have
shown that the main part of oscillatory magnetization comes from
,,-orbits, so it is rather probable that in rising magnetic field the
sample will laminate in diamagnetic domains with the frequencY,\,e
The magnetization and thermopower signal are at maxi...
mum within the magnetic field intervals for which the diamagnetic
domains are not established, whereas within the intervals for which
the diamagnetic domains do exist, the induction in the sample is
nonuniform and the thermopower signal falls (practically to zero
see Fig. 4.15b). That is segments of nonuniform magnetization are
"cut" from the field dependence of thermopower. The domain struc...
ture period has to be of the order of the cyclotron radius riI of the
electrons responsible for the period [4.52]. In this case r~ « rh ~
~ rl, and the emergence of a domain structure need not necessarily
end in the violation of phase coherency for ~-orbits, but it may
completely liquidate the phase coherency for v-orhits and the link...
age-orbits across the hole sheet in the second zone of aluminium
FS. Therefore, even though the period of the giant oscillations in
both magnetoresistance and thermopower is governed by the ~-sec...
tion of the "fourfold r inz" the absolute value of the oscillations
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This interpretation leads to two conclusions. First, only CMB
can be that sensitive to irregularities in the magnetic induction
and this implies that the MB in aluminium is coherent, and second,
there is a good argument in favor of a correlation between large
thermopower signals and CMB.

4.4. NIOBIUM

The interest in the electron structure of VB transition
metals with cubic body-centered lattice was provoked by their
high transition temperatures to the superconducting state besides
general physical reasons. In particular, niobium is the record holder
in Periodic Table having a Tc = 9.25 K at normal pressure [4.531.
However, following the detection in it of the MB [4.54] which occurs
through a spin-orbital gap, it becomes clear that it might be pos
sible to obtain information about the spin-orbital interactions in
transition metals, about the way the interaction depends on atomic
number, and about the impact on crystalline lattice symmetry.
The study of the MB in transition metals is thus of special signifi
cance. In addition, the coherent effects are often accompanied by
oscillations of the kinetic coefficients, thus yielding additional
important information on the topology of FS.

The Fermi surface of niobium (Fig. 4.16) has been investigated
in a number of theoretical [4.55-58] and experimental [4.59-63]
papers. It consists of a hole "octahedron" inside the second zone as
well as hole ellipsoids and an open multiply connected surface
("jungle gym") in the third one (Table 4.3). The "octahedron" is

Table 4.3. Physical Properties of Niobium

Lattice constant I a = 3.295 A
.... _u..,_~~".u ..Kw.meD}3J~",~Jl vymUmf" vu'"" ~uv,",,~~1.~~t7~8a~'Ul:~3 ..... ('~ "'v"'u~~'V

number, and about the impact on crystalline lattice symmetry.
The study of the MB in transition metals is thus of special signifi
cance. In addition, the coherent effects are often accompanied by
oscillations of the kinetic coefficients, thus yielding additional
important information on the topology of FS.

The Fermi surface of niobium (Fig. 4.16) has been investigated
in a number of theoretical [4.55-58] and experimental [4.59-63]
papers. It consists of a hole "octahedron" inside the second zone as
well as hole ellipsoids and an open multiply connected surface
("jungle gym") in the third one (Table 4.3). The "octahedron" is

Table 4.3. Physical Properties of Niobium

Lattice constant
Elementary cell volume
Brillouin zone dimensions

Minimum neck diameter of
the open multiply connected
sheet of the

Fermi surface in the third
zone

a=3.295 A
Q = 1.789 X 10-23 cmS

rn = 1.907 X 108 em"!
rN = 1.348 X 108 cm-1

d= 0.21 I'H

_ _ JL • _ _ _ ~ JL 1_ _ u _ _ JL _ '-- _ _1 " ~ _ _ Y ... II r A Ar, 1 _
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on the I'P symmetry lines and on the necks of the "jungle gym"
(Fig. 4.17). Spin-orbital interaction completely removes the degener
acy on the necks, however the point contacts between the FS sheets
can remain intact along the I'P line, which is a third order sym
metry axis.

The impact of MB on niobium's magnetoresistance was studied
in [4.64]. The measurements were made with the extremely pure
samples having RRR from 3 X 104 to 6 X 104

•

Second zone Third zone

Fig. 4.16. The Fermi surface of niobium. The sheet inside the second
zone is called "octahedron", the third zone contains the ellipsoids centered at the
points N and the open multiply connected surface named "jungle gym" (the
latter's "sleeves" cross Brillouin zone boundaries near the H vertex).\\ /9 ~', \

\ \ ", <, \

\ k'" N /1 H H
\ / <, // /

\/', /'" J
~ <, /,/

<, ',//,/'" ,'/ /'<, y",
<, I'"<, r-:

'.J/'"
Second zone Third zone

Fig. 4.16. The Fermi surface of niobium. The sheet inside the second
zone is called "octahedron", the third zone contains the ellipsoids centered at the
points N and the open multiply connected surface named "jungle gym" (the
latter's "sleeves" cross Brillouin zone boundaries near the H vertex).

Niobium is an uncompensated [metal with two-dimensional re
gions of open trajectories around the third and fourth order axes.
Niobium's resistance should depend quadratically on the magnetic
field inside the regions except for the centers, where the open trajecto
ries are transformed into a net of closed ones, and the magnetoresist
ance is saturated. However, the measurements have demonstrated
t.h~t lne;:irlA t.hA t.\.vn-rlirnAne;:inn~l PAO'lnn !ll'nnnrl tho fnnl'th_nl'rloT' !lVle;:
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field being at 7.5° to the axis [1001. A geometrical analysis of the
spatial layout of MB trajectories for such a magnetic field orienta
tion is given in Fig. 4.19. In this case only the type A and B trajec
tories are possible. One closed orbit A 2 is located along the "octa
hedron" and between the open trajectories Al and Aa. Three closed
orbits are located between the open trajectories B I and B 3: two
along the "octahedrons" and one (B 2) across jungle gym. Since the
MB probability for B type trajectories is much smaller than for A

N

r H

/'
(110)

p

Fig. 4.17. The central (100) and (110) cross sections of niobium's
FS. The "octahedron" (without hatching) is centered at the zone center (at the
point f). The space between the "jungle gym" and ellipsoids is shaded by in
clined lines. In the (110) cross section, the contacts between "octahedron" and
"jungle gym" are located on the I'D line and "jungle gym" necks, while those in
the (100) cross sections are only on the "jungle gym" necks (which is opened
along the I'H line).

/'
(110)

p

Fig. 4.17. The central (100) and (110) cross sections of niobium's
FS. The "octahedron" (without hatching) is centered at the zone center (at the
point f). The space between the "jungle gym" and ellipsoids is shaded by in
clined lines. In the (110) cross section, the contacts between "octahedron" and
"jungle gym" are located on the I'D line and "jungle gym" necks, while those in
the (100) cross sections are only on the "jungle gym" necks (which is opened
along the I'H line).

type ones, the contribution of the former can be neglected. The
deviations of magnetoresistance from the quadratically rising curve
are due to the MB, as a result of which an electron can pass from
one open trajectory onto another having the opposite
direction of motion of an electron. I t follows from .symmetry condi
tions that the probability of such a transition for the Al and Aa
trajectories is exactly equal to the probability of an electron moving
alrmo ~ r.lo~pil orhit. arrnmrl t.hp A .... "o~t.~hprlron"_ If wa ll~P t.hp ~MR
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probahility of magnetic breakdown at the i-th point, while the
dependence of the resistance on the magnetic field will have the
form p "...., WH2. Without going into detail of the Wi calculation,
and comparing the theoretical curves for different values of the
breakdown field H o with the experimental data (Fig. 4.20), we find
that Ho = (280 + 20) kOe. Thence the interzonal energy barrier

W op en

100 120 1408060

0.4 '--_~__._.._~__.Io.__.._ ___I___~_ ___I___.Io.__.._~

20 40 180 200 H,kOe

0.5 t----+------+---+----+---.J...----.3~4,H_~____+

0 .6 J--o---t-.--+----+---+----+-~~~~_+_---~--~

O.7 t----+---r----+---+--~_¥t__~-+_--_+_-.

0.8 t----+---~-__+_-~~r--__+_--I__-_+_--I___-
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Fig. 4.20. The probability of electron's motion in an open tra
jectory along the "jungle gym" versus the magnetic field for ex = 7.5°. Experi
mental points were obtained with the niobium [001] sample having RRR =
= 1:

0
; HI... t 'T' = ?:? ITn" 1.......1 \ n l. ?l( ITn ..l.':4~~1th<>t\....t.i..,,1

Fig. 4.20. The probability of electron's motion in an open tra
jectory along the "jungle gym" versus the magnetic field for ex = 7.5°. Experi
mental points were obtained with the niobium [001] sample having RRR =
= 6 X 104 at T = 2.2 (marked e) and at 4.2 K (marked 0). The theoretical
curves 1, 2, 3 are calculated for the different values of the breakdown field
strengths: 1-260; 2-280; 3-300 kOe.

in niobium can be estimated, i.e. Lle = 0.09 eVe It is interesting
to note that this practically coincides with the energy of spin
orbital interactions that was obtained spectroscopically for Nb3 +

ions [4.651.
Tho oC'C!onti Q1 nnlnt lC tho QC'C'l'Imntinn 0 'hnnt tho -nh oC'o_~nho....ont
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layer as does beryllium's FS (its limiting dimension being the dia
meter of the "coronet" necks, kzm ) . The thermopower is another
matter. Above (e.g. with aluminium) it was shown that thermo
power is abnormally strong under conditions of CMB. This gave
rise to hopes that MB oscillations thermopower might be detectable
in niobium.

Simultaneous measurements of thermopower and magnetoresist
ance were performed with a niobium sample cut along the fourth
order axis and having RRR 3 X 103 [4.66]. The angular dependence
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Fig. 4.21. The MB oscillations of the thermopower of niobium
for H 1\ [110] and their Fourier transform.
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Fig. 4.21. The MB oscillations of the thermopower of niobium
for H 1\ [110] and their Fourier transform.

of the thermopower as]a whole matched the behaviour of the magneto
resistance except for H II [110], where a narrow thermopower peak
was observed. For this orientation of the magnetic field, the conical
point contacts between the "octahedron" and "jungle gym" and
lying on the symmetry line I'P (Fig. 4.17) take on great significance.
The strong thermopower signal is in this case undoubtedly related
to the high MB probability W near the conical points (at a conical
nn;nt ;tC!ol-F W - .f \
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their amplitudes in terms of the angle ex, from the [110] axis began
to grow, achieving a maximum at ex, ~ 3°, and then diminishing.
These oscillations can be easily understood using the CMB model.
The MB trajectories for H II [110] are illustrated in Fig. 4.22a.
This shows that the directions of electrons moving across the "jungle
gym" and across the "octahedron" are the same, whereas they can
pass from one FS sheet onto another at the necks of the "jungle gym"
and in the regions of the conical point contacts. Similar, albeit

(a) (b)

,
Fig. 4.22. The scheme of MB trajectories in niobium. Solid lines

show the trajectories along "jungle gym", points-along "octahedron". The dashed
cross sections give rise to the interference oscillations in thermopower: (a) 
H ,,[110], (b)-H" [100].

F

,
Fig. 4.22. The scheme of MB trajectories in niobium. Solid lines

show the trajectories along "jungle gym", points-along "octahedron". The dashed
cross sections give rise to the interference oscillations in thermopower: (a) 
H ,,[110], (b)-H" [100].

simpler, situation was considered in [4.67] as applied to magnesium.
It was proved that if the MB is phase-coherent, then coupled MB
trajectories with the same direction form a sort of "quantum inter
ferometer" whose "base" are the cross sections between the trajecto
ries. The amplitude of the interference oscillations weakly depends
on the temperature because the appropriate effective mass equals
the difference between the effective masses of the quantum inter
ferometer's t\VO orbits and is small as a rule .
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the amplitudes of all components will be about the same. However,
only the first four frequencies were experimentally observed
(Fig. 4.21). This is only possible if W n~ We' that is, if the con tact
on the I'P line is really a point contact.

When H II [100], the thermopower oscillations contain only one
frequency, ~ = 8.64 MGs. The MB trajectories for this case are
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Fig. 4.23. The amplitude of the MB thermopower oscillations
versus the reciprocal of the magnetic field for H II rOOf] when studying the MB
in niobium under uniaxial stretching of the sample: Q-the free sample, .
the stretched sample.
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remain

A, ,.., exp [ -Ho/H-k :* (T +TD)/HJ (4.3)

where k = 150 kOe/deg.
The behaviour of the oscillation amplitude versus the reciprocal

of the magnetic field for H II [100] is given in Fig. 4.23. The effective
mass of the ~-oscillations can be found from the temperature depen
dence of the de Haas-van Alphen effect 14.63] and is equal to m* =
= 0.3 m. Evaluating Dingle's temperature from RRR yields Tn ==
= 0.3 K. By substituting these values into (4.3) and by using the
experimental data in Fig. 4.23, we can obtain an additional estimate
of the breakdown field in niobium, Ho == (280 + 300) kOe. This is
in a full agreement with the results obtained from an analysis of
the field dependence of the magnetoresistance.

The complete spectrum of the MB oscillations of niobium's thermo
power is given in Fig. 4.24. To improve the sensitivity when record
ing this spectrum, a modulation of temperature gradient along the
sample was used. The heater was powered by an 8 Hz ac current,
and the signal from the sample potential leads was applied to the
input of a selective lock-in amplifier tuned for 16 Hz. This signifi
cantly suppressed the noise and completely eliminated the drifts
induced by parasitic emf's in the connecting wires.

The frequencies of the thermopower MB oscillations are governed
by the cross sections between "jungle gym" and the "octahedron".
It is quite probable that some spectral branches, e.g. F, are governed
by a nonextremum cross section from the MB near a conical point.
In fact, the observation of MB oscillations in niobium's thermopower
was the first experimental corroboration of the existence of the
"octahedron", as it had not been detected before in the measure
ments of the de Haas-van Alphen effect [4.61] or those of magneto
thermal oscillations [4~92]. Analogous considerations applied to
ing this spectrum, a modulation of temperature gradient along the
sample was used. The heater was powered by an 8 Hz ac current,
and the signal from the sample potential leads was applied to the
input of a selective lock-in amplifier tuned for 16 Hz. This signifi
cantly suppressed the noise and completely eliminated the drifts
induced by parasitic emf's in the connecting wires.

The frequencies of the thermopower MB oscillations are governed
by the cross sections between "jungle gym" and the "octahedron".
It is quite probable that some spectral branches, e.g. F, are governed
by a nonextremum cross section from the MB near a conical point.
In fact, the observation of MB oscillations in niobium's thermopower
was the first experimental corroboration of the existence of the
"octahedron", as it had not been detected before in the measure
ments of the de Haas-van Alphen effect [4.61] or those of magneto
thermal oscillations [4:92]. Analogous considerations applied to
investigations of the MB in vanadium [4.68] enabled-the authors to
establish that the FS of vanadium and niobium FS's are sim ilar
thus to choose vanadium's FS model.

The most curious feature of CMB in niobium is the MB near the
conical point. Thus, the breakdown field H: k; away from the con
ical point is proportional to k;, i.e, H: == (nnc/e tan cp) k~, where the
angle cp is indicated in Fig. 4.22a. Since the amplitude of the inter
ferenca MB nscf l lat.irms i~ ~ fnnf'.t.inn nf tho n-rnrllll'.t W Ii _ W\
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from the conical point (perhaps, on a nonextremum cross section).
Another feature of the conical point is that it exists because of

the high symmetry of the I'P line on which it is located. Therefore
we should expect that even a very small deformation of the sample,
lowering the symmetry of its crystal lattice, will be accompanied

F (MGs)

8 ,~

6

4

2

4

2

a
[011] [001]

Fig. 4.24. The spectrum of magnetic breakdown thermopower
oscillations in niobium.

by the disappearance of the conical point contacts. The effect of
a uniaxially stretching a sample on the MB in niobium was investi
rtatarl in rJ.. RQl
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the sectional spacer 3, 4, 5 was set made from fused quartz. The
tabulated thermal expansion coefficients show that cooling to liquid
helium temperatures should stretch the niobium sample by 1.6 %.
It will actually be stretched by less because of elastic deformations
of the arms. In a number of measurements the sample

[100]

Fig. 4.25. Mounting of the niobium sample to study the uniaxial
stretchinz effl'r.!!l: l-:~-thl' haatar. . _ 4 :l-t sectional snacar

2

[100]

Fig. 4.25. Mounting of the niobium sample to study the uniaxial
stretching effects: I-the sample, 2-the heater, 3, 4, .5-the sectional spacer
made from fused quartz, 6-twisted cable composed from current and potential
leads.

was stretched to a third the maximum value. In order to do this,
an "air gap of about 0.07 mm was left between the quartz spacer and
the arms when assembling at room ternperature.

Eight experimental runs were performed, four runs with the
CH]I"rV\'nlln crf ...nfnhnrl n...,.rl -4!""", ... "'"1l.,.~f"h""',,+ n+_ ..... +.nh.:...,.,... +h.n. 'Mn...,.n hn':...,.,... ..,.1+,.,._
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are given in Table 4.4, the frequency v (MGs) and amplitude A
(relative units) being given for each component of oscillation spec
trum.

Table 4.4. The uniaxial stretching effect on the niobium
thermopower oscillations at HII[011]. The data were obtained
for 90 kOe ~ H < 150 kOe. Frequencies are measured in MGs.
while amplitudes in arbitrary units

f F F+f F-f
Al, mm

1 Iampl, I Ifreq. ampl , treq, freq. ample freq. ample

~1=0 1.14 4.65 6.54 1.93 7.68 1.77 5.40 0.30
~l=0.03 1.11 4.40 6.54 1.82 7.65 1.81 5.46 0.22
~l=0.1 1.06 3.11 6.68 1.78 7.72 1.90 5.64 0.11

This Table shows up the unexpected result that in spite of the
assumptions made, the F frequency oscillations which corresponds:
to the cross section between the conical point contacts (Fig. 4.22a),.

(a) ..

(b),

This Table shows up the unexpected result that in spite of the
assumptions made, the F frequency oscillations which corresponds:
to the cross section between the conical point contacts (Fig. 4.22a),.

(a) ..

(b),

100 H(kOe) 150

Fig. 4.26. The thermopower oscillations in niobium under unia
yi~l ~t."'tlt.('hin(J' t.htl ~~mnltl fn ... H II r0111· f~'-t.htl ~t."'tlt.('.hprl ~:lmnlp fh)-t.h",
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When interpreting these data, it should be borne in mind that
the oscillations with the F frequency stem from the W == 0.5 cross
section and consequently their amplitude is the maximum possible
(see p. 207). Therefore, even if the sample is deformed so that the
conical point contact disappears, but the resultant gap satisfies the
condition of W > 0.5, then there will still be a cross section for
which W == 0.5 and hence the amplitude of the oscillations of
frequency F will remain unchanged.

The low frequency f oscillations depend on the cross section be
tween the conical point contact and the "jungle gym" neck. In the
first approximation, their amplitude is defined by the expression:

At r-v VWc (1- We) W n (1- W n) (4.4)

where We and W n are the probabilities of the MB near a conical
point and on the "jungle gym" neck, respectively. By assuming that
the cross section is specified by the condition We == 0.5 (for which
the oscillation's amplitude is the greatest), a decrease in the f oscil
lation's amplitude as the sample is stretched can be ascribed to
a widening of the gap on neck, the change in the breakdown field
being given by

(4.5)

where H is the averaged field.
Substitution the experimental data in (4.5) yields an increase

in the breakdown field on the neck of about 100 kOe when the sample
is stretched.

On the other hand, the amplitude of the ~-oscillations is directly
determined by the MB probability on necks of the "jungle gym"
(Fig. 4.22b), and the measurements demonstrated that this was not
changed by stretching the sample (Fig. 4.23).

These reS1l1~s m av he re~olJr.ilprl hv {'.~~llTflina t.h~'O:T\in-f(Yrhit:\l
the oscil lation s amplitude IS tne greatest}, a aecrease In tne OSCIl-
lation's amplitude as the sample is stretched can be ascribed to
a widening of the gap on neck, the change in the breakdown field
being given by

(4.5)

where H is the averaged field.
Substitution the experimental data in (4.5) yields an increase

in the breakdown field on the neck of about 100 kOe when the sample
is stretched.

On the other hand, the amplitude of the ~-oscillations is directly
determined by the MB probability on necks of the "jungle gym"
(Fig. 4.22b), and the measurements demonstrated that this was not
changed by stretching the sample (Fig. 4.23).

These results may be reconciled by assuming the spin-orbital
gap is changed anisotropically. The influence of the gap extension
in the direction of the stretching force is thus compensated by the
gap decrease perpendicular to the force so that the resultant ampli
tude of the ~-oscillations is unchanged.

Of great physical interest is also a comparison of the experimen
tal data on the MB in transition metals whose Fermi surfaces are
almost the same. The point is that this sort of analysis is practically
tho flt.Tll~'T ""T ....'T +1"11. rln+n~.......,.'; ....... .n. .f.h.n. .: ....... .fI~~,.. ....... ~,.. ~ ~ ~_ : l_~ ... _l ~ __ ... .o ,_
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this is notwithstanding the fact that the quality of the investigated
samples was markedly lower (RRR == 1.5 X 103) [4.68). On the
other hand, no sign of MB could be observed for tantalum in the
magnetic fields below 175 kOe [4.681.

Comparing these data suggests that interzonal energy gap caused
by spin-orbital interaction widens as the atomic number rises.
This conclusion is not unexpected, since it was found to be true
some time ago for atoms and ions, for which the gap widens in
proportion to Z4. It should be noted however that this preliminary
data favor the conclusion that the interzonal energy gap in transition
metals widens at a markedly slower rate than Z4.

4.5. RUTHENIUM DIOXIDE, RU02

Ruthenium dioxide Ru0 2 is an oxide with the rutile
(Ti0 2) structure and possesses metallic conduction down to liquid
helium temperatures [4.70). The Fermi surfaces for this sort of
oxides have been investigated thoroughly especially for Ru0 2, OS02'
and Ir0 2. The oxides have a tetragonal structure with a ratio of
cia == 0.7 (see Table 4.5) and two molecules in each elementary

Table 4.5. Physical Properties of RU02

a=4.4919 A
c=3.1066 A

rz = 1.0113 X 108 cm-1

rX=O.6994 X 108 cm-1

'\'=28.7 MGs
6='78.3 MGs

P300K=4X10-6 Q em

forfrequencies

Lattice constants

Brillouin zone dimensions

Oscillation
1111 [100]

Specific electrical resistance
at room temperature

J.uaJ. Ulll Lt:::lllpt:iJ. Cl L U.1-t:::~ L':t.' v J • ..Lllt::: .1' t:illlli ~ U.1-.1Cl\J~~ lur Llll~ ~Ul- L UI

oxides have been investigated thoroughly especially for Ru0 2, OS02'
and Ir0 2. The oxides have a tetragonal structure with a ratio of
cia == 0.7 (see Table 4.5) and two molecules in each elementary

Table 4.5. Physical Properties of RU02

Lattice constants

Brillouin zone dimensions

Oscillation frequencies for
1111 [100]

Specific electrical resistance
at room temperature

a=4.4919 A
c=3.1066 A

rz = 1.0113 X 108 cm-1

rX=O.6994 X 108 cm-1

'\'=28.7 MGs
6='78.3 MGs

P300K=4X10-6 Q em

cell. Transition metal 's atoms are arranged in body-centered tetrago
nal lattices with each metal atom surrounded by six oxygen atoms.
Because of low symmetry of the crystalline lattice, the
oxides FS's are strongly anisotropic. An attractive feature of
Ru0 2 is the small value of the spin-orbital interaction, and this
Tn!llrOCOl llCOl hnno uro Tn!l'lT hO !lhlo tn rlotOf't MH !lntl thllQ nncl !l nOUT
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of Brillouin zone. This means that they should be open both along
the tetragonal [001] and binary [110] axes. Experimentally, no open
trajectories were observed along the [110] direction [4.72], nor was
the neck of the h, branch detected in this direction [4.73, 741. There
fore the nonrelativistic zone structure was deformed to eliminate
the openness [4.741. The FS cross sections given by this semiempiric
al approach are shown in Fig. 4.27c. The model has a new element
in the FS, viz. a hole ellipsoid h 3 at Z whose existence had no direct
experimental corroboration.

The introduction into the zone calculations of a small
all 0.011 Ry) spin-orbital interaction eliminated the braTJP(i~~~:t;~· l1

the hole sheet h, along the [110] direction that contradicte js" ""-' 1-1,'-1 .1.
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Fig. 4.27. The central cross sections of the FS in Ru0 2 [4.54]:
(a)-nonrelativistic calculation (Ed = 0), (b)-calculation with a due regard ~·for
spin-orbital interaction (Ed = 0.011 Ry), (c)-semiempirical model.

mente Nevertheless the new FS element was not produced (Fig. 4.27b)
[4.71]. Also, the spin-orbital interaction eliminated the contacts
between the electron and hole sheets of the Ru0 2 FS that were
predicted b~ the nonrelativistic calculations. The spin-orbital gap
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Fig. 4.27. The central cross sections of the FS in Ru0 2 [4.54]:
(a)-nonrelativistic calculation (Ed = 0), (b)-calculation with a due regard ~·for
spin-orbital interaction (Ed = 0.011 Ry), (c)-semiempirical model.

mente Nevertheless the new FS element was not produced (Fig. 4.27b)
[4.71]. Also, the spin-orbital interaction eliminated the contacts
between the electron and hole sheets of the Ru0 2 FS that were
predicted by the nonrelativistic calculations. The spin-orbital gap
between es and h, along the rz line remained however extremely
small because of the accidental degeneracy of the zones slightly below
EF. Thus open trajectories along the tetragonal [001] axis remained
as before possible due to MB.

In the relativistic model, the electron sheet es closely resembles
an ellipsoid . The hole sheet h, is similar to the surface well-known as
the "dog's bone", but with two exceptions. First, the h, sheet crosses
t "h n +nnn+ I{){)1 \ n.f tho "Q .... l11n1"l1"Y\ '7n"Y\n -CU1+"h .... h"Y\lfn C11n'l"'\n .... co .... ..-nco" 1..
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II [001], nor the central extremum cross section of h4 at H II [110]
were detected. However, the final decision in favor of the FS relativ
istic model for Ru0 2 was made after detecting magnetic breakdown
and investigating the MB oscillations of resistance and thermopower.

Single crystals of Ru0 2 were grown by a transport technique in
an open system. The samples were cut out along the principal
crystallographic directions [001], [010], and [110] and had RRR ==
== 600-700. The current and potential leads were glued on with

....-r--~--------.,.;-'I

", 1 ",'" I",,,,,,, .", I,----

---)
",

.",/ I ","/
~--------y

Fig. 4.28. Relativistic model of the FS for RU02·

silver paste and the mounted sample was placed in an apparatus
[4.75] in which it could be rotated by 360° and the rotation axis
inclined by 14°. A magnetic field up to 150 kOe was generated using
a superconducting solenoid. The oscillating signals were processed
by the technique used to investigate the MB in niobium.

The results of the measured angular and field dependences of
Ru0 2 magnetoresistance are resented in Fig. 4.29. The angular
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Fig. 4.28. Relativistic model of the FS for RU02·

silver paste and the mounted sample was placed in an apparatus
[4.75] in which it could be rotated by 360° and the rotation axis
inclined by 14°. A magnetic field up to 150 kOe was generated using
a superconducting solenoid. The oscillating signals were processed
by the technique used to investigate the MB in niobium.

The results of the measured angular and field dependences of
Ru0 2 magnetoresistance are presented in Fig. 4.29. The angular
functions are slowly changing, whereas the field dependences are
close to quadratic. Sharp magnetoresistance minima in the direc
tions perpendicular to the tetragonal [001] axis were only observed
for the binary [110] and [010] samples. A trend to saturation can
be seen in the field dependences of resistance recorded at these
minima (the lower curves in Fig. 4.2ge, f). This behaviour of the
magnetoresistance is in agreement with an earlier assumption [4.72J
~ hOllt t.hA nPAlO;:Anr.A of onAn tp~iAr.topiA~ ~ Irvn o- thA tAt.-r~(J'{\n~1 r0011
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The magnetic breakdown is also responsible for the resistance and
thermopower oscillations observed with the [010] sample for H II
°11 [100]. The magnetoresistance oscillations were of small amplitude,
and like those of niobium, can be explained by the absence of a small
diameter of the Fermi surface for Ru0 2 that would limit the MB-Iayer
thickness. The thermopower oscillations were much more pronounced
and were not only observed for H II [100] but also near the direc-
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Fig. 4.29. The angular (a-c) and field (d-f) dependences of Hu0 2
magnetoresistance: a, d-the sample is cut along tetragonal axis, b, e-the bi
nary {110] sample, c, f-the binary [010] sample. The angular dependences are
'obtained in the transverse magnetic field of 150 kOe. The ordinates in Figs. d-j
are squared magnetic field strengths, therefore the function t1.p/p -.,. H2 is a
.straight line.
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Fig. 4.29. The angular (a-c) and field (d-f) dependences of Hu0 2
magnetoresistance: a, d-the sample is cut along tetragonal axis, b, e-the bi
nary {110] sample, c, f-the binary [010] sample. The angular dependences are
'obtained in the transverse magnetic field of 150 kOe. The ordinates in Figs. d-j
are squared magnetic field strengths, therefore the function t1.p/p -.,. H2 is a
.straight line.

tion (Fig. 4.30). Spectral composition of the oscillations is rather
complicated because it includes four frequencies, /1 = 28.8 MGs,
12 == 79.2 MGs, /3 == 108 MGs and /4 == 136.8 MGs (Fig. 4.31).
The origins of each of these frequencies can be found from the rela
tivistic model of the FS of Ru0 2. In this model (Fig. 4.32), the /1
frequency corresponds to the cross section of the hole sheet h~,

while /2 corresponds to the cross section of the electron ellipsoid e5.
'Thon thA f_ fronllAn~'T ~nrrA~nnnrl~ tn th O "firrl1'1'A_nf_A1Nht" I'nmnnQotl
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Fig. 4.30. The thermopower oscillations measured in the l010)
sample of RU02 for different angles <p between the magnetic field direction and
the [010] axis. The thermopower scale in absolute units is the same for all curves.
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Fig. 4.30. The thermopower oscillations measured in the l010)
sample of RU02 for different angles <p between the magnetic field direction and
the [010] axis. The thermopower scale in absolute units is the same for all curves.
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direction the I,. amplitude exceeded the amplitudes of all the other
frequencies.

In order to clarify this point, the temperature dependencies of
the magnetoresistance oscillation amplitudes were studied. The

--- E;>

--- E;>

f 1=28.8 MGs f 2 = 79.2 MGs f 3=108 MGs f 4=136.8 MGs

Fig. 4.32. The ~[B orbits in Ru0 2 corresponding to the observed
magnetoresistance and thermopower oscillations. The dashed line is the Bril
louin zone boundary.

effective masses estimated therefrom proved to he m~ = 0.5 m and
"t~ = 0.3 m for the 11 and /4 frequencies, respectively. Hence, the
effective mass of the largest ~fB

orbit is smaller than that of the
smallest one.

This effect, which could be
called "mass compensation", has a
simple explanation. The effective
mass of a complex self-crossing

f 1=28.8 MGs f 2 = 79.2 MGs f 3=108 MGs f 4=136.8 MGs

Fig. 4.32. The ~[B orbits in Ru0 2 corresponding to the observed
magnetoresistance and thermopower oscillations. The dashed line is the Bril
louin zone boundary.

effective masses estimated therefrom proved to he m~ = 0.5 m and
"t~ = 0.3 m for the /1 and /4 frequencies, respectively. Hence, the
effective mass of the largest ~fB

orbit is smaller than that of the
smallest one.

This effect, which could be
called "mass compensation", has a
simple explanation. The effective
mass of a complex self-crossing
trajectory can be found as the
algebraic sum of the effective
masses of its constituent orbits.
Thus the large effective mass of an
electron orbit around the es ellip
soid proves to be compensated by
the t\VO effective masses of the

I
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hole orbits around h 4- This conclusion can be confirmed by plotting the
self-crossing trajectories for two energies (Fig. 4.33). When the energy
changes, the electron and hole contours are deformed in opposite direc
tions so that the total orbit area remains unchanged, and this in
terms of the effective mass (m* /"'oJ dS/dB) does mean that m* ~ O.

In this respect MB oscillations of Ru0 2 are similar to the inter-
ference oscillations observed in magnesium [4.67] and niobium
[4.61]. But there is still a substantial difference in that whereas the
interference oscillations can incorporate both additive and differen
tial harmonics, the oscillations from alternate electron and hole
orbits can only consist of the sums of the initial frequencies.

I t should be noted that the detection of magnetoresistance and
thermopower oscillations from the giant orbits extending beyond
the single Brilluoin zone is evidence of the phase-coherent character
of the MB in Ru0 2 • On the other hand, these investigations were
'carried out using samples of relatively low quality. This enables us
to be optimistic that we may find further manifestation of this
interesting effect in other compounds, high-quality single crystals
of which are not as simply fabricated.

4.6. CONCLUSION

The data given in this review demonstrate that the
quantum features of the behavior of current carriers in metal, which
are most pronounced during CMB, are quite often observable in
experiment. Further progress in this branch of research we expect
not only will yield new results for physics of metals, but will also
assist in widespread utilization of the metal's plasma properties

· to solve a number of practical problems.
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interesting effect in other compounds, high-quality single crystals
of which are not as simply fabricated.

4.6. CONCLUSION

The data given in this review demonstrate that the
quantum features of the behavior of current carriers in metal, which
are most pronounced during CMB, are quite often observable in
experiment. Further progress in this branch of research we expect
not only will yield new results for physics of metals, but will also
assist in widespread utilization of the metal's plasma properties

· to solve a number of practical problems.
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5 Weak Electron Localization
and Magnetoresistance Oscillations
of Cylindrical Normal Metal Films

Yu. V. Sharoin, Assoc. Mem. USSR Acad. Sc., and
D. Yu. Sharoin

5.1. INTRODUCTION
The idea for the experiment described below was sug

gested in 1981 by Altshuler, Aronov, and Spivak (AAS) [5.1] who
predicted that the electrical resistance of a tube made from a nor
mal metal should oscillate when the longitudinal magnetic field
strength inside the tube changes. The period of these oscillations
should correspond to the magnetic flux variation in the hollow by
the value of the flux quantum, <Do = hcl2e = 2 X 10-70 e -cm",
Two points here are of special interest. First, the flux quantum,
<1>0' which contains twice the electron charge in the denominator,
has until now only appeared in the physics of superconductivity
where the double charge is due to the pairing of the electrons re
sponsible for the onset of superconductivity.

Second, it was claimed in [5.1] that this oscillatory interference
effect does not require perfectly monocrystalline samples and can
be distinctly observed in disordered conductors whose electron free
path is by many orders of magnitude smaller than the sample
diameter.

In fact, the observation of this phenomenon would be a direct
proof of some basic concepts of physics of disordered conductors
(more exactly, of the "weak localization" theory).

A rigorous treatment of theory of the problem can be found in
a review by Altshuler, Aronov, Khmelnitskii, and Larkin [5.2],
which was published in an earlier volume of this series. To introduce
<1>0' which contains twice -the electron charge in the denominator,
has until now only appeared in the physics of superconductivity
where the double charge is due to the pairing of the electrons re
sponsible for the onset of superconductivity .

Second, it was claimed in [5.1] that this oscillatory interference
effect does not require perfectly monocrystalline samples and can
be distinctly observed in disordered conductors whose electron free
path is by many orders of magnitude smaller than the sample
diameter.

In fact, the observation of this phenomenon would be a direct
proof of some basic concepts of physics of disordered conductors
(more exactly, of the "weak localization" theory).

A rigorous treatment of theory of the problem can be found in
a review by Altshuler, Aronov, Khmelnitskii, and Larkin [5.2],
which was published in an earlier volume of this series. To introduce
the experiment description we shall simply confine ourselves to
quasiclassical estimates and the discussion of ready-made formulae
without any pretence at rigour.

A great number of beautiful phenomena, e.g. the de Haas-van
Alphen effect*, cyclotron resonance, the galvanomagnetic, and size
effects clearly demonstrate the applicability of quasiclassical no-

An ana l vsis of the OP- Haas-van Alnhnn p-ffp-ct. can he hased on the
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tions about the motion of quasiparticles (electrons) inside a pure
monocrystalline metal along definite trajectories between collisions
with lattice inhomogeneities, and given that the free path and the
admissible error in electrons' coordinates substantially surpass.
their wavelength, 'A.

Let us discuss, to what extent these notions can be utilized to describe·
the transfer phenomena inside a metal with a sizable amount of
lattice distortions.

If we restrict ourselves to a consideration of an isotropic metal'
and an elastic. electron scattering by randomly positioned non
interacting centers, viz. impurities or atomic sized defects, then
we obtain from classical arguments the usual relation for conductiv
ity o = ne 2'telm = ne2lelmvF' where the free path between elastic"
collisions le can be expressed in terms of the scattering cross-section
for a single center s and the centers concentration N in a form le =
= 1INs. Consequently, the metal's resistivity p is here proportional
to N at least for small impurity concentration.

This answer can be explained from the quantum viewpoint as
follows. Assuming that an electron is scattered by each center in
the form of a spherical wave, the intensity at any point is a result.
of the random phase interference. This is why the resultant intensity
is the simple sum of the intensities of the arriving waves. At l ~ 'A
this situation enables trajectory notions to be used and demonstrates
that in the first approximation p ~ N according to the quantum
mechanical model too.

However, it is evident that as N increases the additivity of scat
tering cross-sections is somewhat violated because of an increase
in 'AI l even for the simplest model of noninteracting, elastically scat
tering centers, and the corrections are to be found. The solution of
this nontrivial problem proved to be unexpectedly simple and
elegant and has led to the explanation and prediction of a number'
of i» tltrpc;;:.tJnu" ~f£~l't~A.tLJ_.pt.....:u.~ ~A1JJl rlPJ...... "'e ...Jt .....JJle....V-rnl'.AC:!C:! of A1AI'.t .-ron

This answer can be explained from the quantum viewpoint as
follows. Assuming that an electron is scattered by each center in
the form of a spherical wave, the intensity at any point is a result.
of the random phase interference. This is why the resultant intensity
is the simple sum of the intensities of the arriving waves. At l ~ 'A
this situation enables trajectory notions to be used and demonstrates
that in the first approximation p ~ N according to the quantum
mechanical model too.

However, it is evident that as N increases the additivity of scat
tering cross-sections is somewhat violated because of an increase
in 'All even for the simplest model of noninteracting, elastically scat
tering centers, and the corrections are to be found. The solution of
this nontrivial problem proved to be unexpectedly simple and
elegant and has led to the explanation and prediction of a number'
of interesting effects. Let us consider, e.g. the process of electron
diffusion. Suppose that as a result of elastic collisions, an electron
wave function has appeared with a given energy* that occupies.
a certain region around the point 0 (Fig. 5.1) and continues to be
scattered via interactions with inhomogeneities. Despite the univer
sal chaos all the electron waves which originate from a small (as
compared to 'A) vicinity of 0 and return there after a number of
elastic scatterings interfere pairwise in a regular manner. A wave

1 • AI n 4"\ AI llT
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along an equidistant reverse path 0, N, N - 1, ... , 3, 2, 1, 0
(these we shall call conjugate waves) an~ their., equal in m~gnit~de,
amplitudes A add together so that the intensity (2A)2 which arises
is twice the intensity that arises from adding waves with a random
phase difference, viz. A2 .+ A2 == 2A2. Certainly, the intensity at
point 0 is only doubled for the superposition of the waves that

3

o

N-1

Fig. s.i.

emerge from a vicinity of 0 smaller than A. However, waves also
arrive at 0 that have random phases from the whole region with
nonzero wave function. \Ve must also take into account that those
conjugated waves which do not manage to return to 0 within a cer
tain period of time L cp will not be coherent either due to inelastic
• If "N ..,.-

N-1

Fig. s.r.

emerge from a vicinity of 0 smaller than A. However, waves also
arrive at 0 that have random phases from the whole region with
nonzero wave function. \Ve must also take in to account that those
conjugated waves which do not manage to return to 0 within a cer
tain period of time Lcp will not be coherent either due to inelastic
interactions or for some other reason. As Lq> -+- 0, the interference
correction should vanish completely.

Let us try to evaluate the interference corrections for conductiv
ity or another kinetic coefficients, such as thermal conductivity
or electron diffusion, in the form of small corrections to classical
expressions. Since the relative corrections to these coefficients are
the same, the correction being introduced to the value of free path,
we shall .. for convenience. consider iliffl1~ion.
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sions of the sample (e.g. film thickness) is not much larger than
Lrp, then the sample's shape will, obviously, have to be allowed for.

First, consider the case of a three-dimensional conductor. In the
classical case the density of probability for electron at t has the
following form:

C (r, \t) = )(4nDt)_3/2 exp (-r2/4Dt) (5.1)

Now let us calculate the number of conjugated trajectories. The
electrons leave a region near r = °of the "A size ("A ~ l) at Fermi
velocity. In time dt the number that leave will be C (0, t) vF"A2 dt,
At an instant to > t + 'r e a fraction proportional to C (0, to - t)
will return to the vicinity of r = 0. If to - t < 't rp, these trajecto
ries will contribute to the interference correction term. The relative
contributiou of the trajectories to electron density at to is

g(~'t;) C (0, to- t) VF/'.} dt (5.2)

Taking into account that for t;>;> r rp and (to - t) ~ 'r q>' we can
put C (0, t) ~ C (0, to), then integrate from t = to - 'tQ) to t =
= to - 'r e , .and get the Iollowing estimate for the relative decrease
in diffusion coefficient or conductivity:

(5.3)

Thus, in the three-dimensional case the correction is controlled by
short reverse trajectories, while it does not rise infinitely as 'rrp ~ 00.

If instead we have thin "quasi-two-dimensional" films a ~ Lrp
thick or wires at ~ Lrp in diameter, the dependence of the correction
on 'tep substantially increases. Thus at t > a2/D = 1'1 the volume
qr~l~~"\...,,!»n olo"t ....nn i~ in in"_"-~!lQA~ nnt. !l~ tnt\3/2 hnt. mn..-A ~ln,vlu

Taking into account that for i .» 'trp and (to - t) ~ 'tq>' we can
put C (0, t) ~ C (0, to), then integrate from t = to - 'tQ) to t =
= to - 'te , .and get the following estimate for the relative decrease
in diffusion coefficient or conductivity:

(5.3)

Thus, in the three-dimensional case the correction is controlled by
short reverse trajectories, whi le it does not rise infinitely as 'trp ~ 00.

If instead we have thin "quasi-two-dimensional" films a ~ Lrp
thick or wires at ~ Lrp in diameter, the dependence of the correction
on 'tQ) substantially increases. Thus at t > a2/D = 1'1 the volume
which an electron is in increases not as (Dt)3/2, but more slowly
either as aDt in a film or as a: VDt in a wire.

For a quasi-two-dimensional film we have

't

60 ~ _ ''! A,2VF dt ~ _ ~ In 2!..
(J J aDt ale 'tl

'ti

nt- for t.wo-flimAn.~ion~1 r.onnnr.t.ivit.v

(5.4)
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we get

~ e
2

't'q> e
2 L(p 4 10-61n Lq> n-1ua[J= - -22/i In -= -~/i In -= -2. 7 X ~~

1t 't'l J't a a

(5.6)
The most direct experimental check of the interference mechanism

which forms the basis of this calculation would be the observation
of a sample conductivity variation that would arise from an intro
duction of a phase shift between the interfering conjugated waves.
This is the aim of the experiment proposed by Altshuler et ale [5.1].

If the sample is a thin-walled hollow cylinder whose perimeter
is of the order of Lrp, then the coherent conjugated waves will
have trajectories that envelope the cylinder cavity. The presence of
such trajectories will obviously lead to a larger correction to ao for
cylinder walls than is given by formula (5.6). If a magnetic field
with the flux <I> is produced inside the cylinder cavity, the magnetic
vector potential A will be nonzero within cylinder walls, although
the field itself may be absent. A nonzero A will result in the change
in a phase shift cp along trajectories that is dependent on the direc
tion of wave motion. The phase difference between the waves return
ing to the origin from each side (I and II) will be the same for all
trajectories:

(Acph - (ACP)n =+ ~ (Pi+7 A) .drI- {- ~ (pu +';-A) .dru=
e f 2n<I>

=2 - l'( A·drl=~ (5.7)
he ,.. ~o

When the flux <1> is changed, the part of the correction to conduc
tivity that is related to the enveloping trajectories will oscillate
with period <1>0 = he/2e.

The integrals from (5.7) are reminiscent of the Bohr-Sommerfeld
quantization conditions for the wave function of a particle in a mag
the field itself may be absent. A nonzero A will result in the change
in a phase shift cp along trajectories that is dependent on the direc
tion of wave motion. The phase difference between the waves return
ing to the origin from each side (I and II) will be the same for all
trajectories:

(Acph - (ACP)n =+ ~ (Pi+7 A) .drI- {- ~ (pu +';-A) .dru=
e f 2n<I>

=2 - l'( A·drl=~ (5.7)
he ,.. ~o

When the flux <1> is changed, the part of the correction to conduc
tivity that is related to the enveloping trajectories will oscillate
with period <1>0 = he/2e.

The integrals from (5.7) are reminiscent of the Bohr-Sommerfeld
quantization conditions for the wave function of a particle in a mag
netic field, but here no conditions are imposed on the phase difference
and thus on the energy of the electron states. The AAS effect is an
analogue of Aharonov and Bohm effect [5.3]. In 1959 Aharonov and
Bohm demonstrated that the interference pattern formed by two co
herent electron beams in a vacuum must be displaced by an integer
number of fringes when the magnetic flux enveloped by the beams
changes by an integer number of quanta he/e. In our case, the flux
rm anf.n m i~ h a1f thi~ VA lnA ~in~A t.hA A1A~t.ron O'OA~ ronnel t.hA fillY
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netic field quantization in superconductors, and the first were the
experiments by Parks and Little [5.4] in 1963. They observed resis
tance oscillations with a period of hc/2e in flux. The important
aspect of the oscillations was the phase: at H = 0 the sample's re
sistance was at a minimum while the simple theory covering the
AAS effect indicates that at H = 0 the resistance should be at a
maximum.

We shall start by describing the most recent experiments in which
we detected the AAS effect in this simple form. In Sec. 5.3 we
shall return to the chronological sequence of events and shall trace
the AAS effect manifestations in more complicated cases including
those of superconducting metals.

5.2. AN EXPERIMENT WITH LITHIUM FILM ~:.

5.2.1. Experimental Technique

After some preliminary experiments, we chose lithium
for preparing the sam pie, notwithstanding its high reactivi ty. On
the basis of the published data on spin-orbital interactions [5.10l we
could expect that given its low atomic number (Z = 3) the spin states
of the electrons in lithium would not be affected significantly
by elastic scattering by defects and sample surface. This makes
lithium suitable for confirming the simplest variant of the theory.

The data in [5.10l and the influence of spin-orbital interactions
on the AAS effect will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.

Another advantage of lithium is its relatively high vapour press
ure thus favouring the formation of pure films. As a matter of fact,
it is the nonvolatile impurity atoms having finite magnetic moments
that are dangerous. When coll iding with these atoms, random re
orientation of the electron spin occurs, the coherency of conjugated
waves is violated .. and the value of L m is decreased even at low tem-

After some preliminary experiments, we chose lithium
for preparing the sam pie, notwithstanding its high reactivi ty. On
the basis of the published data on spin-orbital interactions [5.10l we
could expect that given its low atomic number (Z = 3) the spin states
of the electrons in lithium would not be affected significantly
by elastic scattering by defects and sample surface. This makes
lithium suitable for confirming the simplest variant of the theory.

The data in [5.10l and the influence of spin-orbital interactions
on the AAS effect will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.

Another advantage of lithium is its relatively high vapour press
ure thus favouring the formation of pure films. As a matter of fact,
it is the nonvolatile impurity atoms having finite magnetic moments
that are dangerous. When coll iding with these atoms, random re
orientation of the electron spin occurs, the coherency of conjugated
waves is violated, and the value of LfP is decreased even at low tem
peratures.

Lithium was condensed into a quartz filament about 1 11m in diam
eter and b = 1 cm in length. The fIlament's ends were glued with
BF compound to platinum wires that served as the current leads,
and the filament was placed along the axis of a helium Dewar in
which the lithium was condensed by a tantalum evaporator moving
around the filament. As this was happening the Dewar vessel was
aUOl"l1otarl l\"tT 0 rlifrllQinn nllTnn !}nrl !} QTn!}ll lTll!}ntit·u nf nnT-a halinTn
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temperature and atmospheric pressure of pure helium. Then liquid
helium was fed in.

In our experiment the magnetic field strength cannot be changed
inside the lithium cylinder hollow, while maintaining the field at
zero within the walls. The sample was simply placed in a homogene
ous magnetic field H with its axis parallel to the direction of the
field. The sample's resistance R was measured as a function of H
by a de potentiometer with a sensitive photoamplifier and an X'Y...
recorder. The recorder input was protected against short-period
noises by an RC-filter with RC ~ 2s. The measurements were per
formed mainly at night.
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5.2.2. Experiments at t.t K
In Fig. 5.2 a record of fiR (H) is presented for a sample

having R = 1985 Q at 4.2 K and R30olR4e2 = 2.8 (solid line). This
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I The helium bath temperature was 1.1 K. Due to Kapitza's ther
mal resistance at the sample-liquid helium interface the sample's
temperature was higher than that of bath by about 0.2-0.4 K because
of heating by the measuring current of 40 r-tA.

The curve ~R (H) in Fig. 5.2 has a pronounced period of 12.6 Oe,
and the damping oscillations are superimposed onto the monotonic
fall in the resistance. The diameter of the quartz filament was mea
sured after the helium experiment had been finished. The lithium
was carefully washed off and the filament diameter measured by
scanning electron microscope; it proved to be 1.30 ± 0.03 um, This
suggests that the field strength produced by a single flux quantum
hc/2e inside the cylinder's hole amounts to 15.6 Oe. This value,
quite naturally, agrees only roughlywith the period observed since
w.e have not yet accounted for film thickness. For a more accurate
calculation of the period the quantity nr2

, where r is the average
cylinder radius, must be used instead of the hole area. Because we
did not measure the cylinder wall thickness a directly, we utilized an
other method to' compare with the theory. We determined a from the
monotonic fall in resistance, that is, from the negative longitudinal
magnetoresistance of the film, which is the phenomenon considered
by Altshuler and Aronov [5.11] and which we observed in our ex
periments.

The longitudinal field present in the film induces phase shifts
for those conjugated trajectories which do not envelope the cylinder
cavity but which trap some magnetic flux, equal in order of magni-
tude to HaVDt, where t is the time of travel along a trajectory (here
it is assumed that V Dt ~ a). Since the areas of these contours are
random in value, the corresponding random phase shifts will reduce
the interference correction term in the same way as other coherency
losses which we described by 'tq>. The corresponding time 'tH can be
evaluated for the field H from the relationship Ha1/D't ~ <I> •

UIU llUllll1~tl~Ul~ Lll~ \.i'y~.1Ull~.I. wa.l..I. ~U.l.\JA.I..I.t:;.;:,.;:, u, U.1.1.t:;\J~.I..y, w~ UL.I..ffLi~U ail.'-
other method to' compare with the theory. We determined a from the
monotonic fall in resistance, that is, from the negative longitudinal
magnetoresistance of the film, which is the phenomenon considered
by Altshuler and Aronov [5.11] and which we observed in our ex
periments.

The longitudinal field present in the film induces phase shifts
for those conjugated trajectories which do not envelope the cylinder
cavity but which trap some magnetic flux, equal in order of magni-
tude to HaVDt, where t is the time of travel along a trajectory (here
it is assumed that V Dt ~ a). Since the areas of these contours are
random in value, the corresponding random phase shifts will reduce
the interference correction term in the same way as other coherency
losses which we described by 'tq>. The corresponding time 'tH can be
evaluated for the field H from the relationship HaVD'tH ~ <1>0.
This is applicable when VD'tH ~ a, that is when H ~ <Doa

2• Given

the exact numerical coefficient, we have Tn = n2~~:H2 [5.11]. The
expression defining the resulting time of phase failure has the famil
iar form 'tq> (H) -1 = 't q> -1 + 'til. To derive the correction <SO[l in the
longitudinal field H we need to substitute 'tq> (H) for 'tq> in (5.6). I t is
handy to introduce a new diffusion length Lq> (H) = VD't<p (H)

..r~
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in calculations to the superposition of oscillations having slightly
different periods). Here the value of the amplitude will depend on
21tr/L~ (H).

The resultant expression for the shape of the ~R (H) curve is:

R (H) -R (0) = R2 2:r ;:/i Z [LqJ (H), i.; (0)] (5.9)

where

Z [LIP (H), LqJ (0)] = In ~:{~1 -+
00

+2 ~ [Ko (n L~~~) ) cos 2nn ]t;~ - s, (n i;[o) )] (5.10)
n=l

Here K o (x) is MacDonald's function [K o (x) dies away quickly at
x > 1 tending to e-X

] . This expression written for noninteracting
electrons with no spin-orbital interactions, was used to approximate
the experimental data for the lithium sample*. In Fig. 5.2 the dashed
curve shows results calculated from formula (5.9) with r = 0.72 um,
L~ (0) = 2.22 um, and a = 0.127 f..tm. Thus, the value 2r - a ~
= 1.31 um proved to be close to the above diameter of the quartz
filament, i.e. 1.30 ± 0.03 f..tm.

Let us note that here the condition a ~ L~ (0) for a film to be
quasi-two-dimensional is satisfactorily fulfilled. The fulfilment at
the maximum field strength of H = 65 Oe of another condition
a ~ V<l>o/H = 5.6 X 10-5 em is not so reliable, yet the good agree
ment between the monotonic components of the calculated and
experimental curves for the whole range of fields demonstrates that
the approximation is still satisfactory.

Another corroboration of the applicability of (5.9) is the agree
ment with experiment of the oscillation damping magnitude which
is calculated for a determined from the monotonic component.
the experimental data for the lithium sample*. In Fig. 5.2 the dashed
curve shows results calculated from formula (5.9) with r = 0.72 um,
L~ (0) = 2.22 um, and a = 0.127 f..tm. Thus, the value 2r - a ~
= 1.31 um proved to be close to the above diameter of the quartz
filament, i.e. 1.30 ± 0.03 f..tm.

Let us note that here the condition a ~ L~ (0) for a film to be
quasi-two-dimensional is satisfactorily fulfilled. The fulfilment at
the maximum field strength of H = 65 Oe of another condition
a ~ V<l>o/H = 5.6 X 10-5 em is not so reliable, yet the good agree
ment between the monotonic components of the calculated and
experimental curves for the whole range of fields demonstrates that
the approximation is still satisfactory.

Another corroboration of the applicability of (5.9) is the agree
ment with experiment of the oscillation damping magnitude which
is calculated for a determined from the monotonic component.

The experiments were repeated with the same sample after it
had been reheated close to room temperature and stored at liquid ni ...
trogen temperature for three days. As a result, the sample's resist..
ance at 4.2 K rose from 1985 to 2560 Q, probably because the sample
had been partially oxidized. The curve parameters at 1.1 K were
not changed significantly and a comparison with (5.9) leads to the
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values of r = 0.72 flm, L (0) = 1.96 flm and a = 0.116 um. Oscil
lations with a gradually falling amplitude were observed at higher
temperatures too, up to 2.6 K.

Pronounced oscillations in the magnetoresistance of a 1 urn diam
eter cylinder made from lithium film where peak spacings corre
sponded to the change hc/2e in the magnetic flux within the mean
cross section of the hollow cylinder were also observed by Ladan
and Maurer [5.12].

The interference mechanism of weak localization effects in dis
ordered conductors was clearly demonstrated in the described experi
ments which can be compared with the simplified formula (5.9) re
flecting the main features of the phenomenon.

However, it is interesting to see how the AAS effect is manifested
in other metals and to compare experimental data with a more
sophisticated theory.

It will thus be possible to evaluate the upper bound of the value
of spin-orbital interaction in lithium and to derive quantitative
data pertaining to the temperature dependence of T<p.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE
LONGITUDINAL MAGNETORESISTANCE
OSCILLATIONS OF CYLINDRICAL FILMS
OF DIFFERENT METALS, AND THE AAS EFFECT

The first such experiments, as we noted before, were per-
formed with superconducting samples (tin, lead, indium, alumin
ium, etc.) as their resistance has been measured in the region of the
superconductive transition [5.4-7]. Strictly speaking, what had been
observed were oscillations of the He (T) curve for thin-walled tiny
cylinders, produced as a result of quantizing the states of supercon-
dnctjve electrons CThe_ Bohr-Sommerfeld__condition.was __.imnosed .on
data pertaining to the temperature dependence of T<p.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE
LONGITUDINAL MAGNETORESISTANCE
OSCILLATIONS OF CYLINDRICAL FILMS
OF DIFFERENT METALS, AND THE AAS EFFECT

The first such experiments, as we noted before, were per-
formed with superconducting samples (tin, lead, indium, alumin
ium, etc.) as their resistance has been measured in the region of the
superconductive transition [5.4-7]. Strictly speaking, what had been
observed were oscillations of the He (T) curve for thin-walled tiny
cylinders, produced as a result of quantizing the states of supercon
ductive electrons. (The Bohr-Sommerfeld condition was imposed on
the motion of paired electrons around the cylinder.) When the
samples are of good quality the oscillations corresponded to complete
transitions from one phase to another. The R (H) curve is shown in
Fig. 5.3 for an aluminium sample 1.33 um in diameter at T =
= 1.125 K, and is taken from Groff and Parks [5.6]. This curve clear-
ly demonstrates that the phenomenon differs from the AAS effect.

Significant difficulties were encountered in interpreting the results
f-rnYY\ <;;:'"hohln 1\T0 roh"'d- Tu....-r~n onrl nT'Y\~"-rnnl.rn rr; Ql T"hou ....nrln-r.. nnl.r
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exp [-2nr/s (T)l, where S(T) is the coherency length of the super
conducting fluctuations, the length falling as T - T c grows, and
2nr is the sample circumference. According to calculations, the
oscillations should be observed near T c and disappear around 2.5-

R

H

Fig. 5.3. An oscillatory transition between superconducting and
normal states in a magnetic field for an aluminium film: a ~ 2.5 X 10-5 em,
2r == 1.33 urn, b == 0.07 ern, R n ~ 9Q, T == 1.125 K [5.6].

3.0 K. In experiments, however, they were distinctly traced up to
8 K (see Fig. 5.4): something which could not be explained at that
time. .

After Altshuler, Aronov and Spivak published their paper [5.1], it
was noted [5.15] that the mechanism they had suggested enabled
the results Shablo et ale had obtained to be explained. Now the

3.0 K. In experiments, however, they were distinctly traced up to
8 K (see Fig. 5.4): something which could not be explained at that
time. .

After Altshuler, Aronov and Spivak published their paper [5.1], it
was noted [5.15] that the mechanism they had suggested enabled
the results Shablo et ale had obtained to be explained. Now the

Fig. 5.4. ~R (H) at T ~ 6.0 K for a cylindrical aluminium +oxy
gen film: a ~ 1.1 X 10-6 em, 2r == 2.4 X 10-5 em, R = 8000Q, Tc == 1.7
K [5.8].

temperature dependence of the amplitude incorporates the quantity
Lrp instead of the coherency length ~ (T) and Lrp can be quite com
parable with 2nr over the whole region, where the oscillations were
nhc;:oP'uotl
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In order to eliminate the influence of superconductivity, where
possible, we started the experiments with magnesium, which is a
normal conductor down to the lowest probed temperatures (0.017 K
[5.16]). The oscillations observed in this case are shown in Fig. 5.6
[5.15]. The arrows indicate the magnetic field strength values that
correspond to the integer number of the flux quanta hc/2e, which
pass ~hrough the hole in the MgI sample, the hole diameter being

0.1

o....o------------------~~----

H,Oe

vv
o....O------------------~~----

Fig. 5.5. AR (H) at T = 1.2 K for a cadmium sample (see

0.1

Table 5.1).

Table 5.1).
Fig. 5.5. AR (H) at T = 1.2 K for a cadmium sample (see

measured by scanning electron microscope. It might be assumed
that these curves are those of a normal metal, however in this case
too, the oscillations had a minimum at H = 0 and LMR was posi
tive.

Until now the opposite oscillation phase and a negative LMR
have only been observed for lithium.

It is possible to interpret all these experimental data, if the in
f111pnl".A nF ~l1nAT"I".nnrllll".t_in(J' fllll".t_ll~t.inn~ 'TJ~-r1rin rS 171\ ~nrl nf ~ I".h~n-
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(5.11)

having different arguments:

R (H)-R (0) b :rt21i ( 1 )
R2 2:rtr t2 == - 2+ ~ Z (Lcp (H), i; (0)] +

3""'" ,.....,
+2Z iz., (H), Lq> (0)]

where

1 :=_1_+_2_+~( aH )2:= 1 +_2_
Lep (H) tn; D'tso 3 <1>0 L~ (H) D'tso •

Here 'Lso is, the spin flip time due to spin-orbital interaction, ~ is
the positive correction term from [5.17] to take into account the

0.3
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0.1

0.1

20 30 40 50

Fig. 5.6. AR (H) for MgI and MgII samples (see Table 5.1).
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influence of superconducting fluctuations. When T = 2Tc- e.g. ~ ~

2, while near T c we have ~ = 312/ [4 In (TITc)], and at T ~ T c'
~ = n 21{6 [In (TITc)]2}.

Notice that ~ =1= 0 even for nonsuperconductive metals and tends
to zero as the temperature falls. For good metals ~ ~ 10-2 in the
hol-inTV\ "~·.'U'''O nf fOYnT\o....ofn,.oc
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contribution to the increase in the total reciprocal of the phase re
laxation time, 1/'tcp. When there is a large quantity of paramagnetic
impurities, the localization correction term vanishes completely.

During collisions with nonmagnetic impurities, defects, or a
sample surface, spin-orbital interactions can also change the elec
tron spin state within a certain period of time 'tso• A magnetic
field im pulse effecting the spin arises in the electron's frame of refer
ence as it travels through the electric field produced by a defect.
It is essential for this case that an electron moving along the same
trajectory in the opposite direction must have the same rotations of
the spin state both in the opposite order and with the opposite signs.
The coherency of conjugated waves for the given trajectory will
thus be conserved. If 'tso~ 'tcp, then after summing the intensities
for the different return trajectories for all the possible rotations of
the spin state the resultant intensity proves to be smaller than the
simple sum of the intensities of all the waves and consequently the
localization correction term changes in sign, viz. "antilocalization"
occurs instead. The calculation for the limiting case of 'tso/'tfP -+ 0
in this comparatively clear form was performed by Bergmann [5.20l.
When'tso decreases the second term in (5.11) becomes small, the mag
netoresistance changes in sign, and at 'tso~ 'tcp and ~ ~ 1 becomes
half in absolute value the magnetoresistance that would be there
in the absence of spin-orbital interactions for the same 'tQ).

The ratio of the cross section of the spin-orbital interaction to
that of elastic scattering from an impurity with atomic number Z
is, according to an estimate [5.21], equal to about (aZ)4, where
a = 1/137 is the fine structure constant.

A review of experimental data [5.10] shows that in the case of
small pure samples with atomic number Z there is generally, to an
order of magnitude, an analogous relationship, viz 'tb/'tSO = (aZ)4,
where 'tb is the time between surface collisions.

We shall now discuss the results of our experiments with dif
occurs instead. The calculation f~r the li~i'ting case of 'tso/'tfP -+ 0
in this comparatively clear form was performed by Bergmann [5.20l.
When'tso decreases the second term in (5.11) becomes small, the mag
netoresistance changes in sign, and at 'tso~ 'tcp and ~ ~ 1 becomes
half in absolute value the magnetoresistance that would be there
in the absence of spin-orbital interactions for the same 'tQ).

The ratio of the cross section of the spin-orbital interaction to
that of elastic scattering from an impurity with atomic number Z
is, according to an estimate [5.21], equal to about (aZ)4, where
a = 1/137 is the fine structure constant.

A review of experimental data [5.10] shows that in the case of
small pure samples with atomic number Z there is generally, to an
order of magnitude, an analogous relationship, viz 'tb/'tSO = (aZ)4,
where 'tb is the time between surface collisions.

We shall now discuss the results of our experiments with dif
ferent substances.

5.3.1. Magnesium

Since T c < 0.017 K for magnesium [5.16] and ~ < 0.1
at the temperature of our experiments, we neglected ~ in our esti-
TYl atoCO!
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L(fJ (0)

Processing the curves in Fig. 5.6 assuming Tq>/Tso~ 1 yields
results for the MgI and MgII samples similar to each other and pre
sented in Table 1. When Trp/Tso < 10, the agreement between the
experimental and calculated data starts to deteriorate.

Table 5.1.

Sample MgI MgII Cd

Tbath 1.1 K 1.1 K 1.2 K
Measuring current 10 J!A 10 J!A 10 J!A
R 9.2 kQ 12.3 kQ 3.1 kQ
Length 1 em 1 em 1 cm
Pilament diameter
from microscop ie
measurements 1.58 urn
2r 1. 62 ~~m 1.66 urn 1.92 urn
RO 4.7 Q 6.4 Q 1.9 Q

'rfP/Tso > 10 >10 Z 102

a 9 X 10- 6 em 1.0x10-5 crn 1.2 X 10- 5 ern
L(fJ (0) 2.2 urn 1.7 urn 2.9 urn

Notice that when Bergmann [5.22] investigated the magnetore
sistance of plane cold-deposited magnesium films in fields normal
to the film surface, he had Trp/Tso < 1 at 4.6-20 K.

We used plane magnesium films produced by our technique (con
densing at liquid nitrogen temperature in the presence of helium at
a pressure of 10-3 Torr followed by annealing at room temperature),
to measure normal 'magnetoresistance at liquid helium tempera-
fn~n~ ;Y\ ~~rl.P~ f~ f~c:lI"'O tho I'l'~ urth..'\n fho af~1IT. .IIT c:lC' fhO +proT\o~afn~

ar 1. tj~ urn .00 urn ·1.~2 urn
4.7 Q 6.4 Q 1.9 Q

> 10 > 10 Z 102

9X10-6 em 1.0X10-5 crn 1.2x10-5 cm
2. 2 urn 1 . 7 urn 2. 9 urn

Notice that when Bergmann [5.22] investigated the magnetore
sistance of plane cold-deposited magnesium films in fields normal
to the film surface, he had Trp/Tso < 1 at 4.6-20 K.

We used plane magnesium films produced by our technique (con
densing at liquid nitrogen temperature in the presence of helium at
a pressure of 10-3 Torr followed by annealing at room temperature),
to measure normal 'magnetoresistance at liquid helium tempera
tures in order to trace the growth in the ratio Tq>/Tsoas the temperatu
re falls.

The reduced two-dimensional magnetoconductivity

RO (H) - RO (0) 2n2Ji
g = R2 -e-2 -

o
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Fig. 5.7. g (h) for a .plane magnesium fil~, a. -·6.4 X 10-6 cui;
5Q in a transverse magnetic field. The heavy solid lines are experimen-

ElO= 5. . '1_1.07 K, 11-3.46 K, 111-4.2 K. The light solid lines are calcu
tal curves·ording to [5.181 for different 1:cp/T8 0 values.
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0 rose from 2.4 to 14.4 as the temperature fell. An in
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Fig. 5.7. g (h) for a .plane magnesium fil~, a. -·6.4 X 10-6 cui;
5Q in a transverse magnetic field. The heavy solid lines are experimen-
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0 rose from 2.4 to 14.4 as the temperature fell. An in
ratIo Pn temperature by a few degrees from 4.2 K, evidently would
crease

t h
l e sample from the "antilocahzation" to localization mode.

take .

5.3.2. Cadmium

Since Z = 48 for cadmium, the estimated ratio TqJITso
f r our experiments should, according to [5.10], be of a large value
a~out 102• This enables us to neglect the second term in (5.11). Our
results are presented in Table 5.1. For an experimental temperature
of T = 1.2 K, the value of p = 1.25 ± 0.1 corresponds, according

r_ ~,..,1 L _ m _ n /.0 , n n'l II ,t,..,_ ,..,...._ +:'J-.... C: ..... ,..,.., .......". A:A ",,..,.f.
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Here the features of the interference mechanism are conserved, viz.
it is both the diffusion of normal electrons and the phase difference
between the conjugated electron waves enveloping the sample hollow
which control the oscillations, whose amplitude is governed by the
value of 2nr/Lcpe

5.3.3. Lithium

We can evaluate the upper bound on 't<p/'tso for our sample
using (5.11) and the data from the Fig. 5.2. The shapes of the
curves near 'trp/'tso = 0 proves that fiR is rather insensitive to vari
ations in 'trp/'tso so that, despite the comparatively high quality
of the experimental curves we achieved for lithium, we still get
practically the same good agreement with experiment for large
values of 'trp/'tso (up to 0.2) as we got in Fig. 5.2 for which we as
sumed 'tq,l'tso = O. The calculated film thickness is the same here and
for Fig. 5.2 to an accuracy of 1 %, though the value of Lrp (0) no
ticeably increases from 2.2 11m for 't<p/Tso = 0 up to Lrp (0) = 3 urn
for 't rp/'tso = 0.2. .

The published data concerning 'tso for lithium have a sizable
spread, and for samples produced by sputtering in neutral gas the va
lues of Tbl'tso amount to 10-5 ~ 102 (aZ)4. From this viewpoint, a va
lue of 'tep/Tao = 0.2 at T = 1.1 K is quite feasible. At higher tempera
tures, however, this value should be reduced in proportion to 't rp.

The AAS oscillations have been measured at temperatures up to
2.6 K and monotonic LMR observed up to 4.22 K. By finding the
film thickness at 1.1 K from the LMR value, we can calculate both
t.; (0) and lep.

Given a value of o-l = 1 X 10-11 Q·cm2 for lithium from the
model of free electrons, we obtain a value for the elastic path le =
= pll(Ro·a) = 9 X 10-7 em (from Fig. 5.2 data) and the values of

lCD = 3L~/le and 'tCD = lcpVF (vp = 1.2 X 108 cm/s for free elec
ticeably increases from 2.2 11m for 't<p/Tso = 0 up to Lrp (0)" = 3 urn
for 't rp/'tso = 0.2. .

The published data concerning Tso for lithium have a sizable
spread, and for samples produced by sputtering in neutral gas the va
lues of TblTso amount to 10-5 ~ 102 (aZ)4. From this viewpoint, a va
lue of 'tep/Tao = 0.2 at T = 1.1 K is quite feasible. At higher tempera
tures, however, this value should be reduced in proportion to 't rp.

The AAS oscillations have been measured at temperatures up to
2.6 K and monotonic LMR observed up to 4.22 K. By finding the
film thickness at 1.1 K from the LMR value, we can calculate both
t.; (0) and lep.

Given a value of o-l = 1 X 10-11 Q·cm2 for lithium from the
model of free electrons, we obtain a value for the elastic path le =
= pll(Ro·a) = 9 X 10-7 em (from Fig. 5.2 data) and the values of
lcp = 3L~/le and 'tep = lcpVF (vp = 1.2 X 108 cm/s for free elec
trons). A summary of all the data for lep (T) is presented in Fig. 5.8,
where 1/VZ; is plotted along. the ordinate axis in the form of seg
ments whose upper end corresponds to the calculation for 'tcp/'tso = 0
and whose lower one to the calculation for 'tcr/'ts o = 0.2 at 1.1 K.

At T > 2 K, where any temperature difference between the
sample and the helium bath can be neglected, the points fall along
a straight line corresponding to the expression 1/lrp = CT2 where
I' - ~ Q -L () ,t Thlc 'rocnlt lC nf f'nn'rCo tont!:ltluo hOlTlrr tho f'h!:l'r!:lf'toT'_
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The estimates of the additional small-angle electron-electron
scattering that should occur in disordered films, and which is pro
portional to T [5.25] yield a contribution within our temperature
range that is also tenfold smaller than the observed value.

Electron-phonon scattering in disordered conductors has been in
vestigated in a number of theoretical works (see, e.g. [5.26-31]),

Fig. 5.8. 1/ yz; versus T for a cylindrical lithium film.• is a
calculation at 'tcp/'tso = 0, • is a calculation at 'tCP/T:so = 0.2 for 1.1 K. The
T > 2.6 K data were obtained from Ll\1R measurements. Dashed line indicates
.. 'I Pili. .. I ..
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Fig. 5.8. 1/ yz; versus T for a cylindrical lithium film.• is a
calculation at 'tcp/'tso = 0, • is a calculation at 'tCP/T:so = 0.2 for 1.1 K. The
T > 2.6 K data were obtained from Ll\1R measurements. Dashed line indicates
the function 1/lcp = 2.8 T2.

yet the problem does not at all seem to be finally resolved. Taylor
[5.27] proposed the following relationship at low temperatures for
the additional resistance dp, caused by an inelastic scattering of
electrons from impurities,
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the region of the applicability of (5.12) is limited from the low
temperature side by the temperatures for which the phonon wave
length is smaller than electron's path (see [5.30]), whereas in our
temperature range they are of the same order.

Substituting into (5.12) M for lithium and e = 344 K and putting
p2 = 2p~ for the isotropic scattering according to the free electron
model yields A ~ 2 X 10-6 K -2, whereas for our film leilcp =
= 2.5 X 10-6 T2.

It has to be mentioned that (5.12) was earlier confirmed in an
experiment at 0.18 K ~ T~ 1.3 K for a set of bulk samples made
from alloys of potassium and rubidium, and the proportionality
between dp and Po verified [5.32]. The quadratic dependence of
1/'tcp on T was observed for films by Bergmann in the case of mag
nesium [5.22], and by Gershenzon et ale for silver and copper [5.33l.
The coefficients in those cases are in agreement with (5.12) or anal
ogous relations to an order of magnitude though 'tq> was not found
to be proportional to 'Ie in either study. Here further investigations
will be of undoubted interest.

5.4. CONCLUSION
The main aim of our experimental search for the effect

predicted by Altshuler, Aronov, and Spivak was to observe directly
the interference of electron waves scattered from defects, this inter
ference being responsible for the weak localization of electrons in
disordered conductors.

We have demonstrated that these interference phenomena are
distinct not only in a simple case (exemplified by lithium), but also
in the presence of factors which complicate the picture (supercon
ducting fluctuations, spin-orbital interaction of electrons). The new
observations of the AAS effect see in [5.34-38].
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6 Brillouin-Mandelshtam Scattering*
In Magnetic Materials

A.S. Borouik-Romanoo, Mem. USSR Aead. s«, and
N.M. Kreines, D. Sc. (Phys. and Math.)

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Combination scattering of light was independently dis
covered in '1928 by Landsberg and Mandelshtam** in quartz crystals
[6.1.] and by Raman and Krishnan [6.2] in liquids. I t is an import
ant method for investigating the spectra of elementary excitations in
a substance [6.3]. The phonon spectra in crystals were then studied
in great detail and a following terminology was developed***.
The scattering from optical phonons is accompanied by relatively
large frequency shifts of between 300 and 3000 cm -1, and was
named combination scattering of light (CSL) or the Raman effect. The
light scattering from acoustic phonons is called Brillouin-Mandelsh
tam scattering (BMS) or Brillouin scattering (BS). Mandelshtam
[6.5] and Brillouin [6.6] independently predicted the effect, and it
was discovered experimentally by Gross [6.7].

The elementary excitations in magnetic materials are spin waves,
or magnons. Single-sublattice ferromagnets possess only one branch
of spin waves, frequently called the acoustic branch, though there is
always a narrow gap whose energy is of the order of the sum of the
anisotropy and Zeeman energies, (0.1-1.0 em -1), and the frequency
is quadratic in the wave vector. In multi-sublattice ferromagnets
there is always one low frequency acoustic branch of the spin waves
together with several other branches, generally called "optical"
branches, whose energy is of the order of the exchange energy
(100-1000 cm -1). The spectra of most antiferromagnets have sub
rltfilltitrliLl1i1Dfutl'Lit,\1 ..,~~~teirtig rm.....J.1gut '\ \.J::h2) lft~h& i'\t:.llHlnyoei..~l,!~11~
light scattering from acoustic phonons is called Brillouin-Mandelsh
tam scattering (BMS) or Brillouin scattering (BS). Mandelshtam
[6.5] and Brillouin [6.6] independently predicted the effect, and it
was discovered experimentally by Gross [6.7].

The elementary excitations in magnetic materials are spin waves,
or magnons. Single-sublattice ferromagnets possess only one branch
of spin waves, frequently called the acoustic branch, though there is
always a narrow gap whose energy is of the order of the sum of the
anisotropy and Zeeman energies, (0.1-1.0 em -1), and the frequency
is quadratic in the wave vector. In multi-sublattice ferromagnets
there is always one low frequency acoustic branch of the spin waves
together with several other branches, generally called "optical"
branches, whose energy is of the order of the exchange energy
(100-1000 cm -1). The spectra of most antiferromagnets have sub
stantial gaps with energies equal to the exhange energies (100
1000 cm -1), or equal to the geometric mean of the exchange and
anisotropy energies (1-100 cm -1). However, some types of antiferro
magnets (easy plane and cubic) have spectra with an additional
"acoustic" branch. The gap in this branch is comparatively small
« I em -1). It is quite natural to apply this classification of scatter
ing types to magnons. That is, assign the term combination scatter
ing~ t~ magnon~~~~nches~w~~h sub~t~an~ial g~ps (more than 10 cm -1),
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from magnon branches with noticeable gaps (3-5 em -1) in the energy
spectra for the antiferromagnetic fluorides of the transition elements.
BMS from magnetic materials was first investigated by Sandercock
and Wettling [6.11] in yttrium-iron garnet (YIG). These experi
merits were made feasible by the high contrast multi-pass Fabry
Perot interferometer Sandercock [6.12] had developed.

Light scattering can be also observed from the spin system of a
paramagnet in a magnetic field. This was observed in semiconduc
tors for free charge carriers [6.13] and in a paramagnetic crystal
[6.14] for magnetic ions.

Magnon energies typically observed in BMS lie around 30 GHz
(~1 ern -1). At these frequencies the spin system can be easily ex
cited by microwaves at ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic reson
ance (Fl\IR and AFMR) or by the parametric pumping of the spin
waves. The observation of spin waves by Bl\lS after they have been
pumped by microwave power broadens the study of the relaxation pro
cesses of spin waves. We were able to report the first observation of
AFMR relaxation in CoC03 by BMS [6.15]. Kreines and Zhotikov*
[6.16] then discovered light scattering from magnons and phonons
created by parametric pumping. A combination of microwave pump
ing and optical spectroscopy appeared to be effective in another type
of experiments, where satellites were observed in the spectrum of light
passed through a crystal in which a resonance (Fl\1R, AFMR .oc EPR)
was excited. This result can be regarded as BMS from coherently pum
ped excitations that have the wave vector q === O. It can be also treated
as a modulation of light by FMR, EPR or AFMR. Hanlon and Dil
lon were the first to do such experiments using a ferromagnetic
crystal, CrBr3 [6.17].

Up to now, the number of experiments on BMS in magnetic ma
terials has not been large, and they are reviewed in [6.18-19].

We shall in this article only consider the work on light scattering
from magnetic materials done at the Institute for Physical Problems.
AFMR relaxation in CoC03 by BMS [6.15]. Kreines and Zhotikov*
[6.16] then discovered light scattering from magnons and phonons
created by parametric pumping. A combination of microwave pump
ing and optical spectroscopy appeared to be effective in another type
of experiments, where satellites were observed in the spectrum of light
passed through a crystal in which a resonance (Fl\1R, AFMR .oc EPR)
was excited. This result can be regarded as BMS from coherently pum
ped excitations that have the wave vector q === O. It can be also treated
as a modulation of light by FMR, EPR or AFMR. Hanlon and Dil
lon were the first to do such experiments using a ferromagnetic
crystal, CrBr3 [6.17].

Up to now, the number of experiments on BMS in magnetic ma
terials has not been large, and they are reviewed in [6.18-19].

We shall in this article only consider the work on light scattering
from magnetic materials done at the Institute for Physical Problems,
Academy of Sciences of the USSR (Moscow). In the cou rse of the investi
gation light scattering from magnons was discovered in the antiferro
magnetic CoC03 and the constants characterizing the magnon spec
trum [6.20] were obtained. For the first time, the energy of the mag
non dipole interaction for magnetic materials was experimentally
discovered and measured. The optical observation of pumped spin
waves in CoC03 enabled us to show that there is a "bottle-neck" in
thA AFMH rt)l~y~ti{)n nT'{)~Oc;,lc;,l u71th onoT'f'l''U h01nf'l' tT'~nc;,lfoT'T'orl rA 911
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ellites in RbNiF 3 were found to be substantially different and this
anomaly has been explained. The first experiments on the parametric
excitation of magnons [6.16] proved that the created magnons had a
frequency of half the exciting microwave frequency. The dependence
of the number of created magnons on the pumping power was also
studied.

6.2. MAGNETOOPTICAL EFFECTS
AND THE MECHANISM OF LIGHT SCATTERING
IN MAGNETIC MATERIALS

The establishment of magnetic order in a crystal brings
about a change in its optical properties. We shall only consider
transparent crystals below. Therefore, by neglecting light absorption,
we shall be interested in only two magnetooptical effects, namely
circular birefringence, or the Faraday effect (CPMCB), and linear
birefringence ('I'MLB). General symmetry considerations impose cer
tain limitations on the form of the tensors which correspond to these
effects and describe the change in the dielectric permittivity of a
magnetically ordered crystal. We shall also describe the magnetic
order in ferromagnets and ferrimagnets by the magnetization vector
M, while in antiferromagnets we shall use two vectors, i ,a, the mag
netization M = M1 + M2 and the antiferromagnetic vector L =
= M1 - M2 , where M1 and M2 are the magnetization vectors of
the sublattices. The change in crystal permittivity due to magnetic
ordering can be written down as an expansion in terms of the corre
sponding ordering vectors M and L. These expansions have the fol
lowing form for ferromagnets, ferrimagnets and antiferromagnets:

dEik = fika M a + gikaaM aM fi (6.1)

dt:ik = fika,L a + gika,aLa,L p (6.2)
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tain limitations on the form of the tensors which correspond to these
effects and describe the change in the dielectric permittivity of a
magnetically ordered crystal. We shall also describe the magnetic
order in ferromagnets and ferrimagnets by the magnetization vector
M, while in antiferromagnets we shall use two vectors, i ,a, the mag
netization M = M1 + M2 and the antiferromagnetic vector L =
= M1 - M2 , where M1 and M2 are the magnetization vectors of
the sublattices. The change in crystal permittivity due to magnetic
ordering can be written down as an expansion in terms of the corre
sponding ordering vectors M and L. These expansions have the fol
lowing form for ferromagnets, ferrimagnets and antiferromagnets:

dEik = fika M a + gikaaM aM fi (6.1)

dt:ik = fika,La. + gika,f3La,Lp (6.2).

where i, k -+ x, y, z. In the absence of an external field, the linear
term in (6.2) only occurs in antiferromagnets with weak ferromag
netism. The form of the expansion is determined by the crystal
symmetry. But first we must allow for two general symmetry con-
siderations (see, e.g. [6.25]): .

1. If there is no absorption, the tensor Eik must be Hermitian,
Le.

I~ ~\
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Conditions (6.3) and (6.4) lead to a distinction between the prop
erties of the tensors ~Bik, which have parts linear or quadratic in
the components of the ordering vectors.

The part of ~BO~ linear in M a is a purely imaginary antisymmetric
tensor,

(L\e'k)l = ifikaM ~ (6.5)

This tensor describes the Faraday effect (<D MCB) . In the simplest
case of a cubic crystal, where the magnetization M 0 is directed along
the s-axis, only two components of the tensor have nonzero values,
namely Ixyz = -fyxz = -I. Let us consider a plate of crystal whose
planes are perpendicular to the direction of the magnetization (i.e.
the z-axis). The plane of polarization of a light beam which passes
through such a plate along the z-axis will be rotated through the
angle

~MCB = rod fMo (6.6)
2c n

where co is the circular frequency of light, d is the plate thickness, c
is the light velocity, and n = V 8~x is the refraction index of the
crystal. The Faraday effect results from the fact that the refraction
circular right-handed (+) and left-handed (-) waves are different
for light propagating in the magnetization direction:

n~ = B~x + fMo (6.7)

The part of Lle'k that is quadratic in M a (or in La) is a real sym
metric {tensor

(L\ etk)2 = gtka aMaM f3 (6.8)

The tensor g'ka f3 is symmetric in both the first and second pair of
indices. Therefore, it can be more conveniently written in matrix
form. /llkqA ow e.: (whereI. m = 1.2....• 6). The symmetry of

where co is the circular frequency of light, d is the plate thickness, c
is the light velocity, and n = V 8~x is the refraction index of the
crystal. The Faraday effect results from the fact that the refraction
circular right-handed (+) and left-handed (-) waves are different
for light propagating in the magnetization direction:

n~ = B~x + fMo (6.7)

The part of Lle'k that is quadratic in M a (or in La) is a real sym
metric {tensor

(L\ etk)2 = g,ka aMa.M f3 (6.8)

The tensor g'kaf3 is symmetric in both the first and second pair of
indices. Therefore, it can be more conveniently written in matrix
form, g'kaa = glm (whereI, m = 1,2, ... , 6). The symmetry of
the tensor g'ka a results in additional magnetic terms both for non
diagonal components, as in the case of linear terms (6.5), and for
diagonal components of the permittivity tensor Bik. Changes in the
diagonal components lead to variations in crystal birefringence.
The squares of antisymmetric tensor components (6.5), also contrib
ute to the magnitude of magnetic birefringence (see, e.g. [6.26]).

Since we shall be presenting experiments with CoC0 3 we now
~uU"H:~i~~... "hn ofn ...""" "of .. nY"Ct" ... IP. Q\ of".... +hio rt ... uo+n 1 in mfl'PO rlot~ll
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field is imposed in the plane, the magnetization vectors of sublat
tices rotate so that Mo II H. Then L -.L H and the magnetization vec
tor Mo depends on the field as follows:

Mo = Mn + xlH (6.9)

where 4nMn = 647 Gs, and Xl = 1.8 X 10-8 emu.
When in the paramagnetic state, CoCOs is a uniaxial crystal

with its optical axis along the trigonal one (z). At room tempera-
ture, the refraction indices are no = V Bxx = V Byy = 1.855, and
ne = V Bzz = 1.60.

Optical studies [1.28] indicated that there is no Faraday effect
in CoCOa (<DMCB < 100 deg/cm) at temperatures below TN. There
fore, we only need to consider the form of the tensor (LlB'k)2 from
(6.8) to describe its magnetooptic properties in an ordered state.
The tensor components are presented so as to distinguish which terms
are independent of the direction of the vector L (isotropic contribu
tions) and which are determined by components of L (anisotropic
contributions) [1.28]:

( exx=e1+; (gl1+g12)L2+g*L~+g14LzLy+~ g6dLi-L~)

eyy=e1 + ~ (g11+g12)L2+g*L~-gt4LzLy- ~ g66(Li-L~)

ezz = BfI +g31L2+ (g33 - g31) L~ (6.10)

Byz= ezy= g""LzL y+ 2g"1 (Li - L~)

Bxz= ezx = g""LzL x+2g"lLx Ly
1

BXll = Byx = '2 g14 Lz L x + g66L xL lI

Here g* = 21 <;) - : (211 + 21 C)). 2AIl = ~ (f!11 - J{1.,). and the x-axis
tions) and which are determined by components of L (anisotropic
contributions) [1.28]:

( exx=e1+; (gl1+g12)L2+g*L~+g14LzLy+~ g6dLi-L~)

eyy=e1 + ~ (g11+g12)L2+g*L~-gt4LzLy- ~ g66(Li-L~)

ezz = BfI +g31L2+ (g33 - g31) L~ (6.10)

Byz= ezy= g""LzL y+ 2g"1 (Li - L~)

Bxz= ezx := g""LzL x+2g"lLx Ly
1

BXll = Byx = '2 g14 Lz L x + g66L xLy

Here g*=g13 - ~ (gll + g12), g66 = ~ (gll - g12)' and the x-axis

is directed along a second order axis.
This tensor together with experimental data reveals the fol lowing

two magnetooptic effects. First, there is a change in the magnitude
of the main birefringence of the crystal. This change is determined
(if L

2
= 0) by the first terms of the expansion of the diagonal com

ponents, Bik. Second, and this is very important for our later dis
cussion, if Lx =1= 0 or LlJ =1= 0 then the CoCOs crystal becomes
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The experimental value for this difference is 2.7 X 10-4 • This cor
responds to the phase difference for the propagating waves, 'i'LrtIB =
= 1500 deg/cm (for Iv = 633 nm).

Let us turn to the mechanism of light scattering from magnetic
excitations. The mechanism of direct interaction between the mag
netization vector of the light wave and the spin oscillations that
had been put forward by Bass and Kaganov [6.29] proved to be inef
ficient. In reality, the magnetic light scattering proceeds via virtual
electro-dipole transitions which due to spin-orbital interactions can
cause a change in the magnetic quantum number [6.30-32]. Thus as
in the case of phonons scattering is determined by fluctuations in
the electrical permittivity which arise from the magnetic ordering
fluctuations owing to the above magnetooptic effects.

From the quantum viewpoint, the inelastic scattering of light is
when one medium absorbs one photon (hv i ) , emits another of a differ
ent energy hv", and as a result passes into a new quantum state.
In so doing, a single elementary excitation is originated (or annihi
lated) in the medium. The frequency vq and the wave vector q of
this excitation are unambiguously determined by the conservation
18'\\"s of energy and momentum:

hv = hv' ± hv q , K' = Kt ± q, (6.12)

where h is Planck's constant, and the superscripts sand i refer to
the scattered and incident light, respectively. A "+" sign corre
sponds to the annihilation of a quasiparticle during scattering, i.e. to
an anti-Stokes process, while a "-" sign corresponds to the origin
ation of a quasiparticle, or a Stokes process. In BMS, the quasi
particle energy is much less than that of a light quantum, hence
I Ki 1= I x- I. As a result, the magnitude and direction of q are
unambiguously determined by the scattering geometry given vi. One
should take into account, however, the refraction index of the me-
..l! ~~..J ~l-':~ ..... _"o,,_1.: .......... .a. ........... l.."" l..1 ..... -.... ~ ..... - ..... ~.:'"\.S.a._-_.:,. '<"_ .... .,... .a. ..... 1 ....

lated) in the medium. The frequency vq and the wave vector q of
this excitation are unambiguously determined by the conservation
18'\\"s of energy and momentum:

h» = hv' ± hv q , K' = Kt ± q, (6.12)

where h is Planck's constant, and the superscripts sand i refer to
the scattered and incident light, respectively. A "+" sign corre
sponds to the annihilation of a quasiparticle during scattering, i.e. to
an anti-Stokes process, while a "-" sign corresponds to the origin
ation of a quasiparticle, or a Stokes process. In BMS, the quasi
particle energy is much less than that of a light quantum, hence
I Ki 1= I x- I. As a result, the magnitude and direction of q are
unambiguously determined by the scattering geometry given vi. One
should take into account, however, the refraction index of the me
dium and this complicates the problem for anisotropic crystals.

The theory of light scattering is covered elsewhere (see, e.g.
[6.25]), but to proceed further it is important to note that the inten
sity of the scattered light is proportional to the mean square of the
permittivity fluctuations, I 68ih 1

2
• The fluctuation amplitude 6cflt

is determined by the oscillation amplitude of the vectors M (r, t)
and L (r, t) in a spin wave. In order to determine this amplitude we
must linearize the expansion of 6Bth [(6.1) or (6.2)] in terms of com-
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Accordingly, the nonvanishing components of 6Bik are:

fJ£Xl == -i/My + g4"lllI oM x

lJe zx == ifMy + gViMol~fx (6.13)

()B yz == ifMx + g4~MoMy

~Bzy == -i/Mx + g"4M OM y

Auld and Wilson [6.33], Hu and Morgenthaler [6.34] and Le Gall
and J amet [6.35] all observed that scattering is due to both linear
and quadratic magnitooptic effects. The incorporation of both
effects results in an anomaly. Since the Faraday effect is described
by an imaginary term, the intensity of scattering P; appears to be
different for the Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites. Namely,

r, '" (g""Mo + f)2Ml (6.14)

Here the "+" sign corresponds to the Stokes component, whereas
the "-" sign to the anti-Stokes one in the scattering spectrum.
Wettling, Cottam, and Sandercock [6.36] demonstrated that in the
case of scattering in YIG (yttrium-iron garnet) in addition to
the above two magnetooptic effects one should take into account two
other effects connected with absorption, i.e. magnetic circular di
chroism (~Bik == /ikaMa) and magnetic linear dichroism (~Bik ==
== igika f3M aM (3). We shall come back to this problem later when
we discuss the investigation of BMS in RbNiF3.

An important topic concerns the relation between polarization of
incident and that of scattered light. In order to elucidate the matter,
let us use the expression for the electric vector of the scattered wave
16.25]:

Es '" [Ks [KeG]] (6.15)

where
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Wettling, Cottam, and Sandercock [6.36] demonstrated that in the
case of scattering in YIG (yttrium-iron garnet) in addition to
the above two magnetooptic effects one should take into account two
other effects connected with absorption, i.e. magnetic circular di
chroism (~Bik == fikaMa) and magnetic linear dichroism (~Bik ==
== igika, (3MaM (3). We shall come back to this problem later when
we discuss the investigation of BMS in RbNiF3.

An important topic concerns the relation between polarization of
incident and that of scattered light. In order to elucidate the matter,
let us use the expressiop for the electric vector of the scattered wave
16.25]:

Es '" [Ks [KeG]] (6.15)

where

G; = j oB;kelexp [ - i (KS
- K i

) r] dV (6.16)

and r is the radius-vector of the volume element of the scattering
medium. Here ek is a component of a unit vector characterizing the
polarization of the incident light wave E'. If q is the wave vector of
a spin wave, then LlBik can be written as I ~Bik I exp (+iqr) so
that

• t ,
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6.3. APPARATUS AND SAMPLES

6.3.1. Apparatus

In order to investigate light scattering an experimental
setup has been created which permits an investigation of the light
spectrurn scattered from thermally and microwave excited quasi
particles at T ~ 2 K for a broad range of magnetic fields from 0 to
30 kOe.

(A) For the spectral device we used a multi-pass high-contrast
scanning Fabri-Perot interferometer (FPI) manufactured in the US
by Burleigh. The interferometer is able to work in both the three
and five pass modes, the contrast being either 5 X 106 or", 108 ,

respectively. A detailed description of the multi-pass interferometer
can be found in Sandercock [6.19J.

A He-Ne laser with Iv = 632.8 nm and an output power P of 30
50 m\\tT and an Ar laser with Iv = 488.0 and 514.5 nm and P ~
~ 200 mW were used as the light sources.

The experiments were performed for three scattering geometries.
Direct (or small-angle) light scattering enables us to study quasi
particles with a zero, or small, wave vector q. In the cases of the
900 and 1800 geometries, quasiparticles with a wave vectors of q ~
~ 105 cnl-1 were studied. The exact value of I q I was determined by
the scattering geometry, the wavelength of the incident light, and
the refractive indices of the sample.

A diagram of the setup to observe Bl\fS using a triple-pass FPI
is shown in Fig. 6.1. The same setup can be used to examine all three
geometries indicated earlier. The laser light is focused onto the
sample S by one of three lenses L1 , L2 , L3 (depending on the geo
metry used). The scattered light is collected by the L 2 lens and fo
cused by the L4 lens onto the pinhole P 2 of the input collimator
P_n-L-=:. whence the. lizht nasses _to the _FPI~_The .distance__.between
~ 200 mW were used as the light sources.

The experiments were performed for three scattering geometries.
Direct (or small-angle) light scattering enables us to study quasi
particles with a zero, or small, wave vector q. In the cases of the
900 and 1800 geometries, quasiparticles with a wave vectors of q ~
~ 105 cnl-1 were studied. The exact value of I q I was determined by
the scattering geometry, the wavelength of the incident light, and
the refractive indices of the sample.

A diagram of the setup to observe Bl\fS using a triple-pass FPI
is shown in Fig. 6.1. The same setup can be used to examine all three
geometries indicated earlier. The laser light is focused onto the
sample S by one of three lenses L1 , L2 , L3 (depending on the geo
metry used). The scattered light is collected by the L 2 lens and fo
cused by the L4 lens onto the pinhole P 2 of the input collimator
P 2-L o' whence the light passes to the FPI. The distance between
the FPI mirrors is scanned by piezoelectric rods P. The figure shows
the three-pass FPI with the corner cubes CC. The light from the
FPI output is directed into the output collimator La-P 3 and having
passed through the pinhole P 3 it hits a cooled photomultiplier PM.
Thereafter, a conventional photon counter follows with a preampli
fier PA whose output is connected to a multichannel analyzer which
is a part of DAS-1 system. The analyzer is synchronized with a
con?nn-n .nco,..;lln .. .n...... "hn" ,...nT'\.......nl~ .. "hn -n;n>7.nnln,.. ......;,.. .....nrl~ T"hn nA~_1
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ter with direct amplification. We used a clystron with a generation
frequency of v; = 36.2 GHz, and two magnetrons running in a
stationary mode at frequencies of "1 == 36 GHz and "2 == 51 GHz
as the sources of the high frequency power. The maximum power in
the experiments amounted to 500 mW. The sample was glued to a
short-circuiting waveguide plunger. The sample was located in the
antinode of the magnetic microwave component. The waveguide
walls have special holes to pass light. The reflected microwave sig
nal was detected by a crystal pick-up and applied either across the
oscilloscope input or to the y-coordinate input of an xy-recorder, the
x-coordinate receiving a signal proportional to the magnetic field
strength. The input microwave power was monitored by a power
meter in the second branch of a calibrated directional coupler. The
following formula was used to calculate the microwave field ampli
tude inside the waveguide [6.37]:

hmw = (4P/abz)1/2 (6.18)

where P is the power in W, a and b the dimensions of the waveguide
cross section in m, Z == 120 nAg/A the waveguide impedance in Q,
Ag the wavelength inside the waveguide, and A the wavelength in
free space. It should be noted that the wave attenuation inside
waveguide was not taken into account.

(C) At low temperatures a metallic helium cryostat was used,
which had four pairs of windows made from fused quartz and at
90° to one another. The experiments were performed at T from 1.7
to 2.0 K, and the sample was immersed into a bath with superfluid
helium.

A magnetic field was produced using superconducting magnets
equipped with special holes to pass through light. By using magnets
with different designs a magnetic field would be established in three
mutually perpendicular directions.

where P is the power in W, a and b the dimensions of the waveguide
cross section in m, Z == 120 nAg/A the waveguide impedance in Q,
Ag the wavelength inside the waveguide, and A the wavelength in
free space. It should be noted that the wave attenuation inside
waveguide was not taken into account.

(C) At low temperatures a metallic helium cryostat was used,
which had four pairs of windows made from fused quartz and at
90° to one another. The experiments were performed at T from 1.7
to 2.0 K, and the sample was immersed into a bath with superfluid
helium.

A magnetic field was produced using superconducting magnets
equipped with special holes to pass through light. By using magnets
with different designs a magnetic field would be established in three
mutually perpendicular directions.

6.3.2. Samples

Depending on scattering geometry, several differently
shaped crystal samples were used. In the direct scattering (modula
tion of light) test disks of diameters from 0.5 to 2.0 mm and thick
nesses from 0.1 to 0.3 mm were usually used. This shape enabled
t.hA IlAm~O'nAt.i7inO' fiAlllQ t.n hA t.~1l"An int.n ~('.l'.nl1nt. mnl"A nl"Pl'.iQAlv
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4>.4. SPECTRA OF THERMAL MAGNONS IN CoCOa

The BMS investigation of spin wave spectrum was per
formed with the CoCOa rhombohedral antiferromagnet, which pos
sesses weak ferromagnetism. The spin wave spectrum for antiferro
magnets with "easy plane" anisotropy contains a low frequency
branch [6.38-39]. The AFMR data [6.40-41] show with a rather high
accuracy that for CoCOa the gap in this spectral branch has a zero or
very narrow width. The absence of a gap within this branch allows
it to be investigated by BMS. Further on, we shall only be interested
in the low frequency branch of the spin wave spectrum.

Because of the relatively high ferromagnetic momentum in CoCOa
(see Sec. 6.2) a magneto-dipole interaction must be taken into ac-

z

x

Fig. 6.2. Diagram of motion of the antiferromagnetism vector
L and magnetization M for an easy-plane antiferromagnet in the low-frequency
mode.

x

Fig. 6.2. Diagram of motion of the antiferromagnetism vector
L and magnetization M for an easy-plane antiferromagnet in the low-frequency
mode.

count when calculating the low frequency part of the spectrum. The
dispersion law of this branch, with due account for the magneto-di
pole interaction, was derived in [6.42-43] and has the following form:

v: = 1'2 [H (H + H n) (1 + 4nx..L cos" 8)
+ 4nx..L (H + H n)2 sin" 8 sin" ())] + a,2 (8q» q2 (6.19)
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oscillations can be described as swinging the L vector in the basal
plane and precessing the M vector around the x-axis, Land }I
being mutually perpendicular. As a result, the low frequency spin
waves are described by the oscillations fJL x and ()Jl!/y, fJMz•

A description of the light scattering from these spin waves can be
done using the magnetic part of the dielectric permittivity tensor'
for CoC0 3 • The components of this tensor were given in Sec. 6.2:
[see (6.10)]. By linearizing the components in the spin wave ampli
tude 6Lx we get the expression for the components of the G vector
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Fig. 6.3. A spectrum of BMS from magnons in CoCOa at T.......,
~ 2 K [6.20].

that controls the components of the electrical vector of the light
wave scattered due to anisotropic birefringence [see (6. '15) and (6.17)]:

(6.20),
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spin waves in CoC0 3 was investigated [6.20, 6.44, 6.45] for the
wavelength Iv = 632.8 nm at superfluid helium temperatures (T ~

~ 2K). The magnons with the wave vector I q I = 2·5 X 105 crn-1

(90°-scattering) were studied when propagating along three rational
directions: z-magnons along the axis C3 (8 = 0°), x-magnons in the
'basal plane (8 = 90°, <p = 0°), and y-magnons (8 = cp = 90°).

Figure 6.3 demonstrates a BMS spectrum for thermal z-magnons
in CoC0 3 at the fixed external magnetic field. A change in the mag
netic field changes the positions of the satellites corresponding to
the scattering from magnons. The main experimental results are
.shown in Fig. 6.4'-as the squares of the magnon frequencies versus the

V~tGH12r--- -------__....,

4000

2000 -

2000 -

o

1

3000 1..

1000

1000

3000 1..

3.0 4.0

H,kOe

. Fig. 6.4. Dependence of squared magnon frequency on the magnet
IC field.strengt~ for. three direction~ of magnon propagation in the CoCOa crys
tal. qz IS ~he direction along the aXIS ~a [111]; qx' qy are directions in the basal
plane which are parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively
;(6.20].
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the experimental error. The exchange constant a: == all == 0.9 X
X 10- 5 kt)e- em. In the course of the BMS experiments in CoCOa:
all three branches (q II OX, Oy, Oz) of the low-frequency part of
spin wave spectrum were detected. The agreement of the data with
(6.19) lent support for the validity of the calculations of the dipole's
contribution to the magnon energy for an easy plane antiferromag
net with weak ferromagnetism. I t was found, in particular, that.
such an antiferromagnet differs from an isotropic ferromagnet in.
that in the former only spin waves propagating along the direction

80
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Fig. 6.5. Low-frequency spectrum, 'V (q), for CoC0 3• Solid curves
correspond to H = 0 while dashed ones to H = 1 kOe. Points indicate experi
mental values obtained for q = 2.5.105 em-1.

normal both to the magnetic field and to the easy axis possess a
higher energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.5, where two spin waves
... _,.. ........ _ ...... 0 /,..,\ ..... _ .......l..,..~~9_ ~,.._ ..... 1 ..... _.: ..._... Tl..,.._ ........ _,.. ,.]_ ..... ~~9_ ................... _rl.: .....................
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6.5. MODULATION OF LIGHT BY
MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IN MAGNETIC MATERIALS

6.5.t. General Remarks

In this Section we shall dwell on the spin systems of differ
ent magnetic materials (see Introduction) excited by a magnetic
resonance. The studies were performed by the BMS method using
direct scattering. As mentioned above, direct scattering enables
spin waves with q == 0 to be investigated. The excitation of a uni
form precession (resonance) in a substance is accompanied by an in
crease in the number of spin waves with q == 0 and frequency 'V equal
to that of the exciting microwave power source, "res. This in turn
leads to an increase in the intensity of the light scattered from the
quasiparticles. As a result, under resonance conditions, a direct
scattering spectrum contains two intense satellites whose frequen
cies differ from that of the incident light by +'Vres . However, the
subjects of investigation include a conventional paramagnet which
cannot be represented in the language of quasiparticles. Hence, for
generality we shall offer a quasiclassical description of the phe
nomenon.

Let us consider two extreme cases, when light scattering is due to
either Faraday effect or anisotropic magnetic birefringence only.

In the first case light scatters from oscillations of magnetic mo
ment, the latter being spontaneous in ferri- and Ierrornagnets and
induced by an external magnetic field, in paramagnets.

The experiments are performed with geometries where the direc
tion of incident light is perpendicular to the magnetic field H. In
the absence of resonance, the optical system is aligned for the mini
mum intensity of the transmitted light. Under resonance conditions
~ca{,rerrng --Spetirum -con ta'bs- two In tense' sa teuites wnose rrequerl
cies differ from that of the incident light by +'Vres . However, the
subjects of investigation include a conventional paramagnet which
cannot be represented in the language of quasiparticles. Hence, for
generality we shall offer a quasiclassical description of the phe
nomenon.

Let us consider two extreme cases, when light scattering is due to
either Faraday effect or anisotropic magnetic birefringence only.

In the first case light scatters from oscillations of magnetic mo
ment, the latter being spontaneous in ferri- and Ierromagnets and
induced by an external magnetic field, in paramagnets,

The experiments are performed with geometries where the direc
tion of incident light is perpendicular to the magnetic field H. In
the absence of resonance, the optical system is aligned for the mini
mum intensity of the transmitted light. Under resonance conditions
the magnetization vector M precesses in phase with microwave field.
A transverse magnetization component M.L' i.e. M.l J._ H (see
Fig. 6.6), oscillating in the light propagation direction, changes the
intensity of the transmitted light at the frequency 2vres , i.e. this
component modulates the transmitted light at this frequency. An
analysis of the transmitted light by means of an interferometer re
veals t\VO satellites with the frequencies vi + 'Vres in the spectrum.
I~_order analytically to describe this phenomenon, a formula is avail-
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which is proportional to the squared angle of Faraday rotation <I>
and , consequently, to NIl.

In the second case, light can scatter from oscillations of both
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic vectors. The light scattering
due to anisotropic magnetic birefringence was observed in CoCOa.
Taking this compound as an example we shall describe the picture
of scattering under antiferromagnetic resonance. Incident light pro
pagated along the trigonal axis Ca of the crystal. Such a geometry
suggests only a magnetic birefringence in a plane perpendicular to

FPI
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Optical cryostat'
Superfluid helium
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H + hmw(Q>
~
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Optical cryostat'
Superfluid helium

Fig. 6.6. Diagram of the experimental setup. PG-pulse genera
tor, CS-klystron supply, C-klystron, At, A2- at tenuators, W-wavemeter,
D-microwave detector, PlVI-photomultiplier, R-recorder, FS-field scanner,
SG-yc~nning generator, PC-photon counter, FP-Fabry-Perot interferome-

Laser - - - i - r --

Fig. 6.6. Diagram of the experimental setup. PG-pulse genera
tor, CS-klystron supply, C-klystron, At, A2- at tenuators, W-wavemeter,
D-microwave detector, PlVI-photomultiplier, R-recorder, FS-field scanner,
SG-scanning generator, PC-photon counter, FP-Fabry-Perot interferome
ter. Below is given the scheme explaining modulation of light due to Faraday
effect.

C3' i.e, in the basal plane. Positions of the principal axes of the
tensor corresponding to a magnetic contribution -into permittivity
in this plane are governed by the position of the antiferromagnetic
vector L. Position of the latter in the absence of AFMR is controlled
hu tho rli.,.ot-tlnn nf thA Tn!lO'nAtil'. nAlrl in thA 'h!",~!ll nl!lnA TTnrlA'r!l
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quency V res , the system will modulate the transmitted light at the
frequency 2vres , which is to say that the components at the shifted
frequencies, Vo + "res, (vo is the incident light frequency), are pre
sent in the spectrum of light transmitted through the crystal.

When describing light modulation, we assumed in both cases the
optical system to be compensated for the minimum of the transmit
ted light in the absence of resonance. And yet this condition is not
a rigid one. As can be seen from (6.21) and calculations for CoCOa
[6.211, the spectrum of the light transmitted under resonance always
contains additional satellites. Compensating the light signal at the
incident light frequency facilitates an experimental detection of
modulation and gives some insight into the phenomenon.

In addition to the two foregoing limiting cases situations are pos
sible when light scattering is due to contributions from the two mag
netooptic effects as well as from linear and circular dichroism. This
point will be discussed in more detail, when describing the light
modulation in RbNiF3.

The modulation depth or the ratio of intensity of the components
observed in a spectrum to that of incident light enables us to esti
mate the angle of deviation of spins from the equilibrium position
under resonance at the given absorbed power P. In the case of mag
netically ordered substances this quantity is proportional to the
number N res of the excited spin waves with q == O. By using the
relation

(6.22)

one can evaluate T, the relaxation time of the spin system.
Now let us consider the results obtained for the above mentioned

crystals.

The modulation depth or the ratio of intensity of the components
observed in a spectrum to that of incident light enables us to esti
mate the angle of deviation of spins from the equilibrium position
under resonance at the given absorbed power P. In the case of mag
netically ordered substances this quantity is proportional to the
number N res of the excited spin waves with q == O. By using the
relation

(6.22)

one can evaluate T, the relaxation time of the spin system.
Now let us consider the results obtained for the above mentioned

crystals.

6.5.2.

In this crystal, as has been mentioned above, light scatter
ing is caused by anisotropic magnetic birefringence. The tensor for
this case is given in Section 6.2, see Eq. (6.10). The low-frequency
antiferrornagnetic resonance in CoC0 3 is described by (6.19), where
one has to put q == 0, cp == 0, e == n/2. Figure 6.7 shows the spectrum
n-f tho l1Nht tT'anC!rnittnrl thT'n·unh Q r.nrn _ 1"T"H:!tQ 1 uTlth tho nni-fnT'n'l
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stant supplied microwave power P reproduces the shape of the re
sonance absorption line. In turn, at H = const the satellite inten
sities are proportional to the power P absorbed by the sample. In
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Fig. 6.7. Spectrogram of the light transmitted through the CoCOs
crystal with uniform spin precession excited [6.46].
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6.5.3.

The compound K 2CuF4 is a transparent quasi-two-dimensional
ferromagnet (Tc = 6.25 K). The crystal K2CuF~ has a tetragonal
symmetry. When in an ordered state, the magnetization vector lies
in the plane perpendicular to a fourth order axis. In this crystal
light modulation was investigated under the conditions of exciting
a ferromagnetic resonance [6.22]. There were investigated two con
figurations, when light was directed either along the fourth order

8

A

H (T)

Fig. 6.8. Magnetic field dependence of the intensity.·of light
scattered forward in K2CuF4 at the microwave pumping power 50 (A curve)
and 150 mW (B curve) with the laser beam diameter 0.1 mm. Absorption micro
wave line (C curve) is given for comparison [6.22].

C-axis, or perpendicular to the latter, i.e. along the a-axis. The
light modulation under FMR was detected in both cases. Intensities
of the Stokes and anti-Stokes sa tal l i t.es in ~~At.t.p~inO" ~npr.t.~llm hAO
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In the present crystal, as opposed to CoC0 3 , the shape of the re
sonance absorption line does not match the observed magnetic field
dependence of satellite intensities. In Fig. 6.8 this dependence is
presented for different values ·of the supplied microwave power along
with the FMR absorption line. Such a difference in the shape of these
functions can be explained by the fact that microwave power is
absorbed by the entire sample whereas the focused light beam picks

------5
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----------.2
IDO 200
Power, (mW)

Fig. 6.9. Scattering intensity versus microwave pumping power
for different components of the spectrum shown in Fig. 6.8. [6.22].

~_------1

----------2
100 200
Power, (mW)

Fig. 6.9. Scattering intensity versus microwave pumping power
for different components of the spectrum shown in Fig. 6.8. [6.22].

up information only from a small portion of the crystal. With a
broad light beam (of the order of crystal dimension), the difference
in shapes between B- and C-curves in Fig. 6.8 was diminished.

Also the dependences of the intensities of the Stokes and anti
Stokes satellites on the supplied microwave power at various magnet
ic field values corresponding to the maxima in Fig. 6.8 which de
~r,rih~ rliff~r~nt mnonntnstat.ic mnrlas wprp rp(',ornAn _ T'h« rp~111t.~ :trA
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processes yield a dominating contribution into the relaxation under
Fl\IR. As a result magnons with q < D-l are generated where D
is the minimum diameter of a defect. The estimates had shown that
only the magnons with q < 103 cm-1 could be registered in this ex
periment. The curves 5-7 characterize a nonlinearity of FMR. At
low microwave powers, the relaxation can be due to processes of fu
sion with thermal magnons. At high pumping power levels, when
thermal magnons are lacking in number, the amplitude of magneto
resistance oscillations start to grow up to its saturation.

6.5.4. RbNiF3 [6.23]

This crystal, as opposed to the two previous ones, pos
sesses both Faraday rotation and magnetic birefringence which are
closely related in magnitude.

As has been noted in Section 1.2, the question of the intensity
ratio of the Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites in scattering spectrum
was discussed in the number of papers [6.34-35]. The most general
results were obtained by Wettling, Cottam, and Sandercock [6.36] in
studying the BMS in YIG. The intensities under study were shown
to be governed by different combinations of material magnetooptic
constants. Generally, when all constants have comparable values,
the intensities of satellites are different. If one of the magnetooptic
constants is significantly larger than others, the intensities of satel
lites are the same. As we have seen before, the scattering spectra
of CoC0 3 and K2CuF~ exhibit the Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites
of the same intensity. The point is that in the case of CoC0 3 the
dominating factor is the anisotropic magnetic birefringence, whereas
in K2CuF~ it is the Faraday effect.
"".&R~l"'JTlYOl~.....~tt.f~t~B. ~}}R."%9~.Lt~'l1~~YOo~ RhNl~ - n"'{\'Tiilo~ tho ~of'{)ncJ ~ft.p.r

As has been noted in Section 1.2, the question of the intensity
ratio of the Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites in scattering spectrum
was discussed in the number of papers [6.34-35]. The most general
results were obtained by Wettling, Cottam, and Sandercock [6.36] in
studying the BMS in YIG. The intensities under study were shown
to be governed by different combinations of material magnetooptic
constants. Generally, when all constants have comparable values,
the intensities of satellites are different. If one of the magnetooptic
constants is significantly larger than others, the intensities of satel
lites are the same. As we have seen before, the scattering spectra
of CoC0 3 and K2CuF~ exhibit the Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites
of the same intensity. The point is that in the case of CoC0 3 the
dominating factor is the anisotropic magnetic birefringence, whereas
in K 2CuF4 it is the Faraday effect.

By virtue of the above features RbNiF 3 provides the second after
YIG object to check the reasons for the difference in intensity be
tween the Stokes and anti-Stokes components.

The crystal RbNiF 3 has a hexagonal symmetry. At Tc === 13U K
it passes into a ferrimagnetic state. The magnetization vector Mo in
RbNiF 3 in the absence of an external magnetic field lies in the basal
plane perpendicularly to the hexagonal axis C6 [6.48].

The excitation conditions of ferromagnetic resonance in RbNiF 3
_ _ .. • ..&- _ ~1 ..&-1 -'-~ __ 11 ~1 ! L _ll L rtl ........... r-:r-: 11" l~~~
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HJL Co; (,,'Vi )2 =lH+HA+(Nz-Nx}Ms][H+(Ny-Nz}Msl

(6.23)

(
"II )2HlICa; -y- =[H-HA+(Nx-Nz)Ms] [H-HA+(Ny

- N z ) lV/s] (6.24)

The formulas (6.23) and (6.24) were derived for an ellipsoidal sample
under the assumption that coordinate axes coincide with the prin-

(1) cipal axes of the ellipsoid. And
• Z Cs HIcs Ki IICe the axis z II Ca, while the x-axis

lies in the basal plane and coin
cides with H if H.lCa; N x, s ;
N z are the principal values of the
tensor of demagnetization coeffi
cients, M s is the saturation mag
netization and H A the aniso
tropy field strength.

According to these formulas,
ferromagnetic resonance in
RbNiF3 at 'V ~ 36 GHz and
H-LCa is observed in low fields:
H res === 4.7 kOe (low-field reso
nance), whereas for H II c, the
field H res is high enough and
amounts to 32.8 kOe (high-field
resonance) .

In order to detect and inves
tigate modulation of light by fer
romagnetic resonance in RbNiF3'

;,--_~_~III'__ It i r ,,_ \~e_nerfJ)rp1p<iLe.xnerjmenju,,-jn_t1J,A

netization and H A the aniso-
tropy field strength.

According to these formulas,
ferromagnetic resonance in
RbNiF3 at 'V ~ 36 GHz and
H-LCa is observed in low fields:
H res === 4.7 kOe (low-field reso
nance), whereas for H II c, the
field H res is high enough and
amounts to 32.8 kOe (high-field
resonance) .

In order to detect and inves
tigate modulation of light by fer
romagnetic resonance in RbNiF3'

KS H IICs K i 1.ca we performed experiments in the
---.. three geometries indicated in

Fig. 6.10. The geometries (1) and
(2) correspond to excitation of
the low-field resonance, when
M II H-LCa• They are distin-
guished by the direction of light
propagation: K" Ca in case (1)
.......... ..J Tr I f1 ~ ...... ~ 1')\ ""L..~ _
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A = 488.0, 514.5, and 632.8 nID. For the second geometry" the
modulation of light was not observed.

The intensity ratio for the Stokes (Ps) and anti-Stokes (PAS) sat
ellites in scattering spectrum depends on geometry and incident
light wavelength in the experiment. For A = 488.0 nm and 514.5 nm
under the first geometry, this ratio, PslP AS = 2.8; under the third
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!!'eometrv. PslP AC ~ 1.3. The instrnmenta l error when maasnr-ino
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For a given intensity of incident light the field dependence of the
intensities of satellites almost copies the shape of the microwave ab-
sorption line. .

The experimental results indicate that the specific feature of the
spectra of light modulated by ferromagnetic resonance in RbNiF3 is
a difference in intensities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes components
in these spectra.

Let us consider this problem theoretically e : Let us write out 6eiJ a
magnetic part of the permittivity tensor for RbNiF 3 for the first
geometry (Fig. 6.10), i.e. when a low-frequency resonance is excited
in the sample: H II x and My = mye21tivt, M z = mze21tivt, and NIx =
= M 0 = const (v is the FMR frequency and K II z). Here we shall
take into account only linear in My and M z contributions into the
tensor components, since they are those which are responsible for
the appearance in scattering spectrum of the satellites at the fre
quency vi ± v, where vi is the incident light frequency:

(

0 if123111z + g66MsMy

6eij= -~f123Mz+g66MsjVly 0

,-t!321N1y+g"J,MsMz °
if321MlI+fHMSMZ)

(6.25)

Here, as in Section 6.2, the coefficients fiik and gij describe the
contributions into (,eij from Faraday rotation and linear magnetic
birefringence, respectively. By means of the obtained OBii (6.25)
values and formulas (6.15), (6.17) one can find the scattered light
intensity when the incident light is polarized along the x-axis: i.e.
the vector E! has the components (E~ sin 2nv i t , 0, 0). Here the scat
tered light is polarized along the y-axis. If the intensity of the
Stokes satellite is denoted by Ps and that of the anti-Stokes one, by
PAS, the calculated results can be presented in the form:

(

. 0 ,if123Mz+g66MsMy if321MlI+gHMsMz)
(,Eij= -t!123Mz+g66Jlfsll;fy 0 0

,-i!321N1y+g"J,MsMz 0 0
(6.25)

Here, as in Section 6.2, the coefficients fiik and gij describe the
contributions into (,eij from Faraday rotation and linear magnetic
birefringence, respectively. By means of the obtained OBii (6.25)
values and formulas (6.15), (6.17) one can find the scattered light
intensity when the incident light is polarized along the x-axis: i.e.
the vector E! has the components (E~ sin 2nv i t , 0, 0). Here the scat
tered light is polarized along the y-axis. If the intensity of the
Stokes satellite is denoted by Ps and that of the anti-Stokes one, by
PAS, the calculated results can be presented in the form:

.». == ( f12SmZ+ g66MSm y )2 (6.26)
PAS f12smz - g66my

When the incident light polarization is rotated through 90°, i.e. when
the vector E' has the components (0, E~ sin 2nv i t , 0), the expres
sion (6.26) is replaced by

(6.27)
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metry):

Ps == ( /321
1n y ± g44 M slnz ) 2 (6.28)

PAS f321m y =t= g44 M smz

For K \I y and H II M iI z (the third geometry)

Ps ==(/321
my ± g 44MSmx)2 (6.29)

PAS /321m y =t= g44 M sm x

Thus, the calculation demonstrates that generally the intensities of
the Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites in a spectrum of scattered light.
are different, and their ratio is reversed, when. the incident light
polarization rotates through 90°.

Based on (6.26-6.29) and using our experimental PslPAS val
ues for various geometries as well as the values of Faraday effect
and magnetic birefringence from [6.52], we have calculated' the-
ratios of coefficients of the tensor {)8ij (6.25), namely: .

j123/g66Ms = 0.75; f321/g,.,.Ms < 2.10-2 (6.30)

These values show the modulation of light for A = 514.5 nm in the
first geometry is due to both magnetic birefringence and Faraday
effect. In the third geometry, modulation of light is predominated
by magnetic birefringence.

The Ps/PAS value for A = 488 nm coincides with that for Iv ==
= 514.5 nm. When using A = 632.8 nm, this ratio changes. RbNiF 3'

is known to be characterized by strong absorption of light in red
spectral region. As a result, linear and circular dichroism become
significant and can change constants in the Faraday effect and
magnetic birefringence. All this can lead to variations in the
PsiPAS ratio. However, our experimental data are insufficient to
calculate the magnetooptic constants at Iv = 632.8 nm.

6.5.5.
TTn t.n nnw t.hp nnint. in lTllP~t.inn h~~ ~_nn~.PT"nprl ~ mnrllll~

These values show the modulation of light for A = 514.5 nm in the
first geometry is due to both magnetic birefringence and Faraday
effect. In the third geometry, modulation of light is predominated
by magnetic birefringence.

The Ps/PAS value for A = 488 nm coincides with that for Iv =
= 514.5 nm. When using A = 632.8 nm, this ratio changes. RbNiF 3'

is known to be characterized by strong absorption of light in red
spectral region. As a result, linear and circular dichroism become
significant and can change constants in the Faraday effect and
magnetic birefringence. All this can lead to variations in the
PsiPAS ratio. However, our experimental data are insufficient to
calculate the magnetooptic constants at Iv = 632.8 nm.

6.5.5.

Up to now the point in question has concerned a modula
tion of light in magnetically ordered compounds. Of some interest
for us was to observe the modulation of light in a conventional para
magnetic crystal with electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) excit
ed in it. The neodymium-gallium garnet (NdGG) was chosen as an
object that remains to be paramagnet up to TN = 0.516 K and be
comes antiferromagnet below this point. This crystal has a large
saturation moment (4nM ~ 910 Gs at T = 4.2 K and H = 50 kOe)
...._.J _ 1 D .J £t __ L L __ L _L ", ~ C) T1'" AL LL_ L_~ .L _
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spectrogram of the light transmitted through the NdGG crystal
under EPR is given in Fig. 6.12. As in all foregoing cases, this spec
trum contains satellites of a significantly lower intensity which are
shifted relative the principal line by the resonance frequency, +vres•
Their intensity is about 10-8 of that of the incident light. This im
plies that the light transmitted through the crystal is modulated at
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Fig. 6.t2. Spectrum of light transmitted through the sample of
Nd3Ga501 2 with a paramagnetic resonance excited in it at the frequency Vm\V =
= 36 GHz (A, = 632.8 nm, T = 2 K).

the frequency 2vres and the modulation depth amounts to 5 X 10-8•

The modulation of light was observed within the entire microwave
absorption line. The intensity of each satellite is proportional to the
microwave absorption value under constant power input. As can be
seen from Fig. 6.12, the intensities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes

satellites inresco~teri!L?trUI areS:J~·lhiS suazests the
-40 -20 0 20 <,'40

Frequency shift, GHz

Fig. 6.t2. Spectrum of light transmitted through the sample of
Nd3Ga501 2 with a paramagnetic resonance excited in it at the frequency Vm\V =
= 36 GHz (A, = 632.8 nm, T = 2 K).

the frequency 2vres and the modulation depth amounts to 5 X 10-8•

The modulation of light was observed within the entire microwave
absorption line. The intensity of each satellite is proportional to the
microwave absorption value under constant power input. As can be
seen from Fig. 6.12, the intensities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes
satellites in the scattering spectrum are the same. This suggests the
scattering at Iv = 632.8 nm to be controlled by a magnetooptic effect
alone, i.e. the Faraday rotation.

The modulation depth enables determining the spin tilting angle
'under resonance conditions. Therefore, given the microwave power
input, the transverse relaxation time can be found. We made such
estimates and obtained the value of 10-11 s which agrees with the
broad EPR line width.
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q = O. The energy of spins excited in resonance is transferred to
other spin excitations, i.e. to the magnons with q =P 0, via two-
magnon, three-magnon, etc. processes with the relaxation times 1:'~
(see the diagram in Fig. 6.13). Also possible is a process of the energy
transfer from the spin waves with q = 0 directly to phonons with
the relaxation time 1:'0- Naturally, the relaxation is dominated by the
process with the shortest time, 1:'0- The transfer time of energy of uni
form oscillations to phonons usually exceeds that to magnons. The

Magnons
q =0 J 'Y =V AFMA(FMA)

Magnons
q :1:0

't"q

Phonons

T"o

Fig. 6.13. Diagram of explaining magnon relaxation processes
in magnetic materials.

t'q
Magnons

q =0 J 'Y =V AFMA(FMA)

magnons caused by relaxation which have particular energies and
wave vectors relax either to a re erv ir.nf the r ma in ino sPhn wave:

Magnons t' .on ons
q:1:0 q

T"o

Fig. 6.13. Diagram of explaining magnon relaxation processes
in magnetic materials.

magnons caused by relaxation which have particular energies and
wave vectors relax either to a reservoir of the remaining spin waves
with the time 't~ or to a reservoir of phonons (to the lattice) with
the relaxation time 't~. Provided 't~ is much longer than 't~, an ex
cess in the number of magnons over the thermal level corresponding
to the lattice temperature occurs in the system of spin waves. The
ratio of the total number N q of the excess spin waves in the system
to the number No of the pumped spin waves with q = 0 wi ll be gov
·erned by the ratio T~/'tO of the relaxation times. Once 'to ~ T~,
-tho ont-i ....o C'I~in C'I"1:TC'ltnYr\ ",-nill hn n"1:7'n....hno+nrl 11 "I""~ ././ "1"'" ·.....u, .............. ';<"'1"-
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The first one, namely, the modulation of light under AF¥R, has
been discussed in the preceding Section. From this experiment we
have determined the number No = 2 X 1014 cm-3 of spin waves
with q = 0 excited by microwave power 5 mw and the relaxation
time, 'to = 3 X 10-10 s.

In the next experiment the number N q of the magnons with q * 0
excited under AFMR was determined [6.21]. An increase in the num-

ILaser

Opticar cryostat

PG

Pulse
generator

y? -lnput

xy -rec o rder

Fig. 6.14. Diagram of the experimental setup for optical obser
vations of AFl\IR.

ILaser ~1~0-
Filter

Optical cryostat

PG

Pulse
generator

Y?-input

xv -rec o rder

Fig. 6.14. Diagram of the experimental setup for optical obser
vations of AFl\IR.

her of spin waves results in a decrease in magnetization of sublat
tices of the sample under study. Since magnetic birefringence is pro
portional to the squared magnetization of the suhlattices [see (6.8)],
a decrease in magnetization is accompanied by a decrease in birefrin
gence. Consequently, by measuring a change in birefringence under
AFMR, it is possible to find out N q •

A ~h::lnO'p. in maonet.ic hir~frinu~n~~ of Iioh t in a crvst.a l W~~ in-
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The optical scheme to measure the light birefringence in a crystal,
An, wi ll be described here in more detail. A light beam (Iv = 632.8 nrn)
from the Ho-Ne-laser passed through the system which consisted of
a polarizer, a crystal to be investigated, a calcite Berek compen
sator and analyzer, and was incident on the photomultiplier PM.
The output signal of the photomultiplier (the voltage drop across a
photomultiplier load) could contain both a direct-current (dc) com
ponent due to incomplete compensation of light and an alternating
current (ac) component changing with the modulation frequency of
klystron power. The de component of the signal was measured by
means of the digital voltammeter VA. The ac component of the light
signal was amplified by the narrow-band amplifier U tuned for the
klystron modulation frequency and then was applied either across
the oscilloscope output 0 or the recorder Yl-coordinate unit via a
synchronous detector. Thus, setup optical scheme permitted changes
in the birefringence ~n to be measured both in a static and in a dy
namic mode of operation. In the first case we used the method of di
rect compensation of path-length difference (by means of the Berek
compensator) and in the second case the amplitude of the ac signal
(at the instant a resonance occurs). The sensitivity to variations in
~n for the de mode was from 10-5 to 10-6 and that for the ac mode
was substantially higher i.e, from 10-8 to 10-9 (depending on sam
ple thickness).

The main experimental results were obtained with a sample in
the form of a thin disk 1.2 mm in diameter and 0.3 mm thick. The
disk plane coincided with the crystal basal plane. The sample had
the most narrow resonance line about 30 Oe (Fig. 6.15).

There were studied two cases: when the incident light polarization
was coincident with the magnetic field direction and when the former
was inclined at the angle of 45° to the latter. In both cases the polarizer
and analyzer were crossed. In the first case, the ac optical signal was
not detected down to the level of 5 X 10-6 of the incident light in
rect compensation of path-length dirterence (by means of the- tlerek
compensator) and in the second case the amplitude of the ac signal
(at the instant a resonance occurs). The sensitivity to variations in
~n for the de mode was from 10-5 to 10-6 and that for the ac mode
was substantially higher i.e, from 10-8 to 10-9 (depending on sam
ple thickness).

The main experimental results were obtained with a sample in
the form of a thin disk 1.2 mm in diameter and 0.3 mm thick. The
disk plane coincided with the crystal basal plane. The sample had
the most narrow resonance line about 30 Oe (Fig. 6.15).

There were studied two cases: when the incident light polarization
was coincident with the magnetic field direction and when the former
was inclined at the angle of 45° to the latter. In both cases the polarizer
and analyzer were crossed. In the first case, the ac optical signal was
not detected down to the level of 5 X 10-6 of the incident light in
tensity. In the second case, the ac optical signal was absent under
the conditions of a maximum compensation of the dc optical signal
by means of a compensator at the instant the resonance occurs. This
signal appeared however, at a certain incomplete compensation of
the system due to a rotation of the compensator. Figure 6.15 shows
records of both the ac light 1__ at different compensator positions and
microwave absorption signals when the AFMR line was scanned by
maznetic field.
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power by rectangular pulses. Figure 6 ..16 demonstrates relationships
between the dc 1= (curve 2) and ac 1-. (curve 1) (for the AFMR line
peak) light signals and the path-length difference I', changed by
means of the compensator. In fact, the figure depicts a variation in
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~2

I

1.2 kOe

~1

~ '- ~\II ) J J
0.80 tOO 1.2 0.80 tOO 1.2 kOe

...:

~1

Fig. 6.15. An example of recording a microwave absorption line
(curves 1) and alternating light signal (curves 2) under resonance in CoCOa at
two path-length differences I': (A) r = n16, (B) r = 7n16.

the path-length difference, r - 2nn, measured from the value of r
which corresponds to the minimum dc signal. .

"I'he experimental dependences obtained can be described by the
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rived, e.g, in [6.53].) It can be seen from Fig. 6.16 that maxima in the

amplitude I...., correspond to r = 2nn + ~ or 2nn + 3; and amount
to 2 X 10- 4 of the de signal amplitude, I~. When a compensation or
decompensation of light is complete, the ac light signal is absent.
All results above were obtained by us at a modulation frequency of
microwave power equal to 1 kHz. An increase in this frequency up to
20 kHz influenced the acquired data neither qualitatively nor quan
tita tively.

As can be seen from the above results, the conditions for observ
ing the ac optical signal differ from those of modulation of light.

v
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A = 632.8 nm

K
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... - Experimental data from different runs

Fig. 6.16. Intensities of the de I = (curve 2) and ac I", (curve 1)
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Fig. 6.16. Intensities of the de I = (curve 2) and ac I", (curve 1)
light signals versus the path-length difference r due to compensator and sample..

The modulation depth was maximized when incident light was of
vertical polarization directed along the applied magnetic field, with
a maximum compensation of the transmitted light. For these con
ditions, the ac optical signal I", was totally absent. A large difference
in values of the two observed effects should also be marked. Their
intensities measured by the same absorbed microwave po,,:er are
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is decreased. Such a decrease is due to diminishing an L-component
which is a perpendicular to magnetic field, when L oscillates about
the equilibrium position. In turn, a decrease in the L-component is
due to a growth in the total number of the spin waves which are
excited under AFMR. According to the experimental data this num
ber N q = 1017 cm-3 (at P = 5 mW) which corresponds to a relaxa
tion time, 'tq = 1· 5 X 10-7 s.

Let us compare the results of two optical experiments for the num
ber of spin waves excited under AFMR:

Nq=o = 2x 101
& ..-...,; 10-3

N q 1017

This means that the total number of the spin waves created in a
system under AFMR relaxation is about 1000 times more than the
.number of the spin waves with q = 0 corresponding to a uniform
precession. In other words, an accumulation of energy in the spin
.system occurs at the instant of resonance, i.e. the spin system is
overheated as compared to its equilibrium state.

Now we have been interested to find frequencies and wave vectors
of the magnons due to relaxation. With this aim in mind we used
the BMS technique. A sample was chosen where thermal spin "raves
were studied. The setup described above was used. The BMS was
observed in the 90°-scattering geometry (q = 2·5 X 105 cnr-'), The
rnagnons propagating along the x-axis (x-magnons) and z-axis (z
magnons) were studied. AFMR was excited at two pumping frequen
cies, VI ~ 36 GHz and V2 ~ 51 GHz. The sample was inserted into
.a waveguide and practically the whole spectrum of magnetostatic
modes was excited because of large dimensions of the sample. This
manifested itself in the AFMR line .width of 600 Oe (instead of 30 Oe
'for thin samples). According to [6.42-43] this value corresponds to
the limits of the spectrum of magneto-static modes. The experiments
were performed at T ~ 2 K. The same nolarization conditions were
overheated as compared to its equilibrium state. -£ -01 -

Now we have been interested to find frequencies and wave vectors
of the magnons due to relaxation. With this aim in mind we used
the BMS technique. A sample was chosen where thermal spin "raves
were studied. The setup described above was used. The BMS was
observed in the 90°-scattering geometry (q = 2·5 X 105 cnr-'), The
rnagnons propagating along the x-axis (x-magnons) and z-axis (z
magnons) were studied. AFMR was excited at two pumping frequen
cies, VI ~ 36 GHz and V2 ~ 51 GHz. The sample was inserted into
.a waveguide and practically the whole spectrum of magnetostatic
modes was excited because of large dimensions of the sample. This
manifested itself in the AFMR line .width of 600 Oe (instead of 30 Oe
'for thin samples). According to [6.42-43] this value corresponds to
the limits of the spectrum of magneto-static modes. The experiments
were performed at T ~ 2 K. The same polarization conditions were
fulfilled as in the case of thermal magnons observation.

The scattered light spectrum was experimentally investigated
under AFMR excitation. For microwave power input at the frequen
cy V = VAFMR a significant increase in the intensities of magnon
peaks as compared to the thermal ones was found. Magnon ampli
fication persists over a very narrow range of magnetic' fields ±25 Oe,
although as has been indicated above the microwave absorption line
\l1'itlth nntlo~ A l?Mll lQ ~ hnnt Ann no Tho f~O(Tll0nI"U nf tho !lIY'Ylnlifiotl
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Judging by the result obtained, the predominating relaxation
process of uniform precession is a two-magnon process, in which a
magnon with the frequency 'VAFMR and q = 0, after scattering
from an impurity or crystal defect, creates a magnon with the same
frequency and non-zero wave vector.

In order to elucidate this situation, let us consider Fig. 6.18. The
long-wave part of the CoC0 3 magnon spectrum is shown here- and
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Fig. 6.17. Light scattering spectrum at 90° in CoCOa from thermal
(lower curve) and excited under AFMR (upper curve) magnons.
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q II y. Upon changing magnetic field, this region shifts along the
vertical axis (frequency axis).

Let us consider the case of z-magnons. In our experiment the
strength of the magnetic field was selected to be such that the z-mag
nons with a frequency equal to the microwave one had a wave vector
with modulus q = 2.5.105 cm-I • Upon pumping the microwave pow
er, the number of such magnons proved to be significantly larger
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Fig. 6.18. Long-wave part of the spin wave spectrum in CoC0 3
for different directions q and the magnons created under AFl\tlR relaxation in a
two-magnon process (horizontal dashed region).

than that of the thermal ones. Therefore we conclude that the excit
~d AFMR magnons with q = 0 (or close to zero) and the frequency
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means it becomes overheated compared to the equilibrium state.
This is due to the fact that the time of energy transfer from the group
of the magnons with v === vAFMTI and q ~ 0 to other magnons or
phonons (Fig. 6.13) is much grea ter than the time 't~ needed for
magnons with q ~ 0 to relax. The phenomenon observed here is sim
ilar to that called the "bottle-neck" in EPR. The only difference
is that in an antiferromagnet magnons are overheated rather than
phonons.

The last optical experiment provided the answer to whether the
entire system is overheated uniformly (due to a short 't~) or the
overheating concerns only a selected group of spin waves. The results
show that only a group of magnons with a frequency of the exciting
AFMR and different wave vectors that are controlled by the magnon
spectrum for this frequency is overheated. Thus, in antiferromagnets
we observed a classical "bottle-neck".

The similar experiments were performed with a two-dimensional
ferromagnet K 2CuF,.. In addition to modulation of light, the back
scattering due to the excitation of a ferromagnetic resonance was
also investigated in this substance. The amplification of magnon
peaks was observed similar to that found by us in CoC0 3 •

6.7. LIGHT SCATTERING FROM PARAMETRICALLY
EXCITED QUASIPARTICLES
(MAGNONS AND PHONONS) IN CoCOs

The BMS technique proved to be very efficient in detect
ing and studying parametrically excited quasiparticles, i.e. mag
nons and phonons [6.16, 6.54, 6.55].

Various nonlinear phenomena are known to occur in magnetically
ordered substances placed inside intense high-frequency fields. The
nonlinear phenomena. which will be discussed below, include nro
scattering due to the excitation of a ferromagnetic resonance was
also investigated in this substance. The amplification of magnon
peaks was observed similar to that found by us in CoC0 3 •

6.7. LIGHT SCATTERING FROM PARAMETRICALLY
EXCITED QUASIPARTICLES
(MAGNONS AND PHONONS) IN CoCOs

The BMS technique proved to be very efficient in detect
ing and studying parametrically excited quasiparticles, i.e. mag
nons and phonons [6.16, 6.54, 6.55].

Various nonlinear phenomena are known to occur in magnetically
ordered substances placed inside intense high-frequency fields. The
nonlinear phenomena, which will be discussed below, include pro
cesses of parametrically excited oscillations and premature satura
tion of resonance. Common to both processes is the presence of a
certain threshold microwave field, hmw = ht h , above which these
processes do occur. Both processes take place in an external magnetic
field, H.

A paramagnetic excitation of quasiparticles is such a process,
when one high-frequency photon with V mw = vp at hmw > ht h and
o nl"\~fo;T\ 'no 1"" ,...-i! YV1l",r.T\l"\f;n ~l"\lrl 'r1nfn~YV1l;T\I"\r1 'J..,.".,. .. "hn "(u"".,.n "(.,.n" .. " .... ,...~
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Another process takes place here, when a magnetic resonance (MR)
or uniform precession is excited in a substance, i.e. when a micro
wave photon VMR creates a magnon with q = 0 and v = VMR. Upon
attaining a certain power level, the resonance comes to saturation
(premature saturation of resonance). In the process the magnons with
q = 0 and v = VMR are able to decay into two quasiparticles with
\'qp = VMR/2 and ql = -q2 * O. In the event that the magnon is
tlie quasiparticle, the process is called the first order Suhl instabil
ity. As will be shown in the present Section, a quasiparticle with the
frequency vqp = VMR/2 is liable to be a phonon, as well. The pro
bability of realizing one or another version is governed, as in the
case of parametric excitation of quasiparticles, by the kind of
spectrum, value of magneto-elastic interaction, and "MR.

The investigation of nonlinear phenomena allows rich information
to be obtained on the properties of magnetic materials. I t opens up
the possibilities to study relaxation channels of quasiparticles and
relaxation times and to determine the spatial distribution of quasi
particles and the parameters of their spectrum. An important prob
lem is thestudy of a stationary state of spin waves which is established
at a high pumping power level, much higher than the threshold one.

Microwave techniques pertain to the commonly used methods of
studying the nonlinear processes, when investigating a dependence
of the absorbed microwave power on the power input, pumping fre
quency and magnetic field strength. These techniques provide many
interesting experimental results in studying both ferromagnets and
antiferromagnets. In addition, the theory of nonlinear processes
was developed. The studies of the parametrically excited spin waves
in magnetically ordered substances are reviewed in [6.56-57].

However, the microwave techniques available cannot supply all
needed information about the processes. These techniques fail to
clear up the question what quasiparticles (phonons or magnons) are
excited.In exnertmant..what..rllracticn tpev__nrQDBQ'3te_ in and £what
particles and the parameters of their spectrum. An important prob
lem is thestudy of a stationary state of spin waves which is established
at a high pumping power level, much higher than the threshold one.

Microwave techniques pertain to the commonly used methods of
studying the nonlinear processes, when investigating a dependence
of the absorbed microwave power on the power input, pumping fre
quency and magnetic field strength. These techniques provide many
interesting experimental results in studying both ferromagnets and
antiferromagnets. In addition, the theory of nonlinear processes
was developed. The studies of the parametrically excited spin waves
in magnetically ordered substances are reviewed in [6.56-57].

However, the microwave techniques available cannot supply all
needed information about the processes. These techniques fail to
clear up the question what quasiparticles (phonons or magnons) are
excited in experiment, what direction they propagate in, and what
wave vector q correspond to. This is why a demand arose for in
vestigating nonlinear processes by other techniques. .

Next, the results will be described of studying parametrically
excited magnons and phonons in CoC0 3 by means of the BMS tech
nique. All the experiments were performed in the 90°-scattering geo
metry, as was the case with thermal magnons. The notations of
Sec. 6.4 will be used. The samples were placed at the endface of a
_1 ......... _"._ 'W.....l...: ..... l.. ....l.. __........ .:_ ......... .: ........... 'W'W.,. .... ~T"._.... .:..1".
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as well as from x-particles at vp = V 2 will be discussed. The results
reveal that in the magnetic field corresponding (in accordance with
the kind of magnon spectrum) to the existence of the magnons with
v = vp/2 at q = 2.5.105 cm-1 the pronounced peaks of the frequency
which differs from that of incident light by ~v = vp/2 show on the
spectrum of scattered light when the pumping power is switched on
with v = vp • In the absence of microwave pumping and with the
same magnetic field strength the peaks of much lower intensity due
to the thermal magnons with v = vp/2 are evident. The intensity of
scattering is governed by the number of scattering particles. It
follows that an increase in the intensity of peaks caused by the mic
rowave pumping will favour a large number of quasiparticles with
v = 'Vp /2 and q == 2.5.105 cm-1 being created at the given magnetic
field strength. An illustration of this result is presented in Fig. 6.19
for z-particles.

In this figure curve 1 corresponds to a spectrum of scattering from
the thermal magnons with v = 25.5 GHz. Curve 2 with pronounced
peaks corresponds to a scattering from the excited quasiparticles
created by switching on the microwave power with vp = 51.02 GHz
at the same magnetic field strength.

When observing the process of scattering from the created quasi
particles the following polarization conditions always have to be
satisfied: (a) Ei-LEs, where Ei and Es are the electric field vectors
of the incident and scattered light waves, respectively; (b) one of the
vectors Ei and Es lies in the scattering plane and another is perpen
dicular to it. In our experiment the vector E' was always parallel
to the external magnetic field. Studying the influence of magnetic
field strength on the position and intensity of the satellites, given
test values of wave vector and pumping frequency, points to the
existence domain of excited quasiparticles from ±10 to ±15 Oe in
magnetic field strength. Within this field range the frequency of the
satellite.differajrom.that.of .incident lizht .hv _exactlY.halt.tba.numn
peaks corresponds to a scattering from the excited quasiparticles
created by switching on the microwave power with vp = 51.02 GHz
at the same magnetic field strength.

When observing the process of scattering from the created quasi
particles the following polarization conditions always have to be
satisfied: (a) Ei-LEs, where Ei and Es are the electric field vectors
of the incident and scattered light waves, respectively; (b) one of the
vectors Ei and Es lies in the scattering plane and another is perpen
dicular to it. In our experiment the vector E' was always parallel
to the external magnetic field. Studying the influence of magnetic
field strength on the position and intensity of the satellites, given
test values of wave vector and pumping frequency, points to the
existence domain of excited quasiparticles from ±10 to ±15 Oe in
magnetic field strength. Within this field range the frequency of the
satellite differs from that of incident light by exactly half the pump
ing frequency to an accuracy of ±0.5 GHz. The satellite intensity
for x-particles versus magnetic field strength is depicted in
Fig. 6.20.

Next, we investigated the influence of the microwave pumping
power with 'V = 'Vp on the intensity I of satellites with ~v == 'Vp /2
at a constant magnetic field level. Such a relation was found to have
a threshold pattern. In other words, an increase in the intensity of
~~".nll~ .. .n~ o .. ~ ..... o of..._,"" ~ ~.n","n~'n ~n~"1'\ ,,,'" 1"1'11'\ _f ...,.n~...,.~_,.. ...._,..7'1'\... v.:_............
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Table 6.1.

Quasiparticles "p' GHz Pth,roW hth' Oe

s-particles 36.0 30.0 0.030
s-partlcles 51.2 60.0 0.045

x-particles 51.2 80.0 0.053

300 mW (or about 0.1 Oe) while for x-particles at about 100 mW (or
about 0.06 Oe). The creation of excited quasiparticles should be,
apparently, accompanied by the microwave power absorption in a
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Fig. 6.21. Intensity of light scattered from parametric x-magnons
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The data obtained indicate that a number of quasiparticles in
excess of the thermal level was created in a crystal under the action
of microwave power. The creation of quasiparticles proceeds in a
parametric way, since their frequency amounts to half-frequency of
the pumping and the process of their excitation is of a threshold na
ture. The parametric x- and z-magnons are expected to be dealt with
in this case. These result from the decay of one microwave photon

10

-3 -2 -1 0 1 . 2 · 3
IWave vector! x 10~~ cm-·1

Fig. 6.22. Scheme for illustrating the parametric excitation of z-
magnons with naif-frequency of pumpinz in CoCO at 'Vn ~ 36 GHz.

~ 20
c:
Q)
:::J
a
~u.
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-3 -2 -1 0 1 . 2 · 3
IWave vector! x 10~~ cm-·1

Fig. 6.22. Scheme for illustrating the parametric excitation of z
magnons with naif-frequency of pumping in CoCOs at 'Vp ~ 36 GHz.

with v = vp into two magnons with opposite wave vectors and the
microwave photon half-frequency v = 'Vp /2. The basis for such an
assumption is formed by experimentally controlled conditions of
observing the light scattering from these quasiparticles as well as
by the fact that in the absence of microwave power and in the same
m .... ,...Y\~..~ .... ~ ...... lrl ~1,.,.. ~1,. ....._~ ..... 1 ~~_~ ..... ~~ ~.LL _ £ d h ' • In
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process of decay of one microwave photon with v = vmw into two
z-magnons with v = vmw/2. The scheme indicates that at each value
of the magnetic field strength in the given crystalline direction the
magnons are created that possess fixed values of wave vectors. As
discussed above the value of wave vector and direction of quasipar
ticle propagation as wel I as the frequency of exciting photon are
preset by experimental conditions in our case. Only the magnetic
field strength whose value can be varied arbitrarily serves as a free
parameter. In so doing, the magnon spectrum has to be displaced
within the (v, q) plane along the abscissa (v). In order to observe the
light scattering from parametric magnons we have to select a value
of magnetic field strength such that the frequency of the magnon
investigated (x- or z-ones) with q = 2.5 X 105 em -1 amounts to
half-frequency of the pumping as shown in Fig. 6.22 for a z-magnon.
The scheme shows how a deviation from this field strength should
result in violating the observation conditions. According to the
theory the region that satisfies the conditions should correspond to
a very narrow interval of magnetic field strengths. In experiment
this interval ranges from 10 to 20' Oe (see Fig. 6.20). The value cor
responds to the width of a really observed scattering line, which in
addition to the true width is contributed by the response function
of interferometer, line width of laser radiation, etc.

The parametric excitation of magnons in CoCOa was discovered
in OUf experiments. The parametric magnons were directly observed
which propagated along the Ca-axis and across the basal plane of a
crystal in the magnetic field direction. Their frequency was proven
to be really equal to half-frequency of the pumping.

As to the y-particles propagating in basal plane transversally to
magnetic field, pumping microwave sources should be used with
wavelengths shorter than those of the sources we have to detect the
parametric y-magnons in CoCOa.
... __&~rl. __on..Jb11r __PY_oEriro.ents... _i t-_i~ .baliexed., tharc.at °1L_sllff}cient.}v
a very narrow interval of magnetic field strengths. In experiment
this interval ranges from 10 to 20' Oe (see Fig. 6.20). The value cor
responds to the width of a really observed scattering line, which in
addition to the true width is contributed by the response function
of interferometer, line width of laser radiation, etc.

The parametric excitation of magnons in CoCOa was discovered
in OUf experiments. The parametric magnons were directly observed
which propagated along the Ca-axis and across the basal plane of a
crystal in the magnetic field direction. Their frequency was proven
to be really equal to half-frequency of the pumping.

As to the y-particles propagating in basal plane transversally to
magnetic field, pumping microwave sources should be used with
wavelengths shorter than those of the sources we have to detect the
parametric y-magnons in CoCOa.

Based on our experiments, it is believed that at ° a sufficiently
high microwave power level parametric magnons are created in all
directions.

As seen from Fig. 6.19, the intensities of the Stokes and anti
Stokes spectral components due to parametric magnons are practi
cally the same. Since the experimental geometry in all runs was the
same, the Stokes spectral component always corresponded to a scat
tering from the particles with one direction of the wave vector q
___L ..I..L ..I..! C"..I.._1 ... ! ...L .:.L_ ,1.:_,.._ ....: __
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and z-magnons these values differ by 1.5 times (see Table 6.1), whi le
z-magnons possess a lower threshold.

The dependence of the threshold microwave field strength ht h on
the pumping frequency "p, on the damping of m agnons ~"q, and
other parameters was obtained theoretically by Ozhogin [6.58] for
antiferromagnets of the "easy-plane" type under the conditions of
parallel pumping, when bmw II H. This dependence has the following
form:

"p ~"q

ht h = 1'2 (2Ho+Hn)

where H D is Dzyloshinskii's field, H 0 the field in which parametric
magnons are observed, and "( the gyromagnetic ratio. For CoCOa
we have H D = 27 kOe and "( = 5.8 GHz/kOe.

In our experiments the parallel pumping conditions can be satis
fied only when exciting x-magnons. If the parametric x-magnons are
assumed to be created as a result of parallel pumping, then we can
estimate the relaxation time of x-magnons in CoC03't = (2j(~"q)-1

by means of formula (6.33) and the experimental threshold value
(see Table 6.1). The estimate yields ~'Vq ~ 0.7 MHz and 't ~ 0.2 ps.
The magnon relaxation time in CoC03 agrees, by an order of m agni
tude, with those measured for MnC03 and Cs~fnF3 [6.59-60]. It
should be noted, however, that for the above compounds the magnon
relaxation time strongly depends on the temperature. We did not
study such a dependence for CoCO:1• All our experiments were per
formed at a single temperature of about 1.8 or 1.9 K.

In our experiments parametric z-magnons are excited under the
conditions of transverse pumping. Presently we know no formula
to describe the relationship between the threshold field and relaxa
tion time for the case under study. Therefore, the only conclusion
that cal! be made is that the.... value of the ...threshold field L" nronor
assumed to be created as a result of parallel pumping, then we can
estimate the relaxation time of x-magnons in CoC03't = (2j(~"q)-1

by means of formula (6.33) and the experimental threshold value
(see Table 6.1). The estimate yields ~IVq ~ 0.7 MHz and 't ~ 0.2 ~lS.

The magnon relaxation time in CoC03 agrees, by an order of m agni
tude, with those measured for MnC03 and Cs~·fnF3 [6.59-60]. It
should be noted, however, that for the above compounds the magnon
relaxation time strongly depends on the temperature. We did not
study such a dependence for CoCO:1• All our experiments were per
formed at a single temperature of about 1.8 or 1.9 K.

In our experiments parametric z-magnons are excited under the
conditions of transverse pumping. Presently we know no formula
to describe the relationship between the threshold field and relaxa
tion time for the case under study. Therefore, the only conclusion
that can be made is that the value of the threshold field is propor
tional to pumping frequency (see Table 6.1).

The comparison of the intensities of satellites in light scattering
spectrum that correspond to thermal and parametric magnons enables
us to determine the excess value F of the number of parametric
magnons over the thermal level. Such an estimate is valid, if the
observed width of a scattering peak coincides with the intrinsic line
width ~"q of a parametric magnon. However, as the above esti-
n'lOitaC! hOl"(ra tlamnnC!t ....OI .. atl A", ~'W"'n"'''?'\'''iM.f.,.,. () ,., l\KU ... T.a.': ... 't... ~ __ .L __
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by the line wid th Llv ~ 0.7 MHz:

dq =1. !:L ~"q ~ 20 cm! (6.34)
2 oVq

The estimate is valid for x-magnons. In the case of z-magnons the
ratio of the satellite intensities of thermal and parametric magnons
is about tenfold lower, hence for them F ~ 5 X 104 •

Now we can easily determine the maximum number of magnons
N q in 1 ern" having q = 2.5 X 105 ern -1 and Llq ~ 20 em -1 which
contribute to light scattering:

»; = nq F (6.35)

Here nq is the number of thermal magnons which are collected from
a q-plane controlled by an aperture of light beam.

For the occupation numbers, no = (eAVq/ 1f.T - 1)-1 ~ 2, where
T\~ 2 K, the number nq amounts to 2 X 108 particles per em"
while lVq is in the interval from 1013 to 1014 particles per ems.

The experimental dependence of satellite intensities corresponding
to the scattering from parametric magnons versus the power input
(see Fig. 6.21) enables us to evaluate a variation in the number of
magnons N q for the case of high pumping power level. An initial
part of the curve in Fig. 6.21 shows that above the threshold N q

grows linearly with the difference P - Pt h or in other words

N q = [( h~: r- 1 J, A=const (6.36)

Such a relationship takes place for an excess over the threshold in
the interval 1 ~ hmw/h t h ~ 2. An increase in the pumping power
over the threshold value is known to result in a stationary state of a
magnon system. One of the basic questions arising from the investi
O'~.t.ion of tha state is the mechani~m of l\mitations imnoseq on the
while lVq is in the interval from 10 3 to 10 4 particles per em .

The experimental dependence of satellite intensities corresponding
to the scattering from parametric magnons versus the power input
(see Fig. 6.21) enables us to evaluate a variation in the number of
magnons N q for the case of high pumping power level. An initial
part of the curve in Fig. 6.21 shows that above the threshold N q

grows linearly with the difference P - Pt h or in other words

(6.36)

Such a relationship takes place for an excess over the threshold in
the interval 1 ~ hmw/h t h ~ 2. An increase in the pumping power
over the threshold value is known to result in a stationary state of a
magnon system. One of the basic questions arising from the investi
gation of the state is the mechanism of limitations imposed on the
number of parametric magnons [6.61]. Generally, two mechanisms
are considered as follows: (a) the mechanism of nonlinear damping
and (b) the phase mechanism. Each of them is characterized by its
specific dependence of the number of parametric magnons 1Vq on the
pumping field strength hmw (see [6.56]), namely

N q = ~ (hmw - h t h) = B (hh~: - 1 ) in the (a) case (6.37)
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the four-frequency process, ythe conventional damping factor, and

B = Khth/f], C = rK/S.
We tried to compare the experimental result with those (6.37),

(6.38) from the theory. Figure 6.23 illustrates the dependence of the
relative number of particles on the excess hnlw/hth of microwave field
strength over the threshold. The coefficients A, B, and C [(6.36)
(6.38)] are adjusted in such a way as to make values of lVq for all

Nq
(rel.unlts)

5

2

to 1.5 2.0 hmw/h c

2

i\T

to 1.5 2.0 hmw/h c

Fig. 6.23. The number of parametric magnons N q versus the
microwave field excess over threshold value hrnwlht h . Curve 1 is drawn according
to formula (6.37), curve 2 to (6.38), and curve 3 to (6.36). Experimental points
correspond to Fig. 6.21.

three curves be the same at hmw/h t h = 1.65. With the coefficient B
in (6.37) properly fitted , the experimental results are seen to be suf
fir.iAnt.lv WAll (lA~r.rihA(I hv t.hA mAr.h~ni~m of nonlln~~r rru m rri no-.
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6.7.2. Parametrical Phonons in CoC03

In this Section we shall dwell on the results obtained in
studying the BMS from x- and y-quasiparticles excited at the
pumping frequency VI ~ 36 GHz.

6.7.2.t. BMS from Parametrical x-Quasiparticles

Investigation of BMS from x-quasiparticles with the
microwave pumping at the frequency vp = VI = 35.02 GHz has dem
onstrated that in the spectrum of scattered light the satellites occur

750

H.Oe

500250
O~__---IIo..o.-__-.a. ---a

750

750

H.Oe

500250
O~__---IIo..o.-__-.a. ---a

Fig. 6.24. The squared frequency v~ versus the magnetic field
strength for thermal and pumped x-quasiparticles in CoC03 • Points correspond
to the pumped-in quasiparticles. Curve 1 corresponds to the spectrum of thermal
z-magnons, curve 2 to the absorption line of microwave power, curve 3 to trans
verse phonon frequencies in the basal plane at T -100 K.

with freauencies differinz from those of incident Iizht bv half-fre-
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sities on the external magnetic field strength copies the shape of
the curve describing the additional microwave absorption in a sam
ple. Also, polarization conditions for observing these satellites
differ from the foregoing case, .since scattered light is depolar
ized.

The investigation of the dependence of the satellite intensity I
on the power P of the applied microwave field resulted in a threshold
to be in it. The value of the threshold microwave field is h t h ~

~ 0.09 Oe.
-The available experimental data enable one to assume that the

presence of the intense satellites with ~v == vp/2 in the spectrum
of scattered light is due to the excitation of parametric phonons in
the sample. This assumption is supported by the following experi
mental evidence:

(a) The excitation frequency of quasiparticles is independent of
a magnetic field strength in the interval from 0 to 500 Oe. Due to
this, the observed quasiparticles cannot be parametric magnons,
since according to Sec. 6.7.1 the magnetic field conditions to excite
these magnons are very stringent.

(b) The proximity of the quasiparticle frequency to that of trans
verse phonons propagating in the basal plane: the frequency "ph =
= 16.9 GHz at T == 100 K and it differs from "q by only 1 GHz.
With decreasing temperature down to 2 K the phonon frequency is
expected to increase up to 18 GHz. The excitation of parametric
phonons may be explained in the following way.

The in vestigation of energy spectra of phonons [6.44] and mag
nons (Sec. 6.4) in CoC03 by the BMS technique have demonstrated
that the frequ-ency of x-magnons with q ~ 0 is close to that of trans
verse phonons propagating in the basal plane. In such a situation,
the magnetoelastic interaction in a crystal can produce a coupling
between two oscillation types, i ,e, magnon-phonon interaction.
Whf?-ll .invest.izat.inc t~he djsnsrsion law for the QuasimaQ'non branch.
since according to Sec. 6.7.1 the magnetic field conditions to excite
these magnons are very stringent.

(b) The proximity of the quasiparticle frequency to that of trans
verse phonons propagating in the basal plane: the frequency "ph =
= 16.9 GHz at T == 100 K and it differs from "q by only 1 GHz.
With decreasing temperature down to 2 K the phonon frequency is
expected to increase up to 18 GHz. The excitation of parametric
phonons may be explained in the following way.

The in vestigation of energy spectra of phonons [6.44] and mag
nons (Sec. 6.4) in CoC03 by the BMS technique have demonstrated
that the frequ-ency of x-magnons with q ~ 0 is close to that of trans
verse phonons propagating in the basal plane. In such a situation,
the magnetoelastic interaction in a crystal can produce a coupling
between two oscillation types, i ,e, magnon-phonon interaction.
When investigating the dispersion law for the quasimagnon branch,
we detected no departure from the relationship described by for
mula (6.19) with magneto-elastic interaction neglected. This may
indicate a small magnitude of the latter. Nevertheless, the experi
ments described in this Section show this interaction to exist. An
excitation of phonons is believed to be due to the magneto-elastic
interaction in a crystal in low magnetic fields (near the intersection
point of branches) at the pumping frequency vp ,....., 36 GHz in CoC0 3 •
n~_t..~_,. ~1_~ _l.. ..... _ ..... _,.., L, ..... ~ ............... l..~ __ ..... ,..,... .:_ ........_,..,.:_ ......1~ ...... _~ ..... :~ ..... ...J ..... ~ ~l..~ .:_
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6.7.2.2. BMS from y-Quasiparticles Excited Under
AFMR [6.54-55]

When exciting an antiferromngnetic resonance in a sam
pIe at the frequency "AFIVlR = 36.2 GHz in the spectrum of light
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addition to thermal magnons (curve 1 in Fig. 6.25) whose frequency
is established from the spectrum of y-magnons (see Fig. 6.25, "1 =
= 44.4 GHz). The polarization conditions to observe the peaks
match those for transverse phonons. Their frequency is close to a
transverse y-phonon frequency measured at room temperature and
equal to "ph = 16.9 GHz. All these facts enable us to assume that
in this experiment we observe the decay of magnons of the uniform

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
IWave vector' x1CYs, crn"

Fig. 6.26. Scheme illustrating the parametrical excitation of y
phonons in CoC0 3 under AFl\fR at vAFl\IR ~ 36 GHz.

4-2 -1 0 1 2 3
IWave vector' x1CYs, crn"

-4

precession with q = 0 into two parametrical phonons whose fre-
w
:J
CT
~
~ 20

Fig. 6.26. Scheme illustrating the parametrical excitation of y
phonons in CoC0 3 under AFl\fR at vAFl\IR ~ 36 GHz.

precession with q = 0 into two parametrical phonons whose fre
quency is equal to half the AFMR frequency and q = 2.5 X 105 em -1.

The decay scheme is shown in Fig. 6.26. Here is presented a low
frequency part of magnon spectrum in a magnetic field corresponding
to the experimental conditions, and a part of the transverse y-phonon
spectrum taken at room temperature. Peaks 1 in Fig. 6.25 corre
spond to points 1 in Fig. 6.26 while peaks 2 to points 2. The above
mentioned decay process is due to a resonance saturation and has to
hA ()f ~ t.hT'p.'O:h()lrl ('h~T'~('tpr Tn pvnOT'lTY'lont nrn Ahcol'",,-ul'rl ..-1,...,. ,.....,.4-n ......,.
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. This excess appears to be about 3 X 105• Such an estimate is val
id under an assumption of the true line width of a parametrical
phonon to be about 1 MHz (by analogy to magnons, see 6.7.2.1).

The similar result was obtained by Wettling and Jantz with
FeB03 [6.62].

Let us stress once more that the phenomenon discovered by us in
CoC03 and by Wettling and Jantz in FeB03 [6.62] is a new type of
instabili ty under AFMR, this differing from the first order Suhl in
stability in that a magnon of uniform precession decays into two
phonons rather than into two magnons of the half-frequency. Such a
decay process is due to the magneto-elastic interaction in substance.

The parametrical excitation of phonons has been recently
observed in FeB03 by means of microwave techniques as well [6.63].
The identification of particles by these techniques is less reliable.
Studying the BMS from quasiparticles enables their type to be de
termined from the whole complex of observational conditions (i.e.
frequency and wave vectors, polarization conditions, range of mag-
netic field involved in observation, etc.). _

From the point of view of relaxation processes this phenomenon
can be related to one of the kinds of a phonon "bottle-neck". As is
seen, the relaxation of magnons with q = 0 excited under AFMR
by .means of high pumping powers can lead to an accumulation (as
compared to the equilibrium value) of a phonon group with definite
energies and wave vectors. The "bottle-neck" inhibits thermalizing
these "hot" phonons and heating of the phonon spectrum.
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